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Abstract
My thesis is a cultural history of New Age religion in Taiwan. I focus on C.C.
Wang

(1941-) and Terry Hu

sinophone proponents of a ‘Xinshidai

(1953-), the two earliest and most prolific
[New Age]’. I consider their lives (as New

Agers) and written works (as New Age figures), concentrating on the period to 2000. In
this thesis I explore how Wang and Hu introduced New Age religion to Taiwan through
analysis of their publicly available writings and translations. In chronologically
examining their life experiences and the various ideologies that they gradually wove
into their work, I demonstrate the agency of these two women as New Age innovators
and show how they represented their own lives as evidence of the transformational
efficacy of New Age religion for modern Taiwanese women.
Raised in a family who escaped from China and then converted to Catholicism,
Wang’s most important contributions are her translations of Jane Roberts’s Seth books
(beginning in 1982). These continue to be popular with readers and have inspired a new
generation of teachers and students. She also translated internationally popular texts
such as Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet (1970) and Neale Donald Walsch’s Conversations
with God (1998). Viewing this work alongside her efforts in beginning the Fine Press’
:

New Age Series (1989-) and establishing the Chinese New Age Society
(1992), her publisher described her as “the mother of the New Age in Taiwan”

(2012). Wang began developing expertise on American culture when raising a family
there in the mid 1960s and again for much of the 1970s. She used these domestic
experiences as the basis of her burgeoning literary career.
An important part of Wang’s oeuvre are the monthly columns she published
pseudonymously in The Woman

and China Ladies

between 1969 and

1981. In these columns Wang not only established herself as a trans-Pacific expert of
everyday life techniques (especially regarding relationships and parenting), she also
xv

articulated the psychological unease that she would later seek to remedy through
spiritual exploration and, ultimately, in translating New Age books. Her early work is
notable for both illustrating a particular type of modernity available to young urban
females and for establishing the nurturing and inquisitive spirituality she would later
disseminate widely. Already interested in the type of ideas discussed in the New Age, it
was only after a life-altering encounter with a Seth book in a California library in 1976
that Wang began exploring the New Age more deeply. She eventually discovered
Shirley MacLaine’s Out on a Limb (and later wrote the preface to the 1986 Mandarin
translation), which she described as inspiring and “a book of enlightenment.”
Hu was born to a politician father who also escaped from China. She learnt
English as a child and developed a fascination with American culture. After a short stint
in New York’s bohemian Greenwich Village in the early 1970s, she soon became a film
star in Taiwan. She featured in several dozen movies and was briefly married to the
author Li Ao

(b.1935). She retired from acting in 1988 and devoted her energy to

translating New Age texts, especially the work of Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895-1986) who
she depicted as a “New Age Buddhist.” Throughout her careers as an actor and author
Hu appeared as an archetype of the global, modern and, ultimately, spiritually
sophisticated woman.
Hu’s individual identity was strongly grounded in the social context of Taiwan’s
elite, and she increasingly blended martial law-era Chineseness and her celebrity status
with American post-hippie spiritual trends. Her multifaceted and evolving identity
augments dominant identity and gender discourses in Taiwan and binds her into the
New Age’s transnational web of religious innovation and personal transformation.

xvi

Notes on translation and terminology
In the context of language, ‘Chinese’ refers to what is commonly known in
English as Mandarin. Publishers in Taiwan use complex or full-form traditional Chinese
characters (

fantizi), as opposed to simplified characters (

jiantizi) which are

now used in China and, subsequently, commonly taught in classrooms around the world.
Almost all primary sources in this dissertation were published with traditional
characters, a form I maintain in this thesis. I transliterated Chinese names and terms
using pinyin unless there is an established alternative (such as Chiang Kai-Shek and
Taipei or, for this thesis, C.C. Wang and Terry Hu). I translated relatively unknown
names using pinyin. Where I found a local name rendered in Roman characters in
another source or catalogue, I have used that version.
‘Taiwan’ refers to the main island (and, less importantly for this research, its
various outlying islands) since 1945 known officially as the Republic of China. Pre1949 ‘China’ refers to the Republic of China (as it was on the Chinese mainland) and
post-1949 it refers to the People’s Republic of China, that is, continental China.
Unless specified, all translations from Chinese are my own.
The first two appendices were prepared during the process of gathering data
about the Fine Press’s New Age Series. Appendix 1 demonstrates the variety of books
in the series and Appendix 2 depicts the rate with which books were published. The
other five appendices are texts I translated while researching this thesis. I chose them
because each offers insights as to the particular nature of Taiwan’s New Age.
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On the surface we possess remarkable material achievements and yet in our hearts
there is no great difference between us and other hominids. We are still full of fear,
worry, conflict, antagonism and violence. Reflecting on this, the enlightened movement
of the New Age gives rise to the spiritual revolution of modern times.
Terry Hu, 1991 1

The New Age emphasises the ‘individual.’ It is through revolution in one’s heart that a
new society, nation and world will be created.
C.C. Wang, 1997 2

1

Terry Hu, “Dangdai shengzhe tan xinling geming-xinshidai de qimeng yundong
weiguan pian
[Modern Day Saints Discuss
Spiritual Revolution: A Microscopic View of the New Age Enlightenment]” in Xinling
geming
[Spiritual Revolution] (Taipei: Eurasian, 1991), 100.
2
C.C. Wang, Xinnei geming: mairu ai yu guang de xinshidai
[Revolution in the Heart: Stride Into the New Age of Light and Love] (Taipei: The
Fine Press, 1997), 209.
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(left), C.C. Wang
(right) and Sun Chen-hwa
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front of what appears to be the Great Temple of Isis, Egypt (n.d., likely late 1980s or
early 1990s).
Without disclosing the exact location, Figure 1 was published in Funü zazhi
[The Woman] (December 1991) and Shisui zazhi
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[Death and the
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Preface
More than just a holiday happy snap from a trip to some grand ruins, this photo of C.C.
Wang and Terry Hu is our entry into the history of New Age religion in Taiwan.
Egypt has long fascinated Western occultists. In the nineteenth century certain
enthusiasts believed “that the Egyptians had possessed esoteric knowledge that had
enabled them both to perform magic and to apprehend the divine.” 3 This interest
continued and by the early twenty-first century the global repertoire of perceived
wisdom from Egypt and other places meant “many New Agers have a strong
sentimental attachment to the past because of a romanticised understanding of ancient
cultures and spiritualities.”4 Egypt remains a prominent origin of such an “ancient
culture,” no better symbolised than in the form of a pyramid—often “seen as a
supernatural source of energy or power.”5 As a result, and with international travel
increasingly affordable, many pyramid enthusiasts—inspired by various (pseudo-)
historical and religious writings—began visiting Egypt. Not long after Wang and Hu’s
visit and when asked about ancient Egypt-loving New Agers, director of the pyramids
Zahi Hawass responded “Ah yes, the Pyramidiots,” indicating the perjorative view held
by some who had encountered these tourists.6
The interest in pyramids eventually spread to Taiwan, where, echoing the
mystery of these and other ancient structures, a 1989 article on sacred archaeology in
Greece and Egypt was entitled “Immortal Gods and Vanishing Monarchs: Greek and
3

Mark Bevir, “The West Turns Eastward: Madame Blavatsky and the Transformation
of the Occult Tradition,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 62:3 (Autumn,
1994): 749.
4
Christopher Partridge, “Truth, Authority and Epistemological Individualism in New
Age Thought” in Darren Kemp and James R. Lewis (eds), Handbook of New Age
(Leiden, Brill: 2007), 246
5
Michael York, Historical Dictionary of New Age Movements (Oxford: The Scarecrow
Press Inc., 2004), 149.
6
Luke Dittrich, “Pyramidiots,” Blue Magazine, June July 2000, 24.
xxiii

Egyptian Shrines.”7 By this stage Wang and Hu were already deep in their practice of
New Age religion, and, along with Sun Chen-hwa, were about to start publishing the
New Age Series (Xinshidai xilie
chubanshe :

) in Taiwan through The Fine Press (Fangzhi

). Yet in 1989 Africa was already present in the imagination of

Taiwan’s readers.
San Mao (

1943-1991) was a popular author and role model for young

women in Taiwan from the mid 1970s.8 Through her travel writing she found fame as
“a model of the acquisitive and modern petit-bourgeois romantic.”9 San Mao’s journey
to Africa’s Sahara, her “most ‘exotic’ travel experience, and the one that established her
fame as a writer” was inspired by images she had seen in magazines.10 San Mao
influenced Hu, who admired her for her bravery in wandering the Sahara and wished
her to bring these qualities back to Taiwan where people (especially many of her
friends) dreamt of wandering yet seemed overly controlled by Chinese traditions.11
Increasingly internationally isolated during the 1970s, Taiwan was trying to
realign itself diplomatically. Officially known as the Republic of China, in 1971 it
withdrew from the United Nations after the People’s Republic of China (hereafter,
China) was given a seat and in 1979 the USA switched its diplomatic recognition to
7

Li Dakang, “Yongsheng de shenming yu huanmie de junquan: Xila yu Aiji
shendian
” [Immortal Gods and Vanishing
Monarchs: Greek and Egyptian Shrines], Dadi dili zazhi
[The Earth:
Chinese Geographic Monthly], March 1989, 142.
8
Born Chen Maoping
, San Mao’s writing about other continents, and especially
the Sahara, were extremely popular in the 1970s and 1980s. See Miriam Lang, “San
Mao Makes History”, East Asian History 19 (June 2000): 147-148.
9
Geremie R. Barmé, In the Red: On Contemporary Chinese Culture (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1999), 110.
10
Miriam Lang, “San Mao Goes Shopping: Travel and Consumption in a Post-Colonial
World”, East Asian History 10 (December 1995): 133.
11
Terry Hu, Hu yan meng yu
[Talking Nonsense; Sleep Talking] (Taipei: Four
Seasons Publishing Co. Ltd., 1980), 169. This article was a reflection on the song
Ganlan shu
[Olive Tree](1979), written by San Mao and performed by Qi
Yu/Chyi Yu
, in particular the repeated phrase liulang
meaning “to wander” or
“to lead a vagrant life.”
xxiv

China. While some nations already recognised China instead of Taiwan, beginning in
1971 all but a few minnow states gradually shifted their diplomatic recognition to China.
San Mao gave her readers an example of a life where Taiwan’s diplomatic
inconveniences did not necessarily impinge on personal and cultural exploration. She
wrote of a world in which cosmopolitan and glamorous women could travel, live and
love. Taiwan’s precarious diplomatic predicament could be transcended by enticingly
modern, global lifestyles. It was in this world of international experience and
experimentation that Wang and Hu spent their early adulthoods and where, when in the
USA, they would ultimately encounter the New Age.
Before visiting Egypt, Wang and Hu had already lived in the USA on multiple
occasions, with Wang residing there for over a decade. During her career as a popular
actor, Hu had travelled widely around the world to film and promote her movies and
participate in advertising campaigns. But their trip to Egypt appears to have been
motivated by more esoteric concerns linked to their joint publishing project.
Launched in September 1989, The New Age Series was subtitled in English
“You Create Your Own Reality,” a cornerstone of the philosophy of Seth, a spiritual
entity revealed by the American science fiction author, poet and medium Jane Roberts
in a series of books that “are ‘undisputed’ classics of modern channeling.”12 By 1989
Wang had already translated three Seth books and Hu credited Seth with providing
wisdom during her emotionally draining divorce proceedings. Hu’s Ancient Future
(Gulao de weilai

, 1990) is listed as the first book in the New Age Series and

was the first book published in Taiwan to explicitly address the topic of the ‘New Age.’
A fundamental aspect of the New Age that Wang and Hu were creating in Taiwan was
the idea that there was an authentic essence only found in ancient civilisations,
12

Wouter J. Hanegraaff, New Age Religion and Western Culture: Esotericism in the
Mirror of Secular Thought. (Leiden: Brill, 1996), 37.
xxv

philosophies and religions, something that had either become corrupted or lost over the
millennia: a revolutionary set of wisdoms that modern Taiwan needed. As noted above,
for some time Egypt had been one fount of such knowledge, with its elaborate
architecture, hieroglyphics and mythology providing inspiration to generations of
spiritual seekers.13 Wang and Hu were among the latest to make the pilgrimage there.
This photograph shows Wang and Hu embodying the life of globally-informed
spiritual transformation that they presented to their readers. Experiencing one of the
very sources of ancient wisdom that they so valued, Wang and Hu were the epitome of
New Age pilgrims. Their journey into the New Age—no better illustrated than this
photo in Egypt—and, in Hu’s case, out of it, was life-long. Its revolutionary potential
was the product of, and continued to shape, their multifaceted lives in Taiwan and
abroad.

13

An early example of a Western spiritual figure using Egypt as a destination in a
spiritual quest is Paul Brunton’s A Search in Secret Egypt (1936), discussed in Steven
Sutcliffe, “The Origins of New Age Religion Between the Two World Wars” in
Handbook of the New Age, eds. Daren Kemp and James R. Lewis (Leiden: Brill, 2007),
64.
Forshang World Foundation
, a new religious movement,
adopted the pyramid shape for its “potential-inspiring pyramid.” Located at its temple in
Tamsui
(north of Taipei), this pyramid is inscribed with various “Dharma totems”:
… to inspire from all beings the four positive energies of wisdom, health, wealth, and
love. People stand before the pyramid will definitely experience the glorious and perfect
development of body and mind.

See “The Ninth Seal” http://www.forshang.org/023GeneticsII/e.htm, accessed 14
December 2015.
xxvi

Introduction
In a 2013 study of spiritual engagement in Taiwan, it was found that within that
year 38.7% of people purchased ‘body, mind, spirit’ (BMS, shen xin ling

)

products, with 19.9% purchasing a book or magazine.1 While this segment is sometimes
called ‘Mind, body and spirit’ in English, I have kept the Chinese arrangement of the
words. BMS is the broad category into which New Age religion (along with other
healing, dietary and energy cultivation practices) is now often classified in sinophone
regions. Noted figures, including Hu, are marketed using the term. In 2013 general book
sales in Taiwan alone amounted to around NT$35.2 billion per annum (approximately
AUD$1.5 billion)2 with 1831 new titles being published per million inhabitants per year
(the equal second highest rate in the world). 3 As BMS publications account for
approximately one fifth of this figure, a significant market has developed. In order to
understand how this publishing boom evolved, it is essential to examine the origins of
New Age religion (Xinshidai zongjiao

) in Taiwan. As two of the earliest

exponents and most prolific authors, C.C. Wang (Wang Jiqing

, 1941-) and Terry

1

Chen Shu-chuan
, Chiu Hei-yuan
and Chen Hsin-chih
, “Taiwan
minzhong de lingxiu xingwei yu jingan
[Taiwanese Spiritual
Engagement and Experiences]” in Chiu Hei-yuan (ed), Zongjiao, shushu yu shehui
bianqian
) [Religion, numerology and social change 3]
(Kaoshiung: Chuliu Publisher, 2013), 264.
These findings were drawn from the 1,927 respondents in the Taiwan Social
Change Survey 2009. See
http://www.thearda.com/Archive/Files/Descriptions/TSC09.asp, accessed 3 October
2015.
2
“Publishing sector points to Taiwan’s cultural prowess”, Ministry of Culture Media
Release, 4 June 2014, http://english.moc.gov.tw/video/index.php?sn=2078, accessed 3
October 2015.
3
International Publishers Association Annual Report, October 2013 – October 2014. 17.
http://www.internationalpublishers.org/images/reports/2014/IPA-annual-report2014.pdf, accessed 22 November 2015.
1

Hu (Hu Yinmeng

, 1953-) are central to this phenomenon. No two people did

more in Taiwan to promote and support the ‘New Age.’
In this thesis I explore how Wang and Hu introduced New Age religion to
Taiwan through analysis of their publicly available writings and translations. In
chronologically examining their life experiences and the various ideologies that they
gradually wove into their work, I demonstrate the agency of these two women as New
Age innovators and show how they represented their own lives as evidence of the
transformational efficacy of New Age religion for modern Taiwanese women.

Why Taiwan; Why Wang and Hu; Why Texts?
In the late twentieth century New Age religion became increasingly mainstream
around the world, to the point that in “some western countries, inner-life ‘beliefs’ have
almost certainly become more popular than beliefs in the theistic personal God of
traditional Christianity.”4 While one monograph and a small number of very useful
sociological papers have been written about the New Age in Taiwan, an extensive
history of the phenomenon is yet to be attempted. Nor have the charismatic figures that
propelled the New Age there been considered in detail. In considering the evolution of
New Age religion in Taiwan as a transnational and modern phenomenon, my research
will complement existing work on the globalisation of the New Age (especially with
regard to North East Asia) and enrich the significant corpus of studies on religion in
Taiwan.
I selected Wang and Hu for several reasons. Having considered the early figures
of New Age religion in Taiwan, these two women stand apart not only for the volume
of translations and other writings that they published: they were the two most prominent
champions of a ‘New Age.’ Given the significant body of work that both women
4

Paul Heelas, Spiritualities of Life: New Age Romanticism and Consumptive Capitalism
(Malden MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2008), 5.
2

published in the 1960s and 1970s before they identified closely with the New Age, it
becomes possible to consider both how New Age religion was one identifiable stage in
their own spiritual development and how it can be considered in the context of broader
cultural, religious and social evolutions in post-World War II Taiwan. Rather than view
the New Age religion of Wang and Hu as a foreign import, I demonstrate how it
allowed them to express aspects of the religious culture in which they grew up and were
familiar with and, in doing so, demonstrate the transformational efficacy of the texts,
especially to a middle class audience. Beyond pragmatic considerations of what
materials are available in archives and bookstores, I chose to analyse their publicly
available writings for two main reasons. First, globally, “publishing has effectively
become the driving force and central organisation of the New Age and wider holistic
spirituality movement” and this has yet to be fully considered in the example of
Taiwan.5 Second, in the Chinese religious context (in which I argue Wang and Hu were
firmly rooted) written texts can be imbued with sacred authority, such as the practice of
cherishing written characters (xizizhi

) where the power imbued in written

characters led the literate to exercise care when writing.6 While this practice does not
precisely match with their later New Age work, and I have no specific evidence they
were influenced by it, the attention with which Wang and Hu translated texts and the
value they put on this as a transformative practice suggests, that for them, writing was
imbued with religious importance. Another example is found in morality books
(shanshu

), texts that aim to “reform decadence and disorder by means of a popular

5

Elizabeth Puttick, “The Rise of Mind-Body-Spirit Publishing: Reflecting or Creating
Spiritual Trends?”, Journal of Alternative Spiritualities and New Age Studies 1 (2005):
129.
6
Adam Yuet Chau, “Script Fundamentalism: The Practice of Cherishing Written
Characters (Lettered Paper
) in the Age of Literati Decline and Commercial
Revolution” in Philip Clart (ed), Chinese and European Perspectives on the Study of
Chinese Popular Religions (Taipei: Boyyong, 2012), 136.
3

Confucian program of moralism.”7 Similary, the New Age writings of Wang and Hu
also sought to engender individual internal reform and for these two women writing and
translating became spiritual practices.
In my thesis I draw upon the books, articles and translations of Wang and Hu
from when they began writing and being written about until 2000. I have done my best
to access all extant writings of both women beginning with Wang in 1969 and Hu in
1977. I chose to focus on events prior to 2000 for a number of reasons. The Fine Press
(Fangzhi chubanshe

) also published the 100th volume in its New Age Series

in 2000, Wang’s translation of Friendship with God by Neale Donald Walsch. In it she
noted that while not all books in the series had been bestsellers, they still had an impact
– individual change was precipitating global change. 8 From the point of view of
Marilyn Ferguson, author of the New Age classic The Aquarian Conspiracy, 2000 was
imbued with a particular potency. That year signified the end of the Age of Pisces and
the beginning of the Age of Aquarius.9 Having lauded The Aquarian Conspiracy as the
most representative New Age book in 1990 and written the preface to its Chinese
translation in July 1993, by 1999 Hu was disavowing the title ‘New Age,’ apparently
due to difficulties in ‘creating her own reality’ when she suffered health issues, as well
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Philip Clart, “Chinese Tradition and Taiwanese Modernity: Morality Books as Social
Commentary and Critique” in Philip Clart and Charles B. Jones (eds), Religion in
Modern Taiwan: Tradition and Innovation in a Changing Society (Honolulu: University
of Hawai’i Press, 2003), 86.
8
C.C. Wang, “Shengming shi yongheng de, er women zhi shi yige ren
[Life is eternal and we are one]” in Neale Donald Walsch, Friendship
with God: An Uncommon Dialogue (Yu shen wei you
), trans. C.C. Wang
(Taipei: The Fine Press, 2000), n.p.
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The exact dates for the beginning of the Aquarian Age vary, as do understandings of
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York, “The New Age Movement as an Astrological Minority Religion with Mainstream
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as the influence of Ken Wilber, several of whose works she translated. She continues to
write and translate as a BMS figure, which in the broad sense encapsulates the New Age.
Wang, on the other hand, remains closely affiliated with the New Age, and her August
2012 autobiography was released with a band around it proclaiming her as “The Mother
of the New Age” in Taiwan.10
It is important to note that Wang and Hu were not the sole proponents of the
New Age in Taiwan. Nor were books the only means through which people encountered
it. For instance, in the sections ‘Taiwan’s proto-New Age’ (Chapter 4) and ‘An
Expanding Market’ (Chapter 6) I discuss some of the relevant works, authors and series
published during the period considered in this thesis. I discuss certain contemporary
figures in the postscript. In her study of participants in Taiwan’s New Age, Shu-Chuan
Chen found that while books were an important channel for participants to make contact
with the teachings, more than half of those she interviewed were introduced to the New
Age through friends or family.11 She also noted the role of formal organisations in
spreading the New Age; the first organisation, the Chinese New Age Society
(registered in 2001 and emerging from Wang’s reading groups in the 1990s) is
most prominent. However, she noted that such groups, including those focussed on
Osho/Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh and reiki, “lack much formality or capacity to control
what happens in the name of the New Age.”12 Given this, I will argue in this thesis that
Wang and Hu (and, to an extent, their publishers) shaped the form and content of
Taiwan’s New Age.
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The full band reads “Xinshidai zhi mu Wang Jiqing de zhengqing gaobai yu xiyue
fenxiang
[The True Expression and Joyous
Sharing of C.C. Wang, Mother of the New Age].”
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Methodology
My primary sources for this thesis are the published writings of C.C. Wang and Terry
Hu. In drawing on these, I seek to distinguish my approach from that of the existing
body of work on the New Age in Taiwan. Going back beyond when Wang and Hu
began identifying as New Age, and considering their less well-known publications once
they did, a rich source of research material becomes available. Reading this work and
analysing it so as to draw conclusions about how intimately involved Wang and Hu
were in the evolution of New Age religion in Taiwan links my research to one of the
tenets of microhistory – “solving small mysteries about a person’s life as a means to
exploring the culture.”13 In adopting this approach, I do not propose that the examples of
Wang and Hu are completely analogous with those of other writers, translators and
teachers of their time. Aware that microhistories can be criticised for being too narrow
or unimportant, I acknowledge the necessity of “placing the small unit of study in a
broader context.”14 Therefore there will be much to be gained by inserting their stories
in a broader history of religious women in Taiwan. In these circumstances, and
following Carlo Ginzburg and his colleagues, I note that the heterogenous natures of
Wang and Hu (we will see how their stories share similarities and differences)
“constitutes both the greatest difficulty and the greatest potential benefit of
microhistory.”15 Their specific agencies contrast with each other, as they do with those
of other women, authors and religious figures (and especially with combinations of all
three). Yet at the same time, a nuanced understanding of how Wang and Hu both
embodied and created the New Age, focusing on their narratives in a historically
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objective manner, will provide readers with rich examples of religious innovation in late
twentieth century Tawian, and of new permutations of the global New Age. Through
this study of the lives and writings of two women who lived in Taiwan and the USA, a
deeper sense of the connection between the local and the global emerges.
From each woman’s oeuvre I develop a detailed understanding of their
respective journeys of personal growth and how they chose to represent this as a social
reality to their readers. In doing so I demonstrate how their status as New Age figures
was actually one stage in a life-long process of investigation, practice and transmission.
As cultural intermediaries, Wang and Hu each produced a number of texts where they
introduced and explained aspects of foreign (generally American) culture. Their
representations of their lived experiences—especially the language and religious
imagery they employed in their writings—is a rich source through which it is possible
to extract a meaningful conception of how they developed understandings of the New
Age. I aim to capture the experiences of these two women to the fullest extent possible
through their publications across various genres. That said, in orienting this as a cultural
(micro-)history, I ground my research in the social and cultural conditions of late
twentieth century Taiwan, contexualising their narratives as dependant on changes in a
broader, complex society. In generating these narratives, as a cultural history, I seek to
show “the ways in [Wang and Hu] make sense of their experience, their lives, their
world.”16 Indeed, Matthew Wood argued that the risks of placing too great an emphasis
on the religious at the expense of “people’s wider life histories and experiences, and the
social contexts in which these are situated”17 has led to scholars of the New Age in the
USA and Europe misinterpreting these phenomena. I endeavour to avoid this trap.
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For this thesis I have read their work—drawn from different publications across
30 years—as two separate (though often interweaving) texts, in the sense of the text as a
cumulative production that can span several works.18 Each work was written under
particular historical conditions and framed by the genre conventions of its publication.
Seeing each text as an effect of Taiwanese society at a point in time, “we see that
society ‘records itself’ in the processes which generate documents.”19 In particular, I am
concerned with how each writer represented religion (especially the New Age) and the
foreign within the context of her own life; how through the written word Wang and Hu
created the New Age as a meaningful concept for their readers. Using their status as
commentators, they could:
… translate [their thoughts about the world] into language, make them ‘speak’, through
the use of signs which stand for them – and thus talk, write, communicate about them to
others.20

Wang and Hu’s representations of their lives, New Age religion and the multiple
intersections between these, aptly demonstrate their dual roles as consumers and
producers of the New Age. In reading their work in this way, I remain aware of the
“sharp and categorical boundary line between the actual world as a source of
representation and the world represented in the work.”21 The agency of each writer is
important, and as publicly available texts, can be best considered as not an objective
18

Roland Barthes, Image-Music-Text, trans. Stephen Heath (Glasgow: Fontana, 1979),
157.
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Adrian Wilson, “Foundations of an Integrated Historiography” in Adrian Wilson (ed),
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(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1993), 319.
20
Stuart Hall, “The Work of Representation” in Stuart Hall (ed), Representation:
Cultural Representations and Signifying Practices (London: Sage Publications Ltd.,
1997), 62.
21
Mikhail M. Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays (Austin, Texas: University
of Texas Press, 1981), 253.
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truth but as subjective account. This represented material was read, interpreted and
acted on by their readers. For each woman the sources used can be divided into the
following four categories (nearly all of which are listed in the primary Chinese language
sources section of the bibliography):

Magazine articles
Wang and Hu both wrote extensively in Taiwan women’s magazines throughout the
period considered in this thesis. As a movie star, Hu was also the subject of many
articles. The topics covered in the articles and columns they wrote varied, often
focussing on matters of love or the family, but both women used this forum to divulge
personal information and, later, promote spiritual ideas.

Translations, essays and prefaces
In terms of sheer volume, translated works are most important in Wang’s output; Hu
translated fewer books in the years considered in my research. While at times I do
consider the content of their translations, much of my material is found in the prefaces
they wrote for their own translations and those of their colleagues. Unlike Wang and Hu,
most other translators in the Fine Press’s New Age Series did not write lengthy prefaces.
Beyond Wang’s standard introduction to the New Age, most translations did not include
any preface, with the translated text presented without additional material that may have
contextualised it. Wang and Hu also wrote a range of essays expounding the New Age
published in the Fine Press’s series, other Fine Press books and in magazines.
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Books
Wang and Hu both wrote introductions to the New Age as well as autobiographies. In
total, Wang wrote two books and one autobiography and Hu wrote three books and one
autobiography (her first two books are mainly about celebrity life). While their
autobiographies are rich sources of detail, both with respect to events in their lives and
their emotional response to them, I have exercised a degree of caution in referring to
them as many stories may have been included not so much for their historical accuracy,
but to legitimise their authority as New Age figures. Hu’s autobiography was published
in 1999, after she had moved on from identifying with the New Age, and Wang’s
autobiography was published in 2012, long enough after the period being considered in
this thesis that I need to differentiate between ‘now’ and ‘then,’ as her approach to the
New Age had evolved.

Interviews
Wang and Hu have been interviewed at various times in their careers and these
interviews offer an insight into their thinking at particular points in time. As a celebrity,
Hu’s 20s were particularly well documented. That said, such interviews need to be
considered carefully as the words printed in a magazine may not be the same as those
uttered by the interviewee, having likely been subjected to editorial intervention. I
personally interviewed Wang (August 2012) and Hu (July 2012) for this research, and
while these discussions were useful in providing context, neither woman offered the
sort of historical detail available in their earlier writings. As this thesis is not a
comparison of their memories and their written work, I do not draw strongly on these
interviews.
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It is necessary to note some limitations to my research. While I have focussed on
Wang and Hu’s writings in popular media and done my utmost to find all articles either
by or featuring them, in all likelihood I missed some. The sources I did find and refer to
are adequate for an extensive study such as this one. I also did not access any of Wang
or Hu’s personal correspondence. Apart from one article in The Washington Post and
some short sections of Asia Week magazine, all primary sources relating to Wang and
Hu in this thesis were published in Chinese; I translated all quotations and did my best
to ensure that both the content and tone of the original was preserved in the translation.

Structure
This thesis contains seven chapters. In Chapter 1 I outline the history of the New
Age as relevant to this project. I then focus on Taiwan, with particular emphasis on
religion and modernity there. In Chapter 2 I discuss Wang’s early life and writings,
demonstrating how her spiritual curiosity was firmly grounded in her early life. I also
outline Hu’s early life up to her year-long sojourn in New York. Like Wang, the
personality traits that drove Hu to explore New Age religion were evident long before
she actually began doing so. In Chapter 3 I consider Wang’s first experiences in the
USA, her translation of The Prophet and her early magazine columns. In Chapter 4 I
write about the life changing events during her second stint in the USA that propelled
Wang into her exploration of New Age religion and how she transformed into a
translator when back in Taiwan. As part of this I also survey Taiwan’s proto-New Age
publications. In Chapter 5 I look at Hu’s time in the campus folk music scene and her
film career, and show how her early secular books and translations can be considered as
part of her New Age oeuvre. This narrative is fundamental to her transformation into a
New Age figure. In Chapter 6 I discuss Hu’s later experiences in New York and her
discovery of the work of Jiddu Krishnamurti. I then discuss the New Age series,
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spearheaded by Wang with the assistance of Hu (and others) that began in 1989. This
chapter also discusses the growing enthusiasm of publishers and readers for New Age
works. In Chapter 7 I analyse more key publications and consider Hu’s exit from the
New Age. Through this I will show how Wang and Hu created the New Age through
their lifelong exposure to American culture, how reading and translation were spiritual
practices and the extent to which the New Age in Taiwan was equated with Buddhism.
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Chapter 1: Contextualising the New Age in
Taiwan
For all her dissatisfaction with institutional religion, Wang drew on a religious
vocabulary in her New Age translations. Not only did she use religious terms to
translate various New Age ideas, she drew analogies with religious texts and concepts
in order to contextualise New Age religion for her readers. Analysis of her most popular
translations, The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran and the various Seth works channelled by
Jane Roberts, demonstrates how thoroughly Wang imbued her New Age translations
with religious vocabulary and symbolism common in Taiwan.
Like Wang, through the act of translating New Age texts Hu also experienced
various degrees of spiritual transformation and development. She long associated
writing with personal transformation, even when not directly addressing spiritual topics,
as seen in her first book Hu yan meng yu

[Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking]

(1980). From then onwards, she made several references to how translating went
beyond being a complement to her spiritual practices, to actually become a spiritual
practice. Translation, and the transformation it affected, would become an important
facet of her role as a New Age figure.
Books that would later be affiliated with the New Age had been translated into
Chinese and published in Taiwan many years before the New Age Series started and
before there was any widespread awareness or acceptance of the term ‘New Age’ (see
my discussion on Taiwan’s proto-New Age in Chapter 4). However, it was the Fine
Press—through translators such as Wang, Hu and their peers—that created the New
Age in Taiwan. From an insider perspective, Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895-1986, the figure
Hu promoted and closely aligned her own identity with) was, in Taiwan, a New Age
figure. He was published in the New Age Series, marketed as a New Age figure and
13

consumed by readers as such. From an outsider perspective, one can argue that
Krishnamurti was not New Age: he was stridently secular and distanced himself from
the Theosophical Society, his nurturer of many years. But Krishnamurti died in 1986,
three years before the New Age Series started. At this time only one of his books had
been published in Taiwan and there was no reference to him as a New Age figure.1
While Seth is argued to be one foundation of the New Age globally—and due to the
efforts of Wang he became especially so in Taiwan—Krishnamurti became a New Age
figure in Taiwan because that was how he was translated and represented there. Even
though his translators and supporters, especially Hu, went to great lengths to tie him, as
a man, to the historical Shakyamuni Buddha and his teachings to Buddhism, all this was
done in the context of the New Age.
The New Age, as created in Taiwan by C.C. Wang and Terry Hu, is a form of
religion. Not a religion, though, as it was too philosophically divergent and lacked the
organisational centralisation some consider requisite of a religion. In writing this, I
follow Benson Saler’s proposal for the scholarly study of religion consisting
…of a pool of elements that scholars associate with religions. Not all will be found in
all religions. Some will be more typical of what we mean by religion than others, both
in terms of distributions and weightings. And many will be found outside of the
purview of what scholars conventionally designate as religions. None by themselves are
necessary for identifying religion, and none by themselves are sufficient for doing so.2

Such an approach allows for the New Age in late twentieth century Taiwan to be
considered alongside other religious forms in Taiwan and, more broadly, religion
1

Jiddu Krishanmurti, Jiaoyu yu rensheng
[Education and the Significance of
Life, lit. Education and Human Life], trans. Chang Nan-hsing
(Taipei: Mutong
chubanshe
[Cowboy Publishing Co. Ltd.], 1976).
2
Benson Saler, Understanding Religion: Selected Essays (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter,
2009), 223.
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globally. As will be discussed in a later section, it is suitable to consider the New Age in
Taiwan as a form of religiosity. It connects with the local elements of religion as
practiced in Taiwan, such as Buddhism, while avoiding the organisational structures of
religions that have been alleged to distort the true meaning of particular teachings. The
New Age in Taiwan was co-created by Wang and Hu as a way of reverting to the
inherent wisdom of ancient teachings, and doing so in a way that was relevant to
modern people, but without the authoritarianism that they felt existed in more
conventional forms of religion. It was ‘new’ in that it was liberated from the strictures
of religious authority. Freed of these apparent bonds, practitioners (that is, readers) were
empowered to choose the particular discourse that was most suitable for them, at that
point of their life. Perhaps this mode of exploration is no better embodied than in Wang
and Hu: first as New Age practitioners and then as New Age leaders. Through the study
of New Age religion, as written by Wang and Hu, we can develop a sense of how it is
religious and thereby strengthen the understanding of religion in Taiwan and abroad.
Both women adopted various philosophies and ideologies throughout the period
of this study. Wang was exposed to Catholicism in her childhood, discovered Kahlil
Gibran’s The Prophet in the USA and then later devoted herself to the Seth teachings.
Once she had connected with the New Age, she expanded her reading more widely and,
from this, curated an extensive list of translations to share with her readers in Taiwan.
Hu also demonstrated an evolving interest in teachings and ideologies, beginning with
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and the American counterculture. Her
enthusiasm for Krishnamurti was ongoing, publishing translations of his work from
1991 until 2010. In 1998 she published her first translation of Ken Wilber, echoing his
teachings by using them to explain her own life, and then in later years she focused on
translating the work of A.H. Almaas. Her most recent translation is Meditations on the
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Tarot (2016) by one-time Anthroposophist Valentin Tomberg (1900-1973). Although
since 1999 Hu has disavowed the ‘New Age,’ she has consistently encapsulated the
freedom it provides practitioners to forge their own spiritual path, translating and
promoting work that could, in another cultural context, be considered New Age.
Wang and Hu introduced New Age religion at an important time in Taiwan’s
history. The religious milieu in which Taiwan’s New Age evolved was not purely a
construct of late twentieth century globalisation. The years following Taiwan’s
liberation from martial law in 1987 were a time of great growth in religious practice.
Many organisations and teachers took advantage of the reduced restrictions to propagate
their teachings around the island. Exploring deeper, it is apparent that the broad range of
religious activity flourishing in that era was historically grounded in cultural and
theological structures and the modernised bureaucratic religious framework that had
been imported to Taiwan by the Chinese Nationalist Party (Guomindang or Kuomintang,
commonly known as the KMT,

) after its post-World War II retreat from China.

The religious environment into which it settled included a combination of clerics and
missionaries (such as Protesants and Catholics) who had fled the rising Communist
power, and local Taiwanese, who after 50 years of Japanese colonial rule maintained a
range of religious practices, including various indigenous traditions and local templebased Chinese religion. With these historical precedents, the religious world of late
twentieth century Taiwan was diverse and vibrant.
The New Age only came to be known and described as such during the 1970s
but the ideas upon which it was founded had been mutating and occasionally flourishing
in the centuries before, in America, Europe and Australia. East Asia was not exempt
from these developments, with the Theosophical Society establishing several lodges in
Chinese coastal cities after 1920.
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The most famous Chinese theosophist was Wu Tingfang

(1842-1942), a

prominent lawyer, diplomat and politician. In addition to translating Annie Besant’s
Elementary Lessons on Karma (Yinguo qianyi
hui yaozhi
zhengdaoxue shuo

) (1921), he wrote Zhengdaoxue

[An Outline of Theosophy] (1921) and Wu Tingfang
[Dr Wu’s Dialogues on Theosophy] (1923).3 Wu’s

investigations led him to believe that the soul is eternal.4 However, the Theosophical
Society in China enjoyed no such longevity and it is no longer present there. Similarly,
early twentieth century Japanese spiritual innovators drew upon American esotericism.5
While Wang and Hu did not translate any texts from Japan or claim to have any
significant spiritual connection with Japanese religions, both did spend periods of time
in Japan and were aware of the dynamic societal changes occurring there during its
post-war period of growth.6

Considering the idea of a New Age
When analysing the New Age in Taiwan—its conceptual boundaries, content
and contradictions—one must begin by examining the global New Age. The term ‘New
Age’ came to prominence in the 1970s as the political, cultural and spiritual
experimentation of the counter-culture evolved in various realms, fragmenting and then
3
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2015.
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went there to meet the family of her one-time fiancé.
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either flourishing or floundering. Due to the inspiration that Wang and Hu drew from
them, I begin this section by introducting Jane Roberts and Seth, Jiddu Krishnamurti,
Shirley MacLaine and Marilyn Ferguson; I do not propose that these figures are the
most representative of the New Age internationally (Krishanmurti’s New Age-ness can
be debated) or that individually they are more important than other authors, channels or
spirit entities. A fuller account of the global New Age would necessarily include far
more primary sources. However, given the importance of the above figures in the
narratives of Wang and Hu, I limit my historical exploration to them. In her monograph
New Religions and the Theological Imagination in America, Mary Farrell Bednarowski
commences her analysis of the New Age by noting the difficulty of adequately defining
what is New Age (especially when many features of the New Age are evident in NRMs
and other religious organisations). She does note that beyond sharing similarities with
Theosophy and spiritualism (as I discuss below), an awareness of global issues (famine,
peace, etc) is important.7 I will argue that, as women from Taiwan who had vital
spiritual experiences when living in America, Wang and Hu read the New Age from a
similar perspective.
The New Age, as it appeared in America (where Wang and Hu encountered it),
was a long evolving amalgam of religious and (pseudo-) scientific thought. Notions of
channeling and internal balance were expounded by European progenitors such as
Emanuel Swedenborg (1668-1772) and Franz Anton Mesmer (1734-1815), respectively.
Swedenborg’s communication with angels and other spirits and out-of-body experiences
“provided the initial contributions to the emerging spiritual idiom of the American
metaphysical tradition,” later potently realised in the channelings of the Fox sisters in
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1848.8 Over a century later, this channeling lineage manifested in Jane Roberts’s (19291984) Seth revelations.9
Seth and, critical to our awareness of him, the medium Jane Roberts, are
essential figures in examining the American background of the New Age in Taiwan.
Roberts had a difficult childhood, spending time in a Catholic orphanage, and her early
marriage failed. She developed a career as a science fiction writer and poet and
preferred for others to think of her in these terms.10 Roberts had her first psychic
experience with Seth in September 1963 as she sat writing poetry. She recalled:
Suddenly my consciousness left my body, and my mind was barraged by ideas that
were astonishing and new to me at the time. On return to my body, I discovered that my
hands had produced an automatic script, explaining many of the concepts that I had
been given. The notes were even titled – The Physical Universe as Idea Construction.
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Roberts proceeded to regularly communicate with Seth and published The Seth Material
in 1970. It and subsequent Seth books reached a large audience, selling more than a
million copies.12 Unlike earlier individuals who communicated with spirits, Roberts and
her peers were considered ‘channels’ instead of ‘mediums,’ as such people had been
labelled during the Spiritualist Movement of the 1ate nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. This was possibly because the new term was unencumbered by the
accusations of fraud directed at Spiritualists.13 Other notable channels who gained a
popular following in the wake of Roberts included Sanaya Roman, J. Z. Knight and
York, Historical Dictionary of New Age Movements, 180 and 173.
Sarah M. Pike, New Age and Neopagan Religions in America (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2004), 56.
10
Wouter J. Hanegraaff, “Roberts, Dorothy Jane” in Wouter J. Hanegraaff (ed)
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11
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Neale Donald Walsch (author of the series Conversations with God) among many
others.14 In addition to the Seth books, Wang also translated books by Roman and
Walsch.
The method through which Seth communicated changed after the first encounter.
Roberts would go into a deep trance at which point Seth entered her body. Her voice
dropped to a deeper tone and as Seth spoke through her, Roberts’s husband would write
down his utterances. Seth understood this channeling as a process of translation in that
he did not verbally communicate with Roberts; he was consciously aware of her agency
in articulating his message.15 At the core of Seth’s philosophy “is the concept of the
‘multi-dimensional personality’… The essence of this soul is conscious, creative energy
seeking to express itself.”16 Seth’s ideas about a holographic reality are complex and
Hanegraaff dryly noted that Roberts’s eloquent rendering of this “radical metaphysics…
reminds one at every page that the medium in question started her career as a sciencefiction writer.”17 Grainy black and white footage exists of Roberts channeling Seth,
rocking on her chair and, in an unidentifiable accent, forcefully announcing the
teachings of Seth.18 Beyond Seth, another influential spiritual figure was to underpin
Taiwan’s New Age.
Founded in New York in 1875, the Theosophical Society was at times home to
noted spiritual figures such as Annie Besant (1847-1933), Charles W. Leadbeater
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(1854-1934) and Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925), the latter who went on to develop
Anthroposophy. Their efforts resonated with the public over the decades and not only
do “the writings of theosophists appear as a constant backdrop to many of the
alternative spiritual traditions of the twentieth century,” 19 but “In many respects,
[Theosophy] is the direct precursor of today’s New Age movement.”20 Through the
efforts of two of the society’s founders, Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891) and Henry Steel
Olcott (1832-1907), Theosophy evolved to become “a spiritual tradition that combs the
truths of the orient and incorporates them into a western system of thought”21 and one
that “is an example of Comparative Religion on occultist premises, developed with the
express intention of undermining established Christianity.” 22 The excursions of
Blavatsky and Olcott (and those of their successors) to India were integral to the future
of Theosophy and, as will be discussed, the shaping of New Age thought in Taiwan.
In 1879 Blavatsky and Olcott arrived in India. Beyond just being a personal
pilgrimage, their journey to India was important for the future of the Theosophical
Society. Writing of the pair’s exploration, Robert S. Ellwood wrote of India as a
destination ripe in sacred possibility that was, at the same time (and by virtue as its
status as a British colony), accessible to travellers from the West.23 In representing what
she considered to be an ‘Ancient Wisdom,’ Blavatsky was accepting of general Asian
religious traditions such as reincarnation, karma and the simultaneous existence of a
body in different psychic planes.24 After her death, the Theosophical Society endured a
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period of adjustment but thanks to her earlier efforts, maintained a strong base in India.
It was there that Leadbeater discovered the young Jiddu Krishnamurti who, in time,
would be anointed by the Theosophical Society leadership as Maitreya, generally
considered in Buddhism to be a Buddha who will appear at some stage in the future.25
The Theosophical conception of Maitreya appears to match what Jan Nattier defined as
the “here/now” version of the Matireya myth where, as opposed to an encounter in
another life or realm, “the believer can expect to meet Maitreya on earth during his or
her present lifetime.”26 In Theosophy Maitreya is a position equated with Christ.27
Living in India, Europe and the USA, Krishnamurti’s life can viewed as a
microcosm of transnational spiritual trends in the twentieth century.28 Leadbeater came
across him in Tamil Nadu and was attracted by the fourteen year old’s aura. The
Theosophical Society took legal responsibility for Krishnamurti’s education (and that of
his brother, Nitya) and in 1911 he was appointed head of the new Theosophy society:
The Order of the Star in the East (OSE).29 In her hagiography of Krishnamurti, Pupul
Jayakar criticised the brothers’ entrance into the Theosophical Society and the ensuing
process of learning English manners and language as acts whereby they “were stripped
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of all Indianness.” 30 This cultural tension and ambiguity would remain part of
Krishnamurti’s evolving identity.
Krishnamurti and Nitya were taken by the Theosophical Society to Europe and
educated in England and France. In her biography of Krishnamurti, Mary Lutyens noted
that his status as the Messiah and a lawsuit over his custody in India dissuaded any
Oxford colleges accepting him for higher education. Lutyens sympathetically revealed
the strained nature of Krishnamurti’s English education when she declared, “How bored
Krishna must have been with the endless cramming in subjects for which he had no
aptitude.”31 This disillusion was not limited to his schooling.
The pressure put on the young Krishnamurti by his role as Maitreya seemed to
outweigh any satisfaction it may have brought him. For all the opportunities it offered—
both immediately material and speculatively spiritual—it proved to be too much to bear.
In 1929 Krishnamurti dissolved the OSE and struck out as an independent teacher, and
travelled widely until his death “speaking an average of 175 times a year to crowds
ranging from as few as fifty to several thousand people at a time.”32 Many lectures were
transcribed and circulated as books and pamphlets, or as audio recordings. Importantly,
with respect to the New Age, he “stressed personal spiritual responsibility for the
individual and denied all restrictive mental and religious dogmas.” 33 In his reenvisioned role as an independent teacher, Krishnamurti “preached a message of nonviolence, teaching that peace was not achievable by socio-political means, but only by a
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transformation of the self, cultivating the virtues of goodness, love and compassion.”34
An important element of Krishnamurti’s oeuvre is his dialogue with the noted physicist
David Bohm (1917-1992).
Beginning in 1961, Bohm and Krishnamurti engaged in a series of discussions
which were later published. It is important to note that an awareness of modern science
is a significant component of the New Age.35 For Krishnamurti, the exposure to new
and scientific ways of exploring existence excited him concerning “the ending of time
as well as the ending of thought.”36 Similarly, his views on how the mind and thought
might be reconstructed inspired Bohm who sought to repair the fragmentation he saw
plaguing humanity by implementing a new way of thinking.37 To his benefit, in Bohm
Krishnamurti had found a highly regarded scientific interlocutor and through their
exchange ignited a theme that would be strong in the New Age in Taiwan.
Krishnamurti’s post-Theosophical Society career was generally successful. He
remained famous and his “thinking attracted the attention of a wider and more
significant circle of people than did Theosophical teachings in any of their traditional
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forms.”38 However, even if Krishnamurti’s post-Theosophy career is considered as New
Age, he still was not its most famous figure.
In 1983 Oscar-winning actor Shirley MacLaine published Out on a Limb.
Broadcast as a television miniseries in 1987, Out on a Limb offered “an intimate yet
powerful journey into her personal life and inner self.”39 She was candid when recalling
the drama in her life—in particular a romantic affair with a foreign politician and the
vicissitudes of show business—and how her gradual immersion into astrology, crystals,
astral travel, spirit mediums and other esoteric pursuits brought her a sense of peace. In
her subsequent books such as It’s All in the Playing (1987), where she discussed the
process of revisiting her earlier life when filming Out on a Limb, and Going Within: A
Guide to Inner Transformation (1989) where she reflected on her nation-wide teaching
tour, MacLaine projected different perspectives on her spiritual trajectory. Wouter J.
Hanegraaff regarded her bestsellers as representative of the New Age subculture, and
given her global celebrity, a part of what he termed (following David Spangler) “New
Age glamour.” With this extraordinary popularity, her story “will be understandable and
sympathetic to many who experienced a similar development during the 1980s.”40 One
such person was Wang, who enthused in her preface to the 1986 Chinese translation of
Out on a Limb that the book was “an authentic and touching ‘book of
enlightenment.’”41 MacLaine was not alone in connecting her New Age message with a
broad audience.
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Marilyn Ferguson’s influential The Aquarian Conspiracy: Personal and Social
Transformation in the 1980’s (first published in 1980) began with her understanding of
the ‘New Age’ as a new historical epoch:
A leaderless but powerful network is working to bring about radical change in the
United States. Its members have broken with certain key elements of Western thought,
and they may have even broken continuity with history.
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The radical modernity Ferguson dramatically announced encapsulated elements of the
Western New Age as it has been understood in subsequent studies: a leaderless network,
profound change, the decentering of Western thought. Her claim that “continuity with
history” has been broken provides an opportunity to explore the evolution of ideas in
the New Age, especially in Taiwan. 43 According to Hanegraaff, The Aquarian
Conspiracy “can still be regarded as the most characteristic manifesto of the New Age
sensu lato.”44 This stems from his bifurcation of the New Age into two parts – sensu
strictu and sensu latu, which I discuss in a following paragraph. An enthusiastic
reviewer in Yoga Journal praised Ferguson for her insight on the importance of
individual change and how it can have positive, broader repercussions: “The sum of
individual changes forms a culture, and when individual changes reach a ‘critical mass’,
the culture re-forms itself,”45 an evolutionary ideal that would later underpin Taiwan’s
New Age. For all their sales and influence, the works of Ferguson and MacLaine are but
two examples of the myriad ideologies and experiences that constitute the New Age.
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Globally and in Taiwan, the New Age remains difficult to define. In this respect
it is important to adroitly navigate the differences between insider and outsider
definitions.46 As demonstrated in my thesis, this distinction is integral to understanding
the New Age in Taiwan. By adopting the insider description of the New Age as it
existed in the USA, proponents of this school of thought such as Wang, Hu and the Fine
Press were able to gather up disparate ideas and practices that had been circulating in
Taiwan and then create, I will argue, a New Age specific to Taiwan. The insider
description of Taiwan’s New Age is different to that of New Ages in other parts of the
world and the tensions and innovations that underpin it are helpful when conceiving an
outsider description. In developing the most appropriate outsider description of the New
Age in Taiwan, I will not only show how the development of the New Age in the West
is important, but, more crucially, how decades of religious innovation and
modernisation in East Asia, especially in Taiwan, have shaped the nature of the New
Age there.
Differences exist between disciplinary approaches as to how the boundaries of
the ‘New Age’ are delineated, and how other typological issues are dealt with; the
primacy given to texts and historical context; and the degree of emphasis on religious,
global, social, individual or other dynamics, such as the extent to which it constitutes a
‘movement’, for example. The spectrum of disparate philosophies and activities fused
together by publishing companies, teachers and New Age societies in Taiwan
demonstrates elements of religion, science, secular thought, environmentalism and self-
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help.47 It is this individuality (and related lack of organisational structures) and its
Chinese religious foundation (especially Buddhism) that best typify the New Age in
Taiwan. In his rigorous and extensive historical account of New Age thought,
Hanegraaff worked “…from the perspective of the history of (religious) ideas” and
argued:
There exists a marked lack of (1) in-depth analyses of the worldviews and theologies of
alternative movements and (2) a historical perspective on their origins and cultural
background.
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Hanegraaff observed that it is not so much the core of what constitutes ‘New Age’ that
is difficult to define, it is the ideas and beliefs found on the margins that pose this
problem. Likewise, he considered the designations ‘New Age,’ ‘New Age religion’ and
the ‘New Age Movement’ to be interchangeable.49 Aware of the various religious and
philosophical traditions that preceded the New Age, he identified the ‘New Age
Movement’ as:
… a movement which emerged in the second half of the 1970s, came to full
development in the 1980s and is still with us at the time of writing [1996].
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Hanegraaff based his study on English language New Age materials, which may have
been translated into foreign languages, a process not often reciprocated. Many foreign
language works remain unknown in the Anglosphere. Likewise, he excluded books that
dealt with specific religious traditions from around the world, as well as folklore and
mythology; by his definition while they may be popular with New Agers, they were not
strictly ‘New Age.’51
Despite many apparent similarities, Hanegraaff argued that the New Age could
not be comfortably conflated with New Religious Movements (NRMs), even though
certain NRMs demonstrated attributes of the New Age. The New Age did not have the
leadership, organisation, doctrine and common practices that are fundamental to
NRMs.52 That said, he referred to Colin Campbell’s seminal NRM article “The Cult, the
Cultic Milieu and Secularization” (1972) to find a suitable typology for the New Age.53
Hanegraaff argued that its “vagueness and fluency” and the fact that it “clearly
transcends the boundaries of a specific religious organization” means that “it is natural
to conclude that the New Age is either synonymous with the cultic milieu or that it
represents a specific historical stage in the development of it,” even though it lacked the
organisational structures evident in many ‘cults.’ While Campbell’s argument that the
cultic milieu is “the cultural underground of society… (and) includes all deviant belief-
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systems and their associated practices,”54 might have been apposite for early 1970s
England, I suggest that, as a milieu (and despite its call for a ‘spiritual revolution’), New
Age religion in Taiwan is too mainstream and socio-politically non-threatening for such
a characterisation.
In assessing the sources that he considered to form the core of the religious
element of the New Age, Hanegraaff observed five major trends. He categorised these
as “1. Channeling; 2. Healing & Growth; 3. New Age Science; 4. Neopaganism; 5. New
Age in a restricted and in a general sense.” 55 Hanegraaff’s fifth point is worth
elaborating for this differentiation recurs throughout his work.
Hanegraaff suggested that the New Age in a restricted sense, or “New Age sensu
stricto,” had a strong Theosophical and Anthroposophical background and originated in
England.56 He referred to intentional communities, such as Findhorn, that have replaced
the belief in an immanent change or an apocalypse with a sense that the New Age has
already arrived.57 Drawing on knowledge of astrological cycles, many “New Age sensu
stricto” followers believe that the past 2000 years of Christian dominated theology was
The Age of Pisces, an era to be followed by The Age of Aquarius.58 The “New Age
sensu stricto” is, for Hanegraaff, one part of the New Age in a broader sense, or “New
Age sensu lato.”
Hanegraaff suggested that the “New Age sensu lato” demonstrated a more
American bent in that it was influenced by the Californian counterculture from the
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1950s onwards, which is how the New Age appeared in Taiwan through Wang and Hu.
Once again drawing on Campbell’s idea of the cultic milieu, he claimed:
… this wider New Age movement emerged when increasing numbers of people, by the
later 1970s, began to perceive a broad similarity between a wide variety of “alternative”
ideas and pursuits, and started to think of these as parts of one “movement.”
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It is this “movement” that came to define the New Age. Hanegraaff expertly isolated its
many characteristics and for all the similarities with previous religious and
philosophical movements, he regarded these as having developed within the New Age.
For Hanegraaff, it was not simply a repetition of traditional phenomena; it was
something altogether new.
Looking within the mixture of meanings that can be constituted as New Age, it is
possible to identify certain unifying themes. Having considered a number of definitions
and articulations of the New Age, Olav Hammer constructed a broad set of concepts and
beliefs that are generally found in such phenomena: the cosmos is interconnected by
some intangible force that human beings may connect with to generate new realities;
humans, who are on lifelong experience-based spiritual journeys, consist of physical,
mental and spiritual elements which must be tended to equally; humans gain knowledge
by means other than just the intellect; ancient cultures and modern science both offer
repositories of self-knowledge wisdom and through adopting these ideas individuals and
societies can facilitate change.60
The New Age religion characterised by Wang and Hu does not challenge this very
broad, but workable, set of parameters. However, the social and cultural context in
which they framed their work was particular to Taiwan, and therefore each of these
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points resonated in specific ways for each woman. In addition, I suggest that an
emphasis on individual agency, theological perennialism (all religions share a universal
truth), a link to Chinese religious cultures and the lack of organisational structures
typify New Age religion in Taiwan, as created by Wang and Hu. Noting that many of
the most prominent New Age figures were women, David J. Hess generalised it to be
“relatively feminine” as opposed to the practice of skepticism, which was more
masculine.61 Of the participants in Chen’s study of the New Age in Taiwan, nearly twothirds were female and she noted the importance of considering gender in future
studies.62 Therefore as seekers and prominent New Age figures, it is necessary to be
aware of how Wang and Hu did (and did not) imbue their New Age with gendered
qualities. Given that they closely wrote their experiences as women into their spiritual
journeys, this is a core aspect of my study. While it has been argued that it “makes good
sense to think in terms of the New Age as a broad spiritual movement with a core of
shared beliefs,”63 as outlined above, I argue that by focusing on what about it is
religious, a deeper analysis can be performed. While considering the New Age as a
“movement” has produced important sociological discussions, in looking at how Wang
and Hu engaged with the New Age over several decades, this framework is inadequate.
There are further ways in which any activity, belief, product or text may be
regarded as ‘New Age.’ Unifying underlying currents can include the goal of improving
the quality of life of the whole of society, criticism of dominant ideologies and ways of
life, an experimental openness to new ideas, and the claim that nature is self-
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equilibrating, as allegedly demonstrated in ancient or traditional beliefs.64 As a feature
of modern neo-liberal societies, the New Age could be reflected in activities where
there “is a discursive emphasis upon the self and that self-authority is paramount.”65
This focus on the individual is reflected in much of the scholarship: many
anthropological and sociological studies concern individual participants and the
dynamics surrounding their activities. Yet for all the research it has inspired, the New
Age remains an ambiguous category. And for many of the Western practitioners and
adherents that might be considered New Age by outsiders, it is a largely pejorative
one.66
While the New Age in the USA only gained this label in the 1970s, by the late
twentieth century approximately 12 million Americans participated in its activities (at
the same time not necessarily rejecting other religions). Annual revenues of between
$10 and $14 billion were extracted from associated publishing, workshops,
consultations and health care.67 In his historical ethnography of the Anglo-American
New Age, Steven J. Sutcliffe categorised participants who pursued personal
transformation via alternative spiritualities as ‘seekers’, a mode of personal
experimentation that originated in the 1920s and 1930s.68 I suggest that Wang and Hu
could both be classified as seekers (indeed, Hu self-identified as one), indicating the
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applicability of this model in an East Asian context. That said, being a ‘seeker’ does not
preclude one from other forms of locally-specific religious classification. For all the
global New Age’s modern trappings, it is a system with historical origins rooted deep in
American society.
In the USA the ‘New’ in New Age is somewhat misleading and this
phenomenon “is more adequately seen as the latest phase in occult/metaphysical
religion, a persistent tradition that has been the constant companion of Christianity
through the centuries.”69 J. Gordon Melton recognised that various ancient traditions
recuperated in late twentieth century USA were ‘New Age,’ but his claim that these
traditions constituted a ‘movement’ was not correct, I would argue, given their multiple
belief systems, practices and organisations. Foreign religious figures, particularly from
Asia, began to establish organisations throughout the USA at this time and these often
highly visible groups tended to attract middle class and educated followers. However, it
was their popularity with young people that alarmed certain segments of society. At
times renouncing the values of mainstream America and isolating themselves from
friends and family, the confronting actions of these youths sparked a fear of ‘cults’ and
its alleged attendant phenomeonon ‘brainwashing.’
Considering the nature of ‘cults’ allows us to consider why the New Age is not
necessarily a ‘movement’ and how this can inform the development (or removal) of
typologies in religious studies. Initially used to describe a group of religious believers,
‘cult’ gained a pejorative meaning that academics and sympathetic observers attempted
to combat by introducing the term ‘New Religious Movement’ (NRM).70 As opposed to
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phenomena associated with the New Age, a NRM will typically possess leadership, an
organisational structure and set of rules or scriptures that adherents are, to an extent,
bound by. However, NRMs are constantly shifting in their appearance and it is difficult
to find two with exactly similar features, especially in a global context. While they may
be popular, New Age leaders tend to be more symbolic in that they do not necessarily
manage an organisation. They may publish books or lead workshops, yet their followers
are not generally required to join an organisation, and are free to participate in any other
activities as they wish. Broadly speaking, the New Age does have collective goals, such
as to usher in a new era of humanity, but it is difficult to characterise these disparate
philosophies as a ‘movement.’ This ambiguity means that New Age religion, as popular
and widespread as it is, is often found on the periphery of academic studies of religion.
This in turn means that the study of New Age practices, in all their diversity, have yet to
inform the study of religion to its full extent. In examining the New Age in a nonWestern setting, this dissertation is an attempt to help bridge this gap.
The editors of New Age Spirituality: Rethinking Religion (2013) not only sought
to write New Age religion into mainstream religious studies, but also suggested that the
study of New Age could potentially reconfigure religious studies more broadly. Noting
that New Age beliefs and practices have been marginalised because of their perceived
impurity when compared to more established religions, the editors observed that no
religion is pure in and of itself, and that the hybrid nature of the New Age merely
expresses a feature found in all religions.71 This was the case in Taiwan, where the
content of New Age religion was unstable and constantly open to interpretation.
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Labeling a religion as deviant or marginal is heavily specific to social conditions. Thus
James A. Beckford wrote:
The difference between “normal” and “abnormal” religious groups is not so much a
matter of fixed categorical distinctions but more a matter of skirmishes along a shifting
frontier… Moreover, the skirmishes that break out from time to time in connection with
the objectionable practices of specific NRMs [and the New Age] are rarely conducted in
isolation from other grievances.72

With regard to New Age religion, Beckford’s definition of religion is useful. He sought
to move beyond defining what exactly a religion is, preferring to “conceptualise religion
as a cultural resource or form than as a social institution, characterized by a greater
degree of flexibility and unpredictability.”73 This is particularly useful when considering
religious thought not found in an organised religion, as I do in this thesis. He is also
aware of religious developments, especially involving what he calls the ‘New Age
Movement’ (NAM) in Taiwan. Following Shu-chuan Chen, the development of the
NAM in, and diffusion around and from, Taiwan is identified by Beckford as parallel
glocalisation, where Taiwanese NAMs are “simultaneously refracting new age ideas
from elsewhere in the world and, in turn, diffusing distinctively Taiwanese ideas in
other countries” [emphasis in original].74 While the extent to which Wang, Hu and their
peers have influenced the spread of the New Age in other regions (such as China, South
East Asia and even the USA) is beyond the scope of this study, it is a phenomenon
future scholars should consider. In a globalised environment, claims of cultural
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authenticity by purveyors of religious/spiritual ideas and technologies should always be
interrogated.
In attempting to locate the significance of NRMs in contemporary societies,
Lorne L. Dawson supported Beckford’s suggestion that religion might be best
considered as a cultural resource. He suggests this is necessary as “social-structural
transformations wrought by the emergence of advanced industrial societies have
undermined the communal, familial, and organizational bases of religion.”
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Considering religion as culture preserves the possibility of empirical examination, a
feature that Dawson considers at risk when postmodern theory is used to explain
contemporary religious phenomenon.
For Hanegraaff the ‘religion’ in New Age religion is a mix of ideas that belong
in secular culture rather than any one particular religion and is a form of cultural
criticism that attempts to transcend binaries with the aim of attaining holism. While his
landmark 1996 study on New Age texts was entitled New Age Religion and Western
Culture: Esotericism in the Mirror of Secular Thought, he admitted the difficulties
attendant in classifying New Age practices and beliefs as “religion.” In establishing the
parameters of his study he wrote:
Terms such as “New Age Religion” will be used quite loosely and pragmatically (along
with such terms as “New Age movement” or simply “New Age”) as a recognition of the
fact that New Age concerns obviously belong to a sphere widely regarded as “religious”
according to common parlance (even though many New Agers would prefer the term
“spirituality” over “religion”).
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In choosing this approach, Hanegraaff did not seek to challenge notions of how to
define a religion. However, for the purposes of this study, he did allude to a Westerncentric bias underpinning his research. In his definition of New Age religion Hanegraaff
wrote that it “…is characterized by the fact that it expresses its criticism of modern
western culture by presenting alternatives derived from a secularized esotericism”
[emphasis added]. 77 Wang and Hu had significant exposure to modern American
culture and it was exactly this repertoire which gave them a framework through which
to critique modern Eastern culture, as they experienced it in late twentieth century
Taiwan. This is important as “The New Age belongs to modernity in that it is
progressivistic (looking to the future) and constructivistic (rather than things have to be
continually repeated, they can be changed).”78 It provided Wang and Hu with a spiritual
framework through which they could transform their own lives and, ideally, Taiwan.
Perhaps mindful of the issue of cultural critique, Hanegraaff later elaborated on how the
globalisation of New Age religion should be studied:
… if New Age is a movement of western culture criticism that is nevertheless deeply
influenced by the very culture that it rejects, researchers should be extremely sensitive
to the complex dynamics of ethnocentrism (and particularly krypto-ethnocentrism) in
processes of New acculturation… [and] attention should be focused on the extent to
which New Age spirituality takes on new forms under the influence of specific nonwestern cultural contexts, and systematic comparisons should be made in this respect
79

between processes in different countries and on different continents.
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In light of Hanegraaff’s call for a study of the cross-cultural dynamics of New Age
religion, the works of Wang and Hu allow us to reconsider some of the reccurring
typological conundrums of the field. Sutcliffe challenged the idea of a ‘New Age
movement’ and even a ‘New Age,’ suggesting the need to study how practitioners use it
as an emblem. He wrote:
But to claim that ‘New Age’ is a term operationalised and interpreted within a series of
social collectivities is a far cry from identifying a movement or even a coherent
complex of ideas or Weltanschauung. What we find – to cite Foucault again – is more
like an ‘exteriority of accidents’: a bricolage of more or less interchangeable practices
and values given focus by an ambiguous eschatological emblem.
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Whereas Sutcliffe failed to find individuals who identified as ‘New Age’ or many books
that included the term, as did Matthew Wood,81 it has already been shown to be both a
potent marketing tool—for example, the Fine Press’s New Age Series—and a sign of
identity explicitly referenced in Taiwan, including by Wang and Hu. Similarly,
recognising that New Age religion differs from other religions in that experience-based
choice rather than institutional dogma guides individual practices and manifests
differently around the world, Christoph Bochinger wrote how in Germany ‘New Age’ is
not used as a form of self-identification, rather existing as a term of academic
reference.82 In considering the future study of the New Age, Sutcliffe proposed four
possibilities, including
… more nuanced histories of the modern networks and enclaves of ‘alternative
spirituality’ from which New Age beliefs and practices emerged, especially in the first
80
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half of the twentieth century. A fuller set of social and cultural histories will also help to
differentiate the historiography of religion in modernity.83

This study proposes to do exactly this – in looking at the lives and networks of Wang
and Hu, I seek to interrogate our understanding of religion and modernity (and the
intersections between these) in late twentieth century Taiwan.
To this end, this thesis is a cultural history of New Age religion in Taiwan,
based on the examples of Wang and Hu. It is ‘New Age’ not just because the
phenomena that Wang and Hu practiced and wrote about have generally been
considered New Age elsewhere, but because both women actively identified and
promoted these activities as New Age. It is ‘religion’ because this is the most
appropriate way of considering the nature of these transformative practices.

The New Age in Asia
Seeking to build on conceptions of the ‘New Age’ in the West, it is necessary to
consider how these ideas were created, consumed and categorised in other East Asian
contexts. While there has been much research on the reception of East Asian-derived
New Age thought systems in non-Asian contexts, it is worth noting their existence in
their home countries: we should consider how relevant teachings were adapted in an
East Asian context at a similar time to the events in this thesis, and the theories and
concepts that emerged in the study of these phenomena.
Like in the West, it is difficult to define what is ‘New Age’ in Japan. The
common term used to denote this field in Japan is ‘spiritual world’ (seishin sekkai
). Books published in the spiritual world genre tend to be either translations of
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popular New Age titles from the West (such as Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh/Osho,
Krishnamurti and Carlos Castaneda) and works by Japanese authors exploring Shinto
traditions and aspects of Buddhism, such as Zen. 84 In addition to buying books,
participants can also purchase associated products such as trinkets and music, and attend
workshops. Self-help seminars, designed to facilitate the birth of a ‘new self’ have been
conducted in Japan since the mid-1970s, peaking in popularity at the height of the
‘bubble economy’ in the late 1980s.85 A different form of seminar, where knowledge of
cosmic order was linked to financial success, became popular in the mid-1990s.86
Following events such as Aum Shinrikyō’s sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway (1995)
and the terrorist attacks on New York’s World Trade Center (2001), the Japanese term
‘spirituality’ (supirichuariti

) became popular, due to its lesser

connection to religion and apparent weaker foreign connotations. 87 However, the
framework of supirichuariti was not just used for foreign ideas, it also allowed people
to re-evaluate Japanese religions, such as Shinto.88
Shimazono Susumu articulated a further conception of New Age and related
activities with his category of “new spirituality movements/culture” (NSMC). Including
both the New Age in the West and the spiritual world in Japan, Shimazono’s NSMC
designated:
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… the wide range of individualistic spiritual quests developing in many parts of the
world, especially in advanced industrial societies… These new spirituality movements
share many features in common and may be seen as representing one new global
religious culture.
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As an artifact of an “advanced industrial society,” Taiwan’s New Age religion could be
included in this definition. Shimazono considered NSMC to be different to NRMs in
that textual and charismatic authority and holy leaders are not considered so important.
He regarded NSMCs as displaying:
(1) an interest in levels of reality other than the one grasped by ordinary senses and
consciousness; (2) pursuit of the transformation of mind and body through controlled
breathing, meditation and body work as well as a strong interest in healing; (3) an
approach to the sacred based on direct experience and transformation of both mind and
body, rather than through learning doctrines and pursuing ethical conduct; (4) an
optimism and hopefulness regarding the possibility of integrating scientific knowledge
and spiritual experience.
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At the same time as seeking commonalities among global examples of the New Age,
Shimazono emphasised a key difference: while much of the New Age in the US
challenged existing religious traditions, the spiritual world in Japan was more congruent
with the established religious culture and “many of the ideas and attitudes of the new
spirituality
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establishment.”91 As will be shown in Chapter 7, in 1997 proponents of the New Age in
Taiwan claimed the support of key political, business and cultural figures.
A similar lack of tension between New Age and society was found in South
Korea. Many New Agers there maintain involvement, with no apparent conflict, with an
established religion, and some New Age practices reaffirm Korean cultural traditions.92
The link between NSMC and Japan’s dominant religious ideas is important when
considering the example of Taiwan, where the New Age coexists with a number of
established traditions and NRMs.
In an important essay from 2005, Ian Reader—a major scholar of Japanese
religions—critiqued eminent NRM scholars Eileen Barker, J. Gordon Melton and
Thomas Robbins on how to best reconsider the study of NRMs. In doing so he
demonstrated the risks of applying concepts derived in Western settings to activity in
non-Western settings. Reader’s argument included several important points for
considering the New Age in Taiwan. He noted:
… the “West” is a minority population in a much wider world; hence, one should not
assume that the West is necessarily the most appropriate arena within which to
93

formulate theoretical models to apply to the rest of the world.

While many NRMs in the West originated from other places, often in Asia, studies have
been more focussed on these groups as they appear in the West. English language
studies of Asian NRMs, as they appear in Asia, are unfortunately few. The same applies
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for studies of New Age religion. Similarly, Kuan-hsing Chen

proposed a way of

decentering dominant Western intellectual paradigms, arguing that:
… using the idea of Asia as an imaginary anchoring point, societies in Asia can become
each other’s points of reference, so that the understanding of the self may be
transformed, and subjectivity rebuilt.94

In this thesis I attempt to use a similar approach, recentering the global experience of
New Age religion around the example of Taiwan, while remaining cognisant of the
deep influence of the USA. Robust empirical studies of New Age religion in Asian
locations will enhance the global scholarship of religion and assert the voices of
influential yet hitherto unrecognised figures. This thesis is one such attempt at
reconsidering the New Age in general and closely considering the transnational
circulation of ideas.

New Age religion in Taiwan
Two major scholarly works on New Age religion in Taiwan exist, both
impressive in the sociological detail they provide about participants and groups in what
the authors term the ‘New Age movement.’ Both Chen Chia-luen
Chuan

and Chen Shu-

(for simplicity, C. Chen and S. Chen) wrote that the seeding stage of the

New Age in Taiwan was in the early 1980s when a range of Taiwanese intellectuals
returned from the United States and published translations of their favourite books.95 To
an extent, this is true. It was during this time that New Age translations started to appear
in Taiwan, even though they were not marketed as, or even associated with xinshidai,
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the most commonly used direct translation of New Age. However, this explanation does
not give an adequate account of these New Age authors and translators, especially in
relation to their earlier lives in Taiwan and what they did while in America. Seeking to
address this issue has proved to be a fundamental problematic of my research. Given
that C. Chen primarily researched New Age organisations and S. Chen mostly studied
its participants, I suggest it is worth looking at the phenomena from a slightly different
angle; I seek to emphasise the agency of Wang and Hu as translators and authors and
consider how their experiences and understandings shaped Taiwan’s New Age. By
tightening the focus of research to two individuals and carefully exploring their lives
(especially representations of personal crises and other major events) and how they used
New Age religion to navigate these, I will be able to more clearly demonstrate the
diverse origins of New Age religion in Taiwan.
Primarily informed by Western theorists, S. Chen’s Contemporary New Age
Transformation in Taiwan: A Sociological Study of a New Religious Movement (2008)
examined the influence of globalisation on, and the role of emotional transformation in,
a selection of Taiwan’s New Age groups.96 Her study of 40 participants was framed
around the concepts of self-religion, reflexive modernisation, emotions and embodiment,
and globalisation and glocalisation, 97 the last derived from the work of Roland
Robertson. Containing many accounts of participant experiences and their
understanding of these, S. Chen’s study includes a brief account of the history and
development of the New Age in Taiwan. She sketched the evolution of “the New Age
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movement” from the late 1970s, highlighting key translations and the organisations that
grew around them, implying that this field in Taiwan was solely reliant on foreign
influences and no latent forces were ready for germination.98 Instead of seeing the
global diffusion of the New Age as Westernisation, she devised the term “parallel
glocalisation” to describe:
… the fact that the refraction of global forces proceeds simultaneously in different
99

places where it may appear that the New Age is spreading as a homogenous entity.

S. Chen found that imported ‘New Age’ ideas were modified to Taiwanese culture (a
phenomenon I expand on), that spokesperson networks have aided the circulation of
ideas through communities in the sinophone world, and that while the development of
the New Age in these communities occurred at different rates, it was broadly similar
and that the internet was essential to the spread of ideas.100 In contrast, most of my
research focuses on the era before widespread use of the internet.
S. Chen showed that by the early twenty-first century C.C. Wang was the key
figure in Taiwan’s New Age religion. Of the 40 New Age participants she interviewed,
25 claimed that their first contact with the scene was through her translations.101 Wang
formed a study group which led to the development of the Chinese New Age Society
(Zhonghua xinshidai xiehui

), an organisation still active in 2016.102 The

Chinese New Age Society is one of several study groups that arose in the late 1980s and
early 1990s around the teachings of particular authors. A small number of for-profit
organisations were also established to meet the growing demands of the human
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potential movement.103 S. Chen identified self transformation as one of the key features
of New Age religion in Taiwan, and wrote:
Self-transformation was regarded as a process of self-reflexivity affected by selfawareness in the process of New Age practices, where the self reconstructs its selfidentity, including the past, the present and the future.

104

She found that the self-awareness that practitioners generated in their study of New Age
helped it become “a process of reconstructing their self-identity.”105 When we consider
how identity is understood, constructed and worked on in the broader New Age, then
this influence in Wang and Hu becomes more apparent.
In addition to her doctoral thesis, to date C. Chen has published elements of her
New Age research in at least four journal articles in Taiwan. Three of these articles
almost completely focussed on aspects of New Age religion as found outside of Taiwan,
and serve as a comprehensive introduction to the field for sinophone researchers.106 In
these articles, she refers to books by Wang and her student, Albert Chen

, not as
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primary New Age texts, but rather as authorities on certain innovations and the number
of New Agers in the USA, overlooking the opportunity to consider these as valuable
resources on the nature of the New Age in Taiwan. C. Chen’s fourth article, “A
Network Analysis of New Age Groups in Taiwan,” offers her strongest contribution to
the global study of New Age religion and while her dataset is now old—at least from a
social scientific point of view—it remains useful. In this study she found that:
a) the networks of Taiwan’s New Age groups are decentralized, poly-centered and
multi-dimensional; b) only two kinds of New Age groups exhibit group ties that could
be replaced by others [sic] kinds of ties, indicating the de-organization in Taiwan’s New
Age Movement; c) less overlapping found in other networks reveals an increase in
external connecting effects; and d) cross-membership linkages typify the embedded
characteristic in New Age groups and religious groups.107

C. Chen reiterated that in Taiwan, New Age religion germinated during the 1980s and
grew quickly during the 1990s becoming a “stable emergent spirituality movement.”108
She noted that some New Agers in Taiwan, such as Terry Hu, no longer identified with
the category ‘New Age’ but for the purposes of the study she was including them under
that heading.109
Alison R. Marshall published a study related to Taiwan’s New Age religion in
2003. She argued that the performances of spirit diviners (lingji

) demonstrated “the

indirect impact of the Western New Age Movement and the popularisation of
mediumship” as the spirit diviners “hold an optimistic world-view in which the
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individual practitioner can both progress toward a better life, and improve the human
condition.”110 This is important evidence as to how New Age ideas were adopted by
other actors in Taiwan’s religious milieu.
Some Taiwanese scholars of NRMs have also researched aspects of the New
Age. Cheng Chih-ming
(Taiwan feidie xuehui
Hengming

explored elements of the Taiwan Ufology Society
), in particular the apocalyptic teachings of Chen

. Cheng concluded that it was not Chen’s UFO organisation based on

the syncretic blend of Western ideas of incarnation and Eastern ideas of supernatural
powers that was strange, rather, it was strange that society knew so little about such
groups.111 In his research on religious responses to the SARS epidemic of 2003, Ting
Jen-chieh

critiqued the New Age view that altering one’s internal, subjective

world was all that was necessary to change the objective world.112

Taiwan’s social, cultural and religious context
1987 is a critical date in contemporary Taiwanese history, especially with regard
to religious matters. It was then that President Chiang Ching-kuo (

1910-1988),

after pressure from the US and recognising the political opportunities brought by
decades of economic growth, lifted martial law.113 Initially implemented in May 1948
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as an emergency measure to suppress the potential for communist rebellion,114 the long
period of martial law entrenched the rule of his father Chiang Kai-shek (

1887-

1975) and the KMT and prevented the development of an effective or legal opposition
movement. The flourishing of civil society in the years following the end of martial law
was reflected in new “associations representing every imaginable brand of social,
cultural, religious, and political interest.”115 While religion was not banned during the
time of martial law, it was regulated so as to protect the controlling interests of the
KMT. The publishing industry, too, experienced a phase of remarkable growth, with
newly published titles growing from 4,565 in 1980 to 16,156 in 1990 before ballooning
to 34,533 in 2000.116 Notably, the two top sellers for 2010 on Taiwan’s book-selling
website were translations of the self-help books The Secret (published by the Fine Press)
and Your Own Worst Enemy.117 In my thesis I show that while 1987 remains a crucial
date in Taiwan’s history for the subsequent flourishing of religious activity, the New
Age was already developing well before then. In doing this, I frame my research using
the “island history” approach pioneered by Ts’ao Yong-ho (

1920-2014).

Rather than conceptualise Taiwan’s history through its various political regimes,
Tsao sought to emphasise the relationships with the ocean and external world. In such
an approach, he argued, “the true face of Taiwan’s history is only visible after surveying
the long durée after Taiwan established ocean-based external relationships and the
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position and character of international relations and global trends at different periods in
its history.”118 While my research only considers a brief and relatively recent period in
the island’s long history of international contact, I believe it is aided by trying to move
beyond political structures and the key dates that frame them, and focus on how
individuals in Taiwan interacted with, and were integrated into, the wider world. In
doing so I stress that the growth of a New Age religion specific to Taiwan is also
powerfully dependant on political and social change there, as well as on other global
currents. At the same time, as ethnic waishengren (

, literally ‘people from out of

the province’ often known as ‘mainlanders,’ referring to those who escaped to Taiwan
from China during the civil war), the real or imagined Chineseness of the society and
religious culture in which Wang and Hu grew up in must be considered. This is not a
form of “bracketing,” where Taiwan is considered in the context of events in China,119
but a means to fully understand and articulate the complex local and international
historical threads that coalesced in New Age religion in Taiwan. In examining a range
of historical resources for this study, I confirm “conflicting memories and competing
discourses in contemporary Taiwan are never artificial constructs but human products of
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the island’s multiple colonial and ethnic experiences.” 120 That said, I share Mark
Harrison’s concern about “the legitimacy of the Western scholar to write about Taiwan
in English” as a challenge in reconciling issues of objectivity when articulating
narratives of Taiwan in academic discourse.121 As a Western male writing about, in this
instance, women from Taiwan, in this dissertation the question of legitimacy could be
interrogated further. As Harrison concludes, “to write on the discursive boundaries of
Taiwanese identity is to embrace the responsibility that scholars have toward the object
of their study”122 and I have endeavoured to critically and objectively analyse the work
of Wang and Hu in a way that articulates the complex threads of history that connect
Taiwan and its people, both within the island and to the wider world.

Religion in Taiwan
While my research is about Taiwan and not China, certain concepts are
applicable to religious activity in both places. Never being subject to the direct rule of
the Chinese Communist Party, religion in Taiwan has not been exposed to the rigorous,
and at times brutal, methods of control applied in China. That said, both the Japanese
and the KMT imposed restrictions on religious activity in Taiwan. Just as these
historical differences set the recent religious experience in Taiwan and China apart,
given the close geographical, linguistic and cultural proximity of the two neighbours we
should expect certain similarities. Robert Ford Campany argued that even if Western
intellectual categories and the Chinese religious world do not mesh satisfactorily, the
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quest for more accurate terms and metaphors should continue.123 My research of New
Age religion in Taiwan endeavours to do this.
The neologism for religion, zongjiao

, is now established as a bureaucratic,

academic and popular term in Taiwan and China. The characters zong (principle or
main line) and jiao (teaching) had been combined in various instances throughout
Chinese history, and zongjiao “emerged over the course of a couple of generations of
linguistic instability.”124 This process was heightened when the Japanese understanding
of zongjiao was introduced to China in 1901. This was part of a broader series of
reforms where foreign intellectual categories (and other imports, such as educational
and military systems) were introduced as leaders agitated for China to emerge from the
perceived social and intellectual torpidity of dynastic rule.125 Not only was zongjiao
utilised by modernising reformers seeking to improve Chinese society, it was also “a
powerful ideological tool that shaped and motivated a brutal policy of destruction and
repression.”126 Other categories such as superstition (mixin

) and evil cult (xiejiao

) have also been long present in discourses about Chinese religion and, having been
used to frame religious regulation from the Republican era onwards, are still used today.
David A. Palmer and Vincent Goosseart wrote that at the time of China’s Xinhai
Revolution in 1911:
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Religion was understood in the Western postreformation sense of a system of doctrine
organized as a church separated from society; the word was first equated with
Christianity, and debate began (and continues one century later) regarding what, in the
127

Chinese tradition, might be put under this category.

How to best consider such a vast array of ‘religious’ activity using terminology derived
from church-centric European traditions remains troublesome. In attempting to liberate
the study of Chinese religious activities from imposed categories and disentangle the
threads surrounding what is religion/superstition or orthodox/heterodox, Mayfair Meihui Yang suggested replacing ‘religion’ with ‘religiosity.’128 In this approach the (stateapproved) church would no longer be privileged as the arbiter of religious practices. In
applying the term ‘religiosity’ to activities in China’s religious sphere, Yang sought to
engender a more inclusive and less loaded definition. I suggest that such an approach is
relevant when studying the phenomena of New Age religion in Taiwan.
There is an indirect link between Taiwan’s New Age religion and the preexisting religious landscape, especially in relation to spirit channeling. David K. Jordan
and Daniel L. Overymyer’s study of phoenix worshipping sects (pai-luan

) offers

some perspective on the connection between the two. The range of practices found in
these groups “involves the active and self-conscious manipulation of a vocabulary of
traditionally defined Chinese cultural symbols to provide what are clearly vivid
supernatural and moral experiences for participants.”129 This is achieved through means
such as chanting, text study or divination. Forms of divination vary, and include casting
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divination blocks, reading revelation verses, dream revelation and spirit mediums
(either male or female, or spirit writers). Jordan and Overmyer suggested that the
connections between spirit writing, literature and upper class life mean those with
traditional values hold it in higher esteem.130 Importantly, as noted above, one of the
earliest and most enduring ‘New Age’ sets of ideas introduced from the West were the
teachings of Seth as channeled by Jane Roberts. Pai-luan groups are also typically
comprised of individuals, rather than families. This is because like many New Age
practices, pai-luan participation is considered to be an addition to one’s regular
religious activities.131
During the KMT’s authoritarian rule between 1948 and 1987 there were
restrictions on certain religious practices. Groups deemed potential risks to the state
were controlled while Catholic and Protestant groups, due to connections with KMT
supporters abroad, were granted more freedom.132 However, since 1987 people have
been able to practice religion free from the risk of state suppression and, along with
levels of education and income, religious practice has increased too.133 After 1945,
when Taiwan was ceded from Japan to the Republic of China, changes in government
policy, wealth, education and mobility have been reflected in variations in religious
practices, leading to a society where religion and its practice are ubiquitous.134 As Philip
Clart and Charles B. Jones stated in their introduction to Religion in Modern Taiwan:
If we take the proposition that religion is an ongoing dialectical process seriously, we
should not expect any of the religious traditions on Taiwan to have stood still. In fact,
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throughout its recorded history, the island of Taiwan has provided an environment
highly conducive to accelerated change, probably more so than most other regions of
East Asia. This makes the island a fascinating case example for students of religious life,
who by the very nature of their object of study must always be students of religious
135

change.

Following their call to research and by applying the previously mentioned ‘island
history’ approach of Ts’ao Yong-ho, I attempt gain a sense of this accelerated change
by building my analysis on how Wang and Hu interacted with the wider world. The
evolution of New Age religion is an ideal example of such religious development in the
context of the “accelerated change” of Taiwan’s ‘economic miracle’ of the 1970s and
1980s and the post-martial law era. One obvious feature of the New Age in Taiwan—
and to some extent elsewhere—is the primacy of women, such as Wang and Hu. In
Taiwanese religions more generally, female religious figures are far from absent. One of
the most notable is Cheng Yen

(Zheng Yan, 1937-), founder and leader of the

Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi Merit Society (Fojiao ciji gongdehui
, Tzu Chi).
Primarily attracting lay adherents, Tzu Chi provides a large range of social
services, volunteer programs and a TV channel, and has developed an international
profile partly because of its prompt and efficient disaster response efforts. According to
Richard Madsen, in the 1970s the KMT encouraged groups such as Tzu Chi to provide
social services.136 Such activities, practical rather than reclusive, are considered to be
part of a reorienting of religious practices to be of benefit to this world, as opposed to
135
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worlds in the future, such as heavenly realms. Known as Buddhism for the human world
(renjian fojiao

), this modernised version of Buddhism allows practitioners to

engage with the modern world while working towards individual purification, and
provides a direction for Buddhism and the broader society based on “idealised
conceptions of both Buddhism’s past and China’s broader cultural heritage.”137 Cheng
Yen exercises immense charismatic authority, partly derived from the story of her
struggle to become a nun. Doctrinally innovative, “Cheng Yen’s religious pursuit runs
counter to the traditional Confucian role of women in the family and resonates with the
stories of many Goddesses in Chinese religion,” including Mazu

. 138 Mazu is

popular in Taiwan and the combination of improved cross-Straits relations and
expanded digital media has seen a revival of pilgrimages by Taiwan devotees across to
her ancestral home in Fujian Province.139 Likewise, Vietnam-born Supreme Master
Suma Ching Hai (

1950-) established her religious organisation in Taiwan in

1986,140 and Shanghai-born and Hong Kong-based Sister Kong (

, 1923-1966) of

the New Testament Church found a strong following in Taiwan when she visited the
island in 1966.141 Evidently, there are structural and religious factors that help facilitate
women as religious leaders in Taiwan. (Notably, as of 2014 the NRMs founded by
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Suma Ching Hai and Sister Kong were both classified in China as ‘evil cults’.142)
According to the sociologist Ting Jen-chieh

, the most important question when

studying NRMs in contemporary Taiwan is, given high levels of individualism and
mysticism and the choices available in traditional religions, how to best consider these
phenomena within the context of Taiwan’s history and culture rather than just as a point
of comparison with the West.143 I have attempted to do this in this dissertation but,
given the significant cultural and religious influence of America on Wang and Hu, it is
necessary for me to carefully consider the intricacies of Taiwan-USA connexions as
they experienced, embodied and represented these.

The New Age and Taiwan’s modernity
New Age religion in Taiwan as created through the writings of Wang and Hu
was a constant interplay between old and new, or, in order to frame this discussion in
the terms of a widespread binary – tradition and modernity. In this thesis, through an
analysis of the figures of Wang and Hu as they appreared in printed media, I show how
they represented alternative paradigms of modernity for women in late twentieth
century Taiwan. The separate modernities of Wang and Hu were not associated with
business or politics, at least explicitly, but with personal transformation that represented
each woman as an individual actor with the agency to (re)create the universe in which
she lived.
The notion of modernity has been used by scholars of China and Taiwan to
explain emerging social and cultural patterns from the later years of the Qing Dynasty
142
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(1644-1911) into the Republican era in China, and the Japanese colonial era on Taiwan.
This research provides the background for considering the type of modernity
represented by Wang and Hu, growing up in a cultural and intellectual milieu
influenced by these formations, as well as new streams of thought from the post-war
West.
The primary medium through which Wang and Hu first articulated their own
ideas of modernity was Taiwan women’s magazines, primarily between 1969 and 1991.
Funü zazhi

[The Woman] and Shinü zazhi

[China Ladies Magazine]

sold an ideal image to the women of Taiwan: professional, efficient, empowered. Their
writings, especially Hu’s between 1988 and 1991, showed each woman as able to
control the manner in which they engaged with society and even the universe. There are
four key themes that demonstrate this and that reappear throughout this thesis.
The first aspect of modernity in the work and life of Hu and Wang that I will
analyse is the English language (hereafter, ‘English’). Both women were exposed to,
and trained in, English from an early age, with the language becoming both a tool for
them to connect with the world from Taiwan and, once in America, explore the
possibilities for spiritual transformation available there. Of all the signifiers of
modernity that Wang and Hu utilised and demonstrated, it is their command of English
that was most integral to their careers as New Age translators and authors. It is this
ability that enabled them to not only read a large volume of English language New Age
literature, but also translate it into Chinese and articulate their own understandings of
New Age religion to readers in Taiwan. Based on their recollections, the fathers of both
women were integral in supporting their education in English skills. Besides noting the
technical ability of Wang and Hu in reading and translating New Age texts, it is
necessary to analyse how their leverage of English was a modern act.
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The second aspect of modernity I analyse is the relationship that each had with
the United States. Beginning long before they first went there, America was a strong
presence in the cultural imaginaries of Wang and Hu. Of course they were not unique in
this, given the close relationship between America and Taiwan in the latter half of the
twentieth century. America, and the memories, interpretations and inspiration it brought,
reappeared throughout their writings.
The third apect I discuss is how New Age religion, as created by Wang and Hu,
became a modern lifestyle option for women in Taiwan. The anti-authoritarianism,
creativity, globality and respect for the deeply-rooted Chinese religious traditions found
in Taiwan that appeared in their work is evidence of a unique cultural product, enabled
by the conditions of modernity experienced by both women.
The fourth apect of modernity inherent in the writings of Wang and Hu relates to
their articulation of identity. Both were writing during an era where notions of
‘Chineseness’ in Taiwan were increasingly contested. Rather than be ‘Chinese’,
‘Taiwanese’ or even ‘American,’ the New Age religion of Wang and Hu allowed
readers and practitioners to become ‘global,’ and transcend both the geo-political
ambiguity of Taiwan and, more broadly, the preoccupation with nationalism and
national borders during the late twentieth century.
To discuss the connection between New Age religion and modernity in late
twentieth century Taiwan it is necessary to establish the parameters of modernity and
what is modern, and also how these were applied in this particular time and place. The
temporal (modernity) and the enacted (being modern) have been the subject of much
scholarly debate. For instance, if an act or thought is not modern, then is it postmodern,
late-modern

or

traditional?

What

is

the

relationship

between

modernity,

(post-)colonialism and capitalism? And do modernity and being modern imply an
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inherent Westernness? In this thesis I argue for the existence of more than one type of
modernity. Stressing the importance of understanding based on the development of
ideas and practices, Hanegraaff wrote: “the specific modernity of New Age religion can
only be understood by situating the phenomenon in a historical framework.”144 I have
attempted to do this, placing the life stories and writings of Wang and Hu within the
context of social and cultural change in late twentieth century Taiwan. Exploring the
textures of Wang and Hu’s writings and their lived experiences (and how they
understood and reconciled these experiences), I show how their New Age cosmology
was a form of modernity grounded in the socio-cultural dynamics of late twentieth
century Taiwan. In conceptualising modernity as it existed for Wang and Hu, the ideas
introduced in the following paragraph emphasise what I believe are its most relevant
aspects.
Modernity is a historical state of existence that evolved from the process of
modernisation. The process of modernisation, which is typically coterminous with the
formation of the nation state, implies integration into the global network of capitalism
and the development of domestic structures such as education systems, national
languages, legal frameworks and transport networks. This process has occurred across
the world in various forms. At its most elementary, modernity can refer to a “period of
radical change” whether this change is seen in attitude or in the composition of
society.145 Writing of a “global now,” Arjun Appadurai suggested that modernity is not
just a single break between the past and the present, as it has often been represented in
Western scholarship, but is “unevenly experienced… [and] surely does involve a
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general break with all sorts of pasts” [italics added].146 This definition echoes Marilyn
Ferguson’s understanding of the New Age as a break with history. Also challenging the
notion of a single modernity—by considering the experiences of India and Japan in
relation to capitalist and statist modernities—Dipesh Chakrabarty wrote of “a global
process within which countries acquire their specific relationship to certain features of
modernity as much as they introduce their particular twists and spins into the
process.”147 Such multiple modernities may vary as, according to Chakrabarty, “the
modern, like any other historically evolved structure, is hybrid.”148 Likewise, in his
study of the New Age as an element of modernity, Paul Heelas wrote “the sheer
complexity of modernity surely means that it is best regarded as a complex of various
modes of self understanding, associated forms of ethical discourse, forms of life – and
their interplay.”149 In suggesting “that modernity is best understood as an attitude of
questioning the present,” Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar reiterated Appadurai and
Chakrabarty’s critique of a single modernity as “modernity today is global and multiple
and no longer has a governing center or master-narratives to accompany it.”150 What
becomes evident through reading the works of Wang and Hu is how they constantly
questioned the present (both in Taiwan and the USA). The multiple repertoires of
culture and thought they drew on changed over time yet a certain constant emerged:
how to reconcile an ancient, supposedly authentic past with their multiple social and
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personal lived complexities. One of the types of modernity that is relevant to the
discussion of Wang and Hu is found in the discussion of emergent religious forms.
In response to a series of articles in Nova Religio about how to best theorise
NRMs, Ian Reader recognised that ‘newness’ is important when studying this
phenomenon. He extended this idea by identifying the emergence of Japanese NRMs as
part of the process of modernity and the formation of the nation-state, thereby regarding
modernity as “a defining indicator of the ‘new’ in the context of Japanese NRMs.”151
Unlike Eileen Barker, who identified a NRM’s newness in terms of first generation
membership, NRMs in Japan are new because they appeared in the modern era, as
opposed to traditions established for 1,000 years or more. Such a conceptual framework
may assist when considering what is ‘new’ about New Age religion in Taiwan, where
its appearance is very much a function of Taiwan’s modernity. In the context of this
thesis (where I demonstrate the extent to which the New Age was represented as
proximate to Buddhism), it is important to note “Buddhism… is also an inescapable
constituent of what can be imagined as modernity.” 152 This is in the sense that
Buddhism as found in Taiwan was neither timeless, static or ahistorical, it had been
influenced by (and also influenced) the conditions of modernity. Likewise, the diversity
and innovative qualities found in Taiwan’s NRMs are equally dependent on the ways in
which local society and cultural expression is grounded in modernity. While it did not
necessarily share the structural features of NRMs, I argue by extension the New Age of
Wang and Hu also was inextricably woven into the cultural conditions of Taiwan’s late
twentieth century modernity.
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Modernity in Late Qing and Early Republican China
In contemplating the nature of modernity in late twentieth century Taiwan, it is
important to also reflect on the historical development of late Qing and Republican
China. In doing so, I do not propose that the Republic of China on Taiwan (1945- ) is a
mere continuation of the Republic of China as it was in China (1911-1949). Rather,
modernity in Taiwan is informed by Republican sensibilities, experiences and policies
and by the island’s experiences as a Japanese colony. The international influences that it
embraced as a post-war globalised (yet diplomatically ambiguous) neo-liberal economy
must be viewed in the context of these hybrid and blurred (though not chronologically
so) modernities.
The last years of the Qing dynasty were witness to a series of concerted and, at
times, iconoclastic reforms in Chinese society, something that had occurred throughout
Chinese history at various intervals. Reformers such as Liang Qichao
1929), Kang Youwei

(1858-1927) and Sun Yat Sen

(1873-

(1866-1925) sought to

liberate China from the institutional torpor of the Qing dynasty, often drawing on ideas
from Japan and the West to augment, modify or destroy what they thought was
moribund about China. However, it is not only the efforts of such luminaries that must
be considered when conceptualising Taiwanese modernities.
In his study of foreign goods and consumption in late imperial China, Frank
Dikötter asserted that “culture is not the affair of great minds, but the glue which
enables relationships to be constructed between subjects and objects,” and from this,
justified his own research on modernity not simply as a theory of elite thought, but the
practice of everyday life among common people.153 Despite their elite social status,
Wang and Hu have never been accepted as great thinkers or innovators, either among
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Taiwan’s religious sphere or the broader populace, and therefore with regard to the
experience and practice of modernity they should both be considered as common people.
In a way this defines the modernity of Wang and Hu’s New Age religion insofar as it
proposed (and demonstrated the efficacy of) a particular life mode, as “modernity is
staged in the space of the everyday, in its myriad particular contexts, and modernity in
many ways reproduces and reshapes the way the everyday is lived.” 154 When
considering how the New Age of Wang and Hu was modern, perhaps the most relevant
dimension to do so with is time.
Leo Ou-fan Lee wrote extensively about modernity in Republican Shanghai. To
Lee, modernity in China:
…was closely associated with a new linear consciousness of time and history which
was itself derived from the Chinese reception of a Social Darwinian concept of
evolution made popular by the translations of Yen Fu and Liang Qichao at the turn of
the century. In this new temporal scheme, present (jin) and past (gu) became polarized
as contrasting values, and a new emphasis was placed on the present moment “as the
pivotal point marking a rupture with the past and forming a progressive continuum
155

toward a glorious future.”

A major part of this continuum was the adoption of “new” (xin) as an adjective. Among
the various new things, such as “new people” and “new culture,” was “new epoch,” or
xinshidai – the same term used by Wang and Hu to translate ‘New Age’ from English to
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Chinese. First coming to popularity in the 1920s, xinshidai was based on a term
borrowed from Japanese and “this sense of living in a new era, as advocated by May
Fourth leaders such as Chen Duxiu [

, 1879-1942], was what defined the ethos of

modernity.”156 Lee focused on the role of publishing and how books (and the ideas
within) were circulated. He argued:
… from its beginning Chinese modernity was envisioned and produced as a cultural
enterprise of enlightenment—qimeng, a term taken from the traditional educational
practice in which a child received his first lesson from a teacher or tutor. That the term
took on the new meaning of being “enlightened” with new knowledge in the national
project of modernity should come as no surprise.
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Appropriately, and as mentioned, qimeng is the same adjective Wang used to describe
Shirley MacLaine’s Out on a Limb.
Modernity in Taiwan
The modern period in Taiwan can be argued to have begun either during the late
Qing dynasty or in the period of Japanese colonialisation, beginning in 1895. Separated
from China by a treacherous body of water, Taiwan was long considered by the Chinese
state to be a marginal and potentially burdensome territory. Even when the western part
of Taiwan was eventually subsumed into the Chinese sphere late in the Qing dynasty, it
continued to be viewed as “poisonous miasmas, dangerous terrain that concealed hostile
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savages, and barren desolation that resisted cultivation.”158 Later, during the Japanese
colonial period, Taiwanese intellectuals yearned for “the constellation of modernity
mediated through the bustling streets of Tokyo. In constrast, the villages in Taiwan can
only represent an inescapable boredom and an incredibly monotonous life.”159 China
was considered to be less modern than Japan, possibly contributing to the later
protracted difficulties when the KMT, its supporters and others escaped to Taiwan
during the civil war.
Both Wang and Hu examined the condition of modernity as the historical phase
in which they, and their readers, lived. They did not offer one definitive teaching – each
had her favourite teachings but encouraged readers to read widely and choose the most
appropriate teaching. Wang and Hu went beyond being consumers to become experts,
guiding other less-informed consumers to achieve their own form of modernity. Such
choice characterises what David Lyon considers to be typical of religion in the
postmodern age: unstable, volatile and subject to the process of globalisation. Under
these circumstances, he understands “Religion or, rather, spirituality, has become a
consumer item.”160 In recognising “new occult imaginary and alternative medicine”161
as one part of Taiwan’s postmodern condition, Liao Ping-hui wrote that Taiwan’s
political marginality and debates over identity had “enabled [Taiwanese] to challenge
the domestic authoritarian regime and to be strongly desirous of acquiring transnational
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codes and technologies.”162 The enthusiasm for the New Age is an appropriate example
of this. Further examining religion and the postmodern, New Age religion can be seen
to fit comfortably within its parameters. Three conditions of postmodernity relevant to
how we may consider New Age religion are:
1) hyperpluralism and the resulting radical relativization of religious truth claims; 2) the
increasing mediation of experience through synthetic images; and 3) ephemerality and the
contraction of time.163

However, even with such definitions offering compelling evidence of the New Age as
postmodern, it is still necessary to be cautious. For instance, Paul Heelas noted that
while the New Age certainly exhibits elements of postmodernity, its emphasis on self
religiosity is part of a tradition that extends back to the premodern (he gives the
examples of the Upanishads and millenarian movements of the Middle Ages) and the
influence of the Romantic tradition locks the New Age into a trajectory of modernity.164
In her study of New Age religion in Taiwan, Shu-chuan Chen interrogated
Anthony Giddens’s theory of modernity. She represented Giddens’s modernity as
everyday life transformed by reorganised time and space and the expansion of
disembedding mechanisms. 165 She suggested that while his overall approach was
suitable for considering late twentieth century societies, it would be strengthened by the
addition of data from research on the New Age. With respect to life politics, she argued
that, as a form of self-reflexivity, “the New Age can function as a source of guidance
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for my interviewees in many aspects of their lives.”166 The New Age certainly became a
means through which Wang and Hu attempted to understand their own lives.
Two features of modernity that underpin the careers of Wang and Hu are
charisma and celebrity. As their earlier careers as an anonymous lifestyle columnist
(Wang) and film star (Hu) transformed into careers focussed on the New Age, both
women demonstrated evolving forms of charisma and celebrity which they (and their
publishers) drew on in different ways. Closely associated with the development of this
idea, Max Weber proposed that charismatic authority is a characteristic of religious
leaders. He defined charisma as being of two types: it is either “a gift that inheres in an
object or person simply by virtue of natural endowment” or “may be produced
artificially in an object or person through some extraordinary means.”167 From this
foundation, it is necessary to reconsider charisma for Wang and Hu, especially in the
context of Taiwan. In his study of how it might be redefined for the study of Chinese
religion, Stephan Feutchwang wrote that charisma was always “meant for the study of
modernity.”168 While not specifically referring to the New Age in Taiwan, he invoked
the potential instability and interchangability of its leaders when he wrote “Good
charisma is surely accountable charisma, in which followers have the ability to choose
another leader, or to choose none at all.”169 Given that Wang and Hu’s later New Age
celebrity was primarily mediated through books (while they participated in reading
groups and delivered lectures, I suggest these were not as important), their charisma was
reliant on their differing degrees of celebrity.
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At times celebrity transcends relationships and generates other possibilities in
the mundane world. While it can be seen as superficial or artificial and as an
exploitative revenue source, celebrity consoles “those who consume their products as
objects of belief, desire or aspiration.”170 Hu’s celebrity was already established at the
start of the Fine Press’s New Age Series project but Wang grew into hers over the
years. 171 Their status as famous authors and translators allows us to consider the
intersection between fame and religion. Chris Rojek noted “Celebrity culture is no
substitute for religion. Rather, it is the milieu in which religious belonging and
recognition are now enacted.”172 In this sense, Wang and Hu (and their publishers)
adroitly leveraged their charisma as celebrities to promote New Age books as a way for
readers to explore new spiritual possibilities. The phenomenon of celebrity and religion
in Taiwan is compelling and, given similar occurences in East Asia, there is much
potential for “further discussions of the heterogeneity of celebrity and its effects in
contemporary China and comparative contexts.”173 The examples of Wang and Hu,
through Taiwan’s status as a sinophone society, offer new examples of the intersection
of religion and celebrity—not just in that they became religious celebrities, but that they
drew heavily from celebrity figures they encountered in the USA.
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Chapter 2: Early lives (1930s-1971)
Introduction
In this chapter I introduce Wang and Hu. Beginning with their family circumstances, I
explore their childhoods with an emphasis on how they recalled their personal spiritual
development. I examine Wang and her writings in the years before she went with her
husband and young family to the USA for a second time, in 1971. Her biographical
information is drawn from a range of sources, primarily her 2012 autobiography At One
with God.1 Her brother Father Richard Wang SJ also covered the early years of the
[Love’s Meditation]. 2 Further

Wang family in his book Ai de chensi

information was drawn from her books and chapters in the New Age Series, including a
number of prefaces that she wrote. The final major source of biographical information
comes from Wang’s monthly columns in The Woman.
In exploring Wang’s early history, I show how she has long explored the
philosophical and spiritual aspects of life, especially through her exposure to Western
religion and culture, and how this inquisitive nature can be traced to her early years in
Taiwan as the youngest daughter in a waishengren family. She placed the residual
trauma of her family’s escape from China and adjustment to life in Taiwan as the source

1

Reflecting on how she moved around during her life and her inability to closely
identify with any one nation, Wang wrote of what might be interpreted as her
possessing a cosmic origin or identity:
My whole family fled the Communist Party on the mainland to Taiwan. I have some
memories of the mainland but no homesickness. When in America I had no
homesickness for Taiwan. After settling back in Taiwan for many years I do not have
any homesickness for America either. I have no feeling for any ethnic groups, nations,
political parties or religious denominations… It is on a summer evening when I sit in
the cool of my yard and gaze at the sky full of stars that I have that feeling of missing
home!

See C.C. Wang
, Yu shen tongxin
chuban, 2012), 13.
2
Richard Wang
, Ai de chensi
wenwuxianwu zhongxin, 1983).

[At One with God] (Taipei: Shangzhou
[Love’s Meditation] (Taipei: Tianzhujiao
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of her struggles. Wang’s personal problems continued during her marriage and lengthy
residences in the USA. However, it was abroad where she discovered Kahlil Gibran’s
The Prophet and, later, Jane Roberts’s Seth books, publications that were to have an
ongoing and profound effect on her. Wang only became aware of the term ‘New Age’
in the 1980s but showed strong evidence of its influence in her earlier writings.
I also discuss Terry Hu’s life up to when she attended university. Whereas Wang
contributed to the development of New Age religion in Taiwan through her detailed
knowledge of the various schools of thought and trends, especially Seth, and through
sheer volume of publications, the high-profile Hu offered a glamorous but (safely)
rebellious image onto which it could be projected. Up until her career change as a
proponent of New Age religion, Hu’s life was far from typical. Born to a KMT
politician father, she experienced, by her own accounts, an unsatisfactory education
before spending a year in New York City after dropping out of university.
Like Wang, Hu has produced a significant amount of written material. Much of
this is from her years as a celebrity, where not only was she the subject of media reports,
but she also produced her own columns and books. From 1988 Hu published columns
promoting the New Age, mostly in women’s magazines. The majority of material I have
drawn on in developing a sense of her early life comes from her 1999 autobiography Si
yu tongnü zhi wu

[Death and the Maiden].3 Where possible, I have tried to

cross-reference dates with other sources, and there is little to suggest that Hu has
manufactured aspects of her history. What is important, however, is to be sensitive to

3

In a 2000 article on psychology and literature in Taiwan, Death and the Maiden was
described in the context of recent local literary examples of self-examination as being
“… daring in how she examines herself. Even though it is somewhat ruthless, it does
bring some comfort. Previously this was rarely seen in Chinese autobiography.” See
Wang Zhiwei
“Xinli yu wenxue: geren yu jiade bahe
[Psychology and Literature: the tug-of-war between the individual and the family]”
Unitas
, January 2000: 121.
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the emphasis she puts on certain events and how she explained them. Death and the
Maiden is a revealing story of her life and served the purpose of establishing her
spiritual credentials as an author and translator.
In Hu’s story we see a distinct process of change and self-professed spiritual
evolution. Her projection of her self in the public realm has differed at times, mixing
both triumphs and pain, but she has never been reticent to share certain details of her
own personal evolution with readers. In doing this, Hu portrayed herself as a powerful
example of the transformational efficacy of New Age religion. Like Wang, through a
close examination of Hu’s early life we can see how she challenged social norms and
pursued self-improvement. From her interviews and publications as a young adult
onwards, a theme of spiritual exploration, often focussed on foreign religions and
philosophies, emerges.

Wang’s youth in China and Taiwan
In 2001 Wang received a piece of disconcerting news. Following a conference
call held by her three elder siblings, by now spread between Taiwan and the United
States, she received a follow-up call from her eldest brother, Richard. In addition to the
latest family news, Richard shared some startling history with his sister.
C.C. Wang was born in Chongqing, China, in August 1941. At that time
Chongqing was the wartime home to the government of the Republic of China, led by
Chiang Kai Shek of the KMT.4 The Second Sino-Japanese War had been underway
since July 1937 and Chongqing suffered under heavy Japanese bombing. Against this
violent backdrop the young Wang family experienced trauma of its own.
Richard told his sister that sometime during the first month of her life their
mother left the family home. Their father, Mr Wang, would generally be absent for
4

At the time, Chongqing, as it is Romanised using the Hanyu pinyin system, was
generally rendered in English as ‘Chungking’.
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work during the week and only return to the family home on weekends. One day
Richard, seven years C.C.’s senior, woke to discover their mother was absent. Rushing
to the neighbours, he found that she had escaped to a friend’s house (no explicit reason
was given for this). Richard recalled that C.C. was a baby of fragile health, hovering
between life and death. The wartime conditions had weakened Mrs Wang and she was
frequently unable to breast-feed her newborn daughter. At this time C.C. subsisted on a
diet of millet gruel and sweetened water.
According to Richard, weakened and suddenly motherless, C.C. cried so much
that she passed out. He had to act swiftly to save his baby sister and did so by pressing
down upon her philtrum, the small central indentation above the upper lip. 5 This
somehow revived her and C.C.’s inclusion of this anecdote suggests an emphasis on a
seemingly miraculous extension of her precarious infancy. Mrs Wang returned home
after two weeks and the fragile C.C. survived. Upon hearing this story 60 years later,
she realised that amidst the trauma of war, her parents’ relationship was over even
before she was born.6
War and chaos in China
The early chronology of the Wang family (especially pre-Taiwan) was
summarised by Richard in Love’s Meditation, the book he dedicated as a 50th wedding
anniversary present to his parents.7 In his short history a sense of the chaos experienced
by the Wang family prior to their escape to Taiwan is evident. Wang Defang

5

and

In Traditional Chinese Medicine, the large intestine meridian passes through the
philtrum and Richard may have been applying a remedy based on this understanding.
6
The story of Wang’s birth and her mother’s disappearance was shared in Wang, At
One with God, 33-35. Based on her final eight lectures, it was only in this book and
after over 40 years of writing that Wang openly spoke about certain family matters.
7
Richard Wang, Love’s Meditation, 1-4.
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were married in 1933 and C.C. was their fourth child.8

Wang Chen Mingren

She recalled that, following the order of children (bo zhong shu ji

), she was

named as the fourth child Ji

the second

and after the city of her birth qing

character in Chongqing.9 However, until her autobiography she never wrote in detail
about her early childhood in China or her family’s wartime experiences, choosing not to
emphasise this aspect of her life.
After marriage, Mr Wang accepted a job on the Beiping-Hankou Railway and
the family moved to Hankou where they enjoyed a comfortable life in the years before
the Sino-Japanese War.10 Following the establishment of the puppet regime in Japancontrolled Manchuria in 1932, and before the Sino-Japanese War in 1937, the Chinese
government sought to reinforce domestic transport connections. With the risk of conflict
growing this period experienced “one of the most intensive railway programmes in the
history of Chinese railroading,” with Hankou also linked to Canton (Guangzhou) in the
south.11 As with many other cities in China, Hankou was developing into a modern
metropolis and “was to develop into the Chicago of the East.”12 Wang’s elder brothers
Richard and Jingtao

were born in Hankou in June 1934 and December 1935,

respectively. In the summer of 1937, Mrs Wang took Richard and Jingtao north to
Beiping for the wedding of her sister. This celebration coincided with the Marco Polo
Bridge Incident of July 1937 when the Imperial Japanese Army clashed nearby with the

8

Chen was Mrs Wang’s maiden name, with her husband’s surname Wang ,
prepended after marriage, as was the custom at that time.
9
As recalled in Wang, At One with God, 33.
10
Recalling a meeting with a fellow university student, Wang noted that her father’s
family was originally from Hubei and moved to Sichuan in the mid eighteenth century.
See Wang, At One with God, 160. Beiping was the name of Beijing between 1928 and
1943, when Nanjing was the capital of China.
11
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12
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Republic of China’s National Revolutionary Army in what “can be considered the first
battle of World War II.”13 Seeking safety, Mrs Wang and her two sons escaped to
Hankou on the last train.
In the summer of 1938 Mrs Wang was pregnant with her third child. Wary of the
encroaching Japanese army, Mrs Wang escaped for Chengdu, where she gave birth to
Shuyi

(named according to her position as the third child) in December 1938. By

1939 the Wang family was reunited and moved to Chongqing due to Mr Wang’s work
opportunities with the KMT, which had relocated the national capital there from
Nanjing. From 1937 to 1945 the KMT was at war with Japan, as well as dealing with
the threat posed by the growing Chinese Communist Party (CCP), a conflict that
continued until 1949. The war was expensive for the KMT in terms of money, people
and political power. Japan’s air force was active and bombed Chongqing 268 times
between 1939 and 1941.14 In the hours after C.C. was born in August 1941, Mrs Wang
had to escape with her newborn daughter into an air raid shelter, as sirens warned of an
impending Japanese strike.
The Wang family moved to Nanjing in April 1946 where Mr Wang worked in
the foreign affairs department. The long hours of work took a toll on his health, and in
October 1948 he broke down with high blood pressure. In early December 1948 the
entire family fled to Taichung, a city on Taiwan’s west coast. This was a chaotic time of
mass escape to Taiwan as “More than thirty-one thousand refugees per week fled to
Taiwan during November 1948.”15 Depleted by the extended conflict with Japan, the
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civil war with the CCP was proving too difficult for the KMT and the government,
military, and various supporters, plus many random people caught up in the chaos,
escaped to Taiwan.
A childhood in Taiwan
The retreat of the Nationalist government, army and its supporters to Taiwan had
a profound effect on the island’s society. Taiwan was a Japanese colony from 1895 to
1945 and following Japan’s surrender in World War II, it was ceded to the Republic of
China, as the current government of China. To many of the KMT supporters fleeing
there, Taiwan felt like a different country, with languages, customs and weather that
was often quite different to that of their homes in China. Initially the KMT intended to
regroup on Taiwan and retake China from the CCP. Over the years this goal became
less and less likely and waishengren gradually (and to varying degrees) adapted to life
on Taiwan.
Essential to understanding this and later periods in Taiwan is the aftermath of
events on 28 February 1947, often referred to as the 228 Incident (Er er ba shijian
). Following Taiwan’s incorporation into the Republic of China, a number of
Chinese, including soldiers and bureaucrats, arrived on the island. However, relations
between Taiwanese and Chinese were complicated. The growing strain came to a head
on 27 February 1947 when a woman selling cigarettes on the street was beaten by
government agents for breaching monopoly laws. This catalysed large numbers of
Taiwanese, who were increasingly upset by perceived corruption and repression, and a
series of riots occurred. The government responsed by deploying soldiers from China
and the brutal government crackdown is “one of the darkest moments in Taiwanese
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history.”16 Between 27 February and 15 May of 1947 “perhaps as many as 8,000
Mainlanders and Taiwanese were killed.”17 The 228 Incident was followed by the
“White Terror” phase of martial law where surveillance was increased and:
Fear of a Communist insurrection was all the justification needed to suppress freedom
of thought, speech, publication, assembly and the press. Access to information was
substantially curtailed, travel abroad was prohibited and association with foreigners was
discouraged.18

It was in this context of repression and suspicion that the Wang family settled in Taiwan.
The White Terror was predominantly during the 1950s but it was only with the end of
martial law in 1987 that these events could be freely debated within the new space
afforded to civil society. This ability to discuss and represent (especially through
literature and film) the 228 Incident and White Terror grew yet, in 1993, “As the
phantoms of the Incident are continually called upon and exorcised, they do not seem
likely to go away.”19 Despite much debate and reconciliation since then, these incidents
still loom darkly in Taiwanese society.
Once in Taiwan Mr Wang received accommodation assistance from a friend and
he was able to recuperate in Taichung for a year, to the detriment of the family’s
savings. In January 1950 the Wang family moved yet again, this time to Taipei, where
Mr Wang was invited by Wang Yunwu

16
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Huaguo Press (Huaguo chubanshe

). 20 The Wang family moved into a

Japanese-style house in Taipei’s central Da’an district. After more than a decade of
relocation and hardship, they had found a place to settle.
Around six months after moving to Taipei, Richard and Jingtao began studying
English with Benedictine nuns. The Catholic Church, along with other Christian
denominations, was establishing itself on Taiwan at this time. In 1950 there were
12,000 Catholics in Taiwan with this number rapidly expanding to 181,571 by 1960.
There was a similar rapid growth in the number of clergy and Catholic institutions, such
as hospitals and schools.21 These English lessons were the Wang family’s first contact
with Catholicism and within five years the whole family had been baptised.
Richard graduated from university in March 1958 and began training as a priest
in August that year. Beyond the instances mentioned in this thesis, I have not uncovered
other references made by Wang to Richard; even though she moved away from
Catholicism it is possible that she was influenced by her brother’s spiritual
revelations.22 Many Catholic clergy and missionaries had escaped to Taiwan following
the civil war, where they were treated favourably by the KMT, being allowed to
establish churches, hospitals and educational facilities, including universities. The
missionary function of these churches (as well as various other Christian

20

Wang Yunwu was a noted figure in Republican China and post-war Taiwan (being
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In 1972 Richard began participating in the charismatic movement (shen’en fuxing
yundong
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denominations) also facilitated the importation of American food and clothing
donations.23 Despite being Catholic, Wang was educated in the public system.
Once in Taipei, Wang continued her primary education at what is now the
National Taipei University of Education Affiliated Experimental Elementary School.24
She claimed to have been a competitive student, and received good enough grades to be
admitted to Taiwan Provincial Taipei First Girls’ High School (Taiwan sheng Taibei di
yi nüzhong

), a prestigious selective school near the Presidential

Palace in central Taipei. Not only was admission there restricted to the top students, in
1953 (when Wang likely began high school) only 35.56% of students in Taiwan
proceded from elementary school to junior high school. 25 Of Wang’s childhood
experiences and education, it is perhaps the development of her English language skills
and exposure to Western culture that aided her later in life as she developed into a
translator and author of New Age texts. She would draw on these skills both as a
magazine columnist and eventually as a translator.
The English language
Wang’s ability and interest in English were integral to her work as a translator
and author of New Age texts. This was made possible by the prominence given to
English in education and popular media. The incorporation of English into the
curriculum in the post-war decades was a politically informed act, given the various
forms of support provided by the United States. In a continuation of Republican
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education policies from China to Taiwan, English was the main foreign language taught
after middle school and from 1968, coinciding with the introduction of nine years of
compulsory education, was made obligatory for middle school students.26
Wang’s enthusiasm for English seems to have begun at an early age. Her mother
was taught in English by nuns in Beijing and at one stage in Taipei helped establish a
kindergarten for foreign children. Mr Wang was an avid reader of the English edition of
Reader’s Digest, and would read stories from it aloud to his daughters. Wang enjoyed
English and got on well with her English teacher in junior middle school.27 However,
she claimed that due to her stutter, her senior high school English teacher did not like
her. While she enjoyed studying the humanities and might have considered studying
foreign languages at university, several factors influenced her to take the science section
of the college entrance exam: discomfort from stuttering, lack of encouragement from
her teacher and, as a result, the fear of not getting into the top academic cohort. Wang
wrote how as a child she loved to read, especially famous authors and mythology, and
that she read comparatively more Western than Chinese books.28
At this time Wang was also exposed to Western entertainment. In addition to
listening to popular music on the radio, Wang’s siblings introduced her to Western
classical music, which she developed a fascination for. Because of her father’s Westerncentric listening habits, Wang reflected how she did not have the opportunity to listen to
or appreciate Peking Opera.29 Appearing in a column written during the Zhonghua
wenhua fuxing yundong

[Chinese Cultural Renaissance Movement,
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CCRM], this was an admission that despite being ethnically and culturally Chinese, her
understanding of Chinese culture was still under-developed.
The CCRM, which began in November 1966, was a government initiative with
several goals. Following on from a series of social programs conducted since retreating
to Taiwan and broadly conceived as a counter to the Cultural Revolution being waged
by the CCP in China, the CCRM was designed to strengthen the political legitimacy of
the KMT in Taiwan and demonstrate globally that it was the rightful ruler of China. At
the core of this was the intention to make Taiwan, and its people, Chinese. In the
context of ongoing martial law, this is indicative of tensions in the culture of the island
and “the fact that the government felt compelled to orchestrate social sentiment through
mass movements suggests that culture was hardly something that could be taken for
granted.”30 Despite the state’s intentions, the cultural consumption of the Wang family
in Taipei appears to have been dominated by Western material. This firmly grounded
Wang in a trans-Pacific cultural discourse and established the curiosity that she would
later develop through reading English publications and travelling abroad.
Unsettled family dynamics
Wang wrote how the childhood atmosphere in her family had a lasting effect on
her emotional state. Before she had finally reached a level of spiritual contentment in
her later years, all she had to do was think of her childhood and she would cry.31 At the
apex of this unsettled dynamic was Mr Wang. Wang wrote of him:
Because my father was not home much during my childhood, I do not have a strong
impression of him, nor do I have many memories… the atmosphere in my childhood
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home was very strange. In my childhood photos my face had the appearance of early
maturity. Even though I was a small baby, I did not have a smiling expression.

According to Wang, her father was unfair in the extreme. While he was a good judge of
others, Wang felt he was not able to see his own shortcomings and created an intense
environment in the household. She wrote:
My father was very serious and solemn. But thinking about it later, he was actually very
gentle. He never hit us, he just appeared very serious and solemn. He did not love me so
I feared him and never dared to throw a tantrum. His friends especially liked him and all
said he was a saint. Not just an ordinary good guy—but a saint—because he would take
other peoples’ issues and make them his own. He was always reaching out to others and
frequently helped out. However when he had to face his own issues he had no way of
doing so, refusing help and being even more uncompromising… The reason that later I
was always looking for answers was probably that he seemed like someone from
ancient China, a modest man of noble character. His demands of himself were very high,
so his demands on us were also very high.

The discrepancy between how Wang saw her father and how others saw him is
complicated by Richard’s recollection. In the book he wrote for his parents as a 50th
wedding anniversary gift, he reflected on the importance of parents’ love for their
children, as understood by psychologists. He continued:
My earliest experience of love was that which my parents had for me. Of course, in this
congratulatory message and speech of thanks I have no way to describe all the love my
parents gave me… What mother and father gave me was plentiful; moreover it can be
considered a very deep experience of being loved. However, in love I have had an even
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deeper experience. After being ordained, God has awarded me all different types of
experiences of being loved.

34

Here Richard implied that while the love he received from his parents was adequate, it
was far less than the love he was able to find elsewhere, which in his case was from
God and in the Catholic Church. This tension around Mr Wang’s character (especially
his ‘saintliness’ and the love he showed for others, both in and out of his family)
appears to have influenced the dynamics in the Wang family. Likewise, Mrs Wang, who
again left the family home for an unspecified period when Wang was 10, is well
regarded in this passage. Perhaps Richard was able to forgive his parents’ shortcomings
to see through to a deeper parental love, or maybe he was just being polite in their
anniversary gift. Wang’s admission that her inability to understand her father led her to
be “always looking for answers” also suggests—and Wang certainly seems to have
emphasised this—she was propelled on her spiritual journey as a way of reconciling the
conflicting emotions of her childhood.
Having spent several decades closely reading psychology books and magazines
Wang was moved to interpret her childhood experiences of love from a psychological
point of view.35 In her memoirs she wrote:
Why live for so long without being happy? My birth was not anticipated. When parents
conceive a child and while waiting for its arrival, they have love and space in their
hearts to give it. They give the child basic and warm shelter. Regardless if during the
34
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period of prenatal influence or in the first three years of infancy, such care is always the
most important thing. It is fundamental that a child must have a comparatively strong
connection with an adult, to say the least. This is an important factor in turning into a
normal human being. I never received this, which is why I am so strange.

Here Wang claimed the emotional deficiency that appeared throughout her life as being
established while she was in utero. The chaos of wartime China that her pregnant
mother had to endure, their subsequent relocation around China and Taiwan, her
mother’s two disappearances and her father’s health and emotional issues appear to be
have been used by Wang to justify her perceived psychological defects. She wrote how
her childhood feeling of emptiness, exacerbated by her mother’s absences, was
expressed in the opening lines of Du Fu’s

(712-770) poem ‘Dreaming of Li Bai’

:
Were we parted by death, I might swallow my grief,
But to be parted in life is pain unending;37

While she may not have suffered physically (at least in the long term) from the Chinese
Civil War or from her parents’ dysfunctional relationship, Wang’s emphasis on the
psychological legacy of her parents’ personalities and actions firmly grounds her
understanding of her subsequent spiritual exploration in the events of this time.
Catholicism and a developing spirituality
In Wang’s various recollections of childhood she wrote of an unhappy time
during which she began her spiritual exploration. The emotions that she felt and sought
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to navigate were present from an early age. Her representation of this progression
appears most succinctly in her preface to the New Age Series:
Since the age of nine I have seriously pondered: Who am I? Where did I come from?
Where am I going? This gave rise to my great personal dilemma: these questions
remained concealed in my consciousness, frequently puzzling me. During this half of
my life I have walked alone in the landscape of ‘human life’; I have lived earnestly, not
willing to let any scenes slip by. I entered the desert, ate the wind-blown sand, stepped
across the thorns and brambles and leisurely admired various kinds of beauty: artistic,
scientific, perceivable, intellectual... My spirit has come into contact with their
beauty—the natural world makes you jump for joy in elation—but I had not yet
resolved the question of ‘ultimate concern’ [in English and in Chinese]. This caused me
to be forever unsettled, afraid and sad. The beauty of many blooming flowers merely
influenced the horror movie of ‘the maiden and the flowers will both be dead.’ Really,
how can this be endured?

After her family converted to Catholicism, Wang began exploring its scriptures and
holy figures. This legacy is evident in the passage above where she used the biblical
imagery of wandering in the desert. At one stage she even considered becoming a nun
but was deterred by the vow of obedience, something she was not willing to submit to.
Nevertheless, Catholicism had a strong impact on Wang and she wrote:
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Up until lower middle school I believed in Catholicism and embraced an addiction to
seeking perfection. While I put great effort into studying the creeds, analysis of the
forms of these teachings had no way of fully satisfying me. Furthermore, the paths of
saints gave rise to the admirable emotion in me of “He who exerts himself will also
become such as he was,” however they also added even more self-blame and guilty
conscience. On the other hand, original sin, God's judgement, heaven and hell, all made
me feel on tenterhooks and nearly took the form of a morbid obsession with cleanliness
and obsessive-compulsive disorder. In the end, the more I did, the further away I
went.
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For all her fascination with Catholic saints, Wang appeared to have ultimately been
intimidated by their standards and the authority of God to judge one’s behaviour.
During middle school Wang moved away from Catholic texts and claimed to have gone
through a phase of reading nihilist texts. Later in senior high she read existentialist texts,
as was popular at the time.40 In neither instance did Wang list examples of her reading.
Her recollection of this early enthusiasm for exploring spiritual and philosophical ideas
reflects the opportunities available to her at home and in school. Wang’s later-career
emphasis on her early reading habits and experiences appears an attempt to reinforce
her credentials as a credible and well-informed spiritual figure.
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Studying at National Cheng Kung University
Wang studied architecture at National Cheng Kung University (Guoli
chenggong daxue

, NCKU) in Tainan, the former capital in southern

Taiwan.41 In 1960, around when Wang would have commenced tertiary education, there
were seven universities in Taiwan; in 1965 only 3.1% of the total labour force had a
college or university education.42 The competition involved in progressing this far
academically meant “those showing too much independence of mind or insufficient
ability to attend diligently to their studies are often rigorously excluded from entrance
into the college population.”43 In 1964, only 28% of students enrolled at prestigious
universities (such as NCKU) were female.44 Therefore, to proceed to university at this
time was rare for women. As a child, Wang recalled she was very capable at tracing and
copying images and could also write calligraphy well. Her teachers praised her work
and, despite doubts experienced during the admission exams, Wang had the self-belief
to pursue architecture at university.
Once at NCKU Wang discovered that studying architecture was more difficult
than she expected. Not only did her ability to copy well not necessarily mean that she
had the requisite creativity for architecture, she also had trouble rendering threedimensional images on to paper. This difficultly caused Wang emotional pain and she
lost self-confidence, an adversity compounded by her ongoing stutter. At the time she
41
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experienced hardship and humiliation. 45 Despite this, her student days were not
completely unsatisfactory, as it was at NCKU where Wang met her future husband.
Wang claimed to have attracted the interest of several young men. Their
overtures were left unreciprocated, either intentionally or out of shyness, or their
personality did not suit her. Notably, Wang was pursued by C.Y. Lee

(1938-), a

fellow waishengren architecture student two years her senior. Wang does not mention
C.Y. Lee by name in any of her New Age books, but he did write about her in 1971,
which I discuss later. Lee has found significant success as an architect and among his
oeuvre Taipei 101 (the one-time tallest building in the world) is most notable.46
Lee helped Wang with her studies and, as their relationship blossomed, she
began to imagine their future together. Wang was attracted to Lee’s talents and fairmindedness, and that he came from a poor background. With their relationship
steadying, Wang decided that she wanted to marry him.47 Placing Wang’s relationship
in the context of a 1986 survey of couples married between 1960 and 1964, 13% of
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couples decided to get married (without parental influence), only 2% met their partner
at school and 91% had not dated anyone else prior to marriage.48
In 1961 Lee graduated from NCKU and wanted to go abroad to study. He failed
Taiwan’s exchange student exam and was required to work as a teaching assistant for
two years, doing so at Tunghai University in Taichung. Wang graduated one year later,
having to wait out the final year of Lee’s teaching assistant experience so that they
could depart together. Despite Princeton University’s reservations about his English
language ability, Lee was accepted to study there and he and Wang left Taiwan for
North America. Returning after four years, they did not form part of Taiwan’s so-called
‘brain drain’, when between 1960 and 1968 only 4.5 per cent of students from Taiwan
returned after advanced study abroad.49 While Wang had already embarked on an
international journey that would be pivotal in shaping her later career as a translator of
New Age texts, Terry Hu was still in elementary school.

Hu’s early years
An only child, Terry Hu was born on 23 April 1953 in Taichung. Her father Hu
Gengnian
Qu Shifang

(1905-1989), was born in Liaoyang, Liaoning Province and her mother
(ca.1909-1993), was born in Tongcheng, Anhui Province.50 After her

mother convinced her father that leaving China was imperative to their future safety,
they escaped to Taiwan in the spring of 1949, during the tumult of the Communists’ rise.
As a young child, Hu’s given name was Yinyin
Beginning in primary school, she was known as Yinzi
48

, chosen by her mother.
, a name chosen by her father.
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As a young adult, this name was described as being too plain for her burgeoning life of
glamour and apparently her new name Yingmeng

reflected the translated name of

Immensee by Theodor Storm: Yinmenghu

.51 According to a different source, the

director of her first movie, Shu Chin-liang

(1944-), claimed he suggested that she

change her name as Yinzi “seemed too Japanese.”52 In 1989 Hu then made a slight
change to Yinmeng

, in the early stages of her career as a New Age author and

translator. Phonetically this name is the same as her movie star name, the only
difference being the absence of the radical cao

, indicating grass, from the yin

character in her revised name. In a 1992 profile, Hu claimed that she liked this final
version as it had more of a religious flavour.53 Hu’s English name Terry appears to be
an abbreviation of Teresa, though it is unclear who gave her this name.
Mr Hu was a legislator in the Republic of China’s Legislative Yuan, newly
established in Taipei having relocated from Nanjing.54 He graduated with a degree in
economics from the National Central University (now known as Nanjing University)
and also studied at Waseda University in Japan for four years. In addition to academic
posts at the National Central University, Peking University and Northeastern University,
Mr Hu held a number of administrative positions around China and was the chairman of
the Shenyang Central Daily News.55
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Having escaped to central Taiwan, the Hu family lived for a time in an old
Japanese house in an area known as New North Village

, an area of Taichung

reserved for government officials. The family home seemed comfortable and Hu
described its lush garden and modest timber furniture in detail.56 For Hu’s parents, a
Japanese-style house, not unusual in 1950s Taiwan, may have seemed very foreign. But
for her, a Japanese-style house would have been all she had known, with only the
opinions of the older generation to influence her otherwise. Her lodgings were but one
of the many transnational cultural influences to which the young Hu was exposed.
Hu has claimed her mother took her to watch foreign movies from a very young
age. She suggested her fascination with movies was pivotal in pursuing a career as an
actor two decades later.57 Her writings contain many references to movies and stars,
almost all of them from Hollywood. Like Wang, Hu wrote of a childhood seemingly
immersed in Western culture. She used films to represent markers in life, and would
often write of her emotional response to them.58 Through this, Hu’s life began to use the
imagery of Hollywood as a way of understanding and interpreting her everyday life in
Taiwan. Her strict 5th grade maths teacher resembled Marlon Brando and her first
boyfriend, an American, looked like a young Al Pacino. The first movie Hu saw at the
cinema was The Yearling (1946), and as a four year-old it was sad enough to make her
56
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cry. She was a fan of Hollywood stars such as Elizabeth Taylor and Sean Connery and
the director Alfred Hitchcock. A seemingly precocious connoisseur of film, and
apparently not restrained by her parents when it came to viewing material appropriate
for a child, Hu saw Hitchcock’s Psycho aged 7 and The Birds aged 10.59 She would also
visit the cinema on her own, and as a pre-teen would even watch adult fare such as
World by Night, a proto-exploitation film that local censors regarded titillating enough
to partly censor. This fondness for foreign cinema and the artistic qualities demonstrated
within would later be expressed with regard to scathing assessments of Taiwan’s film
industry. It also reflects the availability of American movies: between 1946 and 1970
American productions were dominant among foreign films shown in Taiwan as, due to
protectionist quotas and diplomatic relations, they were given preference.60 Hu claimed
that ever since her childhood she had primarily watched foreign movies and that the
only local movie she was influenced by was The Love Eterne

, a popular

1963 Hong Kong musical based on the legend of the Butterfly Lovers. 61 In his
discussion of the Oscar-winning Taiwan-born director Ang Lee (

1954-), who listed

The Love Eterne as his favourite film, Leo Lee Ou-fan noted the fondness for this
“singsong tearjerker” indicates a:
sentimental trait [that] is also characteristic of the mental makeup of his generation of
Chinese youths growing up in Taiwan in the 1950s and early 1960s under Chiang Kaishek’s repressive regime—a “structure of feeling” (to use Raymond Williams’s famous
term) that shaped the political culture of that time.
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Hu recalled that the atmosphere in New North Village, populated primarily by
waishengren was discriminatory against Taiwan’s people, environment and languages.
While the waishengren spoke Mandarin and other regional dialects from across China,
Taiwanese people spoke Japanese (as a legacy of 50 years of Japanese colonisation) and
other local dialects such as Hokkein and Hakka, or aboriginal languages. Having
studied in Japan for four years, Hu’s father was able to play the board game Go with the
locals and converse with them in Japanese, unlike the majority of waishengren.63 This
anecdote appears to place Hu—through her father—as being closer to the local
Taiwanese, in spite of her elite waishengren pedigree. Unlike Mr Hu, many
waishengren were soldiers and lacked his cultural capital, social connections and
relative wealth. After long years of struggle in China, with recent wars against the
Japanese and the communists, the dislocated waishengren in Taiwan had a range of
personal and familial issues to resolve. The Hu family was no exception.
Ongoing family problems
The Hu family dynamics were complicated and her parents separated when she
was 15. While Hu wrote of getting along well with her father, her relationship with her
mother was difficult at times. In her early writings, she often candidly shared her
opinions yet she did not generally divulge details about the problems in her family,
other than occasional fragments. Only after her mother and father had passed away did
Hu extensively open up on the nature of her relationship with them.64
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As a legislator, Mr Hu spent much time in Taipei and away from the family
home. During Hu’s primary school years, his visits became more rare, until he was
permanently located in Taipei. Mr Hu would later remarry. Divorce rates in Taiwan
remained stable between the end of World War II and 1970, whereas by 1990 the
divorce rate had tripled.65 Hu recalled how her father once scathingly assessed her
mother as someone who only cares about wealth: “In her heart it is always money first,
her second and other people third.”66 Living just with her mother, Hu began what would
become a decades-long tumultuous living arrangement.67
Hu deemed that her relationship with her mother had long been strained.
Describing her mother as possessing a “crisis mentality,” she felt from a very young age
that her mother did not accept her.68 She long opposed her mother’s fondness for
playing mahjong and her financial miserliness. That said, the two of them participated
in activities together, most notably going to the movies, and Hu felt that aside from
some traumatic memories her childhood was generally good.69 The ongoing tension
between the two ultimately led Hu to request that she move to Taipei for her studies,
where her father was living. Acquiescing to the daughter he doted on, Mr Hu found a
place for her in a Taipei boarding school and thus began the next stage of her life.
Boarding school in Taipei
Hu began boarding at the Wesley Girls High School (Sili weili nüzi gaoji
zhongxue

). The school was established in 1961 by Taipei
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Methodists, alumni of Shanghai’s McTyeire School for Girls of the Christian Methodist
Church and the Missionary division from the United Methodist Church of America,
with support from Madame Chiang Kai Shek (Soong Mei Ling

1898-2003) and

the National Women’s League of the Republic of China.70 Situated on the edge of
Yangming Shan, a dormant volcano on Taipei’s northern periphery, Wesley Girls High
School is adjacent to the National Palace Museum (which re-opened in Taiwan in 1965).
In a September 1976 magazine profile, high school classmate Hu Wei-mei
reflected on Hu’s personality, depicting her as enigmatic. She wrote that Hu was a quiet
student who would retreat to the library and did not interact easily with other students.
As an only child, she spent the holidays in her own company, feeling bored once she
had completed the homework assigned for the break.71 Like Wang, one of the subjects
in which Hu excelled was English.
Mr Hu encouraged her studies, especially in English, and told her “foreign
languages are a window into another world.”72 A keen student of English, Hu found
popular English language songs to be her favourite study material. One teacher at the
Wesley Girls High School, Mr Anderson, used Beatles songs to help his students learn
English and Hu wrote how in one exercise in his class, students were asked to draw a
picture expressing their subconscious divinity. She responded by drawing a picture of
two mountains, linked by a bridge. When asked to explain this picture in front of the
class, she said that she wanted to become a bridge linking the nations of people and the
nations of spirits. In recalling this episode in her autobiography, Hu marveled how such
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a yearning was in her as a schoolgirl yet it took more than 20 years to bear fruit.73 Her
recollection of this story suggests that she was trying to reinforce the link in her life
between the English language and spiritual exploration and the image of a bridge
reappears throughout her narrative. English lessons at school were not the only channel
through which Hu practiced her precocious English.
Early religious influences
In Taichung the Hu family lived near a Christian church, where Hu claimed to
have developed an affinity for Christianity and joined the choir. This exposure
continued at Wesley Girls High School, where religious activities formed part of the
curriculum. While Hu stated she did not participate in the nightly prayer service, she did
say grace with the other students before meals. Lonely in Taichung, Hu’s mother moved
to Taipei to be with her husband. However, the relationship between them did not
improve, and Hu’s father ultimately moved out. During a fierce argument between her
parents, Hu recalled that she retreated to her bedroom to read her bible. When her
mother discovered her, she chastised her for resembling Yingchun, a weak-willed
character in The Story of the Stone.74 This period of family turmoil coincided with the
triggering of a spiritual energy within Hu.
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Hu claimed in Death and the Maiden that during her teens she experienced a
series of parapsychological phenomena (teyi xianxiang

). Elsewhere, she

mentioned other similar personally profound spiritual experiences that occurred
throughout her life, such as developing familiarity with kundalini energy and certain
dreams, which I will discuss later. The recollection or depiction of such profound
experiences during youth is an established trope in Chinese religious biography. In
demonstrating supernatural powers, “the later august position that the subject reaches
can be seen as having been prefigured, if not preordained.”75 The examples of these
inserted by Hu into her life story appear to serve the same purpose. While somewhat
mundane, Hu’s supernatural experiences are important as they indicate how she sought
to emphasise she long possessed such abilities.
One day while walking with friends in Ximen Ding, a popular entertainment
district in central Taipei, Hu suddenly entered a state of deep forgetfulness and was
unable to recall who she was, where she came from or what she was doing. Another
time while riding pillion on a friend’s motorbike, Hu again felt confusion about her
identity. Seeing her own face in the mirror, she experienced a feeling of unfamiliarity.
The third event Hu recalled of this time was once again in Ximen Ding. On a trip to the
cinema with her mother, she had a premonition that an advertising billboard that was
being erected could fall down. It did, and slightly injured her mother. Hu claimed that
the two experiences where she momentarily lost her identity were integral in propelling
her towards later efforts of self-exploration.76 Her spiritual experiences at this time also
occurred in institutional settings.
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For a period during her high school years, Hu was a member of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, informally known as the Mormon Church. Her
pragmatic reason for joining the Church was to be near the young ‘Elders’, missionaries
from abroad (primarily the USA) and to practice English.77 The Mormons were under
surveillance during martial law due to their pacifist ideals.78 Hu left a strong impression
on her fellow local Mormons, with the sister of one recalling her vivacious entrance to
the church:
Back in first year [university] I was discussing Terry Hu with another female and she
mentioned how Hu attended the Mormon Church. She said “My elder brother is also a
believer in the Mormon Church. One day he asked me if our school has a girl called
Terry Hu. He said the first time Terry Hu came to the church no one knew whom she
was, nor did she know anyone there. Not only did she lack any of the nerves of the
newcomer, she even initiated conversation with some of the foreign believers (The
Mormon Church is a type of new religion energetically practiced by foreigners in
China), frequently laughing to her heart’s content and seeming extremely pleased with
herself.” Her brother said “I felt foolish as I had never seen a Chinese girl so confident,
natural and relaxed with foreigners. Furthermore, in dealing with so many people she
was not flustered in the least, handling each person well. This girl was really
remarkable.”79

Written at the time of her emergence as a public figure and years before her outward
turn towards matters spiritual, this anecdote concisely articulates Hu’s image as an
expert in English and interested in the world outside of Taiwan. Yet to have lived in the
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USA or another English-speaking territory, she was confident enough in her language
ability to converse with the Mormon missionaries. More importantly, Hu was exploring
the American religious opportunities available in Taipei. This can be seen as part of her
trajectory towards New Age religion. Hu’s dalliance with The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints was just part of the cultural and spiritual experimentation of her latter
high school years.
Hu read widely during high school, developing her burgeoning interest in
foreign culture. Claiming to have read the works of authors such as Leo Tolstoy, Ivan
Turgenev, Lu Xun

, Aldous Huxley and Rabindranath Tagore, Hu accompanied her

literary exploration by reading popular foreign magazines such as Time, Life, National
Geographic, Newsweek and Vogue. The reports in these magazines kept her informed of
events overseas. One development particularly enthralled Hu: the counterculture.
Hu sensed a bond with the hippie movement, popular in the USA and other
developed nations in the late 1960s.80 Feeling a connection with the lyrics of Paul
McCartney and John Lennon of the Beatles and watching movies such as Woodstock
(1970),81 she developed a kindred feeling with the hippies and wanted to join them and
“destroy the attitude of lethargy and the illusion of isolation.”82 No longer was Hu
isolated – she felt connected with a global movement, albeit one that was only
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marginally present in Taiwan. Where Wang wrote of her early connection with hippie
culture as peripheral, Hu identified much more closely with it and at an earlier age.83
Given her familiarity with American culture through film, language and the Mormon
church, her interest in the counterculture might have been an extension of her already
established interest in the various dimensions of American culture. As will be shown,
Hu’s participation in the counterculture, both in Taiwan and the USA, would deepen
and she would later attempt to enshrine Taiwan’s New Age with countercultural origins.
For Hu, these years of experimentation were to continue after high school graduation
during her short candidature at Fu Jen Catholic University.

Conclusion
The early years of Wang and Hu demonstrate similarities in structural factors
and in how they chose to represent certain experiences and emotions. Both were raised
in waishengren families that, despite apparent prosperity and relative stablility, were
still later represented as dysfunctional. The broader turmoil of Taiwan’s transition to
KMT rule, seen most acutely in the events of the 228 Incident and the ensuing White
Terror, do not appear to have directly affected Wang or Hu. Nor, for the most part, do
they write of personally experiencing difficulties particular to waishengren. Most
tellingly, it is the immersion of Wang and Hu in Western culture, as available in Taiwan,
and their enthusiasm and skill in studying English, as well as their early exposure to
Western religion that stand out here. Both women were closely involved with forms of
foreign religion and Western culture that, regardless of what the real impact might have
been, they chose to repeat in later writings and interviews, therefore emphasising how
important these early cultural contacts were to them.
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Chapter 3: Wang’s first trip to the USA and The
Prophet (1964-1971)
In this chapter I discuss Wang’s experiences on her first trip to the United States and her
ensuing years in Taipei. Central to this chapter is Wang’s encounter with, and
subsequent translation of, Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet. Her writings on this book are an
essential part of the history of New Age religion in Taiwan. Wang’s columns in Funü
zazhi

[The Woman] from 1969 to 1971 are a valuable source that demonstrate

how her spiritual worldview was developing.

Not born in the USA: Taiwanese immigration
Wang and Lee arrived in the USA in 1964 and lived in New Jersey, Philadelphia
and Boston before returning to Taiwan in 1968.1 The Cold War hostilities with China
were ongoing and Taiwan still maintained diplomatic relations—and the ensuing
military, political and social connections—with the United States. There was also a
strong financial dimension to the relationship and from 1951, when the U.S. Military
Assistance and Advisory Group in Taiwan was set up, until 1964, “the United States
offered $1.5 billion in non-military aid to Taiwan, about U.S.$100 million per year.”2
Reflecting on Taiwan’s dependence on the USA since North Korea invaded South
Korea in June 1950, it has been noted that “Taiwan has become a continuous foreign
policy protectorate of the United States.”3 This diplomatic and military bond also had
implications for where Taiwanese went abroad to work and study.
Immigration to the United States was restricted on a racial basis in the years
following World War II. The Immigration Act of 1965 opened up the possibility for
1
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Asians to immigrate to the USA and an annual quota of 20,000 Chinese were allowed to
enter, be they from Taiwan or China. Of Taiwan’s 7,118 university graduates in 1965,
2,339 went abroad but only 120 returned.4 This trend continued in the 1970s and early
1980s and there was a “middle-class exodus” as people left Taiwan over the uncertainty
about its international status.5 After the USA commenced diplomatic ties with China in
1979, the number of Chinese migrants began to increase annually while Taiwanese
immigration remained relatively stable. In 1982 a separate quota of 20,000 was
implemented for Taiwan.6 Unlike Chinese migrants, Taiwanese were more likely to find
professional work. But unlike Wang and Hu, only “a minority of the migrants from
Taiwan in this era were actually mainlanders or descendants of mainlanders.”7 The
exact number of Taiwanese migrants and their families is difficult to calculate, but the
decades of sustained migration in the late twentieth century mean that by the early years
of the new millennium, of the several hundred thousand Taiwanese living abroad, the
majority were in the USA. 8 As a destination for study and work, the USA was
prominent in the Taiwanese imagination of the post-war decades. Wang’s sister and one
brother were living there by the time she and Lee were ready to leave Taiwan.
Both Wang and Lee applied to study at Princeton but Lee was rejected as his
English was not good enough. Wang wrote a letter for him emphasising his ability to
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improve, the decision was reversed and he received a scholarship. However, she was
denied a visa as the US government feared that once in the USA she would not return to
Taiwan. Ultimately Wang moved to Vancouver to study postgraduate architecture at the
University of British Columbia. After a lonely time there, she cut her studies short and
went to America, without status, where she and Lee married. Then, as Wang liked
children, she decided to start a family early in the hope that she could later enjoy a
relatively early return to study or work.9

Reading The Prophet
It was during her time in the USA that Wang discovered The Prophet (1923), an
internationally popular poetic philosophical dialogue written by Kahlil Gibran, a
“‘Christian’ Arab of a humanistic anarchist persuasion.”10 The particular type of Middle
Eastern mysticism so alluringly represented in The Prophet became popular in the USA
during the late 1960s as part of a wider cultural trend.
The American public’s growing curiosity about Middle Eastern music,
philosophy and culture manifested in several ways. California’s Renaissance Pleasure
Faire (a popular and long-running celebration of Elizabethan culture through creative
anachronism) featured Middle Eastern musicians and was instrumental in introducing
this style of music into 1960s USA.11 The house band of the Feenjon café in Greenwich
Village, a favourite hangout of Terry Hu during her first stay in the USA (see the
following chapter), also released a series of Israeli folk albums in the mid 1960s.
Another act, Rosko with The John Berberian Ensemble, released Music And Gibran - A
Contemporary Interpretation Of The Author Of “The Prophet” in 1968. In it, the deep-
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voiced Rosco Lee Browne read a selection of passages from The Prophet accompanied
by Middle Eastern musical compositions.12
For all the growing accessibility of this version of Middle Eastern culture, Wang
did not appear to engage deeply with it. Writing of her observations at the height of the
counterculture, Wang summarised how certain sections of the youth (that is, hippies)
opposed the dominant social standards.13 She created the impression that the hippie
lifestyle was something that she was acutely aware of but did not personally partake in.
In 2012 she still admitted to feeling flickering repercussions from that era, albeit as an
“‘underground’ hippie.”14 When in the USA Wang knew of the popularity of The
Prophet among college students and bought a copy. However, due to constraints on her
time she did not read it until returning to Taiwan.15
Wang and Lee returned to Taiwan in 1968. Not long after, during a time of
physical and mental exhaustion, Wang remembered that she was still to read The
Prophet. Eventually she read the whole book in one sitting: even though she did not
understand all of the vocabulary or some of the more obscure passages, she could still
feel the beauty of the text.16 In 1981 Wang expanded on this event in a revised preface,
writing that in addition to feeling the book’s beauty, she could also feel its “… power.
On one hand it is very warm and deep. On the other hand it is very clear and
peaceful.”17 This revised preface was also reprinted in the 1996 version. In 1969 Wang
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wrote of her powerful religious experience when reading the section from The Prophet
on children – to her it was like the Zen experience of being hit with a stick: “my heart
was suddenly enlightened and I could see a new frontier!”18 Later that year she wrote on
this theme of revelation-through-reading in greater detail:
I read [The Prophet] in one breath. Although I did not understand some words, as well
as some of the more abstruse sections, in my inner heart I could ‘feel’ the book’s beauty.
My heart was filled with happiness. I felt that heaven, earth and the whole cosmos were
inside my heart, where I allowed His heart to silently agree with mine. The Him I write
of is not a certain designated God that is inferior to the supposed ‘dao.’ It embodies all
virtue, beauty and truth. Reading this was a type of ‘ecstasy.’ I could not but be infected
by the author’s compassion and consideration. In a split second the world became
beautiful. In a split second people became likeable. The dust in my heart was cleansed. I
felt like my whole body was emitting light and warmth.
From that point on I would frequently recommend this book and everyone who
read it had the same response as me.

19

Two important aspects of Wang’s New Age are apparent in this passage: the possibility
of transformation through reading and her enthusiasm for sharing her own
breakthroughs with others. In using the personal pronoun for God, Ta

, Wang

immediately attempted to explain this incident using her Catholic-informed perspective,
as opposed to the Zen analogy she used earlier. At the same time, Wang appeared to
have experienced instantaneous physical and mental transformations that stayed with
her for a time after reading the book. In suggesting that others had similar reading
experiences to her, Wang excitedly imbued The Prophet with mystical properties.
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[Your child really isn’t

In her 1981 account of this event, Wang still wrote of her ecstasy at embodying
the cosmos, yet was more circumspect about the details. The description of her splitsecond transformation, cleansed heart and bodily generation of light and warmth was
deleted.20 This omission is intriguing and it is not clear who made the decision: did
Wang think it was too embarrassing and exaggerated or did the publisher think that
readers might not welcome such a passage? Nevertheless, and using the same words as
in 1969, Wang still enthused that those to whom she recommended The Prophet still
had the same response as she did. Additionally, in the 1981 version, Wang thanked her
parents as their “love and nurturing allowed me to appreciate the beauty of this type of
work of art.”21 Compared to how Wang later reflected on her parents’ role in her
emotional development, this is a much more rote and filial appreciation.
Wang also thanked Wang Wen-hsing

(1939-) and Hsia Tao-ping

(1907-1995) for their encouragement and comments, and Lin Hai-yin

(1918-

2001) for her enthusiastic guidance and help. Wang Wen-hsing was a key figure in
Taiwan’s modernist literature movement who in his novel Family Catastrophe (1973)
enacted “an unflagging critique of the culture and language of China.”22 Hsia, a “liberal
thinker and democratic pioneer,” 23 also published Free China Monthly (Ziyou
Zhongguo yuekan

), a magazine that “advocated that Taiwan implement

democracy to fight against the communists.”24 It was shut down in September 1960
after publishing for 11 years. Lin was the editor of Literature Monthly (Chun wenxue
, literally Pure Literature), where Wang’s first translations appeared, and was
20
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famous for her autobiographical stories set in 1920s Beijing. In addition to publishing
older Taiwanese writers who were overlooked during the early years of KMT rule on
Taiwan, Lin also discovered a number of young writers.25 As the editor of the United
Daily News fukan

(literary supplement, where many influential authors

published their work) between 1953 and 1962 and in her later editing positions, “Lin
was in a privileged position to disseminate her own artistic views, but she was also
actively engaged in shaping and nurturing a viable Mainstream aesthetic position within
the confines of official ideology.” 26 Wang’s literary career burgeoned under these
circumstances.
Seemingly unaware of an earlier Hong Kong translation, initially Wang had no
plans to translate The Prophet. 27 However after unsuccessfully recommending the
English version to a friend and her brother, Richard, both of whom had English ability
and an interest in the topic, Wang decided to translate it and spent three years working
part-time on The Prophet. At one stage Lee spent eight consecutive months in Japan
supervising an architecture project and she took this opportunity to translate at night
while her two young children slept.28
Wang’s Chinese version was published in January 1970. It can be inferred that
her initial motivation in translating might not have been fame or wealth, but simply to
share with her friends and family a text that had moved her. Although she would not be
25
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aware of the term ‘New Age’ for many years yet, Wang later acknowledged that this
was the first time that she connected with New Age thought.29 In saying this, Wang
created The Prophet as a fundamental part of the New Age in Taiwan (her translation
would later be republished in the Fine Press’ New Age Series) and established herself as
a local pioneer of New Age religion. Interestingly, Kahlil Gibran and The Prophet do
not generally form part of New Age studies; the book did not even warrant a listing in J.
Gordon Melton’s 36-page list of New Age publications.30 While Wang is not the only
one to translate The Prophet into Chinese, her version has been reprinted several
times.31
The publication of Wang’s translation of The Prophet was preceded by excerpts
in Literature Monthly in October and December 1969. Accompanying the October
excerpt was a brief introduction to Gibran and the translator’s postscript, both written
by Wang.32
Wang’s postscript began with translated praise from the Chicago Tribune saying
how if the reader is not moved by Gibran’s philosophy then with regard to life and truth
they must already be dead. It continued with Wang emphasising the book’s success and
relevance. Reprinted 80 times and with two million copies sold in the United States,
Wang also linked Gibran to his new audience in Taiwan. Importantly, Wang believed
that every reader would be able to find a part that they would treasure.33 Writing that
Gibran was living tranquilly without seeking fame or wealth and in possession of a
29
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tolerant and fraternal temperament, she remarked that, due to his Lebanese heritage,
Gibran was also an Easterner. This is the first example of Wang emphasising the
cultural proximity of the foreign material to her audience, a trope she would repeat in
later works. After discussing the process of translating The Prophet, which I will
explore in greater detail later in this chapter, she gave a sense of the emotional
vulnerability that drove her spiritual exploration.
Wang expressed regret at not having chosen to study foreign languages at
university. However, suggesting an early understanding of translation as a spiritual
practice, she noted that when translating:
… my heart ascends to a sweet and refreshing realm. I had no choice but to do as best I
could to translate it. To the best of my ability the translated text uses colloquial speech.
In some places the semantics of the original text have double meanings and even though
I had found the other meaning, I thought that literally translating the original text would
allow readers to ponder it themselves, preserving the implicit beauty. Although my
translation skills are awkward, I still hope that readers with heart are able to see the
divine light of the original text flashing between the lines.34

Wang’s close reading of Gibran’s text allowed her to see different levels of meaning in
his words and, so that the reader may experience a similar joy of determining this
meaning for his or herself, she maintained that the translation should be as literal as
possible. As will be shown, she maintained this approach in later projects.
In shifting from architecture to writing and translation, Wang appeared to have
been attempting to forge a career based on her own interests, rather than a supposed
need to fulfil obligations to her family or society. This change would have been made
easier by the financial support provided by Lee’s burgeoning architecture career. Even
34
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with these apparently conducive circumstances, Wang still had to juggle roles as a wife
and mother, something that appeared in her later writings as an ongoing challenge. The
Prophet and her short articles supporting it signalled the commencement of her career
as a translator and author.
Wang’s translation of The Prophet is important for establishing how she
represented key terms and what these would mean for the later developments of New
Age religion in Taiwan. My analysis is drawn from the 1981 edition, which is the 6th
reprint of the 1970 original. Literature reprinted Wang’s translation in 1971, 1972, 1973
and 1980, and then later in 1988 and 1992.35 Unlike the 1981 edition, the 1996 Fine
Press edition included a new afterword and Gibran’s original artwork, and the original
English text and Chinese translation were printed side by side.
The Prophet is based on the dialogue between a wise man, Almustafa, and the
town folk of Orphalese, prior to his imminent voyage from the city and comprises
chapters devoted to 26 different topics. As Almustafa made his way through the city to
the harbour he was entreated by a range of people to share his wisdom. When the
seeress, Almitra, approached him and requested that he “tell us all that has been shown
you of that which is between birth and death”, the prophet began to share his wisdom in
a wide-ranging discussion with the citizens of Orphalese.36
When asked about religion, Almustafa anwered it was embodied in daily life,
ever-present and ongoing. He suggested that all the topics he has spoken of were
religion and that “Is not religion all deeds and all reflection?”37 The view of religion as
mundane and un-institutional was reemphasised on the following page when Almustafa
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stated “Your daily life is your temple and your religion.”38 Gibran depicted God as
manifest in nature, a presence that is given human form in the movements and shapes
visible in flowers, trees, lightning and rain.39 Wang’s translation of God as shen
appears to circumvent the bifurcation between translations of God in Catholicism
(tianzhu

) and Protestant Christianity (shangdi

) in China.40

Like much of The Prophet, the chapter on religion is short. But in its two pages,
it is possible to detect Gibran’s understanding of religion, his problems with it and how
he suggests it best be reconceptualised. This is important in Wang’s translation. When
Almustafa asked “Who can separate his faith from his actions, or his belief from his
occupations?”, Wang adopted a near literal translation of Gibran’s text and translated
faith as xinxin

and belief as xinyang

. In doing this, she simultaneously

introduced the Western religious concepts of faith and belief. In Christianity and Islam,
faith is the conviction one holds in the primacy of that religion and is part of being a
member of that religion.41
It is worth noting here that Gibran wrote of ‘religion,’ rather than that which is
‘religious.’ This difference is not insignificant. It appears that to Gibran, as expressed in
Almustafa’s response to the question of religion, the common conception of religion is
the organised form found in churches, mosques and synagogues. The activities of
religion are delineated by the physical walls of the place of worship or the time reserved
specifically for prayer, contemplation and other designated activities. As seen in the
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passages quoted above, Gibran took a much broader understanding of what constitutes
religion. His description of religion as something that lived in the details of everyday
life, no matter how mundane or commonplace, is more what could be considered
religious. He adopted a similar expansive approach to prayer.
When asked by a priestess to “Speak to us of Prayer,” Almustafa offered a
typically lyrical response. Just as his explication of religion provided the reader with a
concept beyond the boundaries of how religion is commonly conceived, so too did he
seek to expand the reader’s understanding of prayer. Almustafa announced:
For what is prayer but the expansion of yourself into the living ether?
And if it is for your comfort to pour your darkness into space, it is also for your delight
to pour forth the dawning of your heart.
And if you cannot but weep when your soul summons you to prayer, she should spur
you again and yet again, though weeping, until you shall come laughing.
When you pray you rise to meet in the air those who are praying at that very hour, and
42

who save in prayer yor (sic) may not meet.

Wang translated this passage, which I have re-translated into English, as:
Because what is prayer? Is it not the extension of yourself into heaven?
If you pour out your heart’s darkness into the sky you obtain consolation, then pouring
out your heart will be the dawning of your happiness
If when your soul beckons you to prayer you cannot help but weep, she must repeatedly
inspire you until your tears become laughter.
When you pray your mind ascends and at that time you meet with others who are
praying. Only in prayer can you meet them.43
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Here prayer is regarded not as a mere dialogue between a person and his or her god, but
the process of expanding one’s sadness and joys into the voidness of space. In Wang’s
translation prayer is an act where the soul (shenhun

), rather than the individual,

meets with others. In this respect her translation is less extravagant than the original.
Through this shared act, those praying come into contact, even it if it is only in some
metaphorical heavenly realm.
In Wang’s reading of Gibran, prayer is not the act of talking to God: it is the
process of personal transformation through psychic connexions with others. Almustafa
clarified this by saying “God listens not to your words save when He Himself utters
them through your lips.”44 Wang closely translated this as “God does not listen to your
speech unless it is when he talks through your lips.”45 Gibran’s depiction of prayer as
being the moment when one is animated by God, acting as a vessel for divine
expression hints at Wang’s later enthusiasm for Jane Roberts’s Seth transmissions. The
reciprocal relationship between humans and God is further elaborated when Almustafa
concluded:
We cannot ask thee for aught, for thou knowest our needs before they are born in us:
Thou art our need; and in giving us more of thyself thou givest us all.

46

Wang’s translation maintains Gibran’s intention, and she translated “Thou art” in the
same way as done in Chinese bibles. These lines encapsulate how Gibran envisaged
God’s influence on humans. At some time before one’s birth, God is already aware of
human requirements. To ask more of him is unnecessary. God gives of Himself through
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humans, and in doing so inculcates humans with His holy presence. This is the
paramount gift.
There are several other references in The Prophet that contain concepts relevant
to religion. These passages are found in chapters that are not as explicitly titled, such as
‘religion’ or ‘prayer,’ but are important nonetheless when viewing Wang’s attempt to
reconstruct Gibran’s words in the religious context of martial law-era Taiwan. One such
pertinent example is in the sequential chapters ‘On Teaching’ and ‘On Friendship.’
Wang’s translation of ‘mind’ demonstrates the flexibility that this term holds in
a Chinese religious context. When speaking of the characteristics of a teacher, Mustafa
said, “If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house of his wisdom, but rather
leads you to the threshold of your own mind.”47 Gibran conceived an effective teacher
as one who guides the student, rather than drags him. But rather than intellectual or
academic learning, Gibran here viewed the teacher as one that “leads you to the
threshold of your own mind.”48 Here Wang rendered ‘mind’ as xinzhi

, a compound

found in Buddhist traditions. Xinzhi can be translated as wisdom or intelligence, but in
the Buddhist context it means “cognition of the mind [in the sense of] mind being the
organ.”49 This is another example of Wang (not necessarily knowingly) imbuing her
translation with a particular religious flavour
Wang did not restrict herself to xinzhi when translating ‘mind.’ The passage
from ‘On Friendship’ introduced two new translations within the space of one line:
“When your friend speaks his mind you fear not the ‘nay’ in your own mind, nor do you
withhold the ‘ay’.”50 Wang translated the mind of the friend (xindi

) as different to
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the mind of the befriended (xinzhong

). Xindi might indicate that the words spoken

by the friend came from the bottom of her heart, while xinzhong could represent a more
measured response. Having encountered a philosophical approach that resonated with
her and subsequently establishing a mode of translation, The Prophet provided Wang
with a foundation for her New Age translation projects and is indicative of the style of
text that appealed to her.

Beating the drum: Wang’s early columns
Wang began writing magazine columns not long before her translation of The
Prophet was published. Unlike The Prophet, these were published under a series of
pseudonyms, none of which are immediately traceable to her.51 Having impressed the
publisher of The Woman with her writing, Wang was invited to submit some draft
articles. Her first set of columns were printed between May 1969 and June 1971 under
the pseudonym Jiqing

. Wang’s choice of name here is not only a homophone for

her own name, but is, she claimed, inspired by Chinese philosophy. The two characters
ji and qing appear together in Confucius’ Analects. Translated as to beat a percussion
instrument or musical stone, in her autobiography Wang recalled the line from which
these two characters were drawn as expressing her intention to encourage the broader
population.52 While in her articles Wang gave readers an insight into her emotions,
ambitions and frustrations, these confessionals are not the only means to gauge her
character at that time.
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As part of a Literature Monthly series where authors’ partners shared their
impression of their spouse, C.Y. Lee wrote a short article about Wang. He was frank in
his assessment of his wife’s emotional state, describing a young woman who oscillated
between disparate feelings but, above all, was a lover of books and reading. He wrote:
My wife — C.C. Wang (Jiqing) — is a person of great contradictions. Sometimes she is
hot like a ball of fire, emotions bold and unrestrained; and then sometimes she is so cold
she is like a monk in a trance, thinking of nothing. The first time I saw her I thought she
was vivacious, restless and extremely audacious. But old friends all know that she is
sentimental, with a depressed and gloomy side. Sometimes her heart is so big it can
hold the universe; and then sometimes it is unable to hold the tiniest residue. She is an
idealist of aesthetics and a calculating realist. When she is in high spirits she has love
for everyone on earth; in times of loneliness she can hate herself beyond the point of
endurance. One moment she laughs to her heart’s content, the next she looks extremely
worried. Her manner of speech is subjective, her essays impressive. She loves dreams
and fantasy but is unable to write a novel. When she is feeling a hatred against that
which is unreasonable, her pen arouses acceptance. When her temperament is urgent,
she remains tolerant towards children: calm, gentle and soft out of fear that the children
will become stained by her temper. Sometimes she seems like an old person
experienced in the ways of the world and then sometimes she is like a small child
seeking love.
For one so changeable, it is only her love of books that remains constant. No
matter the time or place, when she has a book to read everything else can be forgotten.
Regardless of how messy the environment around her is, she will remain unmoved.
Occasionally when I consider her lack of love for organising things, she will silently
protest and read her book. The extent of her ability to concentrate and wonderful selfcultivation has really taught me to admire her. How do I deal with such a changeable
wife each day? The fortunate thing is she encountered an unchanging old fogey such as
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me. I cope with a constantly changing situation by sticking to a fixed principle! The
world is at peace.

53

Lee’s account of Wang is important for his view of her character and the insights it
provides into their marriage. When placed in opposition to his self-professed fixed
disposition, her dramatic mood variations seem to have been a source of tension in the
family. She was depicted as being obsessed with books and reading, to the extent that
her domestic obligations were overlooked. Lee placed himself as the axis around which
his family revolved, punctuated by Wang’s apparently erratic moods and stubbornness.
The extent to Wang invested herself in raising her two sons is evident in her first series
of magazine columns.
Launched in 1969, The Woman was intended for the emerging class of female
consumers in Taiwan and pitched itself, in English, as “The best Chinese-language
monthly magazine for the fair sex in Asia.” Magazines with the same title had been
previously published in Shanghai from January 1915 until December 1931 and in
Beijing from September 1940 until July 1945.54 The Taiwan incarnation of The Woman
included a range of articles designed to appeal to the island’s Mandarin-speaking urban
female readership. Among these were a range of instructional pieces on topics such as
how to wrap a Christmas present, how to sew a qipao, how to swim, how to purchase
electrical appliances and an 11 month-long series on how to drive, with new tips each
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month on the variety of conditions that road users might encounter.55 Articles in The
Woman provide a fascinating glimpse into how the rapid economic changes underway
in Taiwan, still under martial law and experiencing the CCRM, were influencing
modernity and shaping the everyday lives of women. More importantly, they illustrate
how Wang was exploring new ways of improving her life, a process that would be
amplified later when she became a New Age enthusiast.
Wang published her first column in The Woman in May 1969, beginning a series
subtitled “What one has learned on child raising while living in America.” This
demonstrates that from her very first piece published in a popular magazine for women,
Wang was presented as a conduit for American knowledge and progress into Taiwan.
Wang introduced herself to readers in such a manner:
Married and bearing children in America, I did not have the older generation to call on
for guidance. I could only rely on myself, on one hand studying childrearing methods,
on the other hand learning through experience. I am willing to give what I learned of
child rearing to my fellow women for reference. In America I had the opportunity to
read many significant books on the topic. The environment and social habits are
different and I studied some areas that I am afraid will not be similar to the traditional
methods here.

In this quotation Wang depicted herself as a pioneer, drawing on her own strength and
wits to raise her children in a foreign environment. Even though she was publishing
under a pseudonym and therefore not developing a public profile tied to her real name,
as an individual actor Wang was evolving in her role as a conduit between Taiwan and
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the United States that began with The Prophet. These articles demonstrated her
independence, inventiveness and intelligence in coping as a culturally isolated mother in
the USA.
Titled ‘Your child really isn’t yours,’ her first column began with the excerpt
‘On Children’ from Wang’s then upcoming translation of The Prophet. Acknowledging
the confrontational and potentially radical idea in the title, Wang assured readers that
she did not wish to overthrow the existing ethical, moral and intimate relationship
between parents and children. Rather, this relationship was the basis for reflection and
reform. Parents that genuinely loved their children will remember at all times to assist
them, encourage them and teach them. Parents should respect the freedom, opinions and
youth of children. According to Wang overprotection of children was a problem and
they need to be seen as people: “Only when you can extricate your self-imposed
shackles can you truly love your children.” 57 Wang’s reading of The Prophet, as
revealed in this article, demonstrates a close adherence to Gibran’s text. In doing this,
she challenged the practice of filial piety, the Confucian notion that parents should
exercise control over their children who in turn should respect their parents and their
ancestors. According to the views of Wang and Gibran, the relationship between parents
and children should be much less stringent and afford the children a degree of freedom
that parents in Taiwan may have been reticent to give. As will be discussed later, Wang
envisioned her role in bringing the New Age to Taiwan as a role similar to that of a
mother nurturing a young child. Children and the family remained the staple topic of her
early magazine columns.
Wang’s first six articles in The Woman covered a range of topics related to
young children with advice based on her experiences in the United States. Between May
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1969 and June 1971 she wrote about topics such as the growth of children’s intelligence,
babysitting and second child syndrome, all with the recurring theme of the bond
between parents and child (a bond that she had difficulty feeling with her own parents).
Wang formed part of the magazine’s appeal to young mothers: frequently her columns
would have advertisements for powdered milk placed alongside.58 Other innovations
designed to make life easier for mothers were advertised, including gas kitchen cookers
and an electric foot pedestal that promised to be “the liberator of sufferers of chronic
illness!”59 Wang’s presence in The Woman at this time was not limited to her column.
She was advertised as speaking at a seminar on ‘The Handbook of Tending
Children,’ which was also the subject of her June 1970 column. Wang even wrote a
letter to the editor in August 1970 (published under her real name) praising the
convenience of prepackaged stewed food and requesting an expert provide instructions
to the magazine’s readers, wishing that such food stuffs were as easily available for
busy housewives in the USA as they were in Taiwan.60 Evidently America did not
trump Taiwan in all aspects of modern convenience. Yet not all of Wang’s columns in
The Woman were directly related to issues of children and their care.
During her first stint at The Woman Wang began to address the complications
faced by women in Taiwan. She began this discussion in July 1970 with ‘The views of
the youth of China and America on love, sex and marriage,’ of which she wrote there
were many differences. The article was prompted by conversations she had with an
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English friend who stayed with her in Taiwan while in transit home from the USA.
According to Wang, whereas Americans see life as a competition and love as something
to be subjugated, Chinese traditionally see existence as being underpinned by the theory
of humanity being a part of nature (tianren heyi

). According to this, humanity

and nature are not the same, but can have a “possible union and interdependence rather
than… difference and opposition.”61 She would later describe tianren heyi as part of the
New Age approach to environment protection and suggested that various indigenous
groups also draw on this idea.62 Having catalogued the differences that she had noted
between America and China (or, Taiwan as China), Wang drew an important conclusion:
“We can only learn more from others’ experiences and seek our own path of
happiness.”63 Here Wang was asserting the ability of individuals to make choices about
their own inner wellbeing and not be beholden to cultural norms, as she embodied in her
decision to pursue translation and writing over architecture.
In addition to her own experiences in the USA and shaping her opinion on the
role of commitment, Wang looked to the works of others. She referred to psychoanalyst
and philosopher Erich Fromm’s The Art of Loving (1956) in her article, in particular his
comments about excessive individualism and the concept of the self, which were
impediments for young Americans in successful love. 64 She also mentioned the
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton film The Only Game in Town (1970) as a “vivid”
portrayal of the American male psyche and that Chinese people would find such a
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dysfunctional relationship to be “absurd.” 65 Wang was critical of the American
approach to love, noting that while women want to be adored by men (who are not
compassionate enough) they also want equality and this leads to conflict.66 Evident here
was her discerning view of the United States and American culture; she had a deep
interest in its otherness yet was not afraid to critique it. Through such popular
psychological discourse, Wang was forming her understanding of the individual and
love, and developing a foundation for discussing these ideas in her later New Age work.
Wang’s August 1970 column was titled ‘How do women view men?’ She began
by noting that ever since the Zhou Dynasty (1045-221 BCE) women in Chinese society
had occupied a place lower than men, as happened in Arabic and Egyptian societies and
in many established religions. Wang proceeded to discuss the various facets of the male
condition before, once again, concluding with a provocative statement. Admitting that it
was out of the scope of the article, when discussing the benefits of the welfare state
(such as the status of men decreasing) Wang warned “Because the state controls
everything, citizens have no way of enjoying true democratic freedom and this can
develop into a disguised form of totalitarianism.”67 The statement tantalises, as Wang
did not elaborate on this apparently libertarian sentiment. Tacitly criticising the welfare
state was a bold statement for Wang to make and indicates not only her possible
dissatisfaction with the ruling KMT regime, but also suggests discontent with the
authority held by governments in general. This urge to enjoy “true democratic freedom”
indicates how she might have found the self-empowerment of the New Age appropriate
for her needs.
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Wang’s columns from September and October 1970 drew on her experiences
travelling in Japan with an English-speaking tour group in 1969. In the first article
‘Japan’s half generation gap’ Wang explored the social change occurring in Japan.
Exploring the streets of Japan’s cities, Wang mistook some “coarse haired” youth for
Westerners and found their appearance to be even more disgusting that the hippies she
had seen in the West.68 Whether this was Wang’s own view or that of her editor, it is at
odds with, or suggests a significant evolution to, her later identification as an
“underground hippie.”69 Taking her analysis further, Wang posited that in Japan not
only was there a generation gap, but also a gap within a generation as there was a
significant difference between those either side of 25 years of age. Unlike their elders
whose culture could be traced back to ancient China, younger Japanese were blindly
copying the West at the expense of the culture they were entrusted with. Wang noted
that despite the inter and intra-generational gaps in Japan, the older generation had
accepted the youth’s fashions without interrupting social harmony. As mentioned earlier,
this was the period of the CCRM in Taiwan, where Chinese culture was promoted by
the state. Wang appeared to be struggling to reconcile ‘tradition’ and ‘modernity,’
especially in relation to the influence of the USA. In her second article on Japanese
society, Wang explored the “unfortunate” status of women there and suggested
reforming ideas were required to improve their lives.70 She continued to explore the
status of women in her final articles published in The Woman.
Wang’s February 1971 column was titled ‘Who is the Master of the House?’. In
it, she compared domestic life in the United States and in Taiwan, and looked at some
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of the distinguishing features of each, especially as experienced by women. She touched
on aspects such as supermarkets (“not ideal”),71 washing (washing machines in Taiwan
are “too small”) and, most importantly to Wang, domestic servants.
In this column Wang drew on her own experience to outline the conditions for
domestic servants in Taiwan. She expressed frustration with the scope of masters to
control the servants in areas such as shopping and disciplining children, with servants
liable to disobey their master. Wang appeared anguished by her experiences with her
family’s domestic servant and lamented:
Thus for a woman to be an expert housewife, external matters are decided by the
husband and internal matters are decided by the servant. You are like trash: without use
and without authority. If you are uneasy about giving your children to the servant or to a
nursery, you can only stay in the house and be annoyed. This is bad for both the spirit
and the body. However if you accept the limits of your physical and practical needs, the
servant is indispensible. There is no other than his way, you can only wait until the
children have grown up and then reclaim your lost ‘authority’ and become master of the
house.

This paragraph offers a palpable sense of the emotional trauma enveloping Wang’s
domestic life. It also hints at the differing opinions on cleaning that Lee discussed in his
profile of Wang. It is important to note that the pain she felt was in her body and her
spirit. Trapped between the authority of her husband and the needs of her children,
Wang appeared to yearn for the day when they have grown up and she can restore her
own “authority” in life – even the servant had more authority than she did. It would
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seem that this wish was fulfilled in her later turn to promoting the New Age. However,
to afford domestic help indicates that her family was financially stable and the extra
time this help afforded her might have been used for reading and writing, thus helping
establish her future career. Wang elaborated on her feelings of subjugation in her next
column.
In her March 1971 column ‘Born a Woman,’ Wang began with an introduction
to Simone de Beauvoir’s The Second Sex. Having found it on a friend’s bookshelf, she
was initially intrigued by the title, which did not make sense to her, and asserted that “I
believe no man could have written this book because they are unable to deal with
women’s comprehension and understanding so deeply.”73 Wang looked at some of the
differences between genders, noting that in antiquity both Chinese and foreign cultures
portrayed women as evil. Wang quoted Confucius “Of all people, girls and servants are
the most difficult to behave to. If you are familiar with them, they lose their humility. If
you maintain a reserve towards them, they are discontented” as proof of why men do
not understand women.74 Given that the government promoted Confucius as part of the
CCRM, this indicates her willingness to articulate views contrary to the dominant
paradigm. Wang also shared her understanding of God as being fair and “It is up to you
to use what God gives you. Only a paltry number of people are happy with their lot.
Through correct practice and moral conduct it becomes even easier to enjoy lasting
happiness.”75 In light of her preceding list of ways in which men and engrained social
norms control women, Wang’s emphasis on the need for a woman to assume control of
her emotional wellbeing is evident here. This suggests that she had a pre-existing
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inclination for the type of control offered by Seth’s maxim of “You Create Your Own
Reality”, which she made the cornerstone of Taiwan’s New Age.
Wang’s next column ‘The Difficulty of Being a Mother’ marked the return to
the topic with which she had originally begun her career as an author – mothers and
their children. In this article Wang struggled with the love a mother feels for her child
and how this can be influenced by social and familial dynamics. She fretted:
You need to constantly pay attention and cherish your child. However you cannot
become over-anxious and doting. A mother needs to help the child stand on his own
feet and supply him with what is needed for body and mind. But you do not want the
child to be aware of the effort you expend. Unless you are a saint it is completely
impossible to do so.

76

Wang appeared conflicted here. On one hand she wanted to furnish her child with the
love and care he required but on the other hand, she strove for the type of detachment
that, as she wrote, could only be obtained by saints. As a teen Wang read many
biographies of saints and aspired to their virtue but was restricted by feelings of her own
inferiority.77 Likewise, she felt her own father’s reputation among his peers as a saint
did not accord with his relationship with his family. The inspirational examples of saints
from the bible and the example of her father’s supposed saintliness appear to have
loomed large in Wang’s thinking, providing her with a difficult model on which to base
her everday life.
Wang’s final column in The Woman was a discussion of the 1970 film Ryan’s
Daughter and included a social critique of the authority exercised by the state in
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Taiwan.78 Impressed by the movie, Wang experienced feelings of both beauty and
sadness. She was surprised that a three-hour movie would be so well received in Taipei
and screen for so long. Moving on from her discussion of the themes of Ryan’s
Daughter, Wang used the film as an opportunity to critique censorship in Taiwan.
Likening sex in movies to the Great Flood of Chinese mythology, Wang thought that
just as the legendary ruler Yu the Great found it better to clear channels than build up
walls, modern day censors should treat sex in non-pornographic movies more
sensibly.79 Instead of opening it to everyone and excising the offending scenes from the
film, as was often the case, the full film should only be limited to mature audiences.
Once again, Wang appears to suggest that such decision-making should be in the hands
of individuals rather than the state. Throughout these early articles it becomes apparent
that Wang had already begun to critique gender relations in Taiwanese society. She
articulated a lack of control over material and emotional dimensions of her life yet at the
same time she was curious about finding solutions to her situation.

Conclusion
This chapter establishes the pattern of Wang being a conduit for American culture,
something that she would develop in her later New Age career. Likewise, her love of
reading, family tensions and a sense of seeking are apparent at this early stage. Wang’s
enthusiasm for Gibran’s The Prophet was amplified by the transcendence she felt
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through translating it. Examining the textuality of her prefaces in different editions of
the book, the extent of her joy is apparent as is her willingness to share this with friends.
In Wang’s columns in The Woman we can see the origin of key themes and
sentiments that would reappear in her later New Age writings. At their core is a feeling
of unease; whether it is her parenting skills, relationships or status as a woman, she
appeared somewhat uncomfortable. However, this does not come across as
complacency or even despondency. Rather, Wang was constantly searching for new
ideas and techniques that would not only help her in the routines of everyday life, but
that she could share with readers. In particular, it in was her engagement with foreign
cultures (primarily drawn from her experiences in the United States) that she shared
with the readers of The Woman. While not as pronounced as her nurturing nature or
musings on domestic life, Wang’s resistance to authority is also apparent in these early
articles. She objected to censors compromising the quality of a film because they deem
the sex scenes inappropriate for the audience in Taiwan, and, more generally, the
potential for an authoritarian government (as found in Taiwan at that time) to regress
into totalitarianism.
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Chapter 4: Wang encounters Seth (1971-1987)
In this chapter I explore Wang’s later magazine columns and other writings as
she made the transition to being a translator of New Age texts. In this period she was
strongly influenced by challenges experienced during her second stay in the USA. In
discussing her early writings and Seth translations, I also introduce what I term
Taiwan’s proto-New Age: books that fit within the New Age milieu yet were published
in Taiwan before there was widespread awareness or systematic promotion of a ‘New
Age.’ Beyond her pioneering Seth translations, it was through her interview in the book
San Mao Cuts Through Time and Space and preface to the translation of Shirley
MacLaine’s Out on a Limb that Wang established herself as the vanguard of Taiwan’s
New Age religion and I consider her evolving New Age views as expressed in these
works.

Back in the USA
After returning from the USA in 1968, Wang and her family originally intended
to stay in Taiwan for only six months. Lee kept extending this period through accepting
local work offers. In 1971, and under pressure to protect their Green Cards, the family
returned to the USA where they lived until 1978. During this time Wang was a
housewife and Lee continued working as an architect, now for William L. Pereira &
Associates.1 It was during their years in Los Angeles that she experienced the emotional
crisis and spiritual breakthrough that propelled her into her career as a translator of New
Age texts.
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Wang’s two extended periods in the USA must be considered in the context of
the interest in religious innovation at that time. This period (a “religious earthquake”2
when “hundreds of NRMs… emerged”3) is commonly regarded as an efflorescence of
spirituality, particularly among urban and middleclass youth. This inclination to
experiment with new modes of thought and spirituality was “a marked characteristic of
[American] postwar youth culture since the days of the beatniks.”4 Linked to this
phenomenon, a number of foreign religions began appearing in the USA. While the
counterculture’s enthusiasm for Eastern mysticism was pronounced, the relaxation of
immigration rules was particularly influential in the trend. 5 Indeed, it was this
legalislative amendment that helped allow Wang and her family to spend so long in the
USA. In the spiritual experimentation of the time channeling began to reappear and Jane
Roberts “emerged as perhaps the most influential channel of the 1970s.”6
In 1976 Wang read Jane Roberts’s Seth books for the first time. When recalling
her trajectory in the New Age she has referred to this year and her personal
circumstances at the time on several instances.7 While lacking certain key details that
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she only recently made public, it was in 1997 that Wang gave her most extensive
account of her encounter with Seth’s book:
In 1976 I was living in the USA when I discovered a completely dejecting and
depressing matter. I didn’t have the courage to keep living.
Some people say that suffering can purify the spirit and therefore it has value.
But I think at that moment when suffering approaches you must endure that suffering
and learn something from it – only then is there some value. Suffering in and of itself
has no value, you do not need to create something from nothing and pursue hardship.
While suffering I wasn’t allowed even one second to endure it and was forced
to find other things to divert the pain. My two children were still small and once a
fortnight I would take them to the public library. As they freely browsed books in the
reading room I would also borrow some books to read. My psychological state at that
time led me to borrow psychology books and those with metaphysical content.
Among these books was a particularly thick one. I would always pass it over
because the name “Seth Material” did not make any sense at all to me. Finally I realised
because I had read all the other books and it was the only one left, I had no option but to
take it home. There is no way to describe the type of joy I felt after reading it, it was as
if all the years I had spent seeking had finally been condensed.

Later that year Wang elaborated on this chance encounter, emphasising how reading
could engender an altered perception of reality:
Since my childhood I have been interested in psychology and subscribed to Psychology
Today. Yet psychology could not satisfy my curiosity and was unable to solve my
problems. As a result I started to borrow books about parapsychology and metaphysics.
Of these books I discovered some were fake and some were genuine. It was like a
8
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fantasy novel or wuxia novel: it caused one to temporarily forget reality. Thereafter
every time I returned I borrowed these books and entered the wonderful world of soul
studies.9

To fully understand Wang’s encounter with Seth there are two important details to add.
First, according to Wang, Lee was not enjoying the USA. Prior to leaving the USA in
1968 it was clear to her that he did not like America, Americans or the English language.
Lee dismissed Americans as artless, simple and candid compared to Chinese, whom he
favoured as stealthy and furtive.10 When mentioning this remark it is notable that Wang
recalled Lee referring to Chinese (

Zhongguo ren) and not to Taiwanese (

Taiwan ren). This was common among authors from Taiwan at the time and Wang
referred to her readers as ‘Chinese’ for many years, despite her primary audience living
in Taiwan. This relates to the long-evolving discourse of identity in Taiwan, particularly
with regard to how waishengren such as Wang and Lee understood the island in the
context of their own histories.
Second, there is the source of Wang’s suffering. In her autobiography Wang
revealed that she had maintained a year-long love affair with a male Taiwanese
colleague of Lee’s who, in addition to being beautiful and lonely, was ‘gay’ (Wang used
this English word in her text). The strained emotions the affair generated led Wang to
consider suicide, a drastic solution she dismissed out of a duty to her young children, at
that time in the 3rd and 4th grades.11 Despite having written about this “completely
dejecting and depressing matter” since at least 1997, apart from alluding to it in 1980, it

9
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was only in 2012 that Wang revealed these events to have been caused by a romantic
affair.
The transformative potential in books is central in Wang’s recollection of the
events of 1976. Tormented by emotions stemming from her affair and trying to manage
her family in the foreign environs of Los Angeles, it was the guidance and solace
provided by the public library’s books on which she relied. Of these, Seth was the most
important and Wang’s understanding of his philosophy will be discussed later. Chance
encounters, and we see these in the examples of Wang and Hu, are not uncommon in
religious biography. According to Robert S. Ellwood,
The history of emergent spirituality is replete with obscure and seemingly happenstance
events which have been the conduits through which one cycle of its expression has
merged into another.

12

Wang’s chance encounter with the Seth material in a public library echoes Shirley
MacLaine’s experience in a New Age bookshop. As recounted in her memoir Out on a
Limb (1983), a friend took MacLaine to the Bodhi Tree bookshop where she purchased
a number of books. She wrote: “Looking back, I can say that making that simple, lazyafternoon decision to visit an unusual bookstore was one of the most important
decisions of my life.” 13 In Taiwan Wang was an early enthusiast of MacLaine’s
metaphysical exploration and it is possible that this is one instance where the
Hollywood star served as a template for framing her own transformative experience14.
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I was browsing in a public library. Somehow my hand seemed led to touch an unknown
book (many seekers have had this experience). It turned out to be the first publication of
an esoteric group which, at long last, ‘felt right’ for me.
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In autumn 1978 Wang and her family returned to Taiwan. Once there, Lee and
his partners founded the eponymous architectural firm in which, as of 2016, he
remained the Principal Architect. Wang has also since remained in Taiwan and at some
stage she and Lee separated (she did not specify the date of her separation in any of her
writing). However, returning to Taiwan did not herald the end of her connection with
the USA. Wang continued to visit there, for both family reasons (her parents had
migrated, suggesting a certain idealisation of the USA in her family) and to maintain her
Green Card. It was on these annual trips that Wang would peruse bookstores for New
Age material.15 Having returned to Taiwan, Wang recommenced writing magazine
articles.

An Ordinary Mind for China Ladies
Wang’s second set of columns were published in Shinü zazhi

[China

Ladies Magazine] from October 1979 to July 1980 under the pseudonym Pingchangxin
, a Buddhist term best translated as ‘Ordinary Mind.’ Reflecting on this choice,
Wang felt that as a name, ‘Ordinary Mind’ did not appear so aggrieved when compared
to her other pseudonyms.16

Mary Swainson, The Spirit of Counsel (Sudbury, Suffolk: Neville Spearman, 1977), 204.
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In her first column in the magazine she was introduced as “a person seeking to
be free, [Ordinary Mind] symbolises the Zen master’s realm of great freedom.”17
Following this introduction was a brief version of the ‘ordinary mind’ ko’an:
Monk: What is ordinary mind?
Master Zhaoxian: If you want to sleep, sleep. If you want to sit, sit.
Monk: I do not understand.
Master: When hot, enjoy the cool. When cold, warm oneself by a fire.18

While this rendering of the ko’an (either by Wang or an editor) appears to differ from
standard versions, it does reflect Wang’s motivation in adopting the name Ordinary
Mind and what she wanted to achieve in these columns. She appeared to be moving
towards simpler, spiritual solutions to the dilemmas of life that were, ultimately, what
she considered to be common sense.
Wang began her first article by recalling a conversation with Lee. She was
encouraged when he remarked how her talents were being wasted sitting around the
house all day. Wang then wrote how an astrologer predicted she must become a leader
in a special industry.19 This comment, one that Wang thought she misunderstood at the
time, may have played on her mind. Her development as a translator of New Age texts
over the following decade and eventual elevation as one of the pioneers and leading
figures in the Taiwan scene surprisingly bears witness to this prediction, even though in
1979 she could not have forseen that outcome. It becomes apparent that Wang was
increasingly seeking to transcend her position as a mother and housewife.

17
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Having returned to Taipei and approaching the age of 40, Wang wrote of how
she felt inferior to her former classmates who had already achieved success and status in
various fields. However, she acknowledged there was one area in which she could make
a contribution. Having lived in the West for so long and learnt so much about selfdevelopment, Wang believed that she should work in this field.20 Yet as her children
were still relatively young, this was something that she decided to put off until they had
grown up. This suggests Wang had long conceived her role in the Fine Press’ New Age
Series and her editorship was not just a coincidence. While continuing to write columns
about domestic matters such as illness and divorce, she also offered glimpses into her
post-affair, post-USA emotional state.
In her January 1980 column “Fate? Luck?” Wang expanded on her attitude
towards astrology. She wrote that two or three years earlier, Lee had gone to Taiwan for
business and had an astrological reading. The astrologer asked him if his wife had been
seriously ill the year before. When Lee returned to the United States and told Wang this
she was shocked: the previous year she had what she termed a “great calamity,” an
apparent reference to her extramarital affair. 21 This accurate astrological reading
prompted Wang to become more interested in astrology and she investigated the
methods of Purple Star Astrology (Ziwei doushu

), a method “which uses one’s

birthday to predict one’s fortune.”22
A sense of domestic discomfort was present in many of Wang’s columns. In
November 1979 she lamented how Lee was spending too much time away from home
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working long hours, a problem they experienced both in Taiwan and in the USA. This
frustration prompted Wang to delve into philosophical issues concerning women:
When women do not have enough self-belief they become filled with suspicions and
trouble themselves. Of course, this type of self-belief is not blind self-belief. When
falling in love you must make the right decision. First you must “know the enemy” and
then you will have continuous enrichment. When engaging in introspection you will
“know yourself.” My husband has recently been intensively reading Sunzi’s The Art of
War and sighing that he regrets not having done so earlier. How couldn’t he know that
his wife long ago transcended “Know one’s self and know one’s enemy and be forever
victorious” and “know one’s self and know the enemy and win without a fight.” Sunzi
said “A psychological offensive is the best tactic,” something every little girl knows!
I have always resisted ‘the art of the horse-carriage driver’ because I am a
person with dao and without shu. “As virtue rises one foot, vice rises ten,” how can his
vice surpass my virtue?
If by any chance his intent is seditious, I can apply the Zen technique of striking
him firmly with a stick!23

Here Wang bowdlerised passages from The Art of War to demonstrate how the strategic
thinking of Sunzi is socially constructed in her, as a woman. That said, she suggested
she is less strategic (shu) and more spiritual, or on the path (dao). Wang’s conclusion
indicates, once again, friction between her and Lee. She suggests, in a comic reworking
of the Zen that inspired her pseudonym, that she could whack him if he erred.
Interpersonal relations, not just with Lee, were important to Wang. She claimed
that females responded well to her as she posed no menace to them and was not
physically beautiful. It was her own (self-described) moderate physical appearance that
23
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attracted her to beauty and, regardless if they were male or female, Wang felt no envy
towards beautiful people. Men liked her because she was not as “fair as a flower and the
moon.”24 Lee was often complimented on the quality of his wife. Normally intimidated
by female beauty, men did not face this obstacle with Wang.
One of the struggles faced by Wang on her return to Taipei was the dirty urban
environment. Beyond the difficulties of the sub-tropical climate, there were a litany of
issues that Wang took issue with. As any Taipei housewife would say, failing to clean
for a day would see a layer of grime over the house, the ongoing construction of
buildings testament to the island’s status as a developing economy. Transportation, road
conditions, garbage and sewerage all raised Wang’s ire. Her way of dealing with this
was avoidance; rather than go out on the street and be disappointed she would stay at
home and engage in spiritual practices.25 Wang’s response to the modern city was to
retreat and engage in introspection. It was towards the end of her time writing for China
Ladies Magazine that Wang began writing her third series of articles.

The Woman in the Tower
Just as Wang’s time at China Ladies was coming to an end, she returned to The
Woman. Once again Wang adopted a pseudonym, this time Talidenüren

or

‘The Woman in the Tower.’ And just as her previous articles had drawn strongly on
matters domestic and pertaining to the child with occasional diversions, Wang
continued to adhere to these topics. While she did not directly address the concept of
‘New Age,’ she revealed intriguing aspects of her life and offered a vital insight into the
evolution of her spiritual perspective. This batch of articles is notable for Wang’s
introduction of ideas linked to her recent explorations of Seth.
24
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Stating that her original column in The Woman was centred around children and
child-rearing, Wang considered the changes of the intervening decade. Acknowledging
that raising her children involved considerable toil, she was content that the joy she
received from spending time together with her boys was worth it.26 The process of her
sons adjusting to Taiwan’s education system, after beginning their schooling in the
USA, also provoked some interesting comments from Wang. Having witnessed the
education system in both countries, she was confident enough to write, “To tell you the
truth, I think that generally speaking Chinese are more intelligent than foreigners…
Overseas Chinese children have a higher IQ than American children. This is a fact.”27
Such a bold statement (and one that seems to draw from questionable racial discourses
of intelligence) is indicative of the ongoing tension in Wang as she tried to balance her
experiences in Taiwan and America.
Wang’s time abroad gave her the opportunity to appreciate aspects of Chinese
culture in a way she had not when living in Taiwan. In America, Wang became aware
of a trend for people to explore their ancestral culture, possibly referring to an interest in
folk music or folk art. On her first return, during the early years of the CCRM, she was
happy to see that a similar sentiment had taken hold there, with people singing Chinese
songs, dancing Chinese dances, writing about Chinese emotions and painting Chinese
scenes.28 Of the many Chinese cultural forms, she enjoyed Peking Opera the most and
reflected that China’s traditions were richer than that of any other country.29 Wang’s
ability to make sense of her own experiences in Taiwan and America was developing
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In her first column back at The Woman in 1980, Wang shared her thoughts on
humanity, society and love. While she primarily discussed matters of wealth and charity,
she concluded her column with an expression of her own growing consciousness of
human bonds and reality, obviously influenced by her readings abroad, especially of
Seth and his understanding of karma:
Our present day society is basically peaceful and abundant. However the competition of
existence and the prospering of the economy bring about greed, detachment and apathy.
Youth growing up in a greenhouse are apt to gravitate towards luxury, comfort and
nothingness. I believe all people are from the same source and are closely linked.
Furthermore, those people we come into contact with during this limited life share a
mysterious ‘karmic affinity’ with us. That we render love is a natural need. The more
30

we give, the more abundance we feel.

Here Wang emphasised the value of love over the material benefits on offer in modern
economies. Not necessarily a radical idea, it is given further context in the second half
of the paragraph. In suggesting that all people are of the same origin and share close
bonds, Wang showed her burgeoning New Age influences. In his discussion of how in
New Age philosophy reality is derived from an ‘Ultimate Source’, Hanegraaff wrote:
The great diversity of phenomena found in the world of manifestation must, at some
deep level, be linked together by virtue of a common Origin. This One Source of all
being thus guarantees the ultimate wholeness of reality.31 [Capitalisation in original]

Hanegraaff argued that this source or origin is clearly expressed by Seth as God, or to
use Seth’s term, “All That Is.” Wang’s reference to karmic affinity also demonstrates a
30
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Funü zazhi [The

New Age understanding of the term. Her understanding of the need for love and the
benefits of giving indicate a creative relationship and one that is mutually beneficial.
Hanegraaff summarised Seth’s understanding of karma as “Karma is the universal law
of cause and effect, operating in an interconnected universe which has an inbuilt
tendency towards moral balance.” 32 This is similar to an orthodox Buddhist
understanding of karma where, beyond more abstruse ideas of birth and rebirth, one has
the ability to freely make moral decisions from which one reaps benefit.33 In adopting
Seth’s articulation of karma, Wang does not appear to have had to deeply reconsider the
Buddhist notion of karma that she would have been exposed to growing up in
Taiwanese society.
In February 1981 Wang again proffered New Age views to the readers of The
Woman. At one point she wrote how she spends time with “young and beautiful women”
and rather than stand in line with them and be jealous of their appearance, she takes a
step back and admires them.34 Here Wang is most likely referring to Hu, 12 years her
junior and by 1981 a well-known celebrity in Taiwan. Hu recalled how around this time
and during the difficult legal proceedings related to her divorce, her “good friend”
Wang gave her a copy of Seth Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul and “this
impelled me to begin my journey of inward self knowledge.”35 While Wang was still
yet to take a prominent role advocating the New Age, she was sharing her discoveries
with friends, something she had begun with The Prophet. One breakthrough Wang
experienced was in her assessment of happiness and other people. She wrote:
One day I suddenly realised: my existence has value. Only I can be satisfied with my
32
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spirit. Only I can affirm the meaning of my existence. I don’t need to nervously display
to the best of my ability and compete for other peoples’ approval and admiration.
… When all is said and done, we all come from the same source and are closely
linked. In my heart I regard all friends with sincere and calm consideration. I don’t seek
them to regard me with any importance or concern … Everyone chooses their own way
of life and I hope that the inner being of each is peaceful and happy.36

These paragraphs indicate not just how Wang’s personal philosophy was evolving, but
also how she understood and articulated her own personal changes. As she wrote in
June 1980, Wang claimed humans are all of the one origin and are closely related. That
said, she was now able to step outside the realm of others’ judgments and opinions and
generate her own happiness and sense of worth. Her concluding statement—that people
chose their own way of life—is strongly reminiscent of Seth’s key idea: you create your
own reality.
After her second stint at The Woman Wang ceased writing regular magazine
columns. She read Lung Ying-tai’s (

1952-) Yehuo ji

[The Wildfire]

(Serialised in 1984 and published as a book in 1985), a seminal series of social criticism
essays, but disagreed with its style of “aimless criticism,”37 deciding to stop writing the
style of article which she had done for over a decade.38 In essays such as ‘Chinese
people, why aren’t you angry?’ and ‘Anger, is it useless?’, Lung vehemently criticised
Taiwanese society and bemoaned its peoples’ lack of civilisation. She eventually
became a leading public intellectual and was the Minister of Culture in the Republic of
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China, Taiwan, from May 2012 to November 2014.39 While Wang was also a social
critic, her future publications show how she adopted a less confrontational tone than
that of Lung. However, Wang was not the only local author to write about matters that
might be considered ‘New Age.’

Taiwan’s proto-New Age
A number of books with New Age connexions were translated in Taiwan during
in the 1970s and 1980s. As discussed previously, possibly the earliest proto-New Age
translation in Taiwan was Wang’s 1970 version of Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet.40 This
signalled the beginning of an increasing (though slow) systematic introduction of New
Age concepts through books and magazines during the remaining years of martial law
in Taiwan. I refer to these works as proto-New Age as they neither included strong
references to the idea of a ‘New Age’ nor were they marketed as ‘New Age.’ However,
these are books that could be—or even later were—marketed under the category of New
Age by publishers in Taiwan and abroad. In this section I will chronologically survey
some of the more notable efforts and show how while she was on the vanguard of
translating New Age texts into Mandarin, Wang was not alone.
In her 2002 doctoral thesis The Development of the New Age Movement in
Taiwan: A Sociological Analysis Chen Chia-luen

introduced several of the proto-

New Age translations published in Taiwan. Acknowledging that American popular
culture had been introduced to Taiwan, Chen considered the major categories related to
what would become the New Age as positive thought, parapsychology and holistic
health. This typology was in reference to the 1976 translation of Norman Vincent
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Peale’s The Amazing Results of Positive Thinking, the parapsychology groups that
developed around the same time, and the subsequent qigong and supernatural ability
experiments held by National Taiwan University engineering professor Lee Si-chen
.41 Chen also discussed early holistic health books of Dr Chiu-nan Lai

, who

was the first to use the concept of body, mind, spirit (BMS, shenxinling

) in

Taiwan.42
Noting that the early translations were produced by a small number of
enthusiasts who had spent time in the USA, Chen introduced the translators, their works
and then summarised their qualities. The six qualities that Chen suggested these
translators possessed were:
1. Excellent skills in reading English and writing in Mandarin;
2. They were born in the 1940s and 1950s;
3. Prior to encountering the New Age, they had experienced some degree of traditional
religion;
4. Even though they had different views on religion, they all found it to possess
shortfalls and to be incapable of dealing with their spiritual issues;
6 [sic]. The New Age helped them resolve some personal issues; and
7. They all had the characteristic of “the pursuit of ultimate care and love.”

43

I agree with Chen that Wang and Hu satisfy this typology. Among the books mentioned
by Chen were the Osho/Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh translations of Qiandana
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pseudonym of Lin Guoyang
and Du Hengfen’s

); the Gurdjieff translations of Yang Feihua

translations of A Course in Light, Out on a Limb by Shirley

MacLaine, Chop Wood, Carry Water and The Dragon Doesn’t Live Here Anymore by
Alan Cohen.44 Chen’s analysis of these books placed them in the context of the nascent
reading groups that developed around them, forming the unit from which social contact
and networks started in Taiwan’s New Age. Beyond the works mentioned by Chen,
there are a large number of other proto-New Age publications that must be considered
in the origins of New Age religion in Taiwan.
Predating the New Age Series by 13 years, Jiddu Krishnamurti’s Education and
the Significance of Life was translated by Chang Nan-hsing

in 1976.45 Bereft of

significant explanatory material (bar a brief biography), Chang’s translation is most
notable for its title and how Krishnamurti’s name was rendered in Chinese. Unlike the
characters later adopted by Hu, Kelixinamuti
Kusinandi

, Chang rendered his name as

, suggesting that Hu and her publishers might have wanted to

‘rebrand’ him for the Taiwan market. Chang translated the title as Jiaoyu yu rensheng
, literally Education and Human Life. His translation was eventually reprinted
as part of the Fine Press’ New Age Series in April 1995 with the revised title of
Rensheng. Jiaoyu. Xuexi

‧

‧

, literally Human Life. Education. Study. Also

published in 1976 was a translation of a version of The Spiritual Diary of Emanuel
Swedenborg (1747-1765) (Lingjie jiyou

). In his preface, the translator Li Hong

44
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mentioned how during the process of translation he began to experience the world
as it was described by Swedenborg, an experience that he wanted to share with
readers.46 This text-based transformative experience and the willingness to share it
echoes Wang’s experience with The Prophet, and indicates a nascent enthusiasm for
Western esotericism in martial law-era Taiwan.
Chu Wen-Kuang

(1934/5-1984) is an early example of an author from

Taiwan bridging Chinese thought and Western esotericism. He received a PhD in soil
science from the University of California, Berkeley, and sought to integrate modern
science with “the wisdom of the ancients” as it would “lead to the perception of other
dimensions and promote the development of a new human reality.”47 Chu was a student
of the popular spiritual teacher Nan Huai-Chin

(1918-2012) who, through his

writings on religion and culture, reached a wide audience, “blurring the lines between
the academic, political, spiritual, and ideological repertoires.”48 First published in 1978,
Chu’s Western Mysticism

49

complicates Hu and the Fine Press’ claim that

her Ancient Future was the first point of the New Age in Taiwan.50 Predating Ancient
Future by more than a decade, Western Mysticism does not use terms such as ‘New Age’
or ‘Aquarian’ but its content is very much of the New Age milieu. I am not sure if
Wang or Hu ever read Chu’s work. Beginning with a survey of various mystic groups in
Europe and America and continuing with a history of esotericism in the West, Chu also
covered topics such as Egyptian pyramids, the power of moonlight, astrology, and
reincarnation (as found in the Bible).
46
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In 1979 Chu gave readers in Taiwan a hybrid translation of an important book in
the New Age canon: Annie Besant and C.W. Leadbeater’s Thought-forms (1901,
translated as Shengming de shenguang

literally The Life of God’s Light,

with the added English title Aura and Thought Form). The Life of God’s Light was
ostensibly a translation, however Chu creatively adapted the ordering and content, as his
translation does not accurately correlate with the original.51 He translated the sections
on the various types of thought forms that represent emotions, meditative forms and
music (including the iconic colourful illustrations from Besant and Leadbeater’s
original), following this material with his own musings on auras, magnetism and related
scientific research. Chu did not refer to Besant, Leadbeater or the Theosophical Society
in his translation and the book’s publication details also neglect to mention the origin of
much of the text and images (despite asserting copyright!). Chu’s amended version of
Thought-forms was not the only classic New Age text published in Taiwan in 1979.
Fritjof Capra’s The Tao of Physics (1975) was translated relatively quickly in
Taiwan, appearing in 1979 under exactly the same name (Wuli zhi dao

).52 A

physicist with an interest in Eastern philosophy, Capra’s attempt to compare “the circus,
psychedelic wonders of Eastern thought and of modern physics” was well received by
readers worldwide, and Hanegraaff regards the methodology in this work as a paragon
of what he terms “‘parallelism’, which claims that there are significant parallels
between modern physics… and oriental mysticism.”53 Among Capra’s other work to be
translated in Taiwan was his 1985 book Green Politics, co-authored with Charlene
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Spretnak. The Chinese translation appeared in 1986, translated as Green Protest and cotranslated by TC Yang

, a friend of Hu’s from her campus folk music days (to be

discussed in Chapter 5) and later an activist and politician.54
A further sense of the burgeoning interest in spiritual matters and esotericism in
the years around the end of martial law is evident in Shenmi zazhi

[Mysterious],

a magazine published in Taiwan from 1985 until c.1992. Its content was eclectic, with
material on local religion in Taiwan, supernatural occurrences in the West and the latest
in paranormal research from Japan.55 Mysterious also advertised a range of machines
designed to assist practitioners gauge spiritual phenomena, in addition to crystals,
telescopes and a number of books. These included Mysterious’s own publications, such
as Dangdai guaijie – Chen Yikui

[Contemporary Eccentric Celebrity –

Chen Yikui] (1987), a collection of musings by the feng shui exponent on topics such as
marriage, education and management.56 The magazine ultimately ceased publication as
its content became predictable and advertising income was insufficient.57
Alternative modes of eating and healthy diets are often associated with New Age
religion and these modes of transformative consumption form part of a longer discourse
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in Taiwan. 58 Dietary regimes, in particular vegetarianism, had long been part of
religious activity in Taiwan. For instance, Zhaijiao

was a common form of

Buddhism during the Qing and Japanese colonial periods and was distinguished by the
vegetarian diet of adherents. 59 In the late twentieth century, along with the texts
mentioned above, work on new dietary regimes also circulated in Taiwan. Of the
Taiwan authors, Dr Chiu-nan Lai was the most prolific and enduring, with her
publishing house Lapis Lazuli Light (Liuliguang yangsheng shijie zazhishe
) printing her own work, as well as a magazine and translations of other holistic
health authors, primarily from America. Predating Lai and Lapis Lazuli Light was the
Jeng Yi Publishing Co. (Zhengyi Chubanshe

). In April 1987 it published a

15-volume series of translated Japanese texts on the health benefits of minerals such as
vitamins A and B, calcium and pollen.60 Qingchun Publishing Company (Qingchun
Chubanshe

), which began in 1975, also published a series of translations and

books about healthy diet and vitamins. 61 Among these was the translation from
Japanese of Fukano Kazuyuki’s

Yuzhou nengliang tuidong wenming geming

[Cosmic Energy Pushes for a Revolution of Civilisation] (1996), a
discussion of the Indian guru Sai Baba’s ability to influence matter through
manipulating energy.
Drawing on a survey of 400 participants at London’s Festival of the Mind, Body and
Spirit, Hamilton et al (1995) concluded that “alternative dietary practices are to some
extent associated with a world view of which ecological concerns, holistic orientations
and perhaps seekership are a prominent part. They do seem to go beyond a concern
simply with physical health in a narrow sense.” See Malcolm Hamilton, Peter A.J.
Waddington, Susan Gregory and Ann Walker, “Eat, Drink and Be Saved: The Spiritual
Significance of Alternative Diets”, Social Compass 42:4 (1995): 508.
59
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The growing interest in Taiwan for Indian philosophy and teachers was not
limited to Qiandana’s translations of Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh (posthumously generally
known as Osho

Aoxiu, literally ‘mysterious cultivation’), which began in 1987.62 In

October 1989 The New Age Series published Osho’s Tantra, Spirituality & Sex (Wu
jushu de ai

, literally Unrestricted Love)63 and Wang wrote favourably of

Osho’s suggestion that people must find the method of spiritual practice most suitable
for them.64 The Ananda Marga organisation began publishing books in 1980 and has
maintained a presence on the island ever since.65 Local teachers and organisations also
began offering yoga classes around this time. Hu’s one-time yoga teacher Hua Shujun
published an introductory book in 1983 and yoga classes were advertised in
woman’s magazines from the early 1980s.66 Evidently during the last two decades of
martial law an expanding range of alternative spiritual theories from around the globe
were available to readers in Taiwan, indicating that in this liberalising political climate
there was both a commercial benefit in producing politically-safe translations and that
readers were interested and wealthy enough to purchase such books and magazines.
It is important to note that as proto-New Age thought began filtering into
Taiwan during the 1980s, qigong
62

enjoyed a revival. Gaining popularity in China

As of 2002, the publisher of Osho’s translated teachings and texts estimated that
13,000 copies were sold annually in Taiwan (Chen, 2008: 214).
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during the 1980s due to, among other things, its supposed scientific veracity, qigong is a
set of practices designed to cultivate and circulate energy through the body.67 As a
holistic set of practices, it demonstrated a certain (though not exclusive) appeal to urban
elites and New Age audiences in Taiwan and the West. While it had been practiced in
Taiwan’s Han Chinese society since the eighteenth century, many new books on qigong
were published and there were even articles in women’s magazines introducing the
concepts to readers.68 Wang would later write how the New Age emphasised that
everyone has access to ‘spiritual ability’ (xinling nengli

) and that qigong

practices formed part of this.69 During her divorce Hu found benefit from qigong
training.70
Of the range of work I have categorised as proto-New Age, it seems that Wang
and Hu connected most strongly with bodily cultivation practices such as qigong and
yoga. Both would generally maintain an open attitude to the various strands of thought
within the New Age, with their main criticism directed at Taiwan-based NRMs (see
Chapter 7). With this above evidence of the expanding interest in Taiwan for new
modes of diet, exercise and thought, Wang’s Seth translations profoundly shaped what
would become the New Age.
67
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Translating Seth
During the final years of martial law Wang recommenced her career as a
translator. She translated and published three Seth books: The Seth Material (published
as

, lit. Messages from the Spirit World: Seth Material November

1982), Seth Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul (published as
November 1984, lit. The Eternal Life of the Soul: Seth Speaks) and The Nature of the
Psyche (published as

February 1987, lit. The

Nature of the Soul: Seth Possesses the Soul and Discusses Humans’ Psychological
Knowledge). All published by the China Times Publishing Company (Shibao wenhua
chuban qiye gufen youxian gongsi
part of its Shenghu congshu

), the Seth books were
[Lifestyle Collection], listed alongside a variety of

titles that ranged from feng shui and divination to child rearing and sexual relations. At
this early stage, it seems that beyond the fact there were not many other New Age books
being published, it was easiest for publishers to lump the Seth books in with “lifestyle”
publications. The Seth books might not have been considered religious enough (or
Wang might have objected to this idea) for them to be published in a religion series. The
covers of the Seth translations, designed by Weng Weng

, were a colourful Dadaist

juxtaposition of natural images (fish, flowers and humans), shapes and wavy lines.
Upon her return to Taiwan in 1978 Wang began translating Seth Speaks in a
special room in her house — painted completely black. In her autobiography she wrote
that the “black hole,” as she termed it, was a comfortable and tranquil place where she
could retreat to read, translate and heal herself.71 This was an important step in her
return to translation, and being able to devote a whole room to the practice indicates she
had Lee’s support. This seems to be a space where she could transcend her domestic
roles as a mother and wife. Beyond just producing Chinese versions of Seth, Wang
71
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retrospectively imbued these translations with facilitating personal change and creating
the “black hole” was evidence of her devotion to this work.
Wang’s June 1980 article ‘The Valuable Art of Self-Imprisonment’ included her
thoughts on the challenges of retreat, prompted by Hsieh Tehching’s

(1950-)

year-long performance art retreats. Hsieh, from Taiwan and an illegal alien living in
New York, secluded himself in his apartment for a year, all the while documenting this
period of isolation. He undertook such a rigorous project as he was “frustrated and
depressed” due to loneliness and evading the government. 72 Whereas Hsieh was
marginalised in the USA due to his unofficial residency and poor English skills, Wang
was both fluent in English and the holder of a Green Card. Yet her curiosity was
sparked by Hsieh’s practice: she reflected that just as she did, many other housewives
must feel “self-imprisoned.”73
In addition to Hsieh’s avant-garde art, Wang’s “black hole” was influenced by
the astronomical phenomenon whereby a star dies and subsumes matter around it. Wang
believed that just as there is a black hole, so too could there be a “white hole” from
which a “beautiful new world” could appear.74 Beyond the symbolism of creating her
own black hole and retreating there to work, Wang was also struggling with the
isolation she felt as a housebound housewife. This loneliness was leavened, to an extent,
by her books and music, but real delight came from when she could retreat to her
darkened room. It was during this time that Wang translated her early Seth books,
developing her craft and philosophy of translation. Beyond Roberts’s introductions,
Wang’s early Seth translations did not include any of her own explanatory material.
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Despite the effort required to translate such substantial books (The Seth Material was
390 pages and Seth Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul was 630 pages, in Chinese),
she still wrote other, less spiritually-oriented, essays.
Wang published two chapters on public health issues in January 1984. Looking
at issues of family planning, her tone in these chapters was more in line with her
parenting advice columns than with her burgeoning career as a translator of New Age
texts.75

San Mao Cuts Across Time and Space
One of Wang’s earliest elucidations of the Seth teachings was in the book San
Mao Cuts Across Time and Space. Published in September 1984, just before her second
Seth translation Seth Speaks, Wang was interviewed by Dong Xiaoling

in a

chapter called ‘Who can contact ghosts? Discussing parapsychology with C.C. Wang.’76
As mentioned in the preface, San Mao

(1943-1991) was a popular waishengren

author who through her accounts of travelling around the world became “one of the first
mass-culture ‘celebrities’ of the Chinese-speaking world.”77 This book did not feature
any of San Mao’s work and the title is derived from the first chapter, where San Mao
shared some of her paranormal experiences. As a promotional tactic, adding her name to
the title imbues the book with a sense of exploration or wandering. While Wang did not
use the term ‘New Age’ in this interview, she did talk at length about Seth and his
philosophy. Importantly, Wang gave an account of an intensely spiritual hypnogogic
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Figure 3: C.C. Wang in San Mao Cuts Across Space and Time, 112.
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experience (later to be revealed as occurring in 1976) and recalled:
I went through a period where I would often spread out in the corpse pose on my bed.
This involves lying horizontally with all four limbs spread out like the character ‘ ’.
The whole body relaxes, the mind is free of thought and it is easy to fall asleep.
Often mysterious phenomena would appear when I was not quite asleep, with
my consciousness half awake and half asleep. One time it was like I was sitting on top
of a very fast car. Not only was the car lightening fast, it was also turning a big bend at
high speed. I was scared to death and feared that the car would overturn.
Because I was definitely not asleep I was able to later think how during out-ofbody experiences the spirit moves terrifically fast. This was probably an out-of-body
experience! Subsequently I no longer had fear in my heart.
Finally I saw a light. But this was no man-made light or other form. I could
only think how bright this light was and how such a light was not of the human world,
rather it was a feeling of illumination. Furthermore, it was not in the least bit irritating.
My heart was very clear and I immediately felt very happy. I said to myself “This is it.
This is God.” Immediately after my heart was filled with happiness and I had a feeling
of safety.78

As she mentioned, Wang’s dissociative experience correlates with the phenomenon of
out-of-body experiences (OBE). OBEs are a “waking form of ecstasy related to sleep,
altered states of consciousness and sensory deprivation in which a person perceives the
physical environment from a vantage incommensurate with the tangible location of his
or her body.”79 Wang’s enthusiasm for this experience suggests an endorsement of her
own New Age credentials. In a survey of “New Age women” in southern England, 83%
claimed to have experienced at least one sort of paranormal phenomena (compared to
78
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78% in the USA). Of these experiences, telepathy rated the highest (54%) while OBEs
were the lowest (5%).80 This suggests that, as a comparatively rare phenomenon, Wang
may have been aware of the importance for her New Age credentials of having gone
through an OBE.
Wang’s sighting of a bright light and equating this with God also emphasises an
idea found in a number of New Age philosophies – the power of light. One of the
earliest representations of this light was in Theosophist Alice Bailey’s ‘The Great
Invocation,’ a thirteen-line hymn first published in 1945 “which is both a concise
statement of beliefs and values, and a prayer, comparable perhaps to the Christian
Nicene Creed” 81 and was “frequently heard in New Age gatherings.” 82 Wang’s
experience echoes the first stanza of ‘The Great Invocation’:
From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the hearts of men.
83

Let light descend on earth.

This passage reveals several aspects of Wang’s spiritual progression and her growing
affinity with the New Age. She had begun to articulate her own spiritual experiences in
a New Age framework, combining different philosophies and bodily discourses. Wang
most likely learnt the corpse pose (the position she was lying in) through yoga practice,
a book or from a friend. This pose and her liminal awareness allowed her to enter an
extraordinary state that she identified as an OBE. Wang used this experience as another
80
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stage in her own narrative of awakening. It is important to note that her new state—
feeling happy and safe after finding God—appears to be closely grounded in her
childhood religious experiences as a Catholic. Wang’s “feeling of illumination” during
her OBE provides a powerful insight into her understanding of revelation and
transformation: it can be rapid and unexpected, and is grounded in one’s own preexisting theology. Her understanding of God as light, and not an anthropomorphic being
or other substance, indicates that, in 1984, her Catholic childhood continued to
influence her concept of divine influences. But as Wang read further, her realm of
influences increased, reflecting trends in American popular culture.

Out on a Limb with Shirley MacLaine
Perhaps the most identifiable New Age celebrity, Shirley MacLaine’s global
influence stretched to Taiwan. She was an Oscar-winning Hollywood star whose New
Age publications, often autobiographical, exemplify what the New Age teacher and
author David Spangler labelled “New Age glamour,” one of four types of practice,
where:
individuals and groups are living out their own fantasies of adventure and power,
usually of an occult or millenarian form ... The principal characteristic of this level is
attachment to a private world of ego fulfilment and a consequent (though not always
apparent) withdrawal from the world.

84

Years later, Wang would discuss Spangler’s New Age typology and where she thought
the Taiwan’s experience fitted in (see Chapter 7). MacLaine was one of the most
influential proponents of the New Age, especially channeling, in the USA. Depicting
her journey into the New Age (complete with a pilgrimage to view UFOs in the Andes
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and a semi-fictional affair with a British MP), her memoir Out on a Limb (1983) was
popular (90,000 copies over 7 printings in 1983 alone). Her publisher suggested that
MacLaine’s celebrity was decisive in making a book dealing with such material so
popular. 85 Out on a Limb was broadcast as a telemovie (1987) and ensured that
MacLaine was “the first to really bring the phenomenon of channeling—along with
astral projections, UFOs, and other New Age ideas—to a major primetime channel and
so millions of ordinary viewers.”86
A translation of Out on a Limb was published in Taiwan in 1986 and Wang
wrote the preface. Having already translated two Seth books, in addition to The Prophet,
Wang was by then Taiwan’s leading New Age translator. During a trip to the USA in
the summer of 1985, Wang found MacLaine’s books on the shelves of many stores and
watched her interview on the current affairs show 60 Minutes. In her preface Wang
wrote in admiration of MacLaine’s conviction in the face of ridicule and endorsed her
idea that we are all actors in the drama of human life.87 She found the text persuasive,
describing it as “an authentic and touching ‘book of enlightenment.’”88 MacLaine’s
glamorous depiction of the New Age—global, passionate and open-minded—proved to
be a template for Wang’s own career disseminating the New Age in Taiwan. Like Wang,
MacLaine also had a transformative experience with books—in West Hollywood’s
Bodhi Tree Bookstore. Well-established as one of the preeminent figures in the New
Age and having written about it in Out on a Limb, in the telemovie of the same name
MacLaine reflected “There are few times in your life when you can point to a simple act
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and say it changed everything… it was meant to be… it felt almost guided.”89 While
Wang did not use such strong language, her own ‘conversion’ experience in the public
library and her OBE suggest a similar emphasis on the circumstantial encounters as
MacLaine did. Wang wrote “in the world there are no real ‘accidents,’ everything
comes from our unconscious choices and agreement and has a latent meaning and
goal.”90
Wang’s preface also reinforced her religious pluralism and showed her
willingness to accept different truths. Her inclusivity of spiritual practices was evident
in this passage:
I am the same as all living things, we are all closely linked and go through thick and
thin together. The so-called ‘God’ is inside everyone one of us and you can also say
Buddhism’s ‘Buddha Nature’ and Confucianism’s ‘innate knowing’ is too. There is
only one dao and each finds it on a different road according to their own temperament
and karma. 91

Within one paragraph Wang encapsulated her understanding of an ontological truth
being evident within the religious systems with which she seemed most familiar:
Catholicism, Buddhism, Confucianism and Daoism. Her evolving New Age framework
demonstrated the common New Age belief that “there are essential recognisable truths
to be found in all religions beneath the language of cultural specificity.”92 Relevant to
this perennialist framework, Wang wrote “Science has its use and limits, however it is
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unable to completely cover the universe and humanity.”93 Her scepticism reflects the
idea that “although much New Age thinking is characterized by a lack of faith in
science, it would not be an exaggeration to say that in the New Age science has become
a sacred symbol.”94 Wang’s caveat (for science’s occasional utility), suggests that she
was also influenced by the New Age practice of selectively drawing on science to
legitimise beliefs.95
Wang’s preface also includes early evidence of how she thought English New
Age texts should be translated into Chinese. She did not entirely agree with Du’s
translation technique of paraphrasing and abridging the original text even though this
allowed the work to reach a larger audience.96 Wang later elaborated on her reasoning,
and explained why her Seth translations maintained the style of Robert’s original
channeling. When Hsu Tien-sheng (

, 1969-) assisted her translate Jane Roberts’s

The Nature of Personal Reality (1991), he suggested that Wang translate using Chinese
grammar. Wang objected because the original English text, even though full of complex
and long sentences, “had the true colours” of Seth. Arguing that translation was not
annotation or rendering freely, Wang emphasised how she respected the original work.97
As with her translation of The Prophet, this is indicative of Wang asserting primacy to
the grammatic structure of the original text. Even though she acknowledged Roberts’s
admission that language of the text does vary from what she experienced during
channeling, the styles inherent in the English language rendering of Seth had to be
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protected in its translated form. For Wang, working on the Seth books had become a
calling: translation, as she later noted, was “a job permeating with love.”98

Conclusion
Through examining the first 45 years of Wang’s life, a distinct inclination
towards the spiritual becomes apparent. The distress experienced by her family during
the end of the Republican era in China was substantial. Closely linked to the
movements of the KMT, the Wang family was caught up in the chaos of the SinoJapanese war. Their escape to Taiwan and subsequent resettlement on the island does
not appear to have resolved the existing tension within the family, with the relationship
between Mr and Mrs Wang remaining strained and Wang’s own emotional connection
to her father being tenuous.
On one hand driven to succeed in academia (as an architect) and socially (as a
wife and mother) and on the other hand compelled to delve into the world of popular
spirituality that was available to her as a proficient reader of English, Wang took
advantage of the opportunities available in the USA. While there she read broadly on
philosophical and metaphysical topics, ultimately leading her to Jane Roberts’s Seth
teaching. This seemingly chance encounter proved to be pivotal, not only in terms of
Wang’s personal wellbeing, but in terms of the direction that New Age religion in
Taiwan would ultimately head.
This chapter reinforces the centrality of books and reading to Wang’s life and
how these influenced the way she dealt with emotional issues. As seen here, she
continued to understand her spiritual breakthroughs within a New Age context. Still
experiencing feelings of isolation, her writing practiced evolved from social criticism to
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New Age advocacy. In this, Wang’s Seth translations were just one part of an evidently
growing field of publishing in Taiwan.
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Chapter 5: Terry Hu, travel and fame (19711987)
This chapter focuses on Terry Hu, covering key events in her adult life up to
when she dedicated herself to the New Age. Beginning with her university studies in
Taipei and participation in the Campus Folk Music Movement, where Hu connected
with several figures who would later form part of Taiwan’s elite, she had an active role
in disseminating American culture in Taiwan. After taking part in the Bohemian life of
New York’s Greenwich Village for part of a year, she returned to Taiwan and became a
film star. Later, as she struggled to deal with the emotional difficulties of her brief
marriage to Li Ao, Hu began to explore New Age thought more deeply. Her interest in
spiritual matters is evident in her first two books. Just before retiring from film, Hu
began translating, soon becoming completely immersed in the New Age.

Fu Jen Catholic University
Hu studied German for two years at Fu Jen Catholic University (Furen daxue
). Founded in Beijing in 1925 and re-opened in Taipei in 1961, the university had
not been operating for long before Hu enrolled in approximately 1971.1 Moving from a
single sex high school to a coeducational university required some adjustment for Hu,
particularly with regard to fashion and dealing with young men and their chauvinistic
attitudes. Her choice of German as a major was somewhat pragmatic. She claimed to
have faced a lifelong struggle studying mathematics, and as a result her graduating
grade was supposedly insufficient to be admitted to the French program. As such, she
had to settle for German. As a student Hu had difficulties with German culture and
1
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language. While she claimed to have the best pronunciation in her class, her grammar
was the worst and she dropped out of Fu Jen after two years in order to, as she later
declared, “enter the university of society.”2 While Hu’s German studies did not figure
strongly in her later careers, her extra curricular activities at Fu Jen were fruitful and
more directly relevant to her future.
Hu continued to read widely while at university. Her interest expanded to
include diverse topics such as existentialism, Zen and astrology, as well as the works of
the controversial and prolific essayist, and her future husband, Li Ao

(1935-). Hu

also developed her interest in folk music. Her fellow German student Franz Chen
(1951-) was a keen folk musician and would later manage Taipei’s seminal folk music
venue Idea House.3 At Fu Jen she met the American Jesuit Fr Jerry Martinson SJ
(1942-2017), a keen musician who encouraged students to play music. Still in training
for the priesthood, Fr Martinson left a profound impression on Hu. His openness to
Eastern philosophy and religious practice led Hu to regard him as “a brother on the path,
someone who will reach the same goal but by a different route.”4 After dropping out of
university Hu’s own path would take several remarkable turns.

Singing your own song
While she did not find the academic environment of Fu Jen suitable to her way
of learning, she revelled in the social opportunities that it opened for her. Not only did
she develop her interest in music, as mentioned earlier and probably more for her later
2

Hu, Death and the Maiden, 89. While Hu only studied at university for two years, this
fact continues to be included in her biographic details, with recent publications still
mentioning her time at Fu Jen, such as her translation of A.H. Almaas’ Luminous
Night’s Journey: an autobiographical fragment (Taipei: Psygarden, 2013).
3
Franz Chen
, Wanmei Fanlanci
[I am Franz] (Taipei: Business
Weekly Publications, Inc., 2011), 38. Chen also went on to a career as a successful
entrepreneur in various industries.
4
Hu, Death and the Maiden, 79. On 5 August 2016, Fr Martinson participated in a
discussion at the launch of Hu’s translation of Valentin Tomberg’s Meditations on the
Tarot.
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celebrity than for her musical talent, she became one of the notable names of the
Campus Folk Music Movement (xiaoyuan minge yundong
the ideal of ‘singing your own song’ (chang ziji de ge

).5 Typified by
), the Campus Folk

Music Movement was known for helping foster an interest in singing songs in
vernacular languages (especially Mandarin), as opposed to the then popular Englishlanguage songs performed in cafes such as Cafe Colombia and Idea House. This was an
important phase of Hu’s life as she claimed that rather than her years of spiritual and
social experimentation in the USA or earlier exposure to American culture and religion,
it was actually in Taipei’s folk music cafes where the New Age began to take shape.
Recalling this time she wrote how her friends—key figures in the Campus Folk
Music Movement—were infatuated with the revolutionary ideals of the Western
counterculture, particularly as manifested in folk music:
At first we got together at Cafe Colombia on Chongshan (Zhongshan) North Road and
later on at Idea House. At that time there was no karaoke. If young people wanted to
express themselves through music they had to at least be able to sing and strum a guitar.
Wu Chuchu, TC Yang, Stan Lai, the late Lee Shuang-tse and many artists and poets
were customers there 6

At Cafe Colombia (a venue and export centre affiliated with the Colombian Embassy)
and Idea House (operated by Hu’s classmate in Fu Jen’s German department, Franz
Chen) some of those with whom Hu was fraternising became figures of cultural renown
in Taiwan. Wu Chuchu (

1947-) and Lee Shuang-tse (

1949-1977) are

5

The experiences of Hu and her peers, and the religious and cultural dimensions of the
campus folk movement, are discussed in detail in Paul J. Farrelly “Singing your own
song? Terry Hu and the influence of campus folk music cafes on Taiwan's New Age
religion” in Chang Hsun and Benjamin Penny (eds), Religion in Taiwan and China:
Locality and Transmission (Taipei: Academia Sinica Institute of Ethnology,
forthcoming).
6
Hu, Ancient Future, 25.
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seminal in the history of modern Taiwanese folk. Stan Lai (

1954-) became an

influential theatre and film director and married the actor and translator of Tibetan
Buddhist books (and Hu’s friend and former co-star) Ding Nai-chu (
Yang (

1953-). TC

1955-)7 achieved fame as a folk singer and was a political activist in the

1980s. Hu continued:
At that time many Westerners came to the East seeking answers to life’s questions and
wanting different experiences. They liked to be known as drifters. They held the vague
idea that modernised mechanical civilisation sought nothing but profit. It forced
humanity to be completely cut off from nature and for the self’s spiritual nature to
vanish. They thought that in the yoga and Zen of the East, as well as the works of Han
Shan and Laozi, they could find a lost ancient wisdom. These people naturally merged
into our group. For the first time we young Easterners could ‘transcend boundaries’ and
experience how ‘all people belong to one family’. Those days were truly harmonious
and inspiring.
Unfortunately good times don’t last long. Vague ideas are not enough to
completely change humanity’s disposition. That trend [of naïve idealism] was quickly
replaced by the experience and practice of reality. (Having undergone 20 years of
evolution it has transformed into the mighty torrent of today’s New Age movement).8

Having reconstructed her accounts, it appears that Hu attended these two cafes between
her university years of 1971 to 1973 and, after returning to Taipei, until 1979, when
Idea House shut. After its closure, she wrote that the type of emotion she found in Idea

7

Yang Zujun
Romanises her name as TC Yang. See her album Guanbuzhu de
gesheng: Yang Zujun luyin xuanju
[A Voice That Could
Not Be Silenced: The TC Yang Collection 1977-2003] (Taipei: Trees Music & Art,
2008).
8
Hu, Ancient Future, 25-26. Hu used the English word ‘drifter’.
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House surpassed the physical existence of the place. 9 While she was still yet to
encounter the New Age, this indicates that she was already mythologising her
experiences in the Campus Folk Music Movement as its beginning in Taiwan.
Hu’s claim that the New Age in Taiwan actually began in the Campus Folk
Music Movement is important for two reasons. First, as mentioned, scholars such as S.
Chen and C. Chen have proposed that it was translations of texts brought back by
intellectuals from the USA that heralded the origins of the New Age in Taiwan.10 While
Hu had already spent a year in the USA and claimed to have experimented with
counterculture there, she had not written about any early direct connection with New
Age writings per se. Second, the Campus Folk Music Movement was more concerned
with political and social issues pertaining to life on Taiwan, and was outwardly secular.
For Hu to suggest that this was the origin of the New Age in Taiwan, as it existed in
1990, is unorthodox. This account completely omits Wang’s experiences, in particular
her translation of The Prophet, not to mention that of any of the other less well-known
translators in the proto-New Age. That said, the experimental and cosmopolitan
atmosphere of the Campus Folk movement, as found in Cafe Colombia and Idea House,
is an early example of Hu participating in a local movement that drew heavily on
Western (especially American) popular culture. Her time at Cafe Colombia and Idea
House appears to have amplified her inclination for Western culture and the creative
life.11

9

Hu, Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking, 88-89.
C. Chen, “The Development of the New Age Movement in Taiwan, abstract. S. Chen,
Contemporary New Age Transformation in Taiwan, 81.
11
Farrelly, “Singing your own song? Terry Hu and the influence of campus folk music
cafés on Taiwan's New Age religion.”
10
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Hu’s first sojourn in New York
Having dropped out of university and starring in one movie (which will be
discussed later), Hu first went to the USA in 1973 to be with Sahō

, the only son of

a Japanese shipping magnate, who her parents and godfather thought might be a suitable
husband. Hu had recently broken up with her first boyfriend, an American English
teacher called Don who she met at Cafe Colombia. Prior to moving to New Jersey, she
spent some time with Sahō’s family in Japan where they arranged for her to have
blepheroplasty, surgically adjusting her eyelids for a rounder appearance. Hu gladly
acquiesced, as she was not happy with how her eyes appeared in The Life God
(1974), filmed between her breakup with Don and introduction to Sahō, and released
when she was in America.12 She was unable to accept Sahō’s insistent control over her,
especially when she was increasingly captivated by the possibilities of life in the USA.
Living together in New Jersey, their tentative relationship soon ended and Hu was on
her own. After an aborted attempt at studying at Seton Hall, she was able to satisfy
immigration requirements by enrolling as a student at the Barbizon Modelling Academy.
Free of her apparently stifling domestic arrangements in New Jersey and away from the
conservative beliefs and highly protective behaviour of her mother, Hu plunged into the
new world of experiences available in New York’s Greenwich Village.
The 20 year-old Hu’s time in bohemian Greenwich Village appears to have been
eye-opening. In addition to the parties she attended through her modelling connections,
she also struck up a friendship with the Taiwanese expatriate artist Marlene Tseng Yu
(

1937-), who like Hu, sought inspiration from both her old home and her new

one. 13 Hu also experienced the more Bacchanalian aspects of life in the Village,
12

Hu, Death and the Maiden, 97-98, 126.
Marlene Tseng Yu arrived in the USA in 1963 where she continued her studies in fine
arts. In a statement from 1968, reprinted on her website, Yu declared “With the
traditional Chinese and Western art training, together with my own experiments, I have
13
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claiming to have experimented with marijuana and the open sexual climate. She became
a regular at the Cafe Feenjon, a venue with a Middle Eastern atmosphere and a popular
house band.14 Somewhat more mundanely, Hu shared accommodation with migrants
from Taiwan—first with the Ling family and then with some graduates from National
Taiwan University. After one year of social, sensual and psychotropic experimentation,
the 21 year-old Hu decided to return to Taiwan to, as she put it, “face reality.”15
However, she noted, two months after returning from New York she was miserable and
depressed.16 Despite this being the time when her movie career was starting to develop,
her post-New York malaise suggests that beneath the fame and glamour, she harbored a
deeper dissatisfaction with life.

Becoming a film star
Once back in Taipei, Hu’s acting career developed quickly and she soon became
a celebrity. Directed by Hsu Chin-liang (

1944-) and filmed before she went to the

USA, The Life God was a costume drama that not only introduced Hu to the Taiwan
public, but also featured future acclaimed director Hou Hsiao-hsien (

1947-) as an

assistant director.17 Hu’s acting career started well; The Life God was a runner up in the

sought to create techniques that can fully express my ideas and feelings.” Her abstract
art is informed by a strong pro-environment ideology
(http://www.marlenetsengyu.com/bio.html, accessed 28 March 2013).
14
This advertisement for a live album by the Feenjon Group gives a sense of the music
and atmosphere in the Café Feenjon, http://youtu.be/p8P_Ba2p9aE, accessed 26
September 2014.
15
Hu, Death and the Maiden, 116.
16
Hu, Talking Nonsense; Sleep Talking, 1.
17
Lin Hsin-ching, “From Master to Rookie--Veteran Filmmaker Hsu Chin-liang”,
Taiwan Panorama, October 2010, accessed 10 January 2014, http://www.taiwanpanorama.com/en/show_issue.php?id=2010109910098e.txt&table=2&cur_page=3&dist
ype.
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1975 Golden Horse Awards for best feature film and also claimed awards for best
supporting actor and best non-Western musical.18
The Life God signaled the beginning of a defining part of Hu’s life. Not only did
she lack acting experience, she also had little interest in Chinese-language movies, later
claiming that the 1963 Hong Kong musical The Love Eterne was the only such film that
had impressed her.19 Hsu discovered Hu at his art gallery and, recognising her potential,
cast her in the film.20 Furthermore, and as mentioned earlier, he suggested she change
her Chinese name from Hu Yinzi to Hu Yinmeng, as Yinzi sounded too Japanese.21
With new eyes, a new name and new American experiences, Hu had become a star.
Hu’s movie career lasted over a decade and she had retired from the industry by
1988. During her career she claimed to have starred in around 40 films.22 Apart from the
1982 Australia-Japan war movie coproduction The Highest Honor (also known as
Southern Cross), Hu’s movies were mainly Taiwan and Hong Kong productions.
During these years Hu developed a public persona that transcended film. She worked as
a journalist, featured in make-up advertisements, recorded an album and, reflecting her
high profile, became a magazine cover girl.23

18

The Golden Horse Film Festival is Taiwan’s premier film competition and one of the
leading Chinese-language festivals.
“Taipei Golden Horse Film Festival”, accessed 14 January 2014,
http://www.goldenhorse.org.tw/ui/index.php?class=ghac&func=archive&search_regist_
year=1975&nwlist_type=award
19
Hu, Death and the Maiden, 93.
20
The 19 year-old Hu, attending an exhibition of landscape painting, apparently
captivated Hsu with her “classic Chinese features and a river of long, dark hair flowing
down her back”. See Victoria Dawson, “Terry Hu? The Actress & Writer, Bridging East
& West in Taiwan’s New Cinema”, The Washington Post, 12 September 1986, F4.
21
“Hsu Chin-liang – Taiwan Cinema”, accessed 14 February 2014,
http://www.taiwancinema.com/ct_56967_350
22
In her Chinese language material, Hu generally claims to have starred in 40 films,
while in The Washington Post article of 1986 this list had grown to 50 films.
23
For instance, see Hu’s interview with the model and actress Debbie Chou
in
the May 1979 launch issue of China Ladies Magazine, her advertisements for Kanebo
cosmetics
in the early 1980s, covers on China Ladies Magazine, The Woman and
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Independent in mind and action
Hu’s brief marriage to Li Ao

(1935-) captured the public’s attention. After

first meeting on 15 September 1979, the couple married on 6 May 1980 and divorced on
28 August 1980.24 Li Ao emerged as a key dissident during Taiwan’s period of martial
law, writing essays and books on a wide range of topics, and “wanted China to use the
modern scientific and democratic approaches of the West instead of the traditional
reactionary approaches of the conservatives.” 25 Jailed twice, the “Unashamedly
egotistical and almost unbelievably prolific” 26 writer had a strong admirer in Hu, the
movie star nearly 20 years his junior. She even published an essay in praise of his
talents, lauding him as “independent in mind and action.”27 Their fathers had known
each other as they had lived nearby in Taichung. Li Ao claimed that at the time he
confided in a friend that the marriage would not last a year due to the couple’s
competitive personalities. Preferring scientific rationality, he did not approve of Hu’s
devotion to the popular spiritual figure Thomas Lin Yun (

1932-2010), whom he

derided as a goblin. 28 Lin was the founder and leader of the Black Sect Tantric
Buddhism group and had a career in the USA as a feng shui master.29 Hu first met Lin
when she was at Fu Jen studying German and he read her palm, foreseeing an

Family Magazine between 1976 and 1988. Hu claimed that she recorded her album A
Woman’s First Love
“purely for fun” (See The Washington Post). Apparently
released in 1979, the bossanova-tinged track ‘Midnight Kiss
’ is available on
YouTube (http://youtu.be/bKfUP548k6M, accessed 25 September 2014).
24
Hu, Death and the Maiden, 147. Li Ao
, Li Ao huiyilu
[Li Ao’s
Memoirs] (Banqiao: Li Ao Publishing, 2007), 316-320.
25
Warren Tozer, “Taiwan’s Cultural Renaissance: A Preliminary View”, in The China
Quarterly (43), 1970, 90.
26
Geremie Barmé and Linda Jaivin, New Ghosts, Old Dreams (Times Books: New
York, 1992), 202.
27
Hu, Talking Nonsense; Sleep Talking, 103-106.
28
Li Ao, Li Ao’s Memoirs, 320.
29
“His Holiness Grandmaster Professor Lin Yun 1932-2010”, accessed 15 February
2014, http://www.yunlintemple.org/introduction/hhgly
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exceptional future that would involve foreign lovers, an anecdote she included to
perhaps indicate that even her romantic life was somewhat predestined.30
Writing of her relationship with Li Ao 20 years later, Hu was frank. Noting that
his kissing ability was sub-par and that their sex was forgettable, Hu painted him as an
emotionally and sexually dysfunctional spouse, something of a “Don Juan” who
decorated his apartment walls with Playboy centrefolds.31 Her perception of Li Ao as
her literary hero was shaken by the realities of sharing an apartment and a life with him.
Hu and Li’s divorce provided much fodder for Taiwan’s media. The nature of
their attraction was also a source of speculation, with an anonyomous acquaintance
quoted at the time as saying “All they have in common is their rebellious
personalities.”32 The settlement was made more complicated by mutual lawsuits lodged
by Hu and Li over a real estate issue. While Hu claimed her spirits were still good
during the trial, the stress resulted in her losing weight.
For all of the trauma it generated during and afterwards, Hu’s marriage to Li Ao
had a profound and, ultimately, transformative effect on her. During the divorce
proceedings she had several important spiritual experiences and this appears to be the
time when her exploration of the New Age and related practices accelerated. This
included a perplexing instance of clairaudience, the supranormal “ability to hear voices
- particularly of spirits… [It] may be another source of information retrieval for New
Age channeling.”33 She wrote:
Late one night I was doing spiritual practice in my room ... when my left ear suddenly
felt the presence of a female voice. The voice was extremely mature and easy-going and
had a type of beauty beyond the realm of worldly things. She seemed like she was both
30

Hu, Death and the Maiden, 194.
Ibid., 149-156.
32
‘Trials of a Literary Lion’, Asia Week, 12 September 1980, Hong Kong, 19.
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York, Historical Dictionary of New Age Movements, 52.
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next to my ear and in a different space. It was a bit like qianli chuangyin [a technique
translated as ‘sending sound over a vast distance] in martial arts novels. Talking to me
in English she said over and over: “I want you to change... I want you to change... I
want you to change.” Her voice went from loud to soft, from near to far, gradually
fading away. From my liminal sleep status I completely regained consciousness feeling
serene and without any terror, but the left side of my body was a little bit cool. I was
very curious about what just happened and had no way to rationally explain it. Who was
she? Was she a spirit guide as is found in parapsychology? Or was it my subconscious
hoping I can expand? Why did she use English? Furthermore, why was it such pleasant
and standard American English? In the following week every night at 3am I would
punctually wake up, turn my head to the alarm clock just as the minute hand and hour
hand were both on the number 3. At this time my room would fill with a white gas,
engulfing everything. Because everyday was like this I knew it was not an illusion.
Even though I was not afraid, I felt I was not yet prepared to enter this unknown
dimension. I did not seem very confident in my sense organs. One part of my intellect
started to repress my sensory experiences and I stopped practicing.34

For years Hu was unclear about the meaning of this clairaudience. Then, when reading
Pupul Jayakar’s biography of Krishnamurti, she resonated with Jayakar’s similar
experience:
On my return to Bombay I underwent a very deep and inexplicable experience. My
senses, torn from their routine, had exploded. One night as I lay down to sleep I felt the
pervading touch of a presence, waiting. I was received and enveloped in a dense
embryonic fluid. I was drowning, for I felt my consciousness fading. My body rebelled;
it struggled, unable to accept this encompassing embrace, this sense of death. Then the
silent presence disappeared. This happened for three nights running. Each time, my
34

Hu, Death and the Maiden, 168-169. The repeated lines “I want you to change…”
were published in English without translation into Chinese.
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body struggled; it resisted this encounter, unable to face this touch of death, which
passed as swiftly as it had come, never to return. There was no fear. I told Krishnaji
about it at our next meeting, and he told me to let it be, neither to hold it or resist it.35

Hu later found further explanation for her clairaudience in the work of Ken Wilber. He
explained his concept of ‘transpersonal bands’ as being “the most mysterious,
unexplored, misunderstood, fear-inducing, and generally puzzling” stage in his
‘spectrum of consciousness.’36 Claiming that this is where OBEs and clairaudience
occur, Wilber drew on Carl Gustav Jung’s work to equate mystical experience with the
experience of archetypes.37 Based on this, Hu reconciled her own clairaudience as
possibly being the experience of such an archetype.38 In a Jungian New Age sense,
archetypes are “universal psychological categories which are not limited to the precise
form in which they appear in our mind.”39 In drawing on Jung for an explanation, Hu
not only connected herself to Jung’s collective unconsciousness, she also connected
herself to the global community of adherents to such beliefs.
During the divorce proceedings Hu practiced yoga and, as mentioned, received a
copy of Seth Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul from Wang.40 This exchange is
the earliest mention of Wang and Hu’s friendship where they are identified by name.
These two women, and maybe their friends, had formed a support network where New
Age texts were important sources of wisdom. As Wang’s Seth Speaks translation was
35

Jayakar, Krishnamurti: A Biography, 131. Hu’s translation of this passage preserves
the form and content of Jayakar’s original.
36
Ken Wilber, The Spectrum of Consciousness (Wheaton, USA: Quest Books, 1993),
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Ibid., 258-259.
38
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Hanegraaff, New Age Religion and Western Culture, 228.
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Chen, “Practising frankly, confronting realistically,” 11. Hu enjoyed the corpse pose
(savasana) as a form of relaxation which, as mentioned earlier, Wang was lying in
during her OBE.
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not published until 1985, this gift was likely the English version. In 1999, Hu felt that
the teachings of Seth did not give her the feeling of “finding it” but that the book was
valuable nonetheless.41 Nine years earlier in Ancient Future she was more effusive
when praising the teachings of Seth. Hu felt that Seth addressed the universal questions
asked by humanity so well that it could be considered the representative parapsychology
work of the New Age Movement.42 She shared the two passages from Seth Speaks that
gave her a taste of awakening (using Wang’s favoured metaphor of the urgency of being
hit over the head with a stick, in the Zen sense).43 Retranslating Hu’s version back into
English (which was different to Wang’s translation but almost the same as the original),
I isolated the passages in Jane Roberts’s original:
If your turn of mind is highly intense and you think in vivid mental emotional images,
these will be swiftly formed into physical events. If you are also of a highly pessimistic
nature, given to thoughts and feelings of potential disaster, then these thoughts will be
quite faithfully reproduced in experience.44
….
Consider yourself present as an actor in a play; hardly a new analogy, but a
suitable one. The scene is set in the twentieth century. You create the props, the settings,
the themes; in fact you write, produce, and act in the entire production – you and every
other individual who takes part.
You are so focused on your roles, however; so intrigued by the reality you have
created, so entranced by the problems, challenges, hopes and sorrows of your particular
roles that you have forgotten they are of your own creation.45
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Having worked as an actor for much of her adult life, it is not surprising that Seth’s
analogy of life as a play made sense to Hu. However, this was not a play where she was
at the whim of a director or producer: it was one in which Hu seemingly had full
creative control, irrespective of her social status or relationship dramas. Seth
empowered Hu to gain control over her life after the turmoil of her time with Li Ao.
Despite the brevity of their marriage, their union remains a topic of public interest,
especially in China.46

Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking
Hu’s first book, Huyan mengyu

[literally Talking Nonsense, Sleep

Talking] (see Figure 4), was published in October 1980, just months after her marriage
ended. It was a collected edition of her articles published in the Commercial Times
(Gongshang Shibao

) from December 1978 to February 1980, along with some

longer essays and a 1980 article reprinted from the United Daily News (Lianhebao
). The Chinese title is a wordplay involving her name. The first and third characters,
hu and meng, are the same as the first and third characters in her name. The second
character in her name, yin, is substituted by yan, indicating language or speech, and a
fourth character, yu, also pertaining to language, was added. The title could also be read

46

In a 2006 appearance on the popular Chinese talk show A Date with Lu Yu
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Hu spent several over 20 minutes (in a 46 minute program) discussing details of her
relationship with Li Ao. See http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/_5vLDe5gSAA,
accessed 26 September 2014. This was possibly in light of Li Ao’s appearance on the
show in 2005 and his burgeoning celebrity in China. Hu’s translation work and
endorsement of Krishnamurti were only mentioned in passing, with the interview
primarily concerned with her public life, such as her movie career and role as a single
mother. Li Ao responded to some of Hu’s claims and anecdotes with a rebuttal on his
own show, Li Ao Has Something to Say.
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as Terry Hu Speaks, indicating her emergence as a writer. Hu appears on the front cover,
posing in front of a well-stocked bookshelf in a floral smock while cradling a cat.47
Feeling melancholy after returning from New York, Hu began writing down her
experiences there. She did this following a conversation with a friend, Chang Shi-kuo
(

1944-), a fellow exchange student, noted science fiction writer and future

university professor. Their reminiscences of life in New York moved her to tears. After
she began writing for the Commercial Times in late 1978, Hu began to notice an inner
change. She wrote:
I gradually realised that writing a column was not some sort of pleasure; it was a type of
‘psychological healing.’ In the past I had used tears to dispel the thoughts in my mind;
now I started to study how reflecting with reason could turn emotions into words on the
page.

48

This is possibly the earliest example of Hu reflecting on the role of writing in assuaging
her psychological discomfort. Even though in this book she was often merely depicting
her life as a globetrotting starlet, it set the tone for her future ruminations on writing and
translating.
Hu immediately addressed the spectre of Li Ao. Her admission that even her
friends thought he ghost-wrote the book indicates how she was keen to deal with the
perception that her written work was not actually her own. Hu claimed to have been
inspired by Chang Shi-kuo’s novel The Anger of Yesterday (Zuori zhi nu

1978)

to begin writing about her experiences in New York. She was then invited by the editor
of the Commercial Times to write a regular column on Sundays. During this time she

47
48

Hu is fond of cats and they have appeared in both her writings and photo shoots.
Hu, Talking Nonsense; Sleep Talking, 2.
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Figure 4: Terry Hu
. Hu yan meng yu
Taipei: Four Seasons Publishing Co. Ltd., 1980.
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[Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking].

claimed to have begun studying reason and emotional transformation, themes that
emerge in a number of chapters in the book.
Essentially Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking is a collection of the musings of a
young Taiwanese female actor. Even though the aspects of Hu’s life revealed inside are
more material than spiritual (and at times mundane), it provided readers with valuable
insights as to how she began creating her literary identity. Much of the content is drawn
from her career as a star. She mused on acting, modeling and the various places her
work has taken her, such as Hong Kong, Singapore, Milan and Taiwan’s Wang An
Island.49 Hu’s love of music is apparent with a chapter describing her time in Taiwan’s
Campus Folk Music Movement and another wholeheartedly endorsing the physical and
mental benefits of disco dancing. In this book, Hu depicted herself as an ideal of the
modern Taiwan woman. Well educated and aware of Chinese culture, she was
cosmopolitan and blessed with a self-reflective and exploratory nature. With this in
mind, three chapters are apt for generating a sense of Hu’s burgeoning interest in
spiritual matters in 1980.
Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking included a chapter on spiritual questions and
established the tension she felt between religious traditions in Taiwan and her
connection with the USA. Claiming that in the twentieth century Eastern countries had
been affected negatively by Western materialism and science, spiritual problems had
gradually become worse.50 Immediately after, she introduced Carl Gustav Jung as an
important author for those interested in psychoanalysis and that his one translation
available in Taiwan, Xunqiu linghun de xiandairen

[Modern Man in

49
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Search of Soul] (1971), was a valuable book to read. Hu lauded Jung’s approach to
studying Eastern religion and philosophy as he “was not limited by Western rationalism,
he was truly full of wisdom.”51 As local psychologists did not necessarily know Jungian
methods, she exhorted those with “open spirits and curious minds” to read authors like
Jung as their work would help with self-understanding.52 This chapter established the
approach that would underpin Hu’s later New Age advocacy: global religious traditions
investigated with psychology-informed methods, with the reader empowered to choose
appropriate authors. At the same time, in using a Western theorist to critique the
negative influence of the West she also demonstrated the uneasy relationship between
East and West that she was trying to bridge.
In her chapter ‘Bufang chongyang

[Might as well revere the West]’, the

tension Hu felt in trying to straddle Taiwan and the USA became more apparent.
Beginning with the example of the US ambassador to Singapore demonstrating his lack
of geographical knowledge (apparently he did not know that Korea was divided or the
names of several global leaders), Hu criticised the education system in the USA.53
Clearly unimpressed by arrogance and ignorance she had encountered in Europe and
America but also sensitive to criticism received at home, Hu stated:
I am really not fond of worshipping the West. With adjectives such as fawning on
foreigners, if someone has sufficient confidence and pride in their own culture and
nation, will they know that some foreign things are not better? Only when one lacks
confidence can they arbitrarily assert that others’ ‘desire for knowledge’ is an act of
worshipping the West.
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This is a strong articulation of Hu’s desire for others to take seriously her own interest
in, and thorough investigation of, Western culture. She argued that her interest was not
just simple-minded lapping up of foreign culture; it was only those who were insecure
about culture in Taiwan that criticised her. Here she advocated an open and inquisitive
approach to understanding the world, something that she thought even Western
countries did not necessarily do well.
Slightly longer and appearing to be written specifically for Talking Nonsense,
Sleep Talking, the chapter ‘Kaifang de chengshou

[The Blooming of

Maturity]’ is based on Hu’s reflections on Nena and George O’Neill’s popular
psychology book Shifting Gears: Finding Security in a Changing World (1974).55 Hu
found the O’Neill’s belief that it was difficult to exist in fast-paced American society
resonated with the situation in Taiwan. Feeling that she was not as stubborn as she had
been at age 20, she was now promoting the idea of self-healing—by recognising the
causes and conditions of unhappiness and changing these, happiness can be obtained.
Importantly, in this chapter Hu lamented how she felt unable to demonstrate a positive
influence through her films and enthused how she wanted to share her own spiritual
transformation with a wider audience. In the context of her development as a translator
of New Age texts, this is an important moment. While Shifting Gears is a popular
psychology book (that is, not strictly New Age), reading it appears to have empowered
Hu to reassess her life. From it she went beyond her often-unfulfilling movie career and
deepened her interest in spiritual books. Hu wrote how meeting new friends and reading
new books allowed her to make changes in her life, moving away from the
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psychological crises that were plaguing her, suggesting Wang’s gift of Seth Speaks was
part of this.56 This personal evolution was even more evident in her second book.

Immensee
Hu published her second book Yinmenghu

[Immensee] in 1982.57 Like

Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking, the Chinese title for Immensee was a homonym-based
word play derived from her name. Taking the three sounds in her name – hu, yin and
meng – she rearranged them to be Yinmenghu. This appears to have been a conscious
acknowledgment of Theodor Storm’s 1849 novella Immensee, translated into Chinese as
early as 1955 using the three same characters as in Hu’s title.58 To this end, I will refer
to Hu’s work as Immensee. In his preface, Chang Shi-kuo compared Hu’s work
favourably with Storm’s Immensee (which he read slowly with a dictionary) and the
lake Immensee in Switzerland (which he had visited) as “similarly full of changes.”59
Hu was forthright in declaring Immensee to be part of her personal evolution. In
her preface she wrote:
If Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking was a collection of essays that could be easily
grasped, then Immensee should be considered a comparatively difficult and deliberated
second volume. From both the content and from the cover design, both readers and
friends can sense these changes.
The change has been the greatest in this last year and a half, in both my
personal circumstances and frame of mind.
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The unexpected change in my first marriage healed more than 20 years of
depression. It made me suddenly realise how my response to facing challenges was
strong. Life’s fundamental approach was joyous. The dreams and doubts of Talking
Nonsense, Sleep Talking had changed into the action and confidence of Immensee.
Just as is said in The Blooming of Maturity, “every change can become the
turning point of maturity, every misfortune can become the origin of benefits.”
Nowadays in the era of Immensee’s maturity, I still affirm the value of love and
human nature’s magnificence. At the same time using the method of non-confrontation,
I can accomplish this life’s search for the ‘self.’60

The contents of Immensee were not dissimilar to those of Talking Nonsense, Sleep
Talking. Once again Hu surveyed life from her position as a celebrity. Among her
discussions of life in Paris, cinema, folk music and beauty, two notable themes emerged
that are most relevant to her imminent career change as a translator and New Age
authority. The first was reference to a friend known as “C.C.” This, we can assume, is
C.C. Wang. In Immensee Hu wrote of how she and C.C. enjoyed various intellectual
activities together, such as discussing Han and Manchu ethnicity and attending
flamenco guitar performances. 61 Wang also referred to another of her future
collaborators in The Fine Press’ New Age Series – Tsao Yu-fang (

1942-2009)

whom she also referred to as a friend in Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking.62 The second,
and perhaps more important, theme is Hu’s broadening spiritual exploration and her
willingness to share details of this with her readers.
Hu’s burgeoning interest in spiritual experimentation is obvious in Immensee.
She wrote of encounters with a Hong Kong astrologer, Jungian dream symbolism and
60
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reincarnation. Also evident is the development of her cosmology: Hu can be seen to be
adopting and expressing certain concepts familiar to New Age religion. She wrote how
people of all colours are equal and how national borders were not necessary.63 While
she did suggest it was too simple to believe that she has been reborn countless times in
various different ethnicities, given contemporary ethnic tensions it was worth
considering the possibility that one had previously lived as a member of various ethnic
groups.64 Like in Talking Nonsense, Sleep Talking, the penultimate chapter offers the
starkest evidence of her spiritual development.
In the chapter ‘Ruguo—wo de xia yi beizi

[If… My Next

Life]’ Hu mused on the creative possibilities offered by reincarnation. Having many
plans for her future lives, Hu thought being an archeologist working at China’s
Dunhuang caves, famous for their impressive collection of Buddhist figures and
paintings, would be ideal. If her reincarnation was not limited to countries or solar
systems, she harbored the utopian dream of being an alien devoted to bringing about
universal harmony.65 This ability to not only be reincarnated, but to have some say in
the form in which one is reincarnated is strongly reminiscent of the notion of selfdirected reincarnation found in the teachings of Seth. Likewise, and along with UFOs,
“beings from other planets” appear in the New Age as part of a discourse on evolution
and the future of humanity.66 Immensee is evidence of Hu’s growing interest in the New
Age and establishes the context for her later writings that would be published after her
film career ended.
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Final films
Of her many films, Hu regarded Edward Yang’s (
on the Beach

1947-2007) That Day,

(1983) as the only one that could be considered a work of art.67

That Day was one of the early films in the movement that came to be known as New
Taiwan Cinema. Yang, along with Hou Hsiao-hsien, was one of the most celebrated
directors in this movement, which broadly speaking “abandoned the simplistic blackand-white storytelling methods of the past in favor of a more subtle and complex mode
that was closer to real life experience.”68 Yang’s oeuvre is closely associated with New
Taiwan Cinema and That Day was his first full-length feature film.69
Starring Sylvia Chang (
propaganda film Victory

1953-), with whom Hu costarred in the

(1975) and the romance Warmth in Autumn

(1976), That Day was nominated for best feature film, best director and best original
screenplay at the 1983 Golden Horse Awards. Over 2.5 hours long, That Day was “the
complex, but rather cold” exploration of a long-term female friendship, tested by the
tragic death of Chang’s husband.70 Hu played the role of Tan Weiqing, a famous pianist,
and was required to draw on her German language skills acquired at Fu Jen for some of
the dialogue. Playing an expert in European languages was a common role for Hu: in a
scene in Warmth in Autumn she tutored English and in Far Away from Home
(1977) her character was fluent in Italian. She (as an individual) and her characters
(roles she performed) frequently depicted women comfortable with the local and the
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foreign; Hu increasingly demonstrated intertextual transnational sensibilities. In a sense,
Tan shared similarities with Hu as a paragon of refined female modernity. Trained in
Vienna, the coffee-drinking and cigarette-smoking Tan left Taiwan haunted by the
trauma of a failed relationship. Plagued by her own hypocrisy, she appears to search for
some kind of contentment in life. As a young adult Weiqing’s relationship had been
foiled by the strictures of her boyfriends’ parents and after pursuing her musical career
she “has become world famous (we assume) as a direct result of her rejection as a
suitable match for marriage. Her artistry, presumably, was also born of that trauma.”71
As discussed, marriage and trauma loomed large in Hu’s off-screen life and this is
another example of the enmeshment of Hu’s public representations in film and her
accounts of her private difficulties. She would continue this symbiosis to the end of her
film career.
Women dou shi zheyang zhangda de

[Reunion] (1986) was

one of Hu’s final films. She starred as a television current affairs journalist, and the film
reflected on the lives of her and her old school chums at various intervals, focusing on
their adult efforts to help the mentally disabled. Lacking the narrative complexity and
refined cinematography of That Day, Reunion was a vehicle for Hu and her co-star (and
friend) Ding Nai-chu to depict fictionalised versions of themselves that, in turn, helped
generate idealised versions of their burgeoning real identities as spiritual and globally
aware young women. In this, Reunion can be viewed as an attempt to invigorate Taiwan
cinema with a social consciousness. Beyond its melodramatic story, Reunion is notable
for two features: the depiction of attitudes towards handicapped people and the
cinematic beatification of Hu and Ding. Hu’s frustrations with the shallowness of
Taiwan’s movie industry were strong by 1986 and, with Ding, Reunion appears as an
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attempt to remedy this, through Ding and Hu’s characters struggling to improve the lot
of disabled people in Taiwan.
Like Hu, Ding studied in the USA and returned to Taiwan to act. She married
Stan Lai, the noted theatre director and, with Hu, a figure in the campus folk music
movement of the 1970s. In 1989 Ding hosted a TV show called Xinling zhi lü
[Journey of the Spirit] and became a proponent of Tibetan Buddhism, translating books
such as Advice On Dying: And Living a Better Life by the Dalai Lama and hosting
Tibetan Buddhist dignitaries when they passed through Taiwan.72 One such person was
Gyatrul Rinpoche of the Nyingmapa lineage, who was an influential figure for Hu. She
first met Gyatrul Rinpoche in Hong Kong in 1984 and again a year later at Ding’s
Taipei home. Hu would then meet with him on his return visits to Taiwan.73 In March
1986, when studying with some “eminent monks and lamas” Hu had a breakthrough in
understanding how “after unifying the internal universe, a steady flow of energy is
possible.”74 In addition to her expanding and diverse network of spiritual influences, Hu
began expanding her literary output.
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Respect for the Art of Acting
Hu’s first translation was Respect for Acting by Uta Hagen (co-authored with
Haskel Frankel).75 Hagen’s original was published in 1973 and Hu’s translation was
published in 1987 with the title translated as Respect for the Art of Acting (Zunzhong
biaoyan yishu

), emphasising Hagen’s belief that, like painting or music,

acting is also an art requiring practice and discipline.
Uta Hagen (1919-2004) was a “formidable and wide-ranging stage actress” and
drama teacher at the HB Studio in New York.76 Respect for Acting is a guide divided
into 31 chapters that cover various facets of the craft in order to develop a “higher level
of performing than the one which has resulted from the hit-or-miss customs of the
past.”77 Drawing on Hagen’s considerable experience in the theatre, the book expressed
her teaching methodology at the HB Studio. She imbued the HB Studio with qualities
that appear to go beyond acting, writing that:
The only place where I have now have a degree of fulfilment is at the HB Studio, where
I am both a teacher and learn from others.
I am lucky to have found this place where I can put a degree of my struggle for
growth, my search for the miracle of reality in acting into practice.
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her career, as Hu had retired from acting by the age of 35 and does not appear to have
acted in any movies since 1986. In her preface to Respect for the Art of Acting she
revealed how her career on the screen had led her to this point. Dismissing her early
film roles in Taiwan as “so-called acting” she documented her feelings in the aftermath
of Yang’s That Day:
Only in 1983 after That Day, On the Beach had finished filming did 10 years of
frustration have a slight release. I started being aware of how Taiwan’s New Wave
Cinema was gradually germinating and how the theatrical concepts and filming
techniques of the old way were not on the right track.80

Here Hu implied that Taiwan cinema can only improve through the injection of foreign
techniques. For local productions to reach their potential, it was necessary to
incorporate the successful (and supposedly high-brow) methods found in foreign
cinema. She would soon apply a similar approach in her dissemination of the New Age.
Not only did Hu act, she also interviewed foreign celebrities for popular media
in Taiwan. Some were well-known, such as Brooke Shields, while others, like Dana
Wynter, were veteran stars toiling on TV series. Wynter, star of the 1956 movies D-Day
the Sixth of June and Invasion of the Body Snatchers, proved to be a fortuitous interview
subject for Hu, introducing her to Hagen’s acting methods and suggesting she study at
the HB Studio. Some weeks later Hu obtained a copy of Respect for Acting and claimed
that by the time she had read Hagen’s preface she was already convinced of her
methodology, deciding to translate it for her fellow actors in Taiwan.81 To Hu, Hagen’s
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method symbolised a break from the past, where in respecting the art of acting, a deeper
level of performance became possible.
Hu believed that acting held great potential for personal feeling. Recalling a
conversation she had with Stan Lai about Tibetan Buddhism and meditative
contemplation, Hu expressed the extent of her faith in acting. She wrote that “art’s
highest expression of ‘eternity’ is close to religious,” suggesting the possibility of
spiritual transcendence through performance. 82 This conviction coupled with her
frustrations from old-fashioned movie making in Taiwan drove her to translate Hagen’s
text for readers of Chinese. However Hu was not just limiting her contributions to
Taiwan, she also wished to have a presence in the USA. In her 1986 interview with The
Washington Post she said “I hope that I can be a bridge: I always wanted to bring
something good to Taiwan from here [the USA], and bring something good here from
Taiwan.”83 Recalling the image she drew in her high school English class, it can be seen
how this notion of her as a conduit between the East and West, or more specifically,
Taiwan and the USA, was becoming a life-long role for Hu. She envisioned the
connection between the USA and Taiwan as reciprocal in that both had things worth
sharing (and worth avoiding). Primarily promoting the American Film Institute’s
month-long festival of new films from Taiwan, which Hu was in Washington to support,
the article also gave a potted history of Hu’s life. Her childhood devotion to foreign
movies and enthusiasm for folk music were both mentioned, while her father’s political
career and her marriage to Li Ao were not. When asking Hu to reflect on her early
career, by which it is implied everything pre-That Day, the journalist remarked “Hu’s
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exclamation is halfway between laughter and disgust: ‘Ewwww, my God!’”84 Hu’s
depiction of her life as a process of transformation is clearly evident in the interview.
She implied that the spontaneity and naivety of her early film career had been tempered
by the theory she had learned later in life, such as Hagen’s acting methods.
Translating Respect for Acting allowed Hu to further develop a new form of
spiritual practice. Balancing translation with her other work, such as acting, she found
the process to be slow. However, at the end of her preface she noted:
… the whole process was like a purification ritual in which, from another perspective, I
could see my own strengths and weaknesses. I was also able to thoroughly self-analyse.
Could I go so far as to say this book helped me? It was like a Buddhist ritual of my
dreams!
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Recalling this time in her autobiography, Hu added that while translating Respect for
Acting she was also practicing meditation and read Jingzuo xiudao yu changsheng bu
lao

[Tao and Longevity] by the prominent spiritual author Nan Huai-

chin, from which she realised that her health issues (seemingly caused by a deficiency
of yin) were due to blocked qi meridians. Indicative of her experimental nature and
global views, Hu practiced yoga and began to experience the physiological changes that
ultimately led to awakening her kundalini energy, “the coiled and dormant ‘feminine’
energy, or psychic energy contained within us all.”86 In an interview published just after
Respect for Acting was translated, Hu claimed she had found a suitable spiritual path,
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reading classic texts and meditating, suggesting to the public that spiritual exploration
had become an important part of her life.87 In this interview, Hu also praised the Song
Dynasty poet Su Dongpo

(1037-1101), whom she read about in Lin Yutang’s

(1895-1976) biography, as being an idol for his spirituality, creativity and manner
of dealing with people.88 Such a claim, when coupled with her emphasis on spiritual
development, indicates that Hu was also stressing the importance of literature,
especially Chinese literature, in her life. The next major translation project Hu
undertook was the works of Krishnamurti.89

Conclusion
Hu’s abiding fascination with America and growing interest in spiritual matters is
evident in this chapter. While her time with the Campus Folk Music Movement did not
result in her becoming a successful musician, she framed her understanding of it in
terms of America’s counterculture (and its revolutionary tenor) and it was her time in
Taipei’s folk music cafes that propelled her to spend time in America. While she
seemingly had a good time in New York, experimenting with the new lifestyle
opportunities available, upon her return to Taipei she had trouble reconciling these
experiences. In addition to reading Seth, writing became a way for Hu to experience
spiritual transformation. Beyond the insight they provide into the life of a glamorous
movie star, her early books showed that while Hu was exploring a range of different
spiritual and psychological ideas, her strong enthusiasm for the USA was critically
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informed. With her enthusiasm for acting dwindling, Hu’s amplification of her literary
ambition was evident in her first translation. Despite being an acting manual, Hu
introduced the book to readers as a personal transformation tool. Her own personal
transformation was aided through the act of translation, a practice that would be
heightened in the years to come.
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Chapter 6: Encountering Krishnamurti and
writing Ancient Future (1987-1996)
After encountering Jiddu Krishnamurti’s work while on retreat in New York, Hu
translated a selection of his texts and this was decisive in her development: beyond
introducing his work to readers in Taiwan and establishing herself as a translator, she
experienced a number of changes in her own body and spirit. She returned to Taiwan
and with Wang (and other colleagues) began the Fine Press’ New Age Series in 1989.
The first non-translation in the series was Hu’s Ancient Future, strongly informed by
her long inquiry into spiritual matters and her recent enthusiasm for the New Age. In the
following years other publishers in Taiwan began producing New Age works, indicating
a growing demand. Wang was also very active at this time, translating books and
writing magazine articles. The most notable innovation of the period considered in this
chapter was Hu’s representation of Krishnamurti as New Age and Buddhist.
Through her writings and the public persona she cultivated (and had cultivated
for her by producers and publishers), Hu’s varied and colourful early life can be seen as
a process of searching and transformation. The celebrity she generated during her film
career established her as a prominent figure in Taiwan’s cultural milieu, something
reinforced by her brief marriage to Li Ao. In addition to acting and a fledgling
alternative career as an author and translator, it was Hu’s post-marriage “search for truth”
that typified much of her life in the 1980s. This appears throughout her written work, as
she crafted the image of herself as a sincere and adventurous seeker, exploring the
various spiritual systems available. At the same time, she demonstrated alienation both
from Taiwan society and her acting career. Connecting with the anti-authoritarian
freedom espoused in the New Age teachings she read, especially those of Seth and
Krishnamurti, it was her drive to share translated versions of these with readers in
201

Taiwan that propelled her, along with Wang, to begin the New Age Series. This chapter
includes analysis of key New Age publications from the early 1990s.

Back in New York and travelling in the USA
When examining Hu’s collected writings, her 1988 sojourn in New York
appears as one of the most defining periods of her life.1 Hu returned to New York in
1986 to study at the HB Studio and purchased a one-bedroom warehouse apartment in
SoHo.2 Recalling her reconnection with the city, she felt that she was fulfilling her
dream from 15 years earlier during her first stay in New York.3 While Hu described
New York as a place where she could relax and feel free, she also felt her energy was
not so strong there and had to take vitamin supplements.4 Hu’s trips to New York
coincided with the massive increase in popularity of the New Age, helped by Shirley
MacLaine’s popular books and television mini-series. By 1988 the New Age was a
“religious phenomenon… [that had] grown from a fervently supported countercultural
underground.” 5 Around this time the ideas and techniques of the New Age were
recognised as having financial potential and “the increasing commercialisation of the
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movement began to erode its original potential as a counter-cultural force.”6 In 1988, in
the USA, “National support for the New Age vision [was] estimated to number in the
hundreds of thousands of individuals.”7
While Hu had been exploring various spiritual approaches and philosophies, it
was only during her stay in New York in 1988 when she undertook an individual retreat
(from April to September) that she went deep into her practice. During this retreat she
did not answer the phone or meet people, only occasionally visiting East West Books in
Greenwich Village.8 Hu was effusive in her praise for New York and saw the city’s
diversity as an environment suitable for fostering all sorts of pursuits:
New York is a Mother Earth with particularly good digestion. Regardless if it is an
exotic delicacy or junk food, neither will damage her sturdy stomach. She tolerates all
creations of humanity – high-spirited and vigorous, independent in mind and action,
aloof from worldly affairs, completely renounced. Individuals can complete the practice
of one’s own life. 9

In a sense, Hu’s choice of New York as a place of retreat subverts common impressions
of both New York and the practice of retreat. As one of the preeminent global
metropolises, New York is densely populated, noisy and, seemingly, full of distraction
and temptation. At the same time, New York is far removed from Taipei. While on
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9
Hu, Ancient Future, 39-40.
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retreat in New York Hu was not escaping the modern world, she was escaping the
modern world as she knew it in Taiwan and returning to New York to explore a new
realm of possibilities. This subversion of conventional discourses of America is
fundamental to Hu’s New Age; the USA was not just somewhere for Taiwanese (or
Chinese from Taiwan) to study or do business, she recreated it as a place replete with
spiritual possibility.
It was while wandering the avenues of New York that Hu first encountered the
work of Jiddu Krishnamurti (1896-1985). In her autobiography, she enthusiastically
recalled the pronounced feeling she had on first seeing Krishnamurti’s visage:
One day I was strolling down the road near Bloomingdales department store in New
York and saw a small bookstore in front of me. It was the Quest Bookstore, a place I
had long wanted to explore. I was filled with excitement as I pushed the door open. This
bookstore was also the Theosophical Society’s office. I aimlessly browsed the stores
shelves, filled with books of all types of religion, philosophy and metaphysics. At that
time I was not wearing my glasses and couldn’t see long distance objects very clearly,
but I was indescribably attracted to one distant photograph. Squinting, I walked forward
to discover that the person in the photo was a feminine-looking Indian boy and the
book’s title was Krishnamurti: The Years of Awakening.
At that time I had no idea who he was other than a weighty character, evident
from the revolving bookshelf full of his writings. Every book on that shelf had his face
on the cover and showed an astonishing transformation from youth to old age. It
appeared that at each stage of his life he was a different person, especially on Pupul
Jayakar’s biography Krishnamurti: A Biography. In that picture he was about 50 years
old: I believe without any doubt whatsoever that is the most beautiful face I have seen.
He seemed to be looking into another world. Normally this type of gaze is dreamlike
but his was of awakening and knowing. I must say that I was captivated by this face and
bought all the books on the shelf. Upon returning to my SoHo apartment I read them
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one-by-one. Krishnamurti’s books do not have any of the nonsense that appeals to
vulgar taste as the nucleus of every sentence hits the nail on the head. In a few words he
lays bare humanity’s self deception and ignorance. His insight had already explored the
depths of humanity’s consciousness, and I was just like countless people around the
world who had been inspired by his teachings. I knew that my journey to the 53 wise
teachers had ended. I had found it!

Hu’s glowing account of this first encounter with Krishnamurti reveals much about her
connection with the New Age in the USA. As explained earlier, the Theosophical
Society was a primary influence on the New Age in the USA and the variety of books
available in their store is testament to this status.11 The account begins with a contrast of
the cosmopolitan and the mundane: Hu is walking the world famous streets of
Manhattan and yet does not have her glasses, rendering Krishnamurti’s face unclear.
Like Wang’s pivotal experience with discovering Jane Roberts’s Seth Material, Hu was
in a book repository when she found Krishnamurti’s work (instead of in a public library,
she was in a bookstore). But where Wang initially borrowed Seth out of necessity (it
being the last unread book on the shelf) and was attracted to his philosophy only once
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she started reading, Hu developed an immediate connection with Krishnamurti based
purely on her response to his attractive and mysterious face.
Buying a copy of each of his books in the store appears slightly compulsive (and
expensive), but indicates the extent to which Hu was immediately enamoured with
Krishnamurti. Her reference to his aesthetically pleasing face is revealing. Having spent
many years in the glamour of movies and modelling, Hu had likely developed a keen
sense of what was visually appealing in a face. However, not only did Hu see a physical
beauty in Krishnamurti’s facial features, she also sensed a deeper meaning, evident
from the image on his biography and not the images on other books. Being able to
detect his wisdom and awakening simply from a photo on the cover of his book could
be read as superficial. However, in China physiognomy techniques were first recorded
in the Han Dynasty (206 BCE - 220 CE) and “one can identify a unified tradition of
physiognomy from the early Song to the present day, a tradition which is still alive in
Taiwan and Japan.”12 In crediting herself with the ability to perceive Krishnamurti’s
qualities simply from his gaze, but without explicitly referencing any typologies or
ideals (beyond Krishnamurti’s gaze), Hu reasserted her spiritual awareness and intuition.
Unsurprisingly, her 1994 translation of Jayakar’s biography has the same photo on the
cover, even though most books in the Fine Press’s New Age Series did not have cover
pictures.13
Prior to discovering Krishnamurti, Hu’s New Age experiences in the USA were
mixed. Hu found the life of a “seeker” in New York to be a cheerful one and read
voraciously upon returning there, noting New Age classics such as Lee Sanella’s
Kundalini Experience (1976), Ken Wilber’s The Spectrum of Consciousness (1977), the
12
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works of the Theosophist Alice Bailey and The Aquarian Conspiracy (1980) by Marilyn
Ferguson.14 These books, in particular The Aquarian Conspiracy, resonated with Hu. In
1989 she went so far as to say that among the many New Age books, The Aquarian
Conspiracy was the most representative work.15 Her statement reflects the late 1980s
consensus that Ferguson’s book “remains the most commonly accepted statement of the
movement’s ideals and goals.”16 Reflecting on this time and the books she was reading,
Hu wrote:
This barely audible summoning from the bottom of my heart started to become like
thunder piercing my ear. Yes, promoting the Aquarian generation’s spiritual liberation
was an ancient beckoning buried deep within my DNA.

Hu’s curiosity took her out of New York and to the Light Institute in New Mexico for
past-life regression therapy. This technique involves the “use of psychotherapeutic
hypnosis to treat psychological disorders believed to stem from earlier lives.”18 Light
Institute founder Chris Griscom came to fame after Shirley MacLaine wrote about her
past-life regression treatment with her.19 Hu was led there having read Griscom’s Time
is an Illusion (1988) and, reflecting her massive influence, MacLaine’s Dancing in the
Light (1986) and It’s All in the Playing (1987).20 Despite having a good impression of
Griscom, Hu described a combination of frustration and success and felt cheated by
some of the Light Institute’s staff during acupuncture and past life regression sessions.
She was not happy with how her relationship with her father in past lives was discussed
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and claimed to have received a refund.21 Hu’s journey to the Light Institute, and even to
New York, can be viewed as a type of pilgrimage. As a self-confessed “seeker,” her
spiritually-inclined travels resonate with broader trends in the USA, where she could be
considered part of the “gradually increasing shift … towards a significant market in socalled New Age travel, transitioning ‘Boomer hippies’ from the 1960s into a logical
extension of their consumer life cycle.”22 Drawing on her financial and cultural capital
and acting on her own in the USA, Hu was able to sample the aspects of the New Age
she desired, purchasing a bespoke spiritual repertoire.
Hu returned from New York to Taiwan in late 1988 to be with her ailing father.
Remarking that Taiwanese people lacked consciousness and were unaware Hu decided
to begin translating the works of Krishnamurti.23 Along with publishing Ancient Future,
translating his books was integral in creating her reputation as a pioneer of New Age
religion in Taiwan. This was when her career as a translator and author of New Age
books began in earnest, especially in her collaboration with Wang and others on the
Fine Press’ New Age Series.

The Advent of Taiwan’s New Age?
Following her return to Taiwan, Hu began publishing magazine articles about
New Age religion. The first of these was the one-page ‘The Advent of the New Age’ in
the May 1988 edition of China Ladies.24 Hu began the article by reflecting how until
recently her life was infused with regular emotional turmoil. Having read Seth Speaks at
the time of her divorce from Li Ao, it was only in 1986 that Hu felt that she had gained
a sense of contentment, at least in how she considered contentment in a Buddhist sense.
21
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Importantly, it was in this article that she first articulated her understanding of the New
Age. Hu described the New Age understanding of life as inherently stable and
emotional states as outward projections of individual choices. Each of her seven points
empowered readers to exercise agency over their individual emotions, harking to Seth’s
message “you create your own reality.”
Hu’s next article extolling the New Age was published in the January 1989
edition of The Woman.25 Its title refers to a “New Era”
used in the text is “New Age”

(xinshiji) while the term

(xinshidai), hinting the accepted translation was

still yet to be finalised. An edited transcript of a lecture she gave on 3 December 1988,
this long article allowed Hu to articulate the difficulties inherent in modern life, using
her own biography as a case study, and in doing so, share with readers her
understanding of what she referred to as the “New Age Movement” (xinshidai yundong
), tracing its beginning to 1944 (likely Alice Bailey’s Discipleship in the New
Age, published that year). This allowed Hu to provide a more nuanced articulation of
the New Age than in her May 1988 article, clearly establishing a number of the ideas
that would underpin her later work.
Hu framed her understanding of the New Age in terms of Buddhism. Taking this
approach, she argued that the New Age offered a more easily understandable means of
conveying the truths in Buddhism. Hu wrote how three years earlier she had discovered
the quintessential idea of Buddhism: all phenomena are created by the mind alone,
cognition appears through arising of mind (wanfa wei xinzao, jing you xin sheng
).26 This sentence does not appear in Buddhist classics as referred to by
Hu. Rather, it is a compound created by her adding two lines together. A similar
25
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rendering of this is yiqie wei xinzao (

), where “all phenomena” is replaced by

“all things.”27 This sentence (with “all things”) is found in the Avataṃsaka Sūtra

,

the Mahayana sutra that formed the basis of China’s Huayan school. The second line,
cognition appears through arising of mind, appears in the Sutra of Perfect
Enlightenment

, a scripture likely originating in eighth century China.28 Despite

her efforts in studying Buddhist sutras, she found that the classical language in which
they were written was simultaneously too advanced and too simple for the needs of
modern readers. To Hu, the problems of material society and humanity’s unbalanced
relationship with nature could be remedied through the internal awakening offered by
the New Age. Such an approach had become part of American culture, therefore
allowing the New Age to transcend religion. As such, it was appropriate for those who
were not religious.29 Hu ended the article by mentioning that she was hoping to open a
society to publish New Age material and hold workshops. This enthusiasm carried over
into her next project, which started two months later, and from that to the Fine Press’s
New Age Series.
Between March 1989 and September 1990 Hu published a monthly column in
The Woman called ‘Dropping Arms’ (xiechu wuzhuang
breakthroughs in spiritual practice (xiuxing

) where she shared her

).30 Ten of these articles were ultimately

published in Ancient Future in March 1990. Of the remaining eight articles, only one
27
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seems to have reappeared elsewhere, with Hu including material from her March 1990
column ‘Ershi shiji de roushen pusa
Bodhisattva]

in her preface to Ye Wenke’s

[Twentieth Century
June 1990 translation of

Krishnamurti’s Think on These Things.31
Of her early articles that were not reprinted in Ancient Future, the most notable
was her May 1989 dialogue with Meng Xiangsen
1937-2009) titled ‘Nianliu

(also known as Meng Dongli

[Flowing Mind],’ possibly named after Meng’s

diary of the same name published in 1988. A noted translator and author, Meng’s
oeuvre included D.T. Suzuki and Erich Fromm’s Zen Buddhism and Psychoanalysis
(1971), a translation Hu claimed to have read in the mid-1980s.32 Later, after
Wang translated the first volume of Neale Donald Walsch’s Conversations with God
(1998), Meng translated the second and third volumes. In ‘Flowing Mind’, Hu and
Meng discussed in detail, among other things, Krishnamurti, Seth and reincarnation.33
Hu and Meng’s discussion provides an essential insight into her struggles
introducing the New Age to Taiwan. Raised a Catholic and experienced with Buddhist
thought, Meng was sympathetic to Hu’s position, yet remained skeptical. For instance,
he was doubtful about Krishnamurti’s views on sex as in this area Krishnamurti “had no
real experience.”34 While aware of Buddhist views on reincarnation, Meng did not
believe in it (at that time, at least), thus making Hu’s Seth-informed arguments appear
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less convincing than she might have otherwise intended. However, she gave him a
section of Seth’s readings called ‘unceasing soul’ (likely from Wang’s translation of
Seth Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul). Meng shared his feelings on Seth in a
postscript to the interview:
Although I am still only just reading the first part, it feels unusually brilliant
and ‘unimaginable.’ In the realm of philosophy, it seems like the traditional physics of
the theory of relativity. In my personal experience, it is like a child who only has one
piece of stained glass but then, suddenly, has the multiple universes of a kaleidoscope.
My radio antenna was originally only aimed in one direction, now it is has
started to be omnidirectional, receiving even more information.
I believe a multi-perspective worldview is forming in my mind.

Where Hu was unable to completely convince Meng of the brilliance and relevance of
the New Age, the shared words of Seth (presumably as translated by Wang), were.
Meng’s metaphors of a kaleidoscope and, in particular, him as a radio antenna, suggest
his understanding of Seth as something modern and suitable for Taiwan’s hi-tech
society.35

History of the Fine Press
The Fine Press (Fangzhi chubanshe
and Chien Chih-chung (

) was started by Tsao Yu-fang

1955-). Born in Shanghai, Tsao escaped with her

family to Taiwan in the Chinese Civil War where she later became a publishing identity.
She also spent some time in the USA which was the setting for her novel The American
Moon (Meiguo yueliang
35

, 1986). This book was an exploration of love,

The use of mechanical metaphors in modern spirituality is not uncommon and some
“seekers direct the psychospiritual quest through the image of the machine, using the
mechanism, as it were, to trigger its own wake-up alarm.” See Erik Davis, TechGnosis:
Myth, Magic & Mysticism in the Age of Information (Berkeley: North Atlantic Books,
2015), 136.
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friendship (and “the miseries of working-class Chinese in New York City” 36), as
experienced by two young women from Taiwan. Writing in Chinese of her life in the
USA, Tsao discussed “issues of interracial love involving white women and Chinese
men, and relations with other minorities, among others.”37 She built her career on these
themes, publishing many books and articles on love and relationships. Importantly, she
had been friends with Hu since the late 1970s.38
An imprint of The Eurasian Publishing Group (Yuanshen chuban shiye jigou
), The Fine Press printed a number of different series of which the New
Age Series is integral to this study.39 The Chinese name of the Fine Press is based on
characters in their initials: the first character in its Chinese name is fang

, drawn from

the last character in Tsao’s name; the second character in the Chinese name is zhi

,

meaning wisdom or resourcefulness and a homonym for the middle character in Chien’s
name.40
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The New Age Series creates its own reality
In a discussion with Chien about the negative tone and stories that dominated
the news, Wang wondered why the media did not “let people see the light and
experience love?”. This prompted to him to offer her the opportunity to collaborate—
thus began the New Age Series.41 Its first book was published in September 1989, Three
Prescriptions for Happiness by Ken Keyes Jr., which was actually listed as number two
in the series. As listed on its back cover Wang was the planner and her advisors were
Hu, Tsao, Sun Chen-hwa

and Cong Su

(See Figure 5).42 Pictured earlier

with Wang and Hu in Egypt, Sun was a longtime friend of Hu’s who had written
screenplays for movies such as The Golden Age

(1977) and True Love

(1977), starring Hu, and supported her during her divorce from Li Ao.43 Also an
accomplished yogi, Sun influenced Hu’s spiritual development, helping trigger her
kundalini energy. In 1989 Sun was also a producer of the program Xinling zhi Lü
[Journey of the Spirit], hosted by Hu’s friend Ding Nai-chu.44
From its beginning the New Age Series was consciously marketed and
identifiable as New Age. Hu’s Ancient Future, listed as number one in the series, was
actually published in March 1990, retrospectively assuming the number one position,
even though six translations had already been published. Hu claimed Ancient Future
Ancient Future’s retrospective insertion at the top of the New Age series was not the
only inconsistency in numbering.45
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Figure 5: Meng Dongli
, Tsao Yu-fang
, Terry Hu
, C.C. Wang
and Ning Mingjie
. See Tsao Yu-fang
Lingyu Ciqing
[Tattoo of
Spiritual Desire] (Taipei: Eurasian, 2005). np. Undated, those in the photo were all
involved with the Eurasian Publishing Group.
In addition to Three Prescriptions for Happiness, there was another number two. In
August 1994, the Fine Press reprinted Wang’s translation of The Seth Material
as number two. 46 By August 1994 the New Age series included 30 books, so
installing The Seth Material at number two can be seen as a way to both assert Wang’s
place at the top of Taiwan’s New Age scene and reassert the importance of Seth.
Several features distinguished the early translations in the New Age Series.
Apart from Ancient Future, each book in the early New Age Series adhered to a simple
standard graphic design format. The majority of the cover was white, with a coloured
vertical bar in the upper central section encasing the book’s title. This colour varied
from text to text. There was also a blurb, drawing the reader to the book’s key message
46
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and occasionally an image too, such as a lotus or Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh’s face. The
back cover included a coloured bar with the books title and names of the author and
translator, and sometimes the editors too. The back cover also included further details
on the book’s contents.47
The early editions of the New Age Series included advertisements for preceding
books in the series and other titles published by the Fine Press that readers may be
interested in. In lieu of an organisation or society that generated social bonds between it
and readers, the publishers appear to have been attempting to retain their readership
through targeted advertising. As a result, and beyond any extant reading groups, at this
time the Fine Press was essentially the largest visible New Age organisation in Taiwan.
At various stages throughout the series, advertising took the form of pamphlets inserted
inside, or bands wrapped around, the books.48 The early translations in the New Age
Series also included two important sections that introduced the New Age. The first was
an essay by Wang.
Around 1,700 Chinese characters in length, Wang’s essay introducing the New
Age Series was fundamental in establishing the philosophical tone for the series and,
more broadly, establishing for readers in Taiwan exactly what the New Age was.49 In it
she continued her tendency to detail her own personal evolution, now framed in the
context of New Age transformation. Wang wrote how she had dealt with existential
issues (“Who am I? Where did I come from? Where am I going?”) since the age of 9.
47
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Her search for matters of “Ultimate Concern” (Wang wrote these two words in English,
as well as the Chinese translation) had continued through some very difficult periods in
her life. Having translated Gibran’s The Prophet and read Seth’s work, later in the USA
Wang encountered the Bantam New Age Books series and was moved by what she read.
Wang’s introduction to the New Age was closely linked to the teachings of Seth (as she
would be, personally, throughout her career) but she also mentioned the Aquarian Age,
suggesting the influence of Marilyn Ferguson’s seminal New Age text, The Aquarian
Conspiracy (a favourite of Hu’s). She then introduced seven of “the most powerful
ideas”:
1. We are all part of the ‘spirit’
2. You create your own reality
3. Affirm human consciousness
4. The internally existing nature of morality
5. Physical and mental health is the natural state
6. Environmental protection
7. Unconditional love

Wang’s conclusion indicated the personal energy that she was investing in this
ambitious project. Along with Hu and Sun and the organisational support of Tsao and
Chien, she wanted to give the love and joy of the New Age to willing readers. In the
closing sentences Wang’s maternal instincts were strongly represented. Writing that she
was once a panic-stricken and troubled child who has now awoken to the realisation that
“Life=Light=Love” (once again, written by Wang in English and Chinese), Wang
yearned to help other terrified children. In noting how just as the mind can create a hell,
so too can it create a heaven, Wang emphasised how each person has the agency to
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influence his or her own happiness. This demonstrates the Seth-centric core of Wang’s
New Age views as seen in her second point: You create your own reality.
The second section repeated on the last page of the early New Age Series was an
exhortation to readers to consider environmental issues.50 Drawing readers’ attention to
the imminent millennium, the editors emphasised this as a crucial time for the
environment. With the wellbeing and ongoing existence of humanity so closely aligned
with the health of the planet, the editors argued that pollution and degradation of natural
resources had reached the point where urgent action was required. Readers were
encouraged to engage with environmental groups and “rise up with spirit” to consider
the legacy of a ruined environment for future generations. A list of environmental
groups was included at the bottom of the page.
Wang contributed the majority of translations in the early days of the New Age
Series. Of the first seven books, published between September 1989 and November
1989, she translated three: Swami Muktananda’s Kundalini: The Secret of Life, Sanaya
Roman’s Living with Joy: Keys to Personal Power & Spiritual Transformation and Pat
Rodegast’s Emmanuel’s Book: A Manual for Living Comfortably in the Cosmos. This
work undoubtedly accounts for her time since her third Seth translation was published
in February 1987. Apart from Hu’s Ancient Future, the New Age Series was bereft of
original works by local authors until the January 1997 collection Andun shengming de
xin zhihui

[The New Perfect Wisdom of a Peaceful Life], which

included chapters by Wang, Hu, Meng and Tsao, and was the 60th title in the series.
Reflecting on the choice of translations in the early years of the New Age Series, Wang
acknowledged that some of the New Age books published in America were “dross” but
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by cautiously providing readers in Taiwan with a broad range of translations, the editors
hoped to aid readers’ self understanding and maturity.51
When looking at the first 101 books in the New Age Series (published up to
October 2000) distinct patterns emerge.52 The majority of books were translations. Only
nine were written by authors from Taiwan, of which three were either written by, or
included chapters from, Wang.53 Her influence also spread to the prominence of Seth in
the New Age Series. Including explanatory and introductory works, there were 15 Seth
books in the New Age Series during this period. Krishnamurti was even more strongly
represented, with 24 translations either by or about him – nearly a quarter of the entire
catalogue. However, Hu only translated five books, the last in November 1996. Nine
books dealt with Native American shamanic practices and wisdom, as found in the
works of Carlos Castaneda and Lynn V. Andrews, eight of which were translated by Lu
Mi

. While Conversations with God is one of the New Age Series’ biggest sellers,

works by Neale Donald Walsch only account for four of the first 101 books.54 The
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Chen
, a keen member of Wang’s Seth reading group, wrote Perform Your Past
Lives
(1997) and 52 Gifts From the Angels
(1999).
Chen Liyu
discussed her experiences with the Osho group in The Heavenly
Paradise of Mind, Body and Spirit
(1998), as did Wang Jingrong
in Osho’s Meditation Journey
(1999). Liao Yuepeng
, a former
member of the NRM Modern Chan
discussed his spiritual journey, paying
particular attention to the teachings of G.I. Gurdjieff and P.D. Ouspensky, in Journey of
Transforming the Soul
(1998). Lan Ruofei
, Chen Meiling
and Qiu Liwen
, members of Wang’s New Age reading group, self-published Shei
jiao ni yao ting hua
[Who taught you to listen?] in approximately 1999, a
discussion on ideas related to the New Age.
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In 2012 I met with a representative from The Fine Press but she was unwilling to
divulge sales figures. However, the company did share some sales figures with Chen
Shu-chuan – by 2004 The Fine Press had sold 30,000 copies of Conversations with God
[See S. Chen, Contemporary New Age Transformation in Taiwan, 218]. In November
2015 Conversations with God was in its 85th printing.
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longevity of the New Age Series indicates that for all the initial good intentions of the
publishers to “let people see the light and experience love,” 55 ultimately it was
commercially viable. Tsao acknowledged the series’ readers as faithful and dedicated to
understanding the books’ contents.56

Translation and retreat as spiritual practice
Of the translators employed by the Fine Press, Wang and Hu elaborated in
greatest detail in their prefaces, sharing insights on the task of translation and how it
also served as a practice of personal transformation. In this context, it is also worthwhile
considering how Wang and Hu utilised retreats as places in which to translate. The
translation and retreat experiences of Wang and Hu can be considered in the much
longer context of translation and retreat in Chinese religious history.
Retreat has long been an important part of the various religious traditions in
China. Retreats (sometimes secular) were undertaken generally by well-educated men
who sought to disengage from the world; through withdrawal, “he strove to maintain his
personal integrity, autonomy and self-reliance.”57 Unlike in the West where hermits
have been regarded as having to physically isolate themselves, often in a distant or
inhospitable environment,
in China the idea of physical isolation was not fundamental to eremitism, though
hermits might seek to varying degrees to separate themselves from society. What was
fundamental was the idea of cutting oneself off from public life, putting distance
between oneself and those concerns of the world which might deflect one from one’s
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moral or political purpose. This was something which could be achieved while living
among the common people, in poverty and anonymity.58

While for Hu and Wang examples of such recluses and hermits would have formed part
of their educational corpus, it would have been the cultural world of post-war Taiwan
that more deeply influenced their own motivation to seek the quiescence of retreat.
Spending time separate from society reappears among accounts of NRM founders in
Taiwan. For instance, Cheng Yen (founder of Tzu Chi) spent a period wandering
itinerantly in Taiwan and Sheng Yen (
Mountain, Fagu shan

, 1930-2009, founder of Dharma Drum

) wrote of a six-year retreat at a monastery in southern

Taiwan and even claimed to have spent a period homeless on the streets of New York
City.59 Elijah Hong (

, 1927-), the current leader of the New Testament Church,

a Christian NRM based at Mount Zion in southern Taiwan, received directions from
God to settle on the mountain during a period of wandering.60 In addition to prayer and
reflection, retreat has been used as an opportunity to study and translate religious texts.
One of the earliest examples of translation of religious texts in China is found in
the history of Buddhism. The massive project of translating Buddhist texts from
Sanskrit into Chinese took the millennia until the end of the Tang Dynasty, during
which many monks, both Chinese and foreign, collaborated to reproduce the texts, and
58
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in doing so, advanced the art of translation considerably. Key individuals have been
recognised for their translation efforts, most notably the seventh century monk
Xuanzang

, but there was also the coordinated efforts of translation teams. Foreign

monks, generally Indian, were integral to the translation process at various times
throughout history, aiding Chinese monks in producing what was considered to be the
best possible translation. 61 During the nineteenth century China witnessed another
considerable translation project, this time of Christian Bibles. Like many of the earlier
Buddhist translations, Bible translations were also collaborations, with foreign
missionaries supported by Chinese assistants in rendering it into the new language.62 As
were Christianity and Buddhism, the New Age was foreign to China, and in this case
Taiwan, and would need the combined efforts of many translators and the commercial
nous of a successful publisher to reach a broad readership.
The translation of New Age texts is fundamental to the true global circulation of
New Age religion, in the sense that it is not a phenomenon restricted to the Anglosphere.
The apparent dominance of English language New Age material can certainly be
investigated from examples in Taiwan, Japan and Korea. Indeed, while there are a
number of studies of New Age activity around the world, including in East Asia, “the
New Age is usually understood as presenting a mostly uniform appearance in different
countries where internationally-popular books are translated into regional languages and
internationally-popular healing modalities are practised in the same way in every
country.”63 Suggestions such as “The lingua franca of New Age is English also outside
English-speaking countries, a fact so natural that it is no longer even commented upon
61
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in information pamphlets on New Age-related lectures and courses”64 indicate an urgent
need to reconsider how non-Anglophone countries produce, circulate and use New Age
texts. Likewise, a suggestion such as “Falun Gong is much the same in China as in the
west” (made in the context of the transnational reception, or consumption, of spiritual
ideas)65 clearly articulates the trap of overlooking the nuanced ways in which translated
materials can be imbued with significantly different (or even new) meanings when
consumed in new social and political conditions. To suggest that Falun Gong—
proscribed by the CCP as an ‘evil cult’—exists in the same way in China as it does in
Australia, Taiwan or anywhere else, disregards the multiple ways in which ideas can be
recreated in new contexts and mobilised to suit different objectives. Translators of the
New Age (and, to varying extents, their publishers) can exert considerable influence in
how a text is represented, and therefore received, in a new language.
While there have been studies of important New Age figures, the lives and
experiences of translators have not been considered. In the case of Wang and Hu this is
especially important as not only were they translators, they were also authors and
practitioners. In considering the process of translation, the way in which the author
understood a certain text (in this instance, in English) and how they chose to recreate it
(in Mandarin), we see that not only was a new text produced, but that the translators
affected some sort of transformation of her self. While the experiences of teachers and
adherents of New Age religion have been well documented around the world, the role of
translator is yet to receive the same treatment. Annie Besant, the onetime leader of the
Theosophical Society translated the Hindu text The Bhagavad Gita (1896) and it
“became a central text of Theosophy and through its intercession … could reach a
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transnational, transcultural audience, acquiring new, spectacularly effective, forms and
meanings in the West as well as in India.”66 Wang and Hu do not (yet) share Besant’s
profile, but their translation efforts in Taiwan are equally important for the
dissemination of the New Age there.
New Age books were not the only foreign texts to be translated in Taiwan en
masse. Many popular genres have found an audience there and a substantial body of
translators exists to support this industry, with some translators, such as Wang and Hu,
developing a professional profile. As two of the highest profile translators of New Age
texts in Taiwan (and, in Wang’s case, the longest serving), it is worth considering their
positions. Writing about fantasy translators in Taiwan, Yu-ling Chung wrote:
a ‘visible’ or ‘recognized’ translator can be defined by the stakes and interest she
possesses, namely the capital she has. Capital has different forms; if applied to a
translation field, veteran and typically isolated translators tend to hold more cultural
capital and symbolic capital, with limited economic and social capital.

67

To the cultural capital and symbolic capital accrued by Wang and Hu, may be added the
‘spiritual capital’—the number of revelations and ongoing growth each experienced
through the act of translating—which has been essential to their professional longevity
as translators and personal satisfaction as humans.
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Ancient Future
Ancient Future encapsulates Hu’s vision of New Age religion in 1990 (see
Figure 6).68 Unlike the other early books in the New Age Series, Ancient Future has a
distinctive cover. Hu is sitting cross-legged and in loose-fitting clothes, her head at a
slight angle as she gazes deeply at the camera. Just above her head is a copy of
Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper, illuminated by a downlight.69 On the right of the
picture is a potted plant and on the left a large geode. This setting was later used in a
magazine shoot.70 In contrast to the relatively drab designs of the other books in the
series, the design of Ancient Future gave readers an immediate visual cue. Hu appears
comfortable and at peace, in a private space, curated to demonstrate spiritual open
mindedness. Under her is a line assuring readers that all royalties will be donated to the
World Earth Day Magazine Society. At the back of the book there is an advertisement
for the upcoming World Earth Day on 22 April 1990 and a membership application
form for the society. Ancient Future is a rich text that has, so far, yet to be considered in
the context of Taiwan’s religious history, let alone in studies of the New Age. In this
chapter I will examine it primarily as a religious biography, strong in confessional and
transformative passages, that offers insights about life as a modern woman in late
twentieth century Taiwan.
Like Wang did in her New Age preface, Hu began her book with biographical
anecdotes. Hu’s preface harks back to recurring themes in her writing and life.
Beginning with apocalyptic scenes of famine and environmental destruction from
68
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Figure 6: Terry Hu
Fine Press, 1990).
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. Gulao de weilai

[Ancient Future] (Taipei: The

around the world, she worried that in 20 years there may not be any natural environment
left. She sensed a change in mentality that drew on ancient wisdom and began in the
USA 30 years prior. Speaking of spiritual developments in America and Europe, Hu
enthused in Ancient Future:
While this vanguard follows the archaic, it is by no means scheming to return humanity
to the windmill era. Rather it wants to use ancient wisdom to fundamentally find out the
cause of disease and make human society capable of even more exquisiteness, and use
creativity to genuinely attain a world of mutual love and harmony. Europeans and
Americans call this revolution of fundamentally changing human consciousness ‘The
New Age Movement.’

71

Hu aimed for the book to allow readers to integrate spiritual practice into their daily
lives, incorporating ancient wisdom and modern science, and do so in a way free from
the authority of “artificial organisations or religious groups.” 72 She proceeded to
enthuse how Westerners have successfully incorporated Eastern religious ideas and
medical practices into their daily lives. She also praised Shirley MacLaine, whose books
and movie of her own spiritual development broke several taboos.73 For Hu, the New
Age was not an abstract concept at all.
Hu wrote herself into Ancient Future as the conduit for the New Age in Taiwan.
In suggesting that Chinese people should open themselves to the “nutrients” of the New
Age Movement, she gave herself the mission of becoming a rainbow (arched) bridge
from the West, “allowing people’s spirits to exchange on the bridge, to reflect on the
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rainbow.”74 As mentioned earlier, Hu used this metaphor in her 1986 interview with the
Washington Post and recalled drawing a picture representing such an image when at
school. Ever since she first came into the public eye in the early 1970s, Hu had depicted
herself as an authority on the West, in particular the USA. Transforming into the bridge
that would introduce New Age teachings to Taiwan was the result of not just her time
spent exploring spiritual alternatives in the USA, but a much longer process of exposure
to American culture that went right back to her childhood.
The first chapter of Ancient Future explores the concept of “I am” (Benwo ji shi
).75 In exploring her understanding of the religious elements of this idea, both
East and West, Hu once again draws on her own experiences to demonstrate the
veracity of the concept. The first time she saw the four characters for ‘I am’ she said
“my mind was like it was hit by a flash of lightning in the middle of summer, a stirring
that is impossible to describe and I can go so far as to say it was a vibration.”76
Describing the revelation as a vibration suggests that Hu was not merely intellectually
understanding or feeling it, but actually embodying this new awareness.
The title of the second chapter of Ancient Future, ‘You Create Your Own
Reality’ is the same as the Seth-derived slogan for the New Age Series. This chapter is
strongly autobiographical; Hu plotted her own life experiences in the context of her
74
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recently discovered New Age wisdom. She began by recounting the turning point she
experienced at the age of 27, the year after her marriage and divorce to Li Ao. Hu does
not reference him or their relationship here, but this would have been common
knowledge among her fans at the time, and probably among her wider readership in
Taiwan. After a well-documented youth full of plentiful experiences, Hu felt like she
still did not know who she was.
Hu wrote of the events and emotions that developed into her spiritual
hagiography. She regarded her parents’ unsteady marriage, the emotional tension with
her mother, her years at boarding school, her talent for creative work and struggles with
mathematics and science as influences. Likewise, Hu shared her feelings of
emancipation generated from the folk music she enjoyed while studying at Fu Jen
University and hanging out at Cafe Columbia and Idea House.77
Hu then detailed how she encountered the teachings of Seth and the importance
of this encounter. As mentioned earlier, after her divorce, Wang gave Hu a copy of Seth
Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul. For Hu reading this book was a turning point.
Seth Speaks became her “bible,” helping her remove self-doubt and experience a feeling
of awakening and the way in which Seth empowered readers to be the director of his or
her own life was a revelation to Hu.78 She also wrote how some years later, late one
night, she had the realisation that Seth’s maxim ‘You Create Your Own Reality’ is the
same as Buddhism’s ‘All phenomena are nothing but consciousness.’79 This was not the
only way in which Seth can be seen to have influenced Hu’s inclination to reshape New
Age theologies in a Buddhist form.
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Hu starred in her last film in 1986. Her decision to quit the movie business was
the result of studying Seth and Buddhist classics (it may have also have been brought on
by a downturn in Taiwan’s film industry and a subsequent scarcity of roles). Through
participating in classes and discussions she was able to “lift the veil of ignorance”
which had prevented her from being true to herself.80 She also proposed what she called
a simple solution to emotional problems:
In reality, the way of resolving this is very simple. The first step is to humbly
acknowledge that the ultimate essence of things is single-handedly created by you. If
this self-edited, self-directed and self-performed soap opera appears to have deviated
from the script, then the first action we must adopt is “self revolution” and change
passive acceptance into the initiative to improve. When our own karmic rewards and
moral character are not enough to makes things well for oneself, we only need to
patiently give. From giving we practice concern and love for ourself and concern and
love for others. Accumulated over a long time, the universe’s fixed law of karma
naturally gives us the deserved repayment.
For those friends still in deep suffering, I say to you “congratulations.” My
personal experience has told me that the next step after suffering is endless creativity.
But as a prerequisite you must intuitively perceive that “you create your own reality.”
When you stand naked and face yourself free of excuses, you are able to discover the
answer has long been waiting in your heart.81

This understanding of life as a performance that is broadcast for the world indicates the
extent to which her life-long interest in movies shaped her understanding of reality. For
Hu the revelations available in the New Age were simple and intuitive ways to access
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answers that you already possessed. The wisdom of the New Age was inherent in
people; they just needed to have the interest and guidance to access it.
The rest of Ancient Future contains a range of topics through which an
understanding of Hu’s New Age becomes visible. In addition to her musings on the link
between New Age religion and other more established or familiar religions and
philosophies, Hu talked at length about the environment, as well as discussing matters
of eco-feminism, parenting, psychology and New Age music.82
Ancient Future included five chapters that explicitly dealt with environmental
issues. In her autobiography Hu wrote how on Earth Day in 1990, just one month after
Ancient Future was published, she was protesting at a nuclear power station in the
southern city of Kaohsiung. 83 For Hu, the New Age had a strong element of
environmental protection and she alerted readers in Taiwan to how they should be
concerned. Hu noted following the Chernobyl nuclear power plant incident in 1986 the
USA, USSR and several other European countries began reducing their reliance on
nuclear power. However, she was disappointed that Taiwan continued to pursue
developing nuclear power options. Beyond the immediate economic, safety and
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pollution risks, Hu worried that nuclear power jeopardised the opportunities for future
generations.84
In her chapter on the risks of animal extinction, Hu argued that people must
become global citizens. Recognising that Chinese people have long held the fear of
hunger, she worried what will happen once economic circumstances in China improve –
their fondness for certain animals will certainly put these species at risk.85 When writing
Ancient Future, Hu could not have expected many in China would read it, at least at that
time. Links with Taiwan were only just reopening and publishing opportunities there
were still limited. Yet she referred to her readership in Taiwan as Chinese. So while
here she was probably directly addressing Taiwan’s contemporary economic miracle as
one of the ‘Four Asian Tigers,’ she was also considering the economic boom gathering
pace in China.86 Hu also wrote of the ozone hole, an issue that attracted global attention
in the late 1980s.87 She recounted the global efforts to counter the deterioration of the
ozone layer and how Taiwan’s contribution could be regarded. Hu’s chapter on World
Earth Day also draws on the global efforts to bring attention to solving environmental
problems, while at the same time focusing on local degradation.88 She wrote of how the
pollution of a stream in Kaohsiung had severe problems for the 100,000 people who
relied on it for water.
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Hu’s chapter on ecofeminism outlined her views on humanity’s need to change
in the urgent context of impending environmental catastrophe. 89 The chapter is a
discussion between Hu and Lin Junyi

, a professor of zoology. Beginning with

Lin’s view that environmental degradation is a product of the patriarchy, in that men
exploit the environment in the way that they exploit women, their conversation covered
broad territory. Hu expressed her admiration for how San Mao

was able to inspire

readers in Taiwan and China to rebel. Here Hu suggested that her own rebellious nature
arose from the criticism she received from her mother. Rather than being rebellious for
the sake of it, Hu feels that she rebelled because she “has the courage to pursue the
truth.”90 Her personal problems and her solutions to these were driving her to facilitate
others to engender widespread social change.
Hu made little reference to Krishnamurti in Ancient Future. This is surprising as
it was written not long after her time in New York when she claimed to have discovered
his books in the Theosophy bookstore and she had already mentioned him in her
discussion with Meng. Hu wrote favourably and briefly of Krishnamurti, claiming that,
like Zen, his teachings eradicate dualistic thinking.91 This is one of her earliest instances
of equating him with Buddhism, something that the staunchly secular Krishnamurti did
not lay claim to. Yet, instead of promoting Krishnamurti, Hu devoted a chapter of
Ancient Future to Marilyn Ferguson’s Aquarian Conspiracy, describing it as the most
representative New Age book.92
Ancient Future concludes with a list of other books in the New Age Series that
interested readers can purchase. In addition to the aforementioned translation of Ken
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Keyes Jr. and Wang’s translations of Sanaya Roman and Pat Rodegast, there were
works by Og Mandino, Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh and Swami Muktananda.
Writing the New Age as religion
Throughout Ancient Future Hu referred to various religious and philosophical
concepts as she sought to explain the idea of New Age. She wrote that the New Age’s:
…inner essence is just like this book’s title—Ancient Future—combining history’s
most archaic wisdom and the most advanced forms of science, medicine and literature.
In the future this spiritual practice will be implemented into our daily lives and we will
no longer be controlled by organisations and religious groups.93

Here Hu grounded her New Age in the polarities of a vaguely-defined archaic past and
the hi-tech present of the late 1980s. She felt that humanity was entering a new era. For
her, the “spiritual practice” of the New Age was a profoundly individual practice that
was beyond the authority exercised by organised religions. Hu contrasted the role of art
(her previous career) with that of religion (her newly adopted career): art has the duty of
reflecting humanity; religion has the responsibility of elevating humanity.94 She also
wrote how the practices associated with New Age religion shared the original intention
of Buddhism – striving for enlightenment.95 In order to do so, Hu argued that one
needed to be familiar with the idea of ‘I am’ and that this was “the most pressing task of
the New Age.”96 Hu directly equated this ‘I’ with God (shangdi

), affirming that all

humans possess perfect divinity and that all living creatures are equal.97 To clarify for
her readers how the New Age could emancipate them, she later wrote, “In the hearts’ of
93
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New Agers ‘Freedom’ does not mean just doing whatever you want; it is what religion
terms ‘uncovering enlightenment.’”98
An important dimension of Hu’s articulation of New Age religion was how it
empowered women. Hu viewed the world (and the human soul) as fundamentally
informed by the interplay between the twin modalities of yin

and yang

, and that

violent instances of excessive yang (such as the June 1989 massacre in Beijing) could
be tempered by the innate yin qualities of females. Asserting that because of their
greater sensitivity, intuition and emotional richness, women were more evolved than
men (who did not lack these qualities, they were just yet to fully develop them) and
therefore integral in ushering in the Aquarian Age (which itself was underpinned by the
unity of yin and yang). Women needed to assert themselves so that they were on the
same platform as men, as only once this happened could humanity’s problems be
solved.99 Hu also saw the demands of feminism as essential to the New Age and that the
inherent mutuality of male and female as a manifestation of yin and yang. Rather than a
woman struggling against her subservient position, as Hu wrote, Wang later suggested
the need for a harmonious “win-win” situation.100 Religious discrimination, such as the
inability of women to enter certain Christian priesthoods or attain Buddhahood (at least
until they had first been reborn as a man), was something Hu opposed. Given the
“tendency within New Age spirituality to accord women a higher status than is the norm
in most mainstream traditions”101 and that two of her strongest influences at this time
were Shirley MacLaine and Marilyn Ferguson, Hu’s placing of feminism near the centre
98
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of her New Age is not surprising. After 1987 feminism became more established in
Taiwanese society, and was no longer visible merely as a political tool of the KMT.102
Important to note in this regard “there were certain incipient developments in the early
1980s that contributed to the emergence of non-governmental organisations after
1987.”103 Hu’s promotion of the New Age as a feminist tool of empowerment is
significant in this climate of growing awareness of, and political engagement with,
women’s rights. For instance, she wrote that women had certain traits that made them
more emotionally sensitive and they represented the strongest force for social reform.104
She would address this topic in the coming years.
Hu retreats again
In November 1990, Hu embarked on a 10 month retreat at the suggestion of
Gyatrul Rinpoche (1924-), an exiled Tibetan Buddhist teacher she first encountered in
Hong Kong in 1984 and with whom she had met a number of times since. Crossing
paths in San Francisco, Gyatrul Rinpoche apparently recognised fatigue in Hu and
suggested that she go on retreat. During those 10 months at her place on Siwei Rd in the
central Da’an district, she translated and engaged in self-cultivation practices. One of
her discoveries during this retreat was that Krishnamurti, along with Nan Huai-chin,
spoke of chan (zen). 105 This suggests her increasing predilection for framing her
spiritual knowledge in terms of Buddhism.
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In this retreat Hu was accompanied by an assistant, a nurse named Cuiying
.106 In the first month she settled on the pattern of a silent retreat, mixing her day with
meditation, reading, translation and walking in the hills of Maokong, in Taipei’s south.
Over these months Hu translated Krishnamurti’s Explorations into Insight (published
April 1991) and decided to translate The Ending of Time (published August 1991), a
conversation between Krishnamurti and the physicist David Bohm.107 In translating
Explorations and editing her manuscript, Hu claimed to have “understood the distinct
flavour of liberation.”108 The sheer volume of Krishnamurti’s text that Hu translated
seemed to have caused her to experience physical change. By January 1997, she
claimed to have translated more than 5 million characters of Krishnamurti’s work, and
this had “seemingly transformed the blood inside my body.”109 A 2001 magazine profile
of Hu emphasised her proficiency and suitability as a translator, given the breadth of her
reading and her extensive spiritual practice. Hu would carefully examine translated
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The work of translating and living in close proximity to another person prompted Hu
to have some vivid dreams. She recalled:

107

In the first dream Krishnamurti was wearing a white robe and held my hand as we
walked up a mountain. His face had the appearance of the photo taken when he was 50.
Our relationship was like that of an experienced person leading someone who was still
learning, together walking uphill. Nearing the summit, a crossroad with a grove of
shrubs appeared on the left. Behind the grove was a group of women whispering. I
could hear their voices but not see any sign of human presence. Krishnamurti signalled
for me to face the crossroad then without looking back walked to the summit and in an
instant disappeared. In the second dream, Krishanmurti, Pupul [Jayakar, Krishnamurti’s
biographer] and I were sitting in a living room, the three of us seriously discussing
questions arising from some teachings. I can’t remember the other details clearly but the
general appearance is very clear. At that time there was only one other person in the
room - Cuiying. Her thoughts seemingly were in my palms. I wrote her an eight-page
letter analysing her psychological state to help her conquer the trouble and fear in her
heart. After reading the letter she had tears running down her face. After this my
defence mechanisms lightened considerably. (Hu, Death and the Maiden, 247).
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manuscripts so as to preserve the essence of the original author and provide the reader
with the most appropriate path for spiritual practice, suggesting a similar approach to
that of Wang.110
After Ancient Future, Wang and Hu produced a number of articles and chapters
where they further articulated their vision of the New Age. These are worth noting for
how they either consolidated the ideas that Wang introduced in the New Age Series
preface and Hu did in Ancient Future, and other ideas that had begun to influence them.
From what I could find, Wang’s writing was mainly confined to prefaces in the New
Age Series but Hu published further afield. Both women published essays in the
magazine Qianneng jikan

[Hidden Potential Quarterly].

Wang as relaxed, free and joyous
Wang’s first translation specifically for the New Age Series was Sanaya
Roman’s Living with Joy: Keys to Personal Power & Spiritual Transformation,
published in November 1989. 111 Over a decade later and reflecting on her initial
feelings on reading it in English in the summer of the year that she and her friends
decided to introduce the “New Age Movement” to Taiwan (1988, most likely), Wang
wrote how “in my chest I felt a warm current surging, and could honestly feel an
emotion that was relaxed, free and joyous.”112 Based on this feeling, Wang intuitively
decided to translate Living with Joy for the New Age Series. Of importance here is how
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Wang experienced the benefits of Roman’s book: it was not through meditation or
prayer but simply through the act of reading.
Wang gave one of her most intimate explications of the transformative nature of
translating New Age texts in her translator’s preface to Pat Rodegast’s Emmanuel’s
Book. First published in November 1989, the same time as Living with Joy, it was in its
fifth printing in April 2011. In this later edition, in addition to Wang’s general
introduction to the New Age, was her translator’s preface. Admitting that translation
can be a thankless task, Wang continued:
To be honest, it is a job permeating with love. During the process of translation I
repeatedly sensed the love that Emmanuel transmits to us and was endlessly and
elatedly grateful. I felt I was called to put down arms. No, I should say I was completely
convinced to surrender and unable to resist opening my heart, letting all the love flow in
and no longer mistakenly believe that I was unworthy. In life I also experienced a
change. Joyously and to the best of my ability, I brought that comfortable feeling in and
no longer persisted in being over-critical of myself and of others. Furthermore, other
people gave me complete concern and love. I quietly cherished this heart of gratitude
and accepted it without question. I discovered I am truly rich, truly blessed. At the same
time I also gave out this love, unafraid and unbothered. Love is the only thing that
grows the more you give.
Because nearly every word was exquisitely phrased, when translating this book
a resonance arose in my heart of hearts. Unable to stop this feeling, I considered it
carefully. When he spoke of peoples’ loneliness and fear and how when in their hearts
they thirst for ‘unity,’ I could not help but close the book and cry. Stimulating
compassion; tears of joy. I finally confirmed that the deep ‘homesickness’ I had felt
since my youth could be traced to a source. It was not to do with my native place [in
China] or an earthly ‘homesickness.’ Instead it was a faint ache in my heart that I had
no idea where it had come from. Furthermore, regarding the pain of one’s bitterest
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sorrows and all the body and mind pain of longing for love and unity, it all arises from
the body’s condition of separation and estrangement.

113

In translating Emmanuel’s Book, Wang experienced a personal transformation that
might not have been possible had she merely read it. Through the thoroughgoing detail
required to produce a Chinese version, Wang opened herself up to the book’s message.
In doing so, the emotional shifts and breakthroughs she experienced seem revelatory,
but also closely grounded in her own personal experience, especially her long-held
emotional frailty and sense of dislocation (which may also have indicated the
disconnection felt by some waishengren in Taiwan or Taiwanese living in the USA).

Wang on Seth as a religion
In her Seth translations, Wang shaped Seth’s teachings as a credible religious
alternative while avoiding the perceived restrictions of organised religion. She did this
through a series of analogies and in carefully selecting Chinese terms to translate the
original English.114 Buddhism served the purpose of being the most convenient religious
system from which she could orient New Age religion for her readers, and one that she
seemed very sympathetic with. In the 1994 New Age Series reprint of her translation of
The Seth Material, Wang endorsed Seth by writing “Some people call Seth a modern
Buddhist classic… a Bible for troubled times.”115 Here Wang, or at least the anonymous
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“people” that she quoted, located the Seth teachings within the volumes of Buddhist
scriptures, many of which had long been available in Chinese. In regarding the Seth
teachings as a “Bible,” Wang both drew upon the authoritative Catholic text of her
youth and imbued Seth with theological clout. This placed Seth’s messages, as
translated by Wang, at the centre of the New Age in Taiwan. Given Hu’s earlier
endorsement of Seth, it is difficult to place any other teacher or entity as more integral
in Taiwan during the early years of the New Age Series. Wang would later elaborate on
the Buddhist nature of Seth in New Perfect Wisdom (1997), which will be discussed in
Chapter 7.

Other publications that helped define Taiwan’s New Age
in the early to mid-1990s
Having established the New Age Series, Wang and Hu published a number of
essays that further articulated their understanding of the New Age.

Spiritual Revolution
Published by Eurasian (the owners of The Fine Press, the publishers of the New
Age Series) in January 1991, Xinling geming

[Spiritual Revolution] was based

on a series of lectures and contained two essays by Hu where she outlined her views on
the New Age. In addition to Hu and Tsao Yu-fang, the other authors were Lin Qingxuan
(1953- ), Meng Dongli (both of who would reappear in 1997’s Perfect Wisdom), Ceng
Zhaoxu

and the poet (and Hu’s friend) Jiang Xun

. Expanding New Age

thought into a non-New Age series appears as an attempt for Eurasian and the Fine
Press to cross-promote its new product. In Tsao Yu-fang’s preface she emphasised Hu’s
credentials in this new and relatively unknown field of ideas, introducing her as “the

translated by C.C. Wang, (Taipei: Fine Press, 2008), 3. The title of Wang’s preface is a
line from Confucius’ Analects, trans. James Legge, http://ctext.org/analects/li-ren,
accessed 28 July 2015.
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first domestic leader of the New Age.”116 She also shared her own view of the New Age,
emphasising how it was now established in the USA, before offering a model that
emphasised “Eastern” and “Chinese” influences:
Looking at the main spirit of the New Age movement, we see that it is opening up the
self’s latent ability, it is discovering the higher self. It is that individual daily life and
transcending worldly realms are combined together. And it is rejecting all external
authority and seeking intrinsic leadership, so as to experience genuine learning in the
soul and spirit.
The New Age Movement transcends religion and is without doctrine and
organisations. It is also more in accordance with the modern mind and spirit.
It synthesises ideas both ancient and modern, Chinese and foreign, East and West. It
emphasises the unity between world religions and culture and rebalances the
relationship between people and nature.
At the core of “New Agers” is the search for the lost spirit of the twentieth
century and spiritual contentment. Apart from self-development, they help others.
Improving interpersonal relationships and enhancing family emotions are important in
life. Moreover, safeguarding health, paying attention to developments in nutrition
and renouncing war and weapons, opposing nuclear technology and emphasising
environmental protection are essential. So much so that even business management has
now adopted such new ideas. In short, from the body to the mind and spirit, a whole
new field of vision has opened up.117

In calling attention to the issues of late twentieth century Taiwan, Tsao’s definition
supports Chen Shu-chuan’s finding that:
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[Spiritual Revolution] (Taipei:

…there are many similarities between Taiwanese and Western forms of the New
Age … [and] the relatively distinctive features of the NAM in Taiwan are its partial
compatibility and continuity with traditional forms of spirituality and religions, its
positivistic approach to life, and its emphasis on transformation of the self and
society.118

Economic development in Taiwan had proceeded at the perceived expense of the
environment, with military and diplomatic tensions with China continuing. In
referencing the twentieth century as a time of loss, Tsao’s readers could identify this as
their own century, where the early part was a period of revolution and war in China and
Japanese colonisation in Taiwan, before the ensuing decades of diplomatic uncertainty
and restricted liberty under martial law. Hu’s chapters contained a more nuanced
rendering of the New Age.
Hu’s section in Spiritual Revolution began with a glamorous photo and a blurb
emphasising her cinematic and literary credentials, and her current roles as an
environmentalist and promoter of the “New Age Movement.” In her first chapter, ‘From
Gorbachev to an Idealistic World View: A Macroscopic View of the New Age
Enlightenment,’ Hu considered the “paradigm shift” of New Age thought underway in
places such as the USSR. She began this chapter with a definition of the New Age from
Encyclopædia Britannica, suggesting that the various changes over the past 30 years in
Europe and America were evidence of this shift.119 She shifted her focus to Taiwan,
where too many intellectuals held on to the pragmatism of the May Fourth
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Generation.120 Unlike them, Hu believed that “all living creatures are one,” using the
example of Gary Zukav’s The Dancing Wu-Li Masters (1979) to propose how modern
science and Buddhism actually share the same understanding of reality. The title was
drawn from Hu’s reading of Fritjof Capra, who suggested that the fall of Communism
in the USSR was a “paradigm shift” of the sort heralded by Marilyn Ferguson in The
Aquarian Conspiracy.121 In her second chapter Hu continued to elaborate on the recent
New Age books she had read.
Hu’s second chapter ‘Modern Day Saints Discuss Spiritual Revolution: A
Microscopic View of the New Age Enlightenment’ is the first instance of her enthusing
about Krishnamurti in great detail.122 Having purchased more than 30 of Krishnamurti’s
books while in the USA, she was emboldened to describe him as “a saint (shengren
)” and an “awakened one (juezhe

)” who was responsible for the New Age in

Europe and America.123 Orienting Krishnamurti as central to the New Age in the West
puts Hu at odds with existing New Age historiography, where he is generally regarded
as a feature of Annie Besant’s Theosophical Society or one of the many exponents of
Eastern mysticism that later became popular in the West, but not a New Age figure.
120

A major event in twentieth century China and named after the student protests in
Beijing on 4 May 1919 (following the loss of Chinese territory in the Treaty of
Versailles), the May Fourth Movement comprised intellectuals who, out of fear for the
future of China, began to
study every kind of political and organizational theory, examine the nature of their own
social fabric, debate the values of new forms of education and language, and explore the
possibilities for progress that seemed to lie at the heart of Western science.
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Through the platform afforded her by the Eurasian and the Fine Press, Hu had begun to
create Krishnamurti as a pillar of the New Age in Taiwan.

The Aquarian Conspiracy
Hu’s next important New Age article was her preface to Liao Shide’s
translation of Marilyn Ferguson’s The Aquarian Conspiracy (1993). She discussed this
book in Ancient Future and initially planned to translate it but ultimately offered the job
to Liao, allegedly because he “wanted to translate a more challenging and representative
book.”124 The Aquarian Conspiracy is dense, with over 450 pages heavy with stories,
anecdotes and theories about the period of social and scientific change being ushered in
to the USA. Given that it is based on events and approaches of the 1960s and 1970s,
and even though it is closely associated with the New Age, The Aquarian Conspiracy
“must be regarded as an important statement about a particular historical phase of the
New Age movement, not as a comprehensive guide to understanding the complete
movement.”125 Although claiming an unfamiliarity with astrology, Ferguson said she:
was drawn to the title of the symbolic power of the pervasive dream in our popular
culture: that after a dark, violent age, the Piscean, we are entering a millennium of love
and light – in the words of the popular song, The Age of Aquarius, the time of ‘the
mind’s true liberation’.
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Ferguson’s extensive research was persuasive enough for Hu to declare:
This is the must-read ‘New Age Handbook’ for people who study consciousness change
from any rational or scientific point of view. Marilyn Ferguson’s spiritual research is
exactly the type of awakening Taiwan needs. This spirit is able to help us destroy
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common superstitions, the worship of authority, dogmatism, the burden of tradition and
all types of distorted ideas. In becoming a New Age person, we must undergo this
baptism of reason. Only then can we bring about the benevolence and humanistic ethics
of lucidity.
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Ferguson wrote of a paradigm change—resulting from the cumulative transformation in
consciousness of many individuals—that would be the next step in human evolution.
The collective nature of this transformation led Hanegraaff to consider The Aquarian
Conspiracy as the work most representative of the New Age movement after 1975.128
Liao’s translation was the 24th book in the New Age Series, and just as that series had
begun to establish itself, so too did other publishers begin to recognise the burgeoning
interest in Taiwan for New Age religion and alternative, individual practice-led and
text-based spiritual ideologies and practices.

Hidden Potential Quarterly
In addition to the New Age Series and other Fine Press publications, Wang and
Hu also wrote magazine articles. Both women featured in two “classic editions” of
Qianneng jikan

[Hidden Potential Quarterly, HPQ] in 1994.129 With over 20

pages in a section titled “New Age Movement,” and other sections called “Qianneng
changji

[Hidden Potential Log]” and “Xinling hangcheng

[Spiritual

Voyage],” the magazine was directly appealing to a readership similar to that of the
New Age Series. In addition to being an advisor to the publishers, Hu was ubiquitous in
the magazine, appearing in articles and advertisements.
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From the front cover, where her article “Neixin de yiyu

[The Alien

Land in Your Heart]” was listed, Hu appeared throughout the January 1994 HPQ. One
interesting example is an advertisement for the radio program she co-hosted with Xu
Yiming

and Liu Qiufeng

: Xinshidai de xunxi

[New Age

News] Broadcast for half an hour every Saturday at 9:30am on the Broadcasting
Corporation of China (AM1062), the program was advertised with a poem:
Just like the flow of the endless stream of life,
converges
The experience of New Age spirit and life studies,
Woven into a unique and pure net of energy,
Every encounter integrates the thorough understanding of the truth of the natural world,
Hoping to work in concert with friends in the air above

130

The poem’s lyrical imagery conjures an image of mutual growth in not only matters
New Age but also “life studies,” a prosaic term that is perhaps more easily grasped than
“New Age.” I am unsure for how long this radio program was produced.
In addition to New Age News, Hu and Liu Qiufeng advertised a set of video
cassettes they had recorded called Siwang wu ju

[Death Without Fear]. Also

published by HPQ, this set was marketed using Hu’s image and her reputation as an
authority on the New Age. Covering topics such as religious materialism, relationships
between the two sexes, reincarnation and the desire realm, and loneliness, Hu was
pitched as an expert who “shares her post-practice intuitive perceptions on religion and
spiritual practices and, possessing a clear and incisive analysis, investigates the essence
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of life and spiritual emotions.”131 The centre of HPQ included advertisements for a
series of workshops, some convened by HPQ figures such as Hu and Liu, and others by
foreigners such as Tony Key, who was lecturing on Gestalt Therapy.132 The cassettes
featured in Hu’s column of that issue.
Hu began “The Alien Land in Your Heart” by introducing a friend of hers who
she had been counselling. Worldly-wise, sweet tempered, soft of speech and kind
hearted, her friend had studied with Tibetan Lamas and “If you were not careful you
would conclude: a complete woman.”133 This friend, possibly hypothetical, can be read
as Hu’s target market. She is of a pleasing disposition and works hard, yet despite her
efforts practicing in religious systems, she remains unfulfilled. Importantly, she has a
connection with Hu. Her friend had listened to the videotapes but was still perplexed.
Hu took this opportunity to explain the purpose of the tapes: the focal point was not the
two hosts, it was “exploring the truth of psychological activity” and through the shared
experiences of the hosts to “specify the insights of New Age prophets and progressively
point out traditional ways of spiritual practice and questions of ideology.” 134 This
explanation indicates a possible tension arising from Hu’s growing status as a spiritual
figure. While her celebrity seemed to attract readers and, now with the videotapes,
attract viewers, she still had to emphasise the importance of her experience over her
personality. To separate the two is difficult given how closely, and over a long time, Hu
had articulated her spiritual development (through the platform available to her as a
celebrity) as a successful, sophisticated and spiritually-seeking woman.
131
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This article included an important section on how Hu pitched her New Age.
Building on the example of her friend, she explicitly addressed the difficulty faced by
females seeking spiritual satisfaction in Taiwan. Hu wrote:
The awakening of female nature is the awakening of human nature. We also need to
soberly examine how female nature has become accustomed to a patriarchal society,
how much real self has vanished and how much spontaneity and uprightness has been
repressed.135

Here Hu reinforced the negative influence of patriarchy on the human condition.
However, in linking female awakening to the awakening of human nature, she
empowered her readers to recognise the broader, society-wide, benefits to their spiritual
practice. This idea also appeared in Wang’s column.
In “Is Doomsday Imminent?” Wang reiterated the New Age trope that individual
change generates group evolution and reemphasised individual agency in choosing
one’s fate.136 Importantly, she did this to deal with many of the misconceptions arising
around the New Age Movement. These include whether it was a religion, what
connection it had with Western astrology and its suitability for common people (that is,
not just intellectuals).137 Rather than indicate the imminent twenty-first century, Wang
clarified the New Age as indicating “a new age that possessed new spirit, new concepts
and a new field of vision” and that it was not a NRM intent on attacking society.138 She
repeated this defence in the next edition of HPQ, writing that Seth was not about
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creating a new religion or sect: he opposed authority, systems and doctrines.139 In
Chapter 7 I discuss how in light of NRM controversies in Taiwan in 1997, both Wang
and Hu would further articulate their difference to these publicly vilified groups.
An expanding market
Following in the burgeoning success of the New Age Series, and in addition to
HPQ, a number of other publishers recognised the growing market for New Age
translations. New Agers in Taiwan were suddenly able to access a broad range of
translations from Europe, America and Japan, in addition to works by local authors. The
Yuan-Liou Publishing Company (Yuanliu
xinling

) launched its New Spirituality (Xin

) series in November 1995 (subtitled in English “A New Vision of Mind

& Spirit”) with a translation of James Redfield’s novel The Celestine Prophecy
(1993).140 The publisher Wang Rongwen

appeared to share similar goals to the

publishers of the New Age Series and noted in his preface to The Celestine Prophecy:
Becoming a reader for a moment, it is possible that you are a science hobbyist and it is
also possible that you refuse religious doctrine. But you are by no means antagonistic to
your spiritual concerns and do yearn for wisdom. We have published this series on the
basis of our regard for humanity’s capacity as the wisest of all creatures. Letting us
value, letting us understand how to properly develop our high level spiritual ability and
letting all living things bring about humanity’s wisdom and glory. Please accept our
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invitation to investigate this multi-variant, transforming and boundless spiritual
141

universe with one another.

Wang Rongwen’s target audience was intelligent and spiritually adventurous, but not
beholden to religious authority. He did not mention ‘New Age’ in his preface but clearly
refers to the same phenomena, especially given The Celestine Prophecy’s status as a
New Age book.142 As such, his preface emphasised the shared nature of New Age
practice and the rich opportunities it offers. Given that reading a book is generally an
individual practice, such a claim is worthy of note. Wang Rongwen implied that
through reading The Celestine Prophecy or other books in the New Spirituality series
that readers would join a community of likeminded individuals. In reading group
settings, such as that which C.C. Wang established for Seth enthusiasts, this takes a
physical manifestation. However, more important is the implied notion of a community;
while physically isolated, a reader of the book maintains a spiritual bond with fellow
readers. The Fine Press and Yuan-Liou were not the only publishers to reach out to
Taiwan’s New Agers and potential New Agers, with a number of books published and
series launched around that time.143 The Making Life Buddhist New Age Centre
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For instance, in 1994 The Yih Chyun Book Store
started
published a series of translations from Japanese as part of its Spiritual Dew Collection
, such as the famous actor Tetsurō Tamba’s
The Truth about Life in
the Spiritual World
an account of his theories on the afterlife. In May
1995 Lin Yu Cultural Enterprise Co., Ltd.
published Yoga:
Qigong and Meditation
, an introductory book for “Chinese people”
that considered the relationship between yoga and qigong. Along similar lines, Crystals
and Precious Stones in This World
(1995) examined the relationship
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(simplified as

or Making Life Buddhist) encapsulates how central

books are to New Age religion in Taiwan. A workshop venue, it is best known as a
bookstore crammed full of titles. Searching through the stacks can be akin to a modest
archaeological excavation, with strata of books seemingly deposited since the centre’s
opening in 1984. Opposite the monolithic brick-clad Taipower Building and a short
walk from National Taiwan University, Making Life Buddhist is on the 6th floor of a
grubbily inconspicuous downtown Taipei apartment building.
While a visitor might immediately be struck by the seeming chaos of Making
Life Buddhist, there is an order to the way books are arranged which reflects the
diversity and character of New Age religion in Taiwan. On entering, new releases are
stacked to the left. Turn right and you will walk past several metres of shelves lined
with Buddhist books. The range is eclectic, including classics, works by Taiwan’s
contemporary Buddhist masters and many relating to Tibetan Buddhism. Moving on,
the visitor will pass by shelves devoted to local publishers such as The Fine Press and
Psygarden

, as well as shelves sorted by topic, devoted to subjects such as

aliens and UFOs, Seth and A Course in Miracles. There appears no obvious
consideration of a theological discrepancy. Beyond this extensive array of books,
Making Life Buddhist also sells incense, Aura Soma oils, tarot cards, crystals, Buddhist
thangkas, New Age music (including many Asian artists distributed by Taiwan’s Wind
Music

) and pyramids, and also has a small teaching space.144 Soothing music is

between crystals and qigong. The New Rain Publishing Company
launched
its Spiritual Healing Series
in July 1995 with a translation of Dr Vernon
Coleman’s Mind Power (1986). In 1998 Witch Yanshi
published New Age
Divination
, a guide to the use of the Nordic divination system of runes.
144
Seminars advertised on their website for early 2012 include tarot card reading, the
‘touch drawing’ of Deborah Koff-Chapin and the teachings of Osho, the former
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh.
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piped through the audio system, the co-owner A-Ben offers all customers a cup of tea
and purchases are accompanied with a gift of rice crackers.
Cramped yet comfortable, Making Life Buddhist is a place where local New
Agers can buy nearly whatever they want. In the post-script to the translation of K. Sri
Dhammananda’s How to live without fear and worry (undated), a customer reflected
how as a novice reader of Wang’s Seth translations, she not only was able to find
further books here, but was actually given Wang’s phone number so as to join her
reading group.145 In contemporary Taipei, even with digital media and online shopping
well established, Making Life Buddhist remains a popular and influential means of
circulating New Age ideas and culture.

Krishnamurti: A (Buddhist) New Age Guide
Of all her efforts promoting New Age religion in Taiwan, Hu’s greatest devotion
and enthusiasm was for Krishnamurti. As discussed earlier, Hu first encountered the
teachings of Krishnamurti while in New York in the summer of 1988. The first two
Krishnamurti translations in the New Age Series, Think on These Things and Freedom
from the Known, were published in June and July 1990, respectively, although neither
were translated by Hu.146
In Revolution of the Spirit (1991), Hu wrote a short essay introducing
Krishnamurti. In it she claimed that Krishnamurti caused the New Age in Europe and
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Xing Ya, “Good people, good place”, post-script to Ruhe wurao wuju guo shenghuo
[How to live without fear and worry], by K. Sri Dhammananda
(Taipei: Making Life Buddhist, date unknown). This was part of Making Life Buddhist’
attempt at publishing translations. Xing’s post-script is dated October 1999.
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Jo-shui
translated Freedom from the Known (Cong yizhi zhong jietuo
) and a number of New Age and related books in the 1980s and 1990s, including work
by Ken Wilber and Og Mandino. A former newspaper journalist, Ye Wenke
(1952-) translated Think on These Things (Rensheng zhong bukebu xiang de shi
lit. The Things in Human Life You Cannot But Think About) and went on to
translate books about Tibetan Buddhism, including the work of the Dalai Lama and
Cave in the Snow about Tenzin Palmo, a Western Buddhist nun on retreat.
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America and shared how she had recently purchased 30 of Krishnamurti’s books while
in the USA.147 She wrote how his meditation techniques accorded with Buddhism’s
prajña and the focus on penetration found in chan.148 Having introduced Krishnamurti
and his role in the New Age (as she understood it), Hu wrote how Taiwanese society
was experiencing a range of problems (in politics, religion, gender and between
generations) and that the individual and internal spiritual revolution of the New Age
was necessary.149 Quickly re-orienting her post-Ancient Future New Age to be focused
around Krishnamurti, her first Krishnamurti translation was published just three months
later in April 1991, the result of her 10 month retreat.
A year earlier in Ancient Future Hu devoted relatively scant space to
Krishnamurti, given his supposed transformative effect on her in New York, only
describing him as “my favourite Indian sage” and, in an indication of her future
translating ideology, “His teachings completely use chan to destroy dualistic thinking
and bring people into the realm of no-self.”150 As Krishnamurti’s prominence grew, Hu
increasingly translated his teachings to appear them appear Buddhist in nature.
Despite Krishnamurti’s avowed secularism, in her translations and explanatory
articles Hu represented his teachings with Buddhist language and imagery. This
tendency was most evident in her 1991 translation of Exploration into Insight (1979,
hereafter Exploration). In Exploration Krishnamurti and a series of interlocutors
discussed topics such as self knowledge, kundalini and aspects of science.151
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In the preface to her translation, Hu praised Krishnamurti for his unrivalled
ability to express profound ideas in clear language and wrote that his later teachings, in
which Exploration belongs, vividly displayed the essence of chan, despite the term not
appearing in his original text. She wrote:
Before 1978 he was completely concerned with changing the universe. At this time his
teachings were already out-and-out chan. Genuine chan is not just keywords, gong’ans
[ko’ans] or facing the wall in meditation, it includes the ‘two entrances to
enlightenment’ and ‘four practices.’ It also must include understanding the teachings of
both Hinyana and Mahayana Buddhism. Only then are you in the realm of
unconditioned silence. Only this type of ‘entry by principle’ has the essence of chan.
Krishnamurti's ‘chan’ can be said to have already have given complete and uninhibited
free-reign to this type of spirit.152

Hu adopted an explicitly Buddhist tone for Exploration as she wanted her translation to
appeal to Taiwan’s Buddhists. It was reprinted twice within 12 months and later
published in simplified Chinese characters for readers in China. In her biography she
claimed that, as of 1999, it remained the Fine Press’ largest selling Krishnamurti
translation.153
Despite her public affiliation with Krishnamurti, Hu was not the main translator
of his work. The Fine Press employed several translators for this task, the most prolific
being Liao Shide (seven translations) and Luo Ruoping

(six translations).

Compared with Hu, Liao was less starry-eyed in his assessment of Krishnamurti’s merit,
but still endorsed his teachings and suspected him as being similar to the original

Choiceless Awareness, Creative Emptiness and Ultimate Freedom” in Diogenes 32:126
(1984): 93.
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Buddha. Using Buddhism as a comparison, he felt that Krishnamurti’s approach was
more effective in “directly pointing to people’s minds” than conventional chan.154
Against this lionising of Krishnamurti’s Buddhist qualities, his status as a New
Age figure was both obvious, and understated. Obvious in that he was appearing
regularly in the Fine Press’ New Age Series, books that were systematically
promulgating the editors’ conception of a New Age in Taiwan. Understated in that
compared to her exaltations of him as a great Buddhist master, Hu made relatively few
statements directly linking him to the New Age after her chapter in Spiritual Revolution.
In her translation of The Second Penguin Reader (translated into Chinese as The Human
Imperative), published in April 1992 (and reprinted one month later), Hu wrote:
For me personally, through the process of visiting teachers and the 53 masters, I already
clearly know that Krishnamurti definitely deserves to be called a ‘New Age’ guide,
even though he only admits to be the friend of everybody.155

Hu’s depiction of Krishnamurti as a Buddhist figure remains striking. Doing so was in
contrast to both Krishnamurti’s personal religious history and how he represented
himself and his teachings. Therefore any discussion of the history of New Age religion
in Taiwan, regardless of the presence of Hu, should include analysis of how
Krishnamurti was represented. Of the first 101 books in the New Age Series, 23 were
Krishnamurti translations and one was the translation of Pupul Jayakar’s 1986
hagiography. Along with Seth, Krishnamurti was one of the two foundational figures
upon which the Fine Press established the New Age Series.
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Liao Shide, ‘Translator’s preface’ in Jiddu Krishnamurti, Xinling ziyou zhi lu
[Flight of the Eagle, Lit. The Path of Spiritual Freedom] trans. Liao Shide
(Taipei: The Fine Press, 1994), 2.
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[The Second Penguin Reader, Lit. Humanity’s Most Pressing Task], trans.
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Krishnamurti was simultaneously portrayed by Hu and the Fine Press as both a
New Age figure and a Buddhist figure. This is despite the fact that Krishnamurti, who
passed away in 1986 three years before the New Age series started, did not identify as
either of these, and in his post-Theosophical Society life “dismissed any attempts to
compare his teachings with those of the Buddha and Buddhism.”156 He looked beyond
the religious and secular to the importance of “self-knowledge”, saying:
No system, religious or secular, can bring happiness, peace, and order out of this
conflict and confusion and misery, for you have created it, you and I have created it
through our envy, ill will, and stupidity. In self-knowledge alone is there hope for man
and not in any system or leader.157

Beyond his contempt for systems and leaders, Krishnamurti also had strong opinions on
the idea of a God. When asked if God exists, he answered:
We have invented God. Thought has invented God, that is we, out of misery, despair,
loneliness, anxiety, have invented that thing called God. God has not made us in his
image – I wish he had. Personally I have no belief in anything… If you are free from
fear, from sorrow, there is no need for a god.158

Of course during his life Krishnamurti could be identified differently: a Brahmin (by
birth), the future Maitreya (by the Theosophical Society), an Indian (by nationality), a
philosopher (by profession) and so on. For the Fine Press he was something of a tabula
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rasa, having only had one translation published in Taiwan (in 1976) so they were able
to recreate him as a figure attractive to a potential audience in Taiwan. He was
presented as a means through which Taiwan’s Buddhists could enter the New Age: not
only could one be both Buddhist and New Age, but in the New Age and free from the
repressive structures found in conventional Buddhism one could obtain even more,
developing new understandings of chan. Perhaps the most striking and succinct
example of this confluence was a pamphlet inserted in the seven Krishnamurti
translations published in November 1996 (see Figure 7).
The pamphlet advertised Krishnamurti and his translated works. Beyond the
photo of Krishnamurti’s lengthy comb-over wafting in a gust of wind, the pamphlet is
notable for several features. It reads:
New Age
Krishnamurti
1 billion people around the world have been touched
by his prajñā
J. Krishnamurti 159

While zhihui

is commonly translated as wisdom, here it is best translated as prajñā,

given the preference of Hu and the Fine Press to depict Krishnamurti as a Buddhist.
Prajñā implies a discriminating perception and “is the faculty which apprehends the
truth of Buddhist teachings.”160 Even more striking is the line at the top: New Age. In
this image Krishnamurti is being shown to be explicitly New Age and implicitly
Buddhist, a sign for readers in Taiwan (who were likely familiar with Buddhist
159

“New Age Krishnamurti.” Pamphlet. (Taipei: The Fine Press. c.1996). The last line,
‘J. Krishnamurti’, was written in English.
160
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Press, 2003). 218.
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terminology) to decode. The pamphlet included a brief introduction to Krishnamurti,
two longer endorsements from Hu and Charles Fu (drawn from their contributions to
the soon-to-be-published Perfect Wisdom) and a catalogue of his translations (and
Jayakar’s hagiography) published by the Fine Press.161
The introduction depicted the “natural reality” of Krishnamurti, a selfproclaimed common man, in contrast to the blind worship and sickness of material
society. He was described as an “awakened one” and “a guide” who had been translated
into 47 languages and had influenced spiritual intellectuals around the world.
Krishnamurti’s religious credentials were affirmed:
Buddhists affirm he was a guide of ‘the middle path,’ Hindus believe he is a thoroughly
‘awakened one,’ students of the mind regard him as a genuine ‘chan master’…
However, he is only willing to admit that he is the friend of everyone!162

The last page of the pamphlet divided Krishnamurti’s work into several categories that
readers could engage with depending on the nature of their issues: his background, life
and thought; introduction to his world; dialogues with great masters and the audience;
exploration of human life; and spiritual exploration.
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Figure 7: The Krishnamurti pamphlet inserted with Fine Press Publications in 1996.
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While this was not the first example of the Fine Press depicting Krishnamurti as
a Buddhist, it is among the most accessible, due to its format as a pamphlet distributed
with his books. When looking at the other Fine Press publications, in particular the
prefaces to Krishnamurti books and Hu’s various writings, it becomes clear just how
much he was promoted as both Buddhist and New Age. Sometimes simultaneously, as
just discussed, and sometimes with one category emphasised at the expense of the other.
The main actor in this process was Terry Hu.
This pamphlet concisely shows how early representations of Krishnamurti had
inextricable elements of Buddhism and New Age, some overt and some less so. Along
with some of her Fine Press colleagues, Hu managed to depict Krishnamurti as a figure
of Buddhist authority who was an integral part of the New Age. In doing so, he was
given a new image particular to Taiwan. His teachings were presented as fresh and
revitalising, yet safely Buddhist. In making him a New Age Buddhist, Hu had helped
recreate Krishnamurti in a unique way. While her enthusiasm for describing him as
New Age waned over the years, her early efforts and his eminence in the Fine Press’s
New Age series ensure that he remains an essential element in the history of New Age
religion in Taiwan.
While Hu continued her devotion to Krishnamurti, her last translation of his
work for the New Age Series was published in November 1996.163 In Hu’s essays in
Perfect Wisdom (1997), discussed in the following chapter, a more complete picture of
her understanding of Krishnamurti and how the Fine Press was marketing him became
apparent.
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In June 1993, Chinese Buddhist Monthly

published an article called

“Fojiaotu yan zhong de xinshidai yundong

[The New Age

Movement as seen by Buddhists].” The author interviewed New Age figures such as Hu
and Making Life Buddhist co-owner Zheng Fuchang

to learn about this growing

phenomenon. Both stressed the relevance of the New Age to Taiwan’s Buddhists and
affirmed Krishnamurti’s Buddhist credentials. The author concluded that Buddhists
should remain open to the New Age as it may help more people understand the human
condition and, ultimately, become satisfied Buddhists. 164 Given the popularity of
Buddhism at this time (see the following chapter), the manner in which this article
articulates a mutually beneficial relationship with the New Age shows the growing
extent to which the latter was being contextualized in the former.

Conclusion
As the first non-translation in the New Age Series and first book to explicitly
address the concept of a ‘New Age,’ Ancient Future is integral to the study of New Age
religion in Taiwan. Even more so, it introduces Hu’s understanding of the New Age.
While not serving as an autobiography in the way that her 1999 book Death and the
Maiden does, she revealed enough personal details in Ancient Future for readers to view
it as a guide to personal transformation. When considered in the context of her career
change and New York retreat, this becomes even clearer. Hu did not explicitly prescribe
spiritual exercises for eager readers. Instead, she grounded her own story in the
philosophical and religious ideas that she was exposed to throughout her life. The
unhappy marriage of her parents in conservative post-World War II Taiwan was the
background for her well-documented journey of personal discovery. In reading Ancient
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Future, it is possible to interpret Hu as having reached the end of her spiritual journey
(of course, as we will see, this was not the case). Her enthusiasm for the liberation
granted to her by exploring New Age religion and desire to see others benefit from this
accessible knowledge is palpable. In Ancient Future, Hu depicted herself as not so much
a convert to the New Age, but someone who had found a way of articulating and even
accelerating the type of spiritual exploration that she had long been involved in. In
doing this, she recreated Krishnamurti in a manner that she thought would appeal to
readers in Taiwan. Through reading and then representing his teachings as chan, she
recreated him as a Buddhist. Given Krishnamurti’s prominence in the New Age Series,
which is also discussed in the following chapter, his importance in Taiwan must be
emphasised.
The other books and magazines published in Taiwan at this time indicate a
growing demand for New Age material and the willingness of publishers to profit from
this. Hu’s other writings demonstrate her enthusiasm for a “spiritual revolution,”
suggesting that, despite the freedom available in Taiwan’s burgeoning civil society, she
found post-martial law Taiwan to be in need of reform. As seen in the texts discussed in
the next chapter, Wang and Hu continued to attempt to orient the New Age to be
relevant in a society where Buddhism and various NRMs had become popular.
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Chapter 7: Solidifying the New Age (19962000)
In this chapter I discuss two key publications in the New Age Series, both
published in 1997. The first, Andun shengming de xin zhihui

[The New

Perfect Wisdom of a Peaceful Life, hereafter Perfect Wisdom], is an edited collection of
essays and speeches drawn from a Fine Press promotional event. While notable for
including the opinions of a number of local authors and publishers on the New Age, it is
the repeated emphasis of Krishnamurti’s Buddhist qualities that is most pertinent. The
second, Wang’s Xinnei geming: mairu ai yu guang de xinshidai
[Revolution in the Heart: Stride into the New Age of Light and Love, hereafter
Revolution], is her detailed survey of the global New Age. Having established the way
in which key actors represented the New Age in Taiwan, I explore its religiosity within
the context of religion in late 1990s Taiwan. Finally, I consider Hu’s turn away from the
New Age.

The New Perfect Wisdom of a Peaceful Life

After Ancient Future and eight years of translations, it was not until the 60th

book was published in the New Age Series in January 1997 that another original work
by Taiwan authors was available. Perfect Wisdom has a colourful cover, with the title
and authors’ names brightly contrasted against a blue spectrum background. Most
notable about the cover are two words rendered in cursive English at the bottom: “New
Age.” The short paragraph at the top of the cover entreated readers to discover “six
famous authors who have spread the New Age Movement and offer the most advanced
life wisdom. They allow us to launch the most thorough spiritual revolution.” The blurb
on the back cover implored readers not to miss the opportunity to “awaken to the New
Age” and that “one billion people worldwide are currently opening up to this spiritual
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revolution.” The wisdom shared by the six authors would allow the reader to “complete
the self, while at the same time benefit the world.”1 This was an immediate call to
action by the publishers, inviting readers to participate in a worldwide “spiritual
revolution” with an almost impossibly large number of fellow humans.
The authors included Hu, Wang, Tsao Yu-fang and Meng Xiangsen (appearing
under his pen name, Meng Dongli
Fu Wei-Hsun

), as well as Lin Qingxuan

and Charles

(1933-1996), who passed away before the book was published. Lin

was a high-profile author of popular Buddhist books, many of which were published by
Eurasian Press and the Fine Press. Fu was a professor of philosophy at the Buddhist Fo
Guang University and had previously studied at National Taiwan University, UC
Berkeley, the University of Hawaii and the University of Illinois, and worked at Temple
University for 25 years.2 The material in Perfect Wisdom was drawn from a forum
featuring the six authors (and two others, who included short chapters) in Taiwan on 6
January 1996 called ‘Kanjian xinshidai-changkai ni rensheng de damen
[Looking at the New Age: Open Wide the Gate to Your Life].’3
Importantly, in all the research I have seen on the New Age in Taiwan there are
no references to Perfect Wisdom.4 I suggest this book is integral to understanding
precisely how the New Age was created and marketed in Taiwan at this early stage. As
already mentioned, it was only the second original work to appear in the New Age
Series, therefore offering a rare example of multiple local voices attempting to articulate,
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Lin Qingxuan et al, Andun shengming de xin zhihui
[The New Perfect
Wisdom of a Peaceful Life] (Taipei: Fine Press, 1997), cover.
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“Welcome to the Charles Wei-Hsun Fu Foundation”, accessed 12 March 2014,
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http://catalog.digitalarchives.tw/item/00/5c/1a/e7.html, accessed 18 June 2014.
4
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regarded this book as unimportant.
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not necessarily consistently, what they considered the New Age in Taiwan to be. These
chapters vividly depicted the difficulty in encapsulating just what this was, and how it
could not be easily reduced to an imitation or import of a global (especially American)
set of ideas. Hu was not the only writer in this book to shape Krishnamurti as a
Buddhist figure: Meng, Fu and Lin did too. It is possible that various factors influenced
such pronouncements, for instance the authors may have genuinely believed
Krishnamurti was some type of Buddha, they may have been acquiescing to Hu’s
approach or they might have felt pressure from The Fine Press to help market
Krishnamurti to Taiwan readers. In this instance, it is also important to recongise Lin’s
status as a popular—and ostensibly secular—proponent of Buddhism. His connection
with the book may have influenced other authors to adopt a Buddhist tone when
explaining their understanding of the New Age.
Tsao Yu-fang wrote the short preface to Perfect Wisdom. While she was
responsible for launching the imprint in which the New Age Series was published and
was a prolific author, she did not contribute any translations or original works to the
series. In addition to her earlier essay in Spiritual Revolution, Perfect Wisdom remains
her enduring print contribution to Taiwan’s New Age.
In her preface Tsao gave readers an insight into the range of people that formed
part of the burgeoning New Age milieu in Taiwan. Beyond those directly involved with
the New Age Series, her list included several notable figures in Taiwanese society,
including Wang’s architect husband C.Y. Lee and Hu’s theatre and music friends (and
well-known Buddhists) Ding Nai-chu and Stan Lai, KMT politician and one-time
Premier of the Republic of China John Chiang
Ching-an

and David Sun

, KMT politician Diane Lee

, one of the founders of Kingston Technology
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Corporation, a large producer of computer memory products. 5 This collection of
political, artistic and commercial figures indicates that the Fine Press was offering New
Age religion as something for the elite, or at least those who had elite aspirations.
Interestingly, politicians and businessmen could be seen as being responsible for
creating the society that the authors believed required reform. However, they also
represent a successful and educated social class, and their names imbue the book with a
certain legitimacy, albeit one closely aligned with the waishengren elite.
The status of this elite, enhanced by Mandarin and, often, English language
proficiency, as well as a generally higher degree of comfort with the Chinese culture
promulgated by the KMT (for instance, the CCRM mentioned in Chapter 1), placed
them in opposition to local Taiwanese who spoke various dialects and indigenous
languages and for whom such practices were more foreign.6 The reaction to the stateimposed Chinese culture manifested in various ways, such as the bentuhua
(indigenisation) trend in various artistic practices. As a result, it has been argued that:
Since the 1970s, in the cultural domain, the general idea that the uniqueness of
Taiwanese society/culture/history must be appreciated and interpreted from the
viewpoint of the Taiwanese people per se has been increasingly adopted as a
paradigmatic principle for knowledge construction and cultural representation.7

This general cultural trend of bentuhua led to a gradual partial marginalisation,
or decentering, of waishengren cultural influence. In this context, that the foundation of
5
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the New Age in Taiwan (as articulated by the Fine Press) is waishengren readings and
translations of American spiritual texts is notable. As shown throughout this thesis, this
New Age was anti-authoritarian but not in a way that threatened the state. Rather, it
used Taiwan’s cultural repository (one that for waishengren exhibited strong elements
of ‘Chineseness’) to import a set of foreign spiritual concepts that generally sought to
transcend notions of nation or ethnicity. In doing this, these writers and publishers went
beyond the KMT’s vision of Taiwan-as-China and the inward-looking perspectives of
the emergent bentu Taiwan, to reorient the island using the transnational vitality offered
by the New Age (as found in the USA).
The first speaker in the seminar was Luo Shen

, director of The China Times

Life Centre. Luo pointedly asked the rhetorical question, “What actually is the New
Age?” To this he answered cryptically (and evoking the opening line of the Daoist
Daode Jing

): “It is normal like air and can not be written down. Nor can you

smell it. So how do you describe it?” Having pondered this conundrum, Luo concluded
that the New Age was a state of complete liberation where anything could be
discussed.8 In Taiwan’s post-martial law environment of press freedom Luo’s optimism
indicated the potential for the plethora of ideas contained within the global New Age to
be translated and circulated throughout Taiwan.
The second speaker, Chien Chih-chung, co-founder of the Fine Press with Tsao,
also began his description of the New Age with an enigmatic line. To Chien, “the New
Age is like a pure spring my friend found near Kaohsiung, like the sun on a January
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afternoon, it is a natural and soft breeze. It is difficult to explain, you need to feel it.”9
Chien recalled how eight years prior he had encountered some problems in life when, in
a predestined situation (from a karmic point of view), he had the opportunity to chat
with Wang. Impressed by her wisdom, he discovered that she had learnt it from the New
Age. As a result, Chien decided to publish the New Age Series. While his sentiment
may have been sincere, it can also be read as an attempt to assuage cynicism on the part
of readers, who could see the Fine Press’s promotion of the New Age as a blatant
commercial exercise. Mocked by Hu for being “Old Age,” Chien read her translation of
Krishnamurti’s Think on These Things. He was so moved by a passage that he thought
Krishnamurti was writing just for him.10 Rather than just an opportunity to accrue profit,
such realisations were (he claimed) his number one reason for promoting the New Age
Series.
Chien concluded with the sort of pragmatism necessary in a publisher. He
estimated that in Taiwan there were only approximately 20,000 readers of the New Age
Series. Given that the island had a population of 21,000,000, this was considered small
and something he hoped to remedy.11 No doubt aware of the success of New Age
publications in the USA during the 1980s (and the “one billion people worldwide” who
had encountered it), Chien would have wanted a similar commercial impact with the
New Age Series. With the New Age Series still being published in 2016 and BMS
publications (the category into which New Age books are often placed) now accounting
for approximately 1/5 of books sold in Taiwan (as mentioned in the preface), his
commercial instincts were accurate.
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The third speaker, Tsao Yu-fang, began by asserting that while the New Age
sounds imaginary, it was already mainstream in the USA and Europe. These points are
similar to her contribution to Spiritual Revolution (1991). Tsao offered listeners and
readers a broad critique of Taiwanese society, criticising the “money-grubbing” value
system, an education system that was like a prison, the “bureaucratic dinosaur” of a
government and the difficulties of love. 12 This is the same education system that
produced her high profile translators and authors, and the educated readers she hoped to
attract. She was convinced by two basic elements of the New Age: “Breaking free from
authority, this is something I have wanted to do since childhood… [and the idea that]
every organised system has drawbacks, when people rely on an organised system it is
very easy for them to lose the ability to judge correctly.”13
Tsao neatly encapsulated the benefits of the New Age from the Fine Press’s
point of view—through purchasing, reading and contemplating these books, readers
could access a spiritual source no less valid than existing religions, but do so in a way
where they maintained control to form and enact their own understanding and behaviour.
She shared how she was moved by the New Age metaphor of the caterpillar and the
butterfly, and how human life is like a beautiful butterfly that emerges from a selfconstructed and restrictive cocoon.14 The “ascendant metempsychosis” in this image is a
common trope in New Age thought and can be traced back to eighteenth century
Europe.15 As a glamorous and worldly popular author, Tsao’s passage appears as a
glowing endorsement of the New Age’s transformative potential.
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Hu was the fourth speaker and claimed to be emerging from her enthrallment
with Krishnamurti. She was not as close to him as she had been the year before—she
“had matured.”16 This is another example of Hu publicly proclaiming her ongoing
process of maturity, something she was doing as early as Talking Nonsense. Here she
attempted to establish with the audience that no longer was she a mere actor, but
someone who had developed spiritually through closely reading Krishnamurti and now
shared qualities with him, such as being unsuitable for higher education (both did not
complete university), reinforcing her anti-authoritarianism and intellect.17 As mentioned
earlier, here she claimed translating Krishnamurti had “seemingly changed my
lifeblood,” implying that this spiritual practice of translation had made her more closely
resemble him. 18 Hu asserted that “many Indian Buddhist academics think that
Krishnamurti could be the twentieth century reincarnation of Nagarjuna,” a major early
Buddhist philosopher. 19 In this short speech she unequivocally emphasised her
understanding of Krishnamurti as Buddhist and, in doing so, again linked herself to him,
as she endured physical difficulty to translate his work for the benefit of others:
Krishnamurti and Buddha are the same. Both came to awaken all sentient beings and
draw their attention to performing the most thorough liberation. And not only the
spiritual practice of self-consolation, but to reach some type of spiritual comfort. He
wanted all sentient beings to achieve the most thorough liberation and experience the
realm of non-self.20

it is hard to ignore the seminal Daoist story where Zhuangzi is unsure if he is dreaming
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The fifth speaker was Charles Wei-Hsun Fu, who continued Hu’s discussion of
Krishnamurti in Buddhist terms, comparing him favourably with the Caodong school of
chan, a precursor of Japan’s Sōtō Zen, as he was an outstanding explorer of the
Buddhist concept of “ultimate truth.” 21 As a philosophy professor Fu had read
thousands of books but none were as good as Krishnamurti’s On Living and Dying
(translated by Liao Shide and published in the New Age Series in November 1995).22
Fu supplemented Hu’s praise of Krishnamurti as a Buddhist with his academic expertise,
imbuing Hu’s claim with scholarly authority. The ‘revolution of the mind’ proposed by
Krishnamurti was the same as the awakening found in chan.23 Fu believed that in
addition to the Japanese Buddhist figure Dōgen, he shared religious wisdom with Laozi,
Mahayana Buddhists and Nagajuna.24 In addition to this perennialist nature, Fu also
noted later in the book that when talking of enlightenment, Krishnamurti used the same
language as found in chan.25 Fu claimed his last gift to his students before leaving the
USA was to suggest that they read the works of Krishnamurti.26
C.C. Wang, the sixth speaker, recalled how her childhood existential questions
could not be solved through art or science and that her personal crisis and thoughts of
suicide in 1976 led to her fortuitous discovery of Seth. These events had become part of
her hagiography and she argued that if one is to discuss the New Age, one cannot but
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discuss Seth, for his works are classics of the field.27 Like Hu with Krishnamurti, Wang
linked Seth closely with Buddhism, saying:
Seth’s teaching method is just what Buddhism calls “directly pointing to people’s minds,
to see one’s own nature and directly accomplish Buddhahood.” Furthermore, he
explains the factors and background of how to see Buddha nature and how to become a
Buddha with complete clarity.28

Wang’s framing of Seth in the context of Buddhism allowed her to present him as an
alternative way of understanding the more well-established, though often abstruse or
impenetrable, teachings of Buddhism. According to Wang, everyone possesses Buddha
nature and the failure to recognise this leads us to feel emotions such as loneliness and
fear, which can be overcome through applying the teachings of Seth.29 Her approach
can be read two ways: an attempt to make Seth appear approachable to Taiwan’s
Buddhists and a way for her to articulate her own understanding of his teachings. Both
are creative means of embedding Seth, and by extension the New Age, in the cultural
and religious conditions of Taiwan.
Wang concluded that according to Seth, our emotions come from our thoughts
and physical illness comes from mental problems.30 Given that Hu had already been
sick for a year with what would ultimately be diagnosed as an ovarian tumor, this is a
pointed comment and one that hints at a growing philosophical divide between the two
(Hu’s illness is discussed later in this chapter). While I never found any written
27
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evidence of a split between Wang and Hu, they ultimately proceeded in different
directions, as indicated by clues such as that above.
The seventh speaker was Meng Xiangsen/Dongli, a figure already well
established on the margins of the New Age milieu in Taiwan and introduced in Chapter
6. In Perfect Wisdom Meng enthused about the New Age, particularly as it existed in
Wang and Hu’s articulations. To him, Krishnamurti resembled Buddha and Jesus, he
was a good example to follow; Seth was like a friend—you could listen to his words
unperturbed but also argue with and criticise him.31 This attitude represented to Meng
what made the New Age special. Unlike the ‘Old Age,’ the New Age opposed authority
and mechanisation, was not autocratic and did not occupy a commanding position.
Importantly, it allowed people to find their own truth.32 He was circumspect in his
praise of Krishnamurti, who was like Sakyamuni Buddha and Jesus in that all three
were rebels full of vitality whose teachings must be tested individually.33
The eighth and final speaker was Lin Qingxuan. While Lin did not publish any
of his many books in the New Age Series, he did publish extensively in other Fine Press
series and was a long-time friend of Tsao and Hu.34 He was a popular author during the
1980s and early 1990s, and was profiled as one of “Formosas [sic] 10 Great Savants”
and “the spokesperson of a generation.”35 Along with San Mao and Li Ao, he was one
of several Taiwanese essayists to find success in China in the 1980s, where they were
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“extremely popular.”36 He developed a profile writing in Taiwan’s fukan (newspaper
literary supplements), which were important for contributing to “a more complete
commercialization of the cultural sphere” in the decade or so prior to 1987.37 In this
time, fukan moved away from publishing material unlikely to offend the government
to—reflecting the levels of eduation, wealth and experience of Taiwanese—focus on
“culture and communication as organized from afar by the transnational symbolic
capital and its network.”38 As an author who through the spiritual world created in his
best-selling books became a religious figure, it had been argued that Lin had forsaken
any status as an “ordinary person” and, as a person, he should be judged accordingly.39
That is, he should be judged as a religious figure.
Lin began his speech by negating the chronological aspect implied by ‘New’ in
the New Age. To him, the good aspects of life cannot be demarcated by time.40 Lin’s
talk was infused with Buddhist concepts and he emphasised the importance of living in
the moment and observing emotional fluctuation. He too claimed the New Age as a
form of Buddhism:
I think the New Age can be considered Western chan. Because as long as a person’s
heart is moving towards purity and can improve, then it is moving towards chan.
36
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Krishnamurti is also a chan master. He consistently goes through many opportunities to
guide and awaken us. With new thought and introspection about our lives, he allows us
to head towards a more free, more open and more hopeful life brimming with love. This
is extremely useful for those who believe in religion and even those who do not believe
in any religion.41

That a popular Buddhist expert such as Lin directly equated the New Age with chan is
indicative of how Taiwan’s New Age of 1997 should be understood. By then Buddhism
was a revitalised and modern form of a religious practice which had become more
common in Taiwan, where “The Buddhist population grew from 800,000 in 1983 to 4.9
million in 1995… [and] the number of registered Buddhist temples rose from 1,157 to
4,020.”42 In this context of increasing enthusiasm for Buddhism, an example of chan’s
prominence is the 1995 construction of Dharma Drum Mountain, a 120-acre site near
Taipei costing around US$30 million.43 Similarly, in 2001 the giant Chung Tai Chan
Temple (Zhongtai chan si

) opened in central Taiwan, where architect (and

Wang’s ex-husband) C.Y. Lee “pursued the modernization of Chinese architecture,
creating a form that directly communicates with the traditional Buddhist space.”44 Lin’s
popularity must be considered within this Buddhist ‘boom’.
Lin believed the New Age to offer two important (and secular) life choices—
living a free life and possessing love in your life—and love was the reason he read New
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Age books.45 In Perfect Wisdom, after these short introductory essays each speaker then
proceeded to offer a longer account of their own philosophy and experience.
Hu’s longer chapter is remarkable for her scant use of the term ‘New Age.’46
She declared that she thought Buddhism to hold the most open ideas on humanity’s
internal truth.47 Given that Perfect Wisdom, published in the New Age Series and
featuring the English words ‘New Age’ on the cover, was a blatant attempt by the Fine
Press to attract readers to New Age thought and establish a successful publishing
enterprise, this omission must be considered. Hu demonstrated her growing inclination
to move beyond the New Age, or willingness to brand it as something seemingly more
substantial. Not only was Krishnamurti Buddhist, the whole New Age promoted a type
of Buddhism:
In New Age books that explore the spirit, a whole new way is put forward. For our
spiritual activity is a most precise form of observation which is also the ‘middleway.’
The so-called ‘contemplation of the middleway’ is an extremely open type of
observation without any type of label, ideology or bias whatsoever. It is a state of
emptiness and in this state of emptiness; it uses an extremely unchanging and curious
state of mind to observe the self and those around you.
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In linking the New Age to Buddhism’s middleway and then saying that it is an approach
that transcends any type of label, Hu reinforced the perennialist ideas regarded as
common in the New Age.
It is important to note that alongside Hu’s apparent reluctance to promote the
New Age, she was experiencing significant health problems.49 After she gave birth to
her daughter by caesarean section in 1993 she immediately experienced health problems
that lasted for several years. Doctors eventually discovered a 7kg ovarian tumor and she
had this operated on in October 1997. Given this background of health problems, Hu’s
possible apathy towards the New Age and its promise that “you create your own reality”
must be considered. Hu was also undergoing a period of extensive exploration into
various alternative healing methods which I will discus later.
The question and answer section at the end of Hu’s chapter revealed how she
regarded the impact of the New Age on her everyday life. She was asked her views on
caesarean sections, education, being a single mother, migrating to Vancouver,
relationship issues and a range of spiritual questions, such as how to choose a practice.50
To this Hu replied that following a particular teacher may mean losing your ability to
make choices. People should choose the most appropriate method and, regardless of this
choice, the ultimate desire is to relax your mind.51 This suggested an ongoing wariness
of groups or leaders, and an orientation towards text-based transformation.
The diverse specialities and high profiles of the authors of Peaceful Wisdom
suggest that it was a concerted effort by the Fine Press to market New Age religion to a
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new potential readership. Wang used this opportunity to reinforce the relevance of Seth
to Buddhists, or readers who were more familiar with concepts in Buddhism. She wrote:
If you are going to talk about the New Age you cannot but speak of Seth because it is
the classic of the New Age. A friend told how he had read the Buddhist classics but did
not understand them. After reading Seth, not only was he very happy – he even then
52

understood the Buddhist classics. This is because Seth is so close to our lives.

In reasserting Seth as the preeminent figure and text in the New Age, Wang emphasised
the importance of her translations. The relevance of Seth, and her role in bringing the
Seth books to Taiwan, was amplified in her anecdote about the benefits it brought her
friend. Not only did her friend enjoy Seth, he was also able to finally make a
meaningful connection with Buddhist scriptures, a set of texts more closely entwined
with culture and religion in Taiwan. In recalling this, Wang demonstrated that for the
Buddhists of Taiwan, New Age religion (and in particular Seth) was not a threat to their
culture or religious practice. Rather, it was a means by which they could clarify and
enhance their pre-existing religious practice. Given the contemporary enthusiasm for
Buddhism, this appears an adroit and non-threatening means of inserting the New Age
into the dominant religious discourse. Wang and the other authors of Peaceful Wisdom
depicted the New Age as not only something in harmony with Buddhism, but a form of
Buddhism that arose abroad. However, this New Age as Buddhism was only recognised
as such by Taiwan’s New Age vanguard.
Wang proceeded to compare Seth favourably with the chan school of Buddhism.
She used lines from chan to describe how Seth’s teachings allowed the possibility of
enlightenment and Buddhahood through understanding one’s own mind.53 Wang’s use
52
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of chan terms such as “directly pointing to people’s minds” and “to see one’s own
nature and (directly) accomplish Buddhahood” demonstrates her concerted effort to
closely orient Seth to the Buddhist concepts readers would have been more familiar
with. Earlier, in her preface to her translation of The Individual and the Nature of Mass
Events (first published in 1994), Wang elaborated on how reading the work of Seth can
engender personal development and realisation. She wrote:
Seth books are for those interested in psychology and wisdom and who are prepared to
put aside distorted and decayed old ideas to open a new frontier. These books point out
the prejudices in society and culture of how we get-used-to-what-is-wrong-and-regardit-as-right or how something is apparently-wrong-but-actually-right. They push aside
the layers of mist from our vision and give us a new mind for penetrating the truth of
matters.
Because the content includes psychology, physics, medicine, consciousness and
so on, the original has extremely abstruse ideas. Furthermore, ideas from other people
and written language are both linear and have difficulty bearing the multi-variant
appearance of truth. Therefore, when reading Seth books we are called on to not only
rely on the reason of logic. The fact is the true awakening of moving our heart of hearts
causes us to echo, causes us to gush out an indescribable sense of being in touch and
understanding.
However, those who like to thoroughly investigate everything, when starting
with the Seth books they probably happily lap up information without digesting it or
feel that they have already obtained samadhi. Let me offer some advice to thinking
people: restrain your temper, ruminate a little and it gradually becomes your flesh and
blood. Finally it turns into the supporting beam of the bridge that leads you to the spirit
of your ‘true self.’
The Seth Material’s wide-ranging and profound nature can be summarised in
this antithetical couplet:
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The Dao fills the universe without having shape;
My thoughts enter wind and clouds and become a mirage.

54

To Wang, the Seth books were imbued with a special quality, one that could not merely
be obtained through conventional reading. By abandoning logic and the desire to read
the whole book, Wang suggested readers should read it slowly and thoughtfully. As a
result they would incorporate Seth’s teachings into their body and gain a level of
understanding. In this manner, it is not through the intervention of a figure of religious
authority that New Age religion is transmitted; it is through the individualised and
intimate act of reading. Given the high level of literacy and growing disposable income
in Taiwan, coupled with the increased availability of books (especially the New Age
Series), Wang was offering the New Age’s transformative experiences to a mass
audience. To Wang, the New Age combined the best of China and from abroad, and
sharing this was her life mission.55 Perfect Wisdom heralded the beginning of a short
period where the Fine Press published the works of several Taiwanese authors.
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Revolution in the Heart
Wang was busy in 1997: Revolution was published in August. She published
translations of The Nature of the Psyche, Its Human Expression, a Seth book, in June
and Emmanuel’s Book II: What is an Angel Doing Here in August.56 Also, in March
Wang’s student and confidante Albert Chen

published the first of his two New

Age books, the introductory text Perform Your Past Lives.57
Extensive in its scope, Revolution was a practical and theoretical guide to the
New Age (see Figure 8). Wang’s broad reading and practice was evident, demonstrating
her strong understanding of the intellectual and religious frameworks in which the New
Age evolved. She shared her conceptual and theological understanding of New Age
religion, drew links with Buddhism and provided a considered critique on the
differences between Chinese and Western philosophy. Each chapter ended with
suggested further reading, including works in English. While there were many
references to Seth and Wang’s other translations, these lists did not mention Hu’s
Ancient Future or Du Hengfen’s translation of Shirley MacLaine’s Out on a Limb (the
English version was suggested instead). Wang’s exclusion of Ancient Future suggests
that by 1997 she was attempting to reorient Taiwan’s New Age away from Hu and to
place Seth (and by extension, herself) at the centre.
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Figure 8: C.C. Wang
. Xinnei geming: mairu ai yu guang de xinshidai
[Revolution in the Heart: Stride into the New Age of Light and Love].
Taipei: The Fine Press, 1997.
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Designed by Liu Fenggang

, the cover depicted the Parthenon, an iconic

ancient temple in Greece, looming above a pile of boulders, beams of light streaming
through the pillars down the hill. This is an immediate suggestion of the New Age’s
origins as being ancient, Western and illuminating. “Revolution in the Heart” was
printed in bold characters and the first character xin

, representing heart/mind, in red,

before it fades to white in the character below (the third and fourth characters were
white).58 Under Wang’s name, in yellow, read the glowing endorsement: “The mother
of the domestic New Age—C.C. Wang—offers you the opportunity to transform your
mind.”59 This indicates how the Fine Press had begun to identify the New Age with
Wang rather than Hu.
Revolution began with the same preface that appeared in the early editions of the
New Age Series. In it Wang reaffirmed aspects of her story that would by now be
familiar to her established readers: how she had been seeking since the age of nine (later
in the book she revealed this was caused by a profound realisation of her fear of death—
she recalled lying on a tatami mat and crying60); translating The Prophet as a young
adult; the philosophy of Seth destroying her preconceived ideas; and working as a
translator to share her breakthroughs and emphasising finding New Age material before
she actually discovered the term ‘New Age’ (through the Bantam New Age book series
in the USA). Wang asserted that the New Age was ascendant in the USA and Europe
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and that she will only introduce the best and most useful aspects.61 This is important to
note. To the extent that she could, as planner of the preeminent series of New Age texts
in Taiwan, she shaped the New Age in Taiwan according to her wishes. Through her
expertise as a reader and translator—with the exception of Hu she was surely the most
well-read New Ager in Taiwan—Wang could influence what was published in the Fine
Press’ New Age Series. This extended to Revolution, where she was free to include
material, and then comment on it, as she wished. Other publishers in Taiwan were then
able to translate New Age work that Wang did not like, was unaware of or had not yet
translated.
Wang began her introductory remarks to Revolution with her recollection of a
dream from 1994 or 1995, a time when the New Age Series restarted publishing greater
volumes of translations.62 She wrote:
Walking into a yard, I see in the distance in front of me something discarded in cloth.
Getting closer, it appears to be a white jade annulus; the two concentric holes at the
centre are filled with a rippling azure colour; the liquid is hard and makes me think of
Westerners’ blue eyes, matchlessly clear, transparent, deep and mystical. As I gaze it
suddenly changes into a small child, soft and weak. I take pity as I cuddle her and she
unexpectedly lies on my breast…
Originally my mother, elder sister and I had wanted to go to the opera but now
this seems unimportant. (I wonder, “is this really my family?”). I embrace the child and
go out for a walk in what seems to be the corridor of a Muslim palace. There are people
sitting casually in the courtyard. I remember wearing a new fine white gown and the
front of it feels a little bit moist. Fearing it is the child’s urine, I hurriedly take her to the
yard (I suddenly discover ‘she’ is now a boy, how is this so?). Carelessly this splashes
61
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on a foreign man. But he is not angry, and instead moves in a little closer. I hastily
apologise, and as I speak to him pick up the infant.
Afterwards we enter a room and it appears to be kept in reserve for the infant
… On the bed is the first male child I picked up who looks two years old and is very
strong. I am very happy; my heart wonders how I could be lucky like this, picking up a
boy and a girl. The small boy all of a sudden starts walking, the girl sticks to my right
armpit and back. I face the right to lie down (How can I put her down?) and am like a
mother chicken incubating her chick. I am still thinking of going to buy some milk, a
feeding bottle and an entire set of products to raise her. She is well behaved as she
clings to my back. After she seems hungry and pecks my mouth like a small bird
waiting to be fed, so cute! She does not cry or scream at all…
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In sharing this vivid dream Wang made a statement about her role in Taiwan’s New
Age and, in doing so, emphasised her practical New Age credentials. In the New Age,
psychic dream experiences, such as this one, provide an opportunity for “the conscious
reflection and interpretation of one’s dream experience to gain a more complete
understanding of one’s waking reality.”64 Dream interpretation has also formed part of
Chinese religious traditions and practices at various times. An immediate observation is
how her maternal instincts in caring for the two children resonated with her stated goal
for the New Age Series of “hoping to pacify ever-terrified children.”65 As a believer in
dream symbolism, Wang interpreted the dream for her readers. She expanded on this
dream and her supposed role in Perfect Wisdom, interpreting the jade as representing all
the good aspects of Chinese culture and its inner filling and blue eyes representing the
good aspects of Western culture: the annulus therefore representing the encounter and
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fusion of East and West. The shape-shifting baby represented New Age thought, as
newly introduced to “China,” and her white gown symbolised purity and simplicity, as
well as being a ceremonial robe for a celebration.66 In sharing a shorter version of the
dream in Perfect Wisdom, Wang wrote how her baby—the New Age—is something she
is giving everyone, a job now her lifelong mission.67
Wang then immediately shared another dream from some years before. In it, she
was sitting by an old-fashioned window with two shutters, the bottom one open.
Suddenly a rainbow-coloured ball flew in and she instinctively caught it in her hand. In
analysing this “brief but distinctly exceptional” dream, Wang acknowledged the
prominence of rainbows in the New Age and hypothetically asked if it symbolised her
continuing the work of the New Age.68 Later, and echoing the image used at least three
times by Hu to represent her connection with the USA, Wang considered her work in
importing New Age thought to Taiwan as “being like the rainbow bridge fondly spoken
of in the New Age.”69 These two dreams serve as evidence of a deep calling for Wang
to undertake her New Age work; it was not necessarily a rational decision but one
informed by mysteries of her subconscious, or at least that is how she presented it.
Wang continued in her introductory marks to discuss her personal crisis in
America in 1976. While she omitted the details of what precipitated the crisis (her affair
with her husband’s work colleague), she did not skimp in detailing the emotional
trauma that this caused her and how her discovery of Seth changed her life. However it
was only after many years of experience that she felt comfortable writing an
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introduction to the topic.70 It should be noted that I did not find any details on the time
or nature of Wang and Lee’s divorce.
In the following chapter ‘Entering into Light and Love’ Wang discussed the
hypnagogic out-of-body experience (OBE) she mentioned in her 1985 interview, now
specifying it to have occurred in 1976. The general details remained the same: lying in
the yogic corpse pose (savasana), Wang was flat on her back, completely relaxed and
half asleep, half awake. Instead of a being in a car, now she felt like she was “on a roller
coaster heading towards a hurricane.”71 Not long after, a ball appeared, brighter than the
sun but not at all irritating—now she specified the ball as being white. Wang’s heart felt
open and clear and she said, in English, “This is it.” In 1985, after “This is it”, she also
said “This is God.”72 Instead, in 1997 Wang wrote how she came into contact with the
origin of everything: light, love and life itself.73 Reflecting on this experience 20 years
after it happened, Wang felt it verified the equation that life is love and she appeared to
be using this construct to explain her OBE, rather than God. This is another example of
Wang developing her own New Age narrative; reframing earlier experiences with new
language and concepts as she became more expert. Another revelation came when first
reading Seth, when Wang felt “as if she was enlightened, wild with joy it was as if I
drank dew from heaven.”74
Wang considered that even though books in the New Age Series were different,
their message was the same. That is, after reading one does not have an unfamiliar
feeling or that of having received new wisdom. Rather, one has the feeling of having
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encountered this before, it is something known in one’s mind.75 To Wang, the ideas of
the New Age were not actually new, they are ancient and, she appeared to be suggesting,
inherent in Eastern culture. In writing that the New Age Movement resulted from the
meeting of Eastern religion and Western psychology, she appeared to imply that readers
in Taiwan might have a predisposition to it.76 Being from Taiwan did not preclude one
from being open to the New Age as they too had this wisdom lying dormant in them
and only needed the right reading materials in order to trigger it.
Wang shared with her readers a concise survey of the New Age. She sketched
the historical origins of what became the New Age, beginning with Emmanuel
Swedenborg, the Theosophical Society and séances, and then covered groups such as
the Findhorn society in Scotland and teachers like Edgar Cayce in the USA. Wang then
attempted to identify the nature of the New Age in Taiwan.
In conceptualising the New Age Movement in Taiwan, Wang drew heavily on
foreign expertise. David Spangler (1945-) was a prominent figure of New Age thought
and a onetime resident of Scotland’s Findhorn, a farm and retreat centre which since
beginning in 1962 has become “the most enduring and influential expression” of New
Age culture.77 Quoting from his book Emergence: Rebirth of the Sacred (1984), Wang
wrote that there are four levels of the New Age:
1. Commercial;
2. Glamour;
3. Transformation, as seen in The Aquarian Conspiracy’s paradigm shift in
science, politics, education, sex and so on; and
4. The sacralisation of the world.
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With respect to the New Age in Taiwan, Wang understood the most important of these
points to be three and four as individual change would lead to social change.78 Her
proposition can be challenged. Undoubtedly the process of transformation and the
meaning of sacred are important to the New Age in Taiwan. 79 Indeed, Durkheim
understood the difference between sacred and profane to be absolutely fundamental in
society, declaring “In the history of human thought, there is no other example of two
categories of things as profoundly differentiated or as radically opposed to one
another.”80 Throughout Wang’s writings the sacred and profane were not necessarily
easily separated. Her early magazine columns demonstrated how her everyday life
stimulated her exploration of metaphysical thought and even her breakthrough spiritual
events (encountering Seth in the library and her OBE) occurred in mundane settings.
Wang’s omission of Spangler’s commercial and glamour aspects is important.
The primary vehicle through which the New Age was introduced into Taiwan is the
New Age Series, a commercial undertaking by the Fine Press. As a business, the Fine
Press would not have engaged in all the convolutions of publishing (acquiring rights,
arranging translators, marketing and so forth) if there was no commercial benefit.
Likewise, titles would be picked on the basis of their marketability, with overseas
popularity undoubtedly a consideration.
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As shown throughout this thesis, glamour was important in the New Age in
Taiwan, most strongly evident in the early influence of Shirley MacLaine. Hu, in
particular, possessed a trendy and desirable image. While in her new role as a New Age
translator and author she toned down the flamboyance of her previous celebrity
appearance, she still projected a restrained and spiritual allure. Indeed, her image was
one of the only faces to appear regularly in the New Age Series books. In his discussion
of this typology, Hanegraaff noted that Spangler would have been considered New Age
glamour in the early part of his career.81 Tsao Yu-fang also presented herself as very
glamorous and in her author photo for Revolution Wang wore heavy makeup. While
Wang might not have wanted to emphasise the glamour aspect of Taiwan’s New Age,
perhaps for risk of appearing superficial or materialistic, it was certainly an important
dimension that must be considered if Spangler’s typology is used.
Wang was quite broad in her definition of the New Age although she always
remained close to the teachings of Seth. She included new thought and the human
potential movement, American shamanism, higher self, aliens, spiritualism, science,
psychology, astrology and crystals as New Age.82 This is important to note. As the
arbiter of what was published in the New Age Series, Wang was effectively determining
if a book was New Age or not. She wrote the “New Age Series is based on our
judgment as we think its content has the New Age spirit and can help people with selfunderstanding and self-growth. It is not blindly following or relying on authority of
others.”83 Essentially, if a book was translated into Chinese and published in the Fine
Press’ New Age Series then it was part of the New Age in Taiwan. Therefore, through
the New Age Series we can more clearly define what in Taiwan was New Age.
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The New Age Series contained several authors who died before the term ‘New
Age’ became common.84 G.I. Gurdjieff (c.1866-1949), P.D. Ouspensky (1878-1947)
and C.W. Leadbeater (1854-1934) are all associated with the New Age but never had
the opportunity to define themselves as such. Likewise, the New Age-ness of Indian
figures such as Osho (Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh), Swami Muktananda, Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi and, most certainly, Jiddu Krishnamurti, is not clear-cut; some could be
considered religious figures or even NRM leaders. But with Krishnamurti’s publications
and his biography accounting for nearly a quarter of the first 101 books in the New Age,
it is difficult to argue how he was not a New Age figure in Taiwan. It is important to
remember when defining the New Age in Taiwan, this is not just simply a matter of
how a foreign (largely American) New Age was transplanted and accepted there: the
choice of people like Wang and Hu as to who to translate (and how they recreated them)
and the Fine Press’ decision on who to include in the series were paramount.
Having introduced the New Age broadly, Wang proceeded to devote chapters to
particular topics. She covered holism, healing, the relationship between love and fear,
meditation, kundalini and light energy; hypnosis and past life regression; OBEs and
dreams; death; psychic powers; environmental protection; channeling; groups and
masters; the New Age and Eastern philosophy and the New Age’s prospects. An
important section was her attempt to define ‘New Agers.’
Wang saw New Agers as belonging to a spectrum.85 To the left were “purists”
(Wang supplied the English translation), such as Krishnamurti, who emphasised
detachment from the material world so to experience the inner world. To the right were
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commercially minded groups such as est,86 which taught techniques to realise personal
potential and improve business management. Most New Agers were to be found
between these two polarities. Those in the middle ground emphasised the importance of
paying attention to inner spiritual matters and sought to find a sense of unity with the
universe and holistic wellbeing. Again, Wang stated that the internal reform of
individuals would result in a collective social transformation.87 This broad definition of
New Agers was inclusive and, despite her constant promotion of Seth, hints that Wang
did not want to be seen as dogmatic.
For Wang, the New Age was an utterly transformative experience. After
encountering it she loved her children, family and humanity more. Because of these
changes Wang wanted to share her tranquility and joy with her readers.88 Yet she also
advised her readers to be careful when choosing a spiritual practice.89 Among her
various experiences, she regarded a 1981 transpersonal psychology workshop at
National Taiwan University as a failure. This example showed how she critically
engaged with the New Age, not simply lapping it all up, and suggested to readers not to
worry if they had an unsatisfactory experience as there was likely to be something else
suitable.
Wang wrote why she chose to translate New Age into Chinese as xinshidai
.90 She argued that as the New Age did not start in the twentieth century and was not
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limited to a period of 100 years, it should not be called xinshiji

, or new century.91

Establishing xinshidai as the standard translation of New Age was not immediate. As
mentioned earlier, a 1989 Terry Hu article included xinshiji in the title. The October
1989 translation of Chop Wood, Carry Water (a guidebook written by associates of New
Age Journal), also translated New Age as xinshiji.92 In reaffirming this choice of
translation, Wang drew on her reading and personal experience to provide what was,
certainly in 1997, the most wide-ranging and considered description and analysis of
New Age religion available in Chinese. Regardless of the values one holds, Wang
asserted that the New Age was about being in the world and not escaping it, suggesting
some commonality with the popular “Buddhism for the Human World” (renjian
fojiao).93
Throughout Revolution Wang shared her understanding of Buddhism and in
doing so, showed her readers how it and the New Age were congruent. While Wang
claimed not to practice meditation or visualisation, she admitted to thinking that all
things arise from external circumstances, using the Buddhist terminology “to accord
with conditions” (suiyuan

).94 She wrote that in addition to possessing a divine

nature (shenxing

), in the New Age it is believed that everyone possesses Buddha

nature (Foxing

).95 She also wrote that all New Age teachings, including Seth,

acknowledge the Buddhist concept of reincarnation (zhuanshi

) but do not

necessarily go so far as to agree with the concept of transmigration through the six kinds
of rebirth (liudao lunhui

). Instead, she argued that in New Age thought all
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phenomena are nothing but mind, and through subjective faith and perception empathy
is possible. In writing that heaven and hell existed concurrently in one’s heart, Wang
depicted her New Age as transcending dualism.96
Wang also drew on Buddhism to articulate the New Age notion of the
subconscious mind. Drawing on Hui Neng

(638-713), the Sixth Patriarch and

important figure in the history of chan, Wang quoted from the Platform Sutra. While
she only quoted the last two lines, I included the first two lines here in brackets for
context:
(The body is the Bodhi tree,
The mind is like a clear mirror.)
At all times we must strive to polish it,
And must not let the dust collect.
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She used this verse to argue that in the New Age everyone’s deepest origin is a spiritual
body purified of defiling illusion (qingjing

) and undefiled (wuran

).98 She also

wrote how the idea that the phenomenal world is merely a projection of our internal
world, as discussed in the Diamond Sutra, and this is concordant with the teachings
found in A Course in Miracles and the works of Seth.99
In Revolution Wang discussed the differences between Eastern and Western
philosophy. Drawing on the university philosophy classes of Mou Zongsan
(1909-1995) that she audited in the early to mid 1980s, she explained how she
understood elements of Western philosophy, especially Seth, with reference to ideas
96
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grounded in Chinese philosophical traditions. Given Mou’s renown as an eminent
Confucian philosopher and the importance of Confucianism in Taiwan’s post-war
education system, it is not surprising that Wang’s own framework relied heavily upon
noted Neo-Confucian thinkers, such as Lu Xiangshan

(1139-1192), Cheng Hao

(1032-1085, who she referred to as Cheng Mingdao
(1020-1077, who she referred to as Zheng Hengqu

) and Zhang Zai
). Wang also mentioned her

favourite Buddhist texts, including the Diamond Sutra, of which after listing how it
shared qualities with the Seth Materials such as possibility, synchronicity and ‘you
create your own reality,’ she offered the rhetorical praise “No wonder so many
Buddhists think that after reading the Seth Materials it is a modern Buddhist sutra.”100

The New Age as ‘rich in religious mood’?
Beyond just being a set of theories and philosophies that Wang and Hu
introduced to Taiwan, New Age religion was something that they actually employed in
their everyday lives. For both women the act of translation and the often-concordant
process of retreat were integral to their own personal transformation and they wrote
accounts of these into their texts. Through exploring the meanings they imbued these
practices with and placing them in the context of Chinese religious traditions, a new
dimension of New Age religion becomes apparent. To do this, it is necessary to
examine how Wang and Hu viewed religion in Taiwan.
Wang and Hu were critical of NRMs in their work. This appeared to be a
strategy to assert that they were not part of a NRM, an important issue given that
various NRM controversies in 1997 alarmed the public to such an extent that it was
called “the year of religious disorder.”101 This fear shares certain similarities with the
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suspicion of ‘cults’ that developed in the West in the 1960s and has, to varying extents,
remained an ongoing issue. In considering this phenomenon, James Beckford noted the
very small number of people negatively effected by NRMs and that NRMs (and their
opponents) reflect social conditions: “‘Cult controversies’ are very revealing about
taken-for-granted notions of normality.” 102 ‘Cult controversies’ are not limited to
Western societies. For instance, Japanese society experienced media and political
debates during the post-war ‘Rush Hour of the Gods’, when NRMs grew rapidly, and
again in the aftermath of Aum Shinrikyō’s 1995 sarin gas attack on the Tokyo
subway. 103 Taiwan’s post-martial law enthusiasm for innovative religious practices
caught the attention of the government and the media.
In this atmosphere, both Wang and Hu noted the example of the controversial
NRM leader Sung Chi-li

(1948-). As part of his Buddhism-derived teachings,

Sung published photographs supposedly demonstrating his supernatural powers, such as
emitting light (fangguang

) and dividing the body (fenshen

). 104 He was
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accused of defrauding followers of US$7 million through sales of these photographs,
which resulted in his incarceration.105 In addition to Sung, Ting Jen-chieh referred to the
Taiwan Ufology Society (Taiwan feidie xuehui

) and Chen Hengming

to note how at that time NRMs were considered to be one cause of social instability,
with the government even introducing an operation to ‘eliminate shady religions’
(zongjiao saohei

).106 While the term ‘new religious movement’ was introduced

by Western scholars to neutralise the pejorative term ‘cult’, based on my conversations,
in Taiwan the academic equivalent term ‘emergent religion’ (xinxing zongjiao

)

still seems burdened with similar negative connotations.
To Hu, the Sung Chi-li incident reflected how religious authority and blind faith
could strip adherents of their ability for independent thought.107 Later, noting that
despite the many changes apparent in post-martial law Taiwan, it was still an “island of
troubles” and she criticised “the deluded religions that bring about the madness of
NRMs.” 108 Wang suggested that events such as the Sung Chi-li incident were
manifestations of a long-present “strange phenomena” in society.109 Seeking to distance
herself from such activity, Wang asserted that the New Age was completely different to
the NRMs that were making prophecies about the end of the millennium.110 Given that
the New Age of Wang and Hu did not have the doctrinal or organisational structures of
a religion, it cannot be considered an NRM, yet it was religious in that the ideas and
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practices could be used as either substitutes for (or supplements to) religious practices,
and as a new way of understanding Buddhism.
While anti-NRM, Wang and Hu located their New Age in the same realm as
religion in Taiwan. In doing this they often used religious concepts and vocabulary to
introduce readers to New Age ideas. This process was not always consistent, but
demonstrates that while Wang and Hu objected to the authority wielded by religious
organisations, they firmly believed in the relevance of the foundation teachings and
texts of these groups. Both were not so much opposed to things ‘religious,’ such as
philosophy and meditation, but the organisational structures of ‘religion’ within which
such things were controlled. While there were variations and slight inconsistencies over
time, this thread remained consistent. The opinion of each woman appears to be
primarily based on, though not limited to, her own experiences with other religions;
Wang with Catholicism, Hu with Buddhism. With regard to the later, it is possible that
the environment at the Fine Press (exemplified in the popular works of Lin Qingxuan)
and the post-martial law enthusiasm for Buddhism influenced this choice of vocabulary.
Wang was particularly vehement in arguing why the New Age was religious but
not a religion. Her introductory essay to the Fine Press’ New Age Series established her
position through a series of examples and comparisons. Establishing that in
conventional religion she had not been able to “grasp what I thirst for,” Wang went on
to draw on a series of concepts from Chinese religion and culture. In declaring that in
the New Age we are all part of God, Wang clarified that this was not the traditional
external and all-powerful God. Rather, it is like the intrinsic essence expressed in the
Buddhist Mahāparinirvāṇa sūtra, possessing “an unextinguishable spirit body,
amorphous and without appearance.”111 In this essay she regarded the Western God as
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yang, in concurrent opposition and harmony with the Holy Spirit’s yin. Wang chose
Mencius and his expression of righteousness and benevolence to explain the innate and
transcendent nature of morality was God, as opposed to an external authority.
Importantly, and showing her Catholic upbringing, Wang asserted in the New Age
“There is no original sin and there is no fear of eternal punishment.”112 Influenced by
Western occultism and Eastern philosophies and religions, the New Age had already
provided nourishment and clarity to people in the West and, through the New Age
Series, readers in Taiwan were able to benefit too. According to Wang, no religion was
excluded from the New Age, but, in being so inclusive, the New Age was not a religion
itself. This is in the sense that there was no external authority influencing participants,
rather than a lack of religious qualities. Wang would later elaborate on this idea. Her
most succinct articulation of New Age as a religion was published in Revolution:
The New Age is not really religion because it lacks a unified creed and is without
dogma, commandments or a stratified organisation. But the subjects in which it is
interested extend to the universe, nature, the human world, life and death and human
relations, all issues that religion is deeply concerned with. It can be said to be very rich
in ‘religious mood’. Furthermore it opposes authority and avoids fossilised forms but
often echoes ‘structuralism’. It firmly believes that all living things originate from ‘All
that is’. But ‘All that is’ is not really a personified god, it is not really a force a millionfold bigger than us. Gathering together all our ideal qualities into one body is to manage
and reward and punish our judge. All this is no more than our imagination and an
external projection. When we observe the development of the idea of ‘God’, we can
actually see the development of how people regard ‘oneself’.
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It can be seen in this passage how Wang once again emphasised the decentralised, antiauthoritarian and non-institutionalised nature of New Age religion. For her the common
image of God was anthropomorphic. This was not a revelation for Wang as she had
expressed this idea early in her career, writing of her spiritual response to reading
Gibran’s The Prophet in the late 1960s.114 In 1985 Wang drew on a similar vocabulary
to explain her OBE, as discussed earlier. In the experience she was clearly aware that
the bright light she was experiencing was God, something that made her feel happy and
safe.115
While Wang argued strongly that the New Age was not a religion, she
acknowledged that, in so far as it is a means of engaging with the facets of life that
religion deals with, it is religious. In this sense, Wang was writing of the New Age as an
idealised form of religion, free from the social structures that prevent common religion
from truly connecting with people. To use the term discussed in the introduction, it was
a form of religiosity.
Both Wang and Hu frequently tied concepts in their translations and books to
religious terms that their readers would be more familiar with, either by using terms
from Buddhism and Daoism to translate words from English or giving examples from
these and other religions to verify the truth of ideas from the New Age.116 In doing this,
both Wang and Hu overtly identified the New Age as being free from any sort of dogma
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or authority that was found in more established religious institutions. The extent to
which they did so changed over time, as seen when Wang cast aspersions about those
who sought to deify Krishnamurti or make him an object of worship. While Wang did
not discuss Krishnamurti in her contribution to Perfect Wisdom, seven months later in
Revolution she criticised his apparent deification. In a chapter where she discussed
various New Age groups and teachers, Wang noted:
The pity is, not only do [Krishnamurti’s] followers wittingly or unwittingly deify and
canonise him, they also push many Buddhist titles onto his head, such as ‘guide of the
middle way,’ ‘teachings of complete interpenetration’ and so on.

117

She made this comment after noting how Krishnamurti’s disregard for external
authorities was consistent with the New Age. In acknowledging that Krishnamurti is a
part of New Age religion in Taiwan, Wang’s admission that she was not comfortable
with how he was represented is telling. Despite Krishnamurti’s aversion to religious
authority, Wang seemed concerned that he was being recreated in Taiwan as one. While
this indicates that the editorial direction of the New Age Series may not have been
settled, more importantly it affirms the inherent instability in defining a figure of
philosophy as ‘New Age,’ a typology made even less certain given Krishnamurti’s
evolving and debatable spiritual identity.
The centrality of Seth in Wang’s construction of the New Age as a religion was
visible in how she introduced Conversations with God (hereafter Conversations).
Written by Neale Donald Walsch, Conversations is a series of transcribed conversations
between Walsch and the Christian God, and a film version was released in 2006.
Following its publication in 1996, Conversations found a large audience and was on
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The New York Times hardcover non-fiction bestseller list for 139 weeks.118 It was also a
strong seller for the Fine Press, with Wang’s translation of Walsch’s first book, first
published in May 1998, reprinted for the 85th time in November 2015. The other two
Conversations books and a number of other Walsch publications were later translated
and published (with many subsequent reprints) in the New Age Series.
To Wang, Conversations and Seth shared many similarities such as ideas about
time and existence, the shared materiality of God and the soul, and the lack of hell and
original sin.119 Wang offered readers an explanation on the unifying theology between
Seth and Conversations, and as a result, New Age religion as a whole. Writing of her
own process of gradual spiritual understanding, Wang wrote:
Many years later I experienced my own enlightenment: the ultimate confidence that one
should have in “All that is” is that “becoming a Buddha (God) is inevitable.”
Conversations with God also expresses the same opinion.
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In this sentence, Wang neatly (in her mind) encapsulated how Buddhism (Buddha) and
Christianity and Catholicism (God) are but different explanations of the underlying
reality of existence as expressed in the New Age and Seth (All that is). Wang had earlier
expressed this perennialist idea in Revolution, where she employed ‘All that is’ to both
encapsulate the essence of the New Age, describe God and justify environmental
protection. Wang equated St Francis’s personal revelations with understanding ‘All that
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is’ and even suggested that the prayer of St Francis represented the spirit of the New
Age.121

Hu leaves the New Age
Within 10 years Terry Hu transformed from being the most recognisable
advocate of New Age religion in Taiwan to a critic. For readers, this event and her
arguments crystalise elements of her New Age and also demonstrate the instability of
the term. She closed her 1999 autobiography Death and the Maiden with a rebuttal of
the New Age and its key slogan in Taiwan, ‘you create your own reality.’ This strong
switch in belief is closely linked to two important events in Hu’s life: her reading and
subsequent translation of the works of Ken Wilber (1949-) and the three-year-long
health crisis that began just after the birth of her daughter. It may also reflect the 1990s
“crisis” of the New Age in America where commercialisation and millenarian
ambiguity led to a drop in popularity.122
Ken Wilber is an American philosopher of consciousness and psychology whose
work has been widely read within the New Age Movement. Hanegraaff dealt with
Wilber’s work and ideas in detail, and introduced him as being
… regarded as the foremost theoretician in the transpersonal movement. All his
publications are characterized by a brilliant ability to combine information from a wide
variety of sources into an at times stunningly elegant synthesis.123
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As will be discussed, Wilber recognised that while the New Age Movement did express
some profound ideas, he was critical of it, colourfully decrying it as “A yuppified
postmodern version of Christian Science.”124
After Krishnamurti, Wilber was the next figure that Hu devoted her energy to
translating and, through this work, tied her identity to his. She claimed to have first
encountered Wilber’s work in 1988, reading his Spectrum of Consciousness (1977),
among several other texts, while living in New York.125 In the early spring of 1992, Hu
and an American friend (later identified as her then-boyfriend Robert) were visiting
Ojai in California, as part of “spiritual research” related to Krishnamurti. During this
trip they visited Shambhala Booksellers in Berkeley, where Robert bought her a copy of
Wilber’s Grace and Grit (1991). 126 Her daughter Jiesheng

was born in late

November 1994 and Hu became ill just two days later, beginning a three year period of
illness and healing. Notably, she did not disclose the identity of her daughter’s father.
Hu was ultimately diagnosed with a 7kg ovarian tumor and underwent surgery
in October 1997 to remove it. These three years of illness prompted her to investigate a
number of different healing techniques. Hu explored a range of diets, exercises and
treatments as she sought relief and health: power walking, breathing, two hour lying
down exercises, gua sha (a skin-scraping technique believed to stimulate healing),
Taiwanese herbs, Chinese medicine, hot massage, hot food, fasting and 20 days of
treatment with the Chinese qigong master Zhang Baosheng

(1958-). Among the

most novel of treatments Hu had was with Alex Orbito (1940-), a ‘psychic surgeon’
from the Philippines. She first became aware of Orbito through the writings of Shirley
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MacLaine.127 Payment was by donation, and he suggested she could donate more to
fund a pyramid he intended to build. Upon her return to Taiwan Hu discovered that
despite Orbito’s treatment, her tumor had actually grown in size. Having exhausted the
possibilities held by alternative medicine, Hu opted for conventional surgery.128 Ten
days before undergoing surgery, she picked a book “randomly” from her shelf. Her
choice: Grace and Grit by Ken Wilber.129
Grace and Grit is Wilber’s account of his wife’s struggle over several years
with terminal cancer. For the Wilbers, cancer forced them to confront the numerous
ideas on health and healing that they had been exploring for decades. Wilber recounted
how an article he wrote on his wife’s illness, published in New Age magazine, prompted
some unsympathetic responses and even severe chastising. In suggesting that disease
arises on four levels—physical, emotional, mental or spiritual—Wilber wrote that
treatment must be appropriate to the particular level, or mixture of levels. There is little
point in treating a physical problem, he gave the example of a broken leg, with a mental
solution, such as visualisation. For Wilber, this proposal was part of his critique of the
notion of ‘you create your own reality,’ an ideal he condemned as having “its basis in
narcissistic and borderline pathology,” illustrated in mail they received that suggested
Wilber’s wife brought on cancer through her own thoughts.130 This chapter had a
profound effect on Hu.
In the late 1990s the influence of Wilber plus her illness and search for a cure
prompted Hu to reassess her position regarding a key New Age concept. Her translation
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of Grace and Grit was published in November 1998 and her autobiography followed in
July 1999. In it, she urged “New Age friends” to read chapter 15 of Grace and Grit
where Wilber provided an “incisive examination” of the concept of ‘you create your
own reality.’131 As discussed throughout this thesis, ‘you create your own reality’ was
proposed by C.C. Wang as one of the core elements of the New Age and also was
printed—in English—on the logo of The Fine Press’ New Age Series, with decreasing
frequency, up until 1998.132 In Hu’s writings it appears that her illness and the searching
it prompted were the catalysts in her discarding the label ‘New Age.’ Of course, these
are not necessarily the only reasons; Hu’s involvement with the New Age Series had
been lessening for some time. After Ancient Future in March 1990, she produced four
Krishnamurti translations between April 1991 and January 1994, with a fifth being
published nearly three years later in November 1996. Her final appearance in the series
(until 2007) was in January 1997, in Perfect Wisdom. In dismissing the title ‘New Age,’
Hu did not necessarily move away from the subject material she had promoted. She
continued to expound the wisdom of Krishnamurti, and even returned to the New Age
Series in 2007 for her translation of Krishnamurti’s You Are The World. In her
autobiography she did not shrink away from her time promoting the New Age, although
she was more circumspect in singing its praises than she had been earlier.133 While Hu
had left the New Age in name, she remained firmly embedded in its content, as I discuss
in the postscript.
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Hu’s friendship with Wang also must be considered in regard to her movement
away from matters ‘New Age.’ In the writings of both women there is no overt
references to a falling out or other calamity between the two. Their friendship appears to
have formed in the world of women’s magazines and publishing in late 1970s Taiwan.
As Hu wrote, Wang supported Hu during her divorce and introduced her to the Seth
Material, a source of solace for Hu during her legal troubles with Li Ao and an
undeniable spiritual influence on her. The two of them travelled to Egypt and
collaborated on the Fine Press’ New Age Series. While Wang translated far more books
than Hu and was still lauded in 2012 as ‘The Mother of the New Age in Taiwan,’
initially Hu was the public face. Possessing a high public profile in Taiwan, she was
leveraged by the Fine Press and other commercial interests to connect their products
with consumers. Wang and Hu were not alone, with several colleagues helping them
edit and translate the New Age Series over the years, but it was the impetus and vision
of Wang and Hu which not only established New Age publishing in Taiwan, but
defined the early years of New Age religion there.134

Conclusion
Perfect Wisdom and Revolution were published at an important time in Taiwan’s
religious history. In the post-martial law era Buddhism was growing in popularity and
various NRMs were attracting adherents (and controversy). In this climate, it appears
that in 1997 the Fine Press attempted to solidify the New Age in Taiwan through a
series of books published by local authors. Perfect Wisdom is notable for the variety of
authors who offered their understanding of the New Age. Beyond bringing together
writers of diverse backgrounds, this book’s importance stems from the manner in which
they use local religions, especially Buddhism, to frame the New Age. Wang’s
134
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Revolution was the most sophisticated introductory book for Taiwan’s burgeoning New
Age readership. While she synthesised many concepts she had read about, the most
striking parts include her equation of Seth with various religious traditions and her
references to Neo-Confucian thought. In doing this, Wang might have actually
reinforced these existing cultural norms, rather than provide something ‘new.’ Hu’s
departure from the New Age was gradual and appears as the result of her exposure to
Ken Wilber’s philosophy and how she applied this to her own health issues. Regardless,
Hu and Wang both remain critical to Taiwan’s New Age as it is now practiced.
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Postscript
In 2017 both Wang and Hu remain eminent in Taiwan’s New Age and BMS
milieu. In the first fifteen years of the new millennium (and fifteen years on from the
period considered in this thesis) Taiwan has continued to experience major social and
political change: the KMT was in political opposition between 2000 and 2008, the
internet grew to become a major communication channel and, after the KMT returned to
power in 2009, links with China grew rapidly. Set against this, recent work from both
women demonstrates how they are still propelled by their earlier ideals; they continue to
be central to the legitimacy and dissemination of New Age and related work in Taiwan.
Wang has over 4,500 fans on her Facebook page and a post on 29 June 2016
caught their attention. Titled ‘Wo you yige meng

[I have a dream]’ it attracted

988 ‘likes’ and had been shared 45 times, indicating wide circulation.1 Referencing
American civil rights activist Martin Luther King’s iconic speech, Wang wrote that she
too had a dream, one of love and peace. Quoting Seth and the pre-modern Confucian
philosopher Mencius, she wrote of Taiwan’s precarious diplomatic position between
China and the USA, where “This beautiful island squeezed between two great powers
merely exists as a shield, simple cannon fodder.”2 She claimed Taiwan has:
… glorious landscapes, nimble creativity, and the people are happy and warm.
Those that harm others without pity, we can offer physical recuperation and spiritual
relaxation.3
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Wang wrote that Taiwan’s many assets, including being a place to spiritually recharge,
were the source of foreign envy. This appears to be a reference to China’s ongoing
threats to ‘retake’ the island. Her solution was for Taiwan to be like Switzerland: adopt
a position of diplomatic neutrality and not wage wars, something she entreated her
readers to join with her and dream of achieving. This passage is an example of Wang
attempting to instigate social change through individual transformation. From a
rationalist international relations point of view, her goal of diplomatic neutrality for
Taiwan seems naïve. However, her post obviously resonated with fans in Taiwan who
agreed with her revolutionary proposal.
In 2016 Wang continued to promote the work of upcoming New Age figures.
For instance, in the same year, the medium Asha published a work of young adult
fiction called Xiaoqi de qihuan zhi lü

[Xiaoqi’s Visionary Journey]. It

tells the story of Xiaoqi, a teenage girl who slips into a coma and meets Bai Changlao
, a spirit guide who claims to be the consciousness of Jesus.4 Bai Changlao leads
Xiaoqi on a journey of awareness where she is able to enter the consciousness of
various humans and animals, experiencing reality from their points of view and
accumulating spiritual knowledge. Importantly, Bai Changlao is not a fictional narrator,
having channelled this novel (and an earlier one) through Asha. While Wang praised
Xiaoqi’s Visionary Journey for bringing New Age concepts to a high school audience,5
it is perhaps her own role in making Taiwanese aware of New Age-style channeling that
is more important. That local authors are now delivering popular fiction revealed by a
Christian-informed spirit entity indicates the degree to which New Age concepts have
become embedded in Taiwanese society and publishing.
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[Xiaoqi’s Visionary Journey] (Taipei:

In June 2016 the Chinese translation of Valentin Tomberg’s (1900-1973)
Meditations on the Tarot was published. When I met Hu in 2012 she said she was
translating this book and now she is listed as the executive editor, with Hou Wangyi
credited as the translator. This lengthy book (the Chinese version is just under 950
pages) would have taken significant effort to translate (Hu also thanked her yogateaching life-partner Jimmy

for his assistance), and indicates a development in

Hu’s career that is new, yet familiar.
Born in Saint Petersburg, Tomberg was a senior Anthroposophist before
converting to Catholicism after World War II. He lived in a number of European
countries including England, where after retiring from the BBC he wrote Meditations
on the Tarot in French; it was first published in German in 1972. The book is:
… a compendium of modern Western esotericism and a stimulating critique of some of
its aspects, containing many profound thoughts and beautiful poetic passages. In terms
of contents and reception it has to be positioned among the foremost books in Western
esotericism published in the 20th century6

Echoing her pivotal New York encounter with the works of Krishnamurti, in 2008 Hu
discovered Tomberg’s book by chance in the Page One bookstore in Taipei 101 (the
skyscraper designed by Wang’s ex-husband C.Y. Lee). Like Krishnamurti, she placed
Tomberg as an inheritor of the Theosophical Society’s legacy that, along with Rudolf
Steiner’s Anthroposophical Society, was a precursor to the New Age. Intriguingly, in
her preface Hu rendered ‘New Age’ as xinshiji (

) instead of xinshidai (

).

The last time I am aware that Hu translated New Age as xinshiji was in January 1989
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and she consistently used xinshidai afterwards. However, with xinshidai now so closely
associated with Wang, Seth and the New Age Series, it is possible that Hu was
attempting to reorient Taiwan’s New Age, and her role in it, into a realm where she had
more authority. Of the four years it took to translate, Hu concluded:
I was deeply aware of the glorious eight years of refuge I had at my missionary high
school and university: I had hidden away an unexplainable predestained relationship
with Jesus.7

This passage indicates a new degree of reflectiveness by Hu. Whereas in the past she
wrote of her unsuitability for conventional education, here it seems her missionary
schooling imbued her with a latent power and sympathy for Christian traditions that she
only could fully realise later in life.
Following the pattern in English-speaking nations where ‘New Age’ was
gradually replaced throughout the 1980s and 1990s with ‘Mind, Body, Spirit,’8 a similar
trend occurred in Taiwan. Rather than New Age, readers are now much more likely to
come across authors or teachers who identify as BMS (following the Chinese translation
shenxinling

, or body, mind, spirit). For instance in 2013 Hu was promoted as a

“BMS healing teacher,”9 but by 2016 she had been upgraded to “the most important
domestic promoter of spiritual thought.” In contrast, in 2012 Wang was described on
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the band wrapped around her autobiography as “The Mother of the New Age” in
Taiwan, firmly placing her at the centre of this set of practices.10
Prominent in the BMS milieu is the Taiwan-born, Beijing-based author, teacher
and translator (and former television journalist) Tiffany Chang

(1962-). Her

translation of Eckhart Tolle’s The Power of Now sold over half a million copies in
China and her novel Yujian weizhi de ziji

[Encountering Your Unknown

Self] (2007) was even more successful there, selling one million copies.11 By February
2012 the Taiwan edition had been reprinted 85 times by the Fine Press. In it, a young
professional woman Ruo Ling

goes on a spiritual journey around Taipei in order to

solve her personal and professional crises. She is guided by a wise old lady who lives
on the nearby Yangming shan (who Ruo Ling met one rainy night, when her car broke
down on the mountain near the old lady’s hut). Becoming a mentor to Ruo Ling, the old
lady sends her to visit her various students and learn from them. This narrative of
incremental transformation is similar to that of Asha’s Xiaoqi’s Visionary Journey. One
person Ruo Ling visits is a former movie star who, after an unsuccessful marriage and
period of retreat, “radiantly reappeared.”12 To readers in Taiwan, this character would
most certainly appear to be based on Hu. With a character in Chang’s popular novel
based on her as evidence of her significant influence and appeal, Hu had become a
spiritual meta-teacher: guiding readers in reality and in fiction. Beyond Chang’s popular
fiction, Taiwan’s BMS has evolved in other directions.
Wang’s former student Hsu Tien-sheng developed a clinically-based hybrid of
Seth’s philosophy and modern medicine. With centres in the USA, he has found a
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following there and throughout Asia, and even led a teaching tour to Australia in late
2015. I attended an event held at the Tzu Chi centre in Sydney and, apart from Hsu’s
entourage, the attendees were nearly all members of the Australian Chinese and
Taiwanese communities (one woman had even flown in from Los Angeles for Hsu’s
Australian talks). In her recommendation article for Hsu’s A Journey of Searching the
Inner Self (2007), Wang wrote how important Seth was to Dr Hsu’s BMS system.13
Huan-ting zen (HTZ,

) also draws heavily upon Western medical

discourses (in this case psychology) and mixes these with elements of the New Age and
Chinese thought. With innovative use of digital media and the ability to pitch itself as
both scientific and “Chinese” (from a cultural perspective), HTZ has developed in
China too, finding a receptive middle class audience.14 Notably, in her novel Huochu
quanxin de zji: huanxing, liaoyu yu chuangzao

[Living

Out an All New You: Awakening, Healing and Creativity] (2009/2012), Tiffany Chang
once again inserted a real-life entity into her fiction. This time, instead of meeting Hu,
her protagonist participated in an eye-opening retreat at HTZ’s centre in the mountains
south of Taipei, thereby introducing readers to the group’s innovative teaching
methods. 15 Hybrid practices that draw on Taiwanese indigenous culture are also
developing16 and there is an underground interest in Amazonian-derived entheogenic
shamanism.
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The extent to which any one of these teachers or systems draws on the earlier
New Age writings of Wang and Hu, or builds on their represented identities (as
mediated through texts), varies. What is more certain is that each of this new generation
of BMS teachers would have been exposed to the New Age works of Wang and Hu
(and more broadly the New Age Series and similar collections) in the systemised
manner made possible in Taiwan’s post-martial law neo-liberal society. During the six
years I have spent researching this thesis, BMS activity in Taiwan appears to have
continued growing. New foreign ideas continue to be translated and locals continue to
innovate, blending global and local practices and theories. How BMS and other forms
of individual-based, text-informed spiritual practices fare in the future, especially with
regard to the use of emerging technologies, innovative syncreticism and their expansion
into China and throughout Asia and the world, will be fascinating to observe.
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Conclusion
My research focuses on two essential yet largely overlooked figures in Taiwan’s
religious sphere. Beyond the impact C.C. Wang and Terry Hu had in establishing New
Age religion there, they also embodied and reflected the social and cultural evolutions
of the second half of twentieth century Taiwan. In emphasising how they, as individuals,
sought to negotiate this period of time through spiritual practices, a new female-centric
spiritual perspective on this era emerges. In this thesis, I interrogate our understanding
of religion, gender and modernity in an East Asian location very much integrated into
transnational systems of cultural production and consumption. I have recentered the
global experience of New Age religion around two women (and their peers) in Taiwan,
while remaining cognisant of the abiding influences of the USA.
As discussed in the introduction, there is no completely satisfactory way to
reconcile the intellectual category ‘religion’, as it is understood in the West, with similar
phenomena in non-Western settings. In his seminal study of religion in China, C.K.
Yang identified pre-modern religion as being diffuse in that it combined “itself with the
major social institutions instead of being an independent organized institution with
separate functions and structure.”1 While this structural pattern changed due to periods
of iconoclasm and state intervention in the modern period, to varying extents the
diffused nature of religion in Taiwan and China remains today. This problem of
categorisation is compounded when considering the New Age – even in the West there
is an ongoing debate as to how suitable it is to classify it as a religion. I have persisted
in regarding the New Age in Taiwan as a religion for the following reason: it can be
1
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found to address concerns of transformation and the afterlife as found in so-called
conventional religions. There is no authoritative body in Taiwan that arbitrates what is
orthodox New Age or imbues people with authority. In her study of practitioners of A
Course in Light and Divine Will in Taiwan, and following Paul Heelas and his idea of
‘self-religion’, Shu-chuan Chen found these groups to offer people emotion
management and expression techniques.2 While I have no evidence of Wang or Hu
being directly involved with either of these groups, I believe their writings generally
confirm Chen’s findings. And, as did the editors of New Age Religion: Rethinking
Spirituality, I do not view the New Age as a religion in the strictest sense of the word,
but rather as a set of phenomena—religiosity appears the most suitable term—through
which we may develop a more nuanced understanding of religions more broadly, be
they in Taiwan or elsewhere.
Neither

woman

has

a

widespread

reputation

as

a

spiritual

figure

(notwithstanding Hu’s celebrity), especially when compared to the charismatic (and at
times controversial) figures of Taiwan’s major and minor NRMs. In this sense, both
Wang and Hu remain on the margins of popular and academic understandings of
religion in Taiwan. This, I suggest, is not due to any lack of importance, but rather a
possible tendency among academics of New Age religion in Taiwan to overlook local
identities and focus on the circulation and adoption of foreign concepts and practices.
That said, among New Agers in Taiwan and other locals with knowledge of BMS
activities, both Wang and Hu are well known. Given the volume of translations each
woman produced (especially Wang), the pivotal introductory texts that they wrote and
the New Age Series they co-published, as pioneers of New Age religion in Taiwan they
offer an alternative means through which to study this phenomenon. As shown in the
2
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postscript, not only do Wang and Hu continue to be prominent in Taiwan’s New Age
and BMS milieu, they have influenced later generations of teachers and authors. In
particular, they established the New Age as a viable and vibrant field of spiritual
experimentation that was relevant and accessible to women in Taiwan. While their New
Age could certainly be considered ‘New Age glamour’ (as discussed by Spangler,
Hanegraaff and Wang), I do not consider this to be an inherently perjorative term.
Rather, it is indicative of the cultural milieu in which they were publishing and being
marketed by the Fine Press. Despite not being granted access to the full sales figures of
the New Age Series, it is likely that their incomes would be likely less than what they
received as an actor (Hu) or an architect (Wang’s potential career). In this regard, their
‘New Age glamour’ was more a marketing ploy and less an indication of any
superficiality or self-centeredness in their work. The extent to which other religions and
NRMs in Taiwan have adopted New Age ideas and practices is beyond the scope of this
thesis, but would be an important addition to our understanding of the fluidity between,
and shifting borders of, religious practices.
As a cultural history of New Age religion in Taiwan, this thesis demonstrates
that C.C. Wang and Terry Hu were committed New Agers and were instrumental in the
establishment of the New Age there. In doing this, important points about Taiwanese
society, gender, religion and modernity have been revealed. This thesis reorients the
study of New Age religion in Taiwan by shifting the object of study from practitioners
and groups to authors and texts. The text is integral to New Age religion and its absence
from scholarship in Taiwan—as a means of investigating both the personal history of
key figures and the nature of what ‘New Age’ and related terms mean—is something I
have rectified. In looking at texts, I have not limited myself to specifically New Age
work. As shown, both Wang and Hu expressed the influence of the New Age on their
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thought and behaviour in their early work. Their texts are important not just because
they were the earliest to talk of a ‘New Age’, but because of the manner in which they
did so: they demonstrated its veracity (through anecdotes about transformative English
language material they read) and made it accessible (through translating these ideas for
readers in Taiwan).
In this thesis I have attempted to develop two narratives, one for Wang and one
for Hu. I seek to illustrate the moments when their lives came together (and when they
grew apart) and thereby show the similarities and differences in how they experienced
the New Age and created it in Taiwan. Not only is this the first time that Wang and Hu
have been considered in this way, it is a new approach to studying the New Age in
Taiwan (and, for that matter, outside of Europe and the USA). While both women have
written autobiographies that emphasise their New Age credentials, these works did not
emphasise their extensive pre-New Age writing. Through reading the collected
materials of each author over several decades as single and continuous texts, the manner
in which they reframed earlier experiences with new language and concepts as their
New Age expertise evolved becomes apparent. Like Jane Roberts’s channeling of Seth,
Wang and Hu served as vessels that introduced New Age religion to Taiwan from the
USA. They did this enthusiastically and to share their own joy and breakthoughs with
others. That said, in their earlier roles as conduits of American and other foreign
cultures (writing in magazines and books, and occasionally through Hu’s films), they
demonstrated a similar curiosity and search for new modes of everyday life to that
which informed their New Age journeys. In developing skills and reputations for
explaining aspects of American culture, both women were well prepared for their later
work. As shown, they demonstrated the influence of American culture from early in
their lives, and the New Age was a later iteration of this process, giving them an
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ontological framework in which they could contextualise and represent their life
experiences. This indicates how they felt Taiwan could be improved by the injection of
new ideas. These changed depending on their circumstances, but America was a source
of new methods of parenting and acting, for example, before it offered them new
spiritual modalities. That said, neither Wang nor Hu was completely credulous in their
engagement with the USA and the New Age, with both offering considered criticisms
throughout their writing careers and demonstrating a certain tension in attempting to
straddle these two contrasting societies.
In writing these narratives, I have emphasised the agency of Wang and Hu as
translators and authors. Within the various social and genre contexts in which they and
their work was situated, they exercised decision-making ability in how they experienced
the New Age, such as selecting books, incorporating particular teachings into their
everyday lives, negotiating trauma and nurturing transformation. To this end, I have
considered how their representations of these experiences were integral in shaping
Taiwan’s New Age. The writings of Wang and Hu are intertextual, in that both women
wrote about their lives and spiritual experiences as an individual spiritual practice and
as a means of encouraging their readers. As New Agers, they became clear evidence of
the New Age’s transformational efficacy.
Looking at the collected writings of Wang and Hu allowed me to consider the
importance of 1987 in Taiwanese religious history. The end of martial law is certainly
one of the most significant events in Taiwan’s post-World War II history. That religion
then flourished in Taiwan’s reinvigorated social society is true and the different belief
systems that evolved in these years offer vital insights into both Taiwanese society and
the ability of religious systems to allow people to create meaning. Beyond the broader
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cultural influences that shaped their approach to spirituality, both women were engaged
with the New Age in Taiwan before 1987.
While Wang traced her New Age origins to Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet and Hu
looked to cafes in the Campus Folk Music Movement, neither of which can be clearly
defined as ‘New Age,’ close investigation of their lives and writings show the cultural
interactions that propelled them in this direction to have been present from their
childhoods. The dislocation experienced by waishengren families, the cultural influence
of America, the presence of Catholic and Christian missionaries, and the possibilities
enabled through English, all impelled Wang and Hu towards the New Age long before
they went to the USA and prior to the end of martial law. Despite its ‘otherness’
compared to ethnic groups longer established on Taiwan, waishengren denotes a
particular group of Taiwanese, an ethnic classifier (with sometimes ambiguous borders)
only made possible by the turmoil of the Chinese Civil War. As waishengren growing
up in the immediate post-War decades and then with opportunities to spend time abroad
thanks to their social status, Wang and Hu were part of a select social class that had to
relocate itself in a post-martial law Taiwan where bentuhua cultures had become more
influential.
The work of Wang and Hu provides scholars of religion with several points of
note. First, between 1988 and 1999, both women (although Hu gradually less so),
strongly identified as ‘New Age.’ This is seen in their vocal promotion of the New Age,
especially through the Fine Press’s New Age Series, which both women closely worked
with. Yet the New Age was not conceived as mutually exclusive with other religious
practices. Most notably, a practitioner could comfortably be New Age and Buddhist,
with the New Age presented as a means of deepening Buddhist practice and
understanding. The religiosity of the New Age was evident in the way that it became a
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supplement to (or substitute for) concepts, practices and beliefs found in other religions.
Purchasing books published by profit-driven enterprises was an important way to
engage with the New Age and confirms its commercial dimension in Taiwan.
One of Wang and Hu’s greatest contributions to New Age religion was through
their translations. This can be viewed in two ways: the process of translation (the
language they used) and translation as a spiritual practice (the inner transformation this
engendered). Both women used religious terminology and symbolism common in
Taiwan to render the New Age in Chinese. As a result, the New Age they helped
develop is contextualised using Taiwan’s religious vocabulary. Wang’s emphasis on the
primacy of the English text suggests that she asserted the original language as superior
and that her Chinese version only contained superficial differences. In translating so
many books, both women developed spiritual capital that they could parlay into other
projects, such as writing introductory works and biographies and publishing even more
translations.
Both Wang and Hu described translation as an act that affected profound inner
change. As New Agers, they had already gained some benefit from the books they read,
implementing the teachings in their lives. However, as translators they came to more
fully embody these works, and by interpreting the multiple concepts for readers in
Taiwan they attained a level of spiritual authority that mere readers could not reach so
easily. This attaintment was not mere psychometry, rather, they achieved it through
physically channeling the English language into Chinese. They were not experts just
because they could translate, rather, translation made them into experts. Yet
transcendence through translation was not a solely New Age phenomenon as both
women experienced this in their works published before they identified as New Age,
suggesting a predisposition to a type of liberation enabled through literature. In this
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sense the New Age was a framework in which they could contextualise their ongoing
personal struggles and breakthroughs. It provided them with the tools through which
they could articulate practices and understandings that they had previously experienced.
Reading was also a spiritual practice for Wang and Hu. Even the times they
encountered books, such as Seth in the California public library and Krishnamurti in the
New York Theosophy Society bookstore, were recounted as profound turning points in
their personal lives (and, by extension, their professional careers). Both women wrote
how they experienced deep realisations and levels of awareness when reading. These
examples empowered their readers in Taiwan to seek a similar text-induced
transformation. Wang and Hu suggested to their readers that just by reading the right
book they too could experience deep change in their lives.
Through the books that they chose to translate and the manner in which they
promoted them, both Wang and Hu imbued New Age religion in Taiwan with a uinque
texture. Wang retrospectively made Kahlil Gibran part of Taiwan’s New Age, in that
she acknowledged reading The Prophet as her first encounter with the movement and
then later included a reprint of it in the New Age Series. The manner in which Hu
recreated Krishnamurti as New Age is also integral to this process. However, in her
vision he was not purely New Age, he was also Buddhist. Her co-authors in Perfect
Wisdom reiterated this and described the New Age as a form of Western Buddhism.
Wang also wrote about Seth as a Buddhist figure. In doing this, Wang, Hu and the New
Age series attempted to make key parts of the New Age more relevant (and maybe less
threatening) to their potential readership in Taiwan. At the same time, they may have
reinforced more established philosophical traditions found in Taiwan (such as NeoConfucianism, in Wang’s case) by using them as a means of explaining the New Age.
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This thesis makes several contributions to the understanding of modernity in
Taiwan. Throughout their writing careers both women wrote how they were searching
for new ideas and techniques. This search often took place in America, where they were
able to access new techniques in fields as diverse as parenting and acting, before
seeking more expressly spiritual topics. In drawing on their English skills, they were
able to access certain modern lifestyle options both in the USA and in Taiwan. For
instance, while Wang purchased The Prophet in the USA, she read it in Taiwan.
Likewise, Hu read The Art of Acting while in Taiwan. So while notable events such as
their encounters with the books of Seth and Krishnamurti took place in the USA, other
experiences relating to the USA (or other foreign cultures) happened in Taiwan,
especially their earlier religious experiences at churches and in school. Through Wang
and Hu, we can see how American cultural influences in Taiwan were embodied by two
women: America offered them a vast repository of things ‘new.’ While their New Age
was partly a break with the past, it also drew on cultural concepts embedded in
Taiwanese society.
When they were in the USA, it became a place of retreat replete with the
possibility of transformation. Initially drawn to the USA due to the professional
requirements of their spouses, both were able to find new methods of transcending their
growing dissatisfaction. Wang’s suburban domesticity is juxtaposed against Hu’s
metropolitan glitz. In doing this, they depicted the USA as possessing a new set of
possibilities beyond raising a family, educational achievement or business success: it
was a place where the practice of spiritual transformation could be realised. For instance,
Hu’s retreat in New York subverts one conventional understanding of the city. In her
Soho apartment (the purchase of which indicates she possessed significant financial
capital) she was able to use books she had purchased in the city to go beyond the
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mundane world (of which New York might be seen as a more exciting emanation) and
explore the possibilities of emotional transformation offered in New Age thought. On
the other hand, Wang’s suburban isolation as a mother granted her a different sort of
retreat space. Her seemingly desperate situation and open approach to new spiritual
systems helped facilitate her liberating experiences, such as discovering Seth,
translating and her out-of-body experience. These personal transformations represented
each woman as an individual actor with the agency to (re)create the universe in which
she lived.
They returned to Taiwan and ultimately attempted to facilitate a ‘New Age,’ a
revolution to free individuals from social and religious authoritarian restrictions and in
sympathy with the broader patterns of the New Age as they had seen it in the USA. The
spiritual revolution implied in Wang and Hu’s New Age challenged patriarchy
(especially marriage), attempted to redefine Taiwan’s marginal international status and
heal China and Taiwan’s unstable twentieth centuries, reinvigorate their own
professional careers and go beyond the restrictions of organised religion. Their New
Age promoted the role of women, offering them a leading role in both transforming
their inner lives and, potentially, Taiwanese society. Hu sought to elevate the status of
women to be equal with men, suggesting the open female yin as necessary to counter
the destructive male yang. Wang’s approach was slightly different: she adopted the
nurturing role of a mother, guiding and supporting Taiwanese readers to the relief
available through the New Age.
Through examining the political and environmental crises facing humanity,
Wang and Hu seem to identify as global rather than with a particular nationality: their
New Age transcended adherence to a simple Chinese, Taiwanese or American identity.
On the surface, neither Wang nor Hu used their New Age writings as a vehicle to make
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overt statements about identity, either their own or that of their readers, who in the
1980s and 1990s would have primarily being living in a Taiwan which was only
beginning to open up to China after around forty years of standoff and suspicion, and
after a complicated longer domestic history of multiple incursions by foreign colonisers.
This requires a careful reading of their work where the few explicit statements are
augmented by the less overt comments. Wang and Hu use “Chinese” as the departure
point for their excursions into a malleable identity, something that they shape to suit
their position at any time and float between, at times holding and embodying multiple
identities that may even appear to be in conflict. While their New Age was grounded in
Taiwan’s elite waishengren culture, they did not overtly cling to this identity, rather
they sought to transcend Taiwan’s growing identity consciousness movements and
engage with the global community of New Agers.
On one level, the spiritual revolution that Wang and Hu sought to usher in was
similar to that envisioned by the global New Age – individual change inspired by
Western esotericism and Eastern philosophy would precipitate societal transformation.
That the Fine Press and many other New Age and BMS publishers are still financially
viable in Taiwan, and that there are numerous workshops and online activities that
facilitate the spread of these ideas, confirms that their spiritual revolution was
successful on a different level. Taiwan remains diplomatically marginalised and while
its relationship with China has changed (and continues to do so, depending on which
party is in power in Taiwan and how assertive or belligerant China’s government is at
any point in time), a permanent arrangement about its sovereignty remains unattainable.
While Hu participated in environmental protests and the anti-nuclear movement, neither
she nor Wang engaged in activities that challenged the authority of the state.
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Rather than the unilinear time that Leo Lee argued underpinned the xinshidai of
the 1919 May Fourth Movement, I suggest the New Age of Wang and Hu existed in a
forward-oriented multi-temporal present. For them, the teachings of ancient cultures coexisted with the latest breakthroughs in hi-tech science. Wang and Hu repeatedly
evoked the philosophical traditions of China, especially Buddhism, and contrasted their
New Age with the authoritarian Confucianism and rigid Christianity in which they were
raised. The Buddhist ideas which they used to recreate foreign figures, such as
Krishnamurti, for Taiwan readers were based more on an idealised and scriptural
interpretation of the Dharma rather than the actual practice of it in contemporary
Taiwan, which they perceived to be at times ostentatious and manipulative. Through the
practice of New Age religion, Wang and Hu proposed a state where readers could
embody an idealised version of a global and pure ancient wisdom that was
simultaneously informed by cutting edge scientific experimentation. Readers could use
this embodied temporal state to create a revolution of the spirit in order to negotiate the
vicissitudes of daily life in modern Taiwan and establish a better future.
The New Age of Wang and Hu was not a radical break from a seemingly
regressive and repressive present. It was a way of living in that present while also being
liberated from it. Their forward-oriented multi-temporal present was a pragmatic way of
orienting their inward desires for peace and contentment with a global community of
like-minded individuals. In doing this, they appear to challenge the unilinear notion of
time that Lee found in the May Fourth Movement. The radical break they sought was an
internal one, an inner revolution, and this offered an alternative temporal state for
readers in Taiwan.
Both Wang and Hu closely aligned themselves with the teachings of their
favoured New Age figures. For Wang it was Seth, as channelled by Jane Roberts, and
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for Hu it was Krishnamurti. Having the liberty to read, translate and publish their
favoured authors allowed them, in the eyes of their readers, to become closely aligned
with the figures that they translated. The Fine Press contributed to this, including
information about Wang and Hu in their translations, and emphasising their affinity
with, and expertise on, these figures. By being so closely connected with a figure that
was not in any way from Taiwan or China, this became a new way for the women to
create their own personal identities. In turn, the Fine Press published translations of
their favoured figures, such as Seth and Krishnamurti. Thus, not only were these
authors/entities prominent in Taiwan’s New Age, but the way in which Wang and Hu
embodied their teachings imbued them with an authority deeper than what other books
might possess. Likewise, through their endorsements of Shirley MacLaine and Ken
Wilber these authors also became templates by which Wang and Hu could contextualise
and explain their own experiences and assert spiritual authority.
This thesis covers a period of major change in Taiwanese society. While neither
Wang nor Hu were there at the time, it was a Japanese colony for 50 years until 1945.
Their families arrived in the chaos of the Chinese civil war, and had to establish new
lives in Taiwan under martial law. During the 1950s and 1960s the USA exerted a
strong political, military, economic and cultural influence. Wang and Hu were both
strongly exposed to this in their religious experiences, development of English skills
and awareness of American culture. Their own social status as well-educated
waishengren and Taiwan’s inclination towards the USA meant that they spent
significant periods there: it was formative in shaping their cosmologies and the
development of their spiritual practices. America was something they experienced in
America and in Taiwan. Nonetheless, they also expressed aspects of the religious
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culture in which they grew up and were familiar with and, in doing so, demonstrated the
transformational efficacy of the texts they read and translated.
In a historical sense, the New Age in Taiwan was broadly similar to global New
Ages. However, there are features that distinguish it: the prominence of peripheral New
Age figures such as Krishnamurti and Kahlil Gibran, its representation as a form of
Buddhism, the possibilities of revolution through reading and transformation through
translation, its evolution from earlier American cultural influences and the resonances
of Chinese religion and culture. This research methodology—a close reading of texts
and careful contextualisation of the life experiences of translators and teachers,
especially the personal changes enabled by reading and translation—could be applied to
further non-Western scenarios. Future studies that decentre Euro-American New Ages
and precisely investigate the transnational flow and reception of ideas will generate a
multi-layered conceptualisation of the global New Age and, potentially, religions more
broadly.
This thesis interrogates the multiple spiritual revolutions of the New Age in
Taiwan. That Wang and Hu experienced individual spiritual revolutions is apparent;
their extensive accounts of their immersion into the New Age and inner transformations
prove this. That the New Age revolutionised the spiritual possibities for Taiwanese
society is also evident; Wang and Hu’s long careers, the vast number of translations and
growing number of teachers, authors and participants (some of whom may have
experienced their own spiritual revolutions) demonstrate the extent to which it is now
embedded there. However, Taiwan remains diplomatically marginalised and global
environmental and political crises are entrenched; the Aquarian optimism of the New
Age’s spiritual revolution generating a “new society, nation and world” may yet take
some time to be realised.
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Appendices
1. List of books published in the Xinshidai xilie
[New Age Series] between 1989 and 2000

#

Date

English title

Original author

Mar-90

Ancient Future (trans.)

Terry Hu (author)

2

Sep-89

Discovering the Secrets of
Happiness

Ken Keyes Jr.

2

Aug-94

The Seth Material

Jane Roberts

3

Sep-89

The Greatest Miracle in the
World

Og Mandino

4

Sep-89

Kundalini: The Secret of Life

Swami Muktananda

5

Oct-89

Tantra, Spirituality & Sex

Bhagwan Shree
Rajneesh

6

Nov-89

Sanaya Roman

7

Nov-89

Creative Visualisation?
Emmanuel's Book – A Manual
for Living Comfortably in the
Cosmos

8

Jun-90

Think On These Things

Jiddu Krishnamurti

9

Jul-90

Freedom from the Known

Jiddu Krishnamurti

10

Jul-90

Earth

Frank Townsend

11

Mar-91

Fate and Fatalism

C.W. Leadbeater

12

Mar-91

The Knight in Rusty Armour

Robert Fisher

13

Apr-91

Exploration into Insight

Jiddu Krishnamurti

14

Apr-91

Life After Life

Raymond A. Moody
Jr. MD

15

May-91

Tao of Leadership

John Heider

16

Jun-91

Life Before Life

Raymond A. Moody
Jr. MD

17

Dec-91

The Dancing Wuli Masters

Gary Zukav

1

Chinese title

Translator
(or Chinese
author)

Pat Rodegast

18

1991

Illusions

Richard Bach

19

Aug-91

The Ending of Time

Jiddu Krishnamurti

20

Sep-91

The Nature of Personal Reality

Jane Roberts

21

Oct-91

The Tao of Relationships

Ray Grigg

22

Apr-92

The Second Penguin Reader

Jiddu Krishnamurti

23

Jun-93

The Spiritual Teachings of
Ramana Maharishi

Ramana Maharishi

24

Jul-93

The Aquarian Conspiracy

Marilyn Ferguson

24

Mar-94

Krishnamurti's Journal

Jiddu Krishnamurti

25

Jul-93

Far Journeys

Robert A. Monroe

26

Jan-94

Krishnamurti: A Biography

Pupul Jayakar

27

Feb-94

Flight of the Eagle

Jiddu Krishnamurti

28

Mar-94

Krishnamurti's Journal

Jiddu Krishnamurti
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Chinese title

Translator
(or Chinese
author)

#

Date

29

Mar-94

English title
The Individual and the Nature
of Mass Events

Original author

30

Jul-94

A Seth Workbook: Create Your
Own Reality

Nancy Ashley

31

Dec-94

The "Unknown" Reality

Jane Roberts

32

Apr-95

Emmanuel’s Book II: The
Choice for Love

Pat Rodegast,
Judith Stanton

33

Aug-95

34

Apr-95

The Art of Dreaming
Education and the Significance
of Life

Carlos Castaneda
Jiddu
Krishnamurti

35

Jun-95

Seth Speaks: The Eternal
Validity of the Soul

36

Nov-95

On Freedom

37

Nov-95

On Relationships

38

Nov-95

On God

39

Nov-95

On Living and Dying

40

Nov-95

On Right Livelihood

41

Nov-95

On Nature and the Environment

Jane Roberts

Jane Roberts
Jiddu
Krishnamurti
Jiddu
Krishnamurti
Jiddu
Krishnamurti
Jiddu
Krishnamurti
Jiddu
Krishnamurti
Jiddu
Krishnamurti

42

Nov-95

43

Apr-96

Divorce is not the answer: A
Change of Heart Will Save Your
Marriage
Cancer As a Turning Point: A
Handbook for People With
Cancer, Their Families and
Health Professionals

Nov-96

Saved by the Light: The True
Story of a Man Who Died Twice
and the Profound Revelations
He Received

Dannion Brinkley

Jun-96

Transformed by the Light: The
Powerful Effect of Near-Death
Experiences of Peoples' Lives

Melvin Morse,
Paul Perry

46

Aug-96

Out of Body Adventures: 30
Days to the Most Exciting
Experience of Your Life

Rick Stack

47

Jul-96

48

44

45

George S.
Pransky

Lawrence LeShan

Kahlil Gibran

Sep-96

The Prophet
The Power of Silence: Further
Lessons of Don Juan

49

Sep-96

Tales of Power

Carlos Castaneda

50

Oct-96

Gary Zukav

51

Nov-96

The Seat of the Soul
Dream, 'Evolution', and Value
Fulfilment

52

Nov-96

53

Dec-96

Freedom, Love, and Action
Listening to the body: The
Psychophyscial Way to Health
and Awareness

54

Nov-96

On Truth
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Carlos Castaneda

Jane Roberts
Jiddu
Krishnamurti
Robert Masters,
Jean Houston
Jiddu
Krishnamurti

#

Date

55

English title

Original author

Nov-96

On Fear

Jiddu Krishnamurti

56

Nov-96

On Conflict

Jiddu Krishnamurti

57

Nov-96

On Love and Loneliness

Jiddu Krishnamurti

58

Nov-96

On Mood and Thought

Jiddu Krishnamurti

59

Nov-96

On Learning and Knowledge

60

Jan-97

61

Mar-97

The New Perfect Wisdom of a
Peaceful Life (Trans.)
Perform Your Past Lives
(Trans.)

62

Mar-97

A Return to Love

Jiddu Krishnamurti
Lin Qingxuan, Terry
Hu, Charles Fu Wei
Hsun, Meng Dongli,
C.C. Wang, Tsao
Yu-fang (authors)
Albert Chen
(author)
Marianne
Williamson

63

May-97

The Second Ring of Power

Carlos Castaneda

Jun-97

The Nature of Psyche, Its
Personal Expression

Jane Roberts

64
65

Jul-97

66

Aug-97

67

Aug-97

68

Chinese title

Translator
(or Chinese
author)

Zen in the Art of Archery / The
Method of Zen
Revolution of the Heart: Stride
into the New Age of Love and
Light (Trans.)

Eugen Herrigel
C.C. Wang
(author)
Pat Rodegast and
Judith Stanton

Sep-97

Emmanuel's Book II: What is an
Angel Doing Here?
The Path of Transformation:
How Healing Ourselves Can
Change The World

69

Sep-97

The Eagle's Call

Carlos Castaneda

70

Oct-97

The Fire from Within

Carlos Castaneda

71

Nov-97

Ramar: The Rabbit with
Rainbow Wings

Darrell T. Hare

72

Jan-98

Questioning Krishnamurti

Jiddu Krishnamurti

73

Feb-98

74

Feb-98

Seth, Dreams, And Projection of
Consciousness
Angel Journey Cards: 55 Cards
and Companion Guidebook

Jane Roberts
Terry Lyn Taylor,
Mary Beth Crain

75

Apr-98

76

Mar-98

77

Mar-98

The Heavenly Paradise of Mind,
Body and Spirit (Trans.)
The Education of Oversoul
Seven
The Further Education of
Oversoul Seven

Mar-98

Oversoul Seven and the
Museum of Time

Jane Roberts

79

May-98

Journey of Transforming the
Soul (Trans.)

Liao Yuepeng
(author)

80

May-98

Neale Donald
Walsch

81

Aug-98

Conversations with God: An
Uncommon Dialogue
Science of Being and Art of
Living: Transcendental
Meditation

82

Aug-98

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi's
Transcendental Meditation

78

Shakti Gawain

Chen Liyu (author)
Jane Roberts
Jane Roberts

Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi
Robert Roth
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#

Date

83

Chinese title

Translator
(or Chinese
author)

English title

Original author

Oct-98

The Kundalini Experience

Lee Sannella

84

Dec-98

Conversations with God (Book
II): An Uncommon Dialogue

Neale Donald
Walsch

85

Dec-98

Medicine Woman

Lynn V. Andrews

Flight of the Seventh Moon: The
Teaching of the Shields
Jaguar Woman and the Wisdom
of the Butterfly Tree

86

Dec-98

87

Dec-98

88

Dec-98

89

Feb-99

90

Feb-99

The Magical Approach
Osho’s Meditation Journey
(Trans.)
Seth Lets You Become the
Creator of Your Destiny (Trans.)

91

Apr-99

The 52 Gifts of Angels (Trans.)

Jane Roberts
Wang Jingrong
(author)
C.C. Wang
(author)
Albert Chen
(author)

92

Jul-99

In Search of the Miraculous

P.D. Ouspensky

93

May-99

94

Aug-99

Second Sight
Conversations with God (Book
III): An Uncommon Dialogue

Judith Orloff
Neale Donald
Walsch

95

Sep-99

The Magic Story

John McDonald

96

Dec-99

Life Ahead

Jiddu Krishnamurti

97

Jun-00

Meetings With Remarkable Men

G.I. Gurdjieff

98

Jul-00

G.I. Gurdjieff

99

Sep-00

Views from the Real World
Emir's Education in the Proper
Use of Magical Powers

100

Oct-00

Friendship with God
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Lynn V. Andrews
Lynn V. Andrews

Jane Roberts
Neale Donald
Walsch

2. Graph of books published in the Xinshidai xilie
[New Age Series] between 1989 and 2000
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3. Preface to Out on a Limb (1986)
C.C. Wang
, “Ming zuojia Wang Jiqing de hua
[Famous author
C.C. Wang talks]” in Shirley MacLaine, Out on a Limb
, translated by
Du
Heng-fen, (Taipei:
Shy Mau Publishing Company, 1986), unmarked pages.
Du Heng-fen wanted me to write this preface but, to tell the truth, I never thought I had
the qualifications to write a preface for someone. However, I rashly promised that I
would because when I read the original book long ago it referred to all types of ideas
related to parapsychology. For me these ideas are very close and dear and in recent
years I have devoted myself to translating such writings for my countrymen.
During the summer of 1985 I was travelling in the USA and discovered
Shirley’s books conspicuously arranged in every bookstore. Having been published
more than two years earlier, they were evidently still topping the bestseller lists. As luck
would have it, I was recently at a close friend’s house and saw an interview with Shirley
on 60 Minutes. The program reported that at present Shirley donates more than half of
her income to charity; what’s more in every interview she declares in no uncertain terms
how metaphysics has completely changed her view of life. No wonder her thankyou
speech
after winning
the Oscarfrom
was so
moving.thesis
Translation
removed
digital

to avoid copyright infringement

Modern people, especially those with higher education, are often willing to use
scientific evidence and logic to sustain any type of phenomenon or theory, and without
exception reject superstition. This is particularly the case with science’s mystery as,
while I consider science to have a use, its utility remains limited: it is unable to
completely understand the universe and humanity.
Shirley has the courage to face the danger of being mocked and to take her
process of seeking spiritual maturity and publish it for everyone. Indeed, it is because
she has woken to outwardly seeking truth, finally returning to explore the unity of her
own spiritual knowledge and the unity of the universe. The body can perish but the
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spirit has the ‘ability’ not to be destroyed. Although I am insignificant, I am the same as
all living things: we are all closely linked and go through thick and thin together. The
so-called ‘God’ is inside every one of us and you can also say that Buddhism’s ‘Buddha
Nature’ and Confucianism’s ‘innate knowing’ is too. There is only one dao and one
finds it on a different road according to one’s own temperament and karma.
In the world there are no real ‘accidents,’ everything comes from our
unconscious choices and agreement, and has a latent meaning and goal. Based on
everyone’s different beliefs, love, goals and intentions, we create our own physical
situation. Human life is our common educational drama and we are the actors. If we can
observe our field of view we can also probably avoid the deficiency of ‘one directly
concerned lacks objectivity.’ This is because the exploration of all spirituality is
indispensable. We can discover the value of life itself and spread our spirit to
experience ‘transforming consciousness into wisdom.’
Everything comes from one’s self; the dark confusion of complaining and losing

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
face is of no avail. If every person was able to engage in introspection, able to be aware
and all were able to first love themselves before loving others, wouldn’t this world
become more promising day by day?
Heng-fen’s translation smoothly conveys Shirley’s thoughts, although in some
areas she paraphrases and abridges the original text. While this is different to my
principles of translation, Heng-fen desires for the important message she has diligently
translated to have a relatively easy script so it can reach a broad audience. For this
reason she deserves praise and admiration. This is one truly moving ‘Book of
Enlightenment’ and has many exciting areas and ideas that call for deep thought. I am
convinced it can move and reveal new ideas to readers, as well as being a driving force
for us going a step closer towards seeking truth.
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Sincerely, C. C. Wang
15 June 1986

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
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4. The Advent of the New Age (1988)
Terry Hu
Shinü Zazhi

, “Xinshidai de lailin
[The Advent of the New Age]” in
[China Ladies Magazine], May 1988, 26.

Two years ago there was a sudden change in my life.
In my 33rd year, my inertia was influenced by my external environment,
phenomena and events in life. This engendered emotional fluctuations and my thinking
became hard to predict, so much so that I reached the point of hysteria. Just like most
people, when these problems arose I did not have an integrated way of dealing with
them. I could only treat the symptoms and take stop-gap measures. A short time later a
new trouble would emerge and the vicious circle would start again. Even though I was
aware of the inner heart’s completely wholesome roots, my radiance was weak and I
was unable to use it to great effect – I was at a loss as how to handle external questions.
Observing the friends around me, they also seemed to have the same ignorant existence.
Those who were sensitive lived with a bit more pain; those who were not sensitive
passed the days by eating, drinking, being busy, loving and hating. Seldom can people
face humanity’s goal of existence and completely understand it.

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
As shown in the variety of phenomena described above, humanity has not gone

through a thorough process of improvement. The prophets and saints of history have
time and again offered their lives in the attempt to transmit some information. They
want humanity to somewhat comprehend the connections in the cyclical energy of
‘mind à external phenomena à universal being.’ However, until now the majority of
this wisdom has remained only as moral education, so much so that it has become the
origin of humanity’s mutual annihilation.
From the end of the 1970s to now, the transformational period of Western
metaphysics has become known as the ‘New Age’ [in Chinese and English]. This is also
known in astrology as the age of Aquarian ‘awareness’ which humanity is in the process
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of preparing the earth for. The special feature of the ‘New Age’ is that all the fossilised
bonds between religions shall be broken open. The boundaries between ethnic groups
and nations will weaken even more quickly. The hatred, segregation and negative
energy that tie up humanity shall also be removed. This is a glorious prospect. As far as
Chinese people are concerned, the still raw ‘New Age’ is seemingly a utopia of idiotic
ravings. However, as far as the intelligentsia of Europe and America are concerned, this
idea of harmony has gradually become mainstream. Every large publisher has a New
Age [in English] series of books. It is worth noting that of those promoting the ‘New
Age,’ unexpectedly it is females taking the lead. This is because yang energy represents
the method, means and creative power by which the economy takes off. While yin
energy represents the intuition of intelligence and the perfect wisdom of emptiness
when the spirit takes off.
Six years ago I had the good fortune to read Seth Speaks (published by the China
Times Publishing Company). This book sowed the seed that would suddenly change my

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
life. Two years ago I took a step closer in the prajñic wisdom of Buddhism’s ‘luminous
mind seeing the Buddha nature,’ ‘exact mind and exact Buddha’ and ‘the world is how
you see it’ and found the path of settling down and getting on with my lifework.
Because of my natural disposition to share good experiences, over the past year I
have travelled non-stop from south to north giving lectures in an attempt to transmit this
information. This includes some firsthand experience and some wisdom passed on by
previous generations. Some is material from Western metaphysics which I will give
below to the readers of China Ladies Magazine:

1. The most important message of the ‘New Age’ is that we are already the most
complete and most rich raw substance. We also have the self nature of ‘the mind is
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Buddha.’ All types of worry, fear and unease, along with a feeling of deficiency, are
post-natal obstructions of self nature.

2. All external phenomena and fate are outward projections of our own ‘mindfulness.’ If
we want a smooth destiny we should first think – what sort of destiny do we want to
create? From where does a smooth or rough experience come?

3. Transforming the focal point of perception is equivalent to transforming destiny.
Good or bad fortune is no more than subjective experience. There is no standard of
objectivity because the earth has no absolute right and wrong, black and white, superior
and inferior or beauty and ugliness.

4. Human nature innately does not have any restrictions whatsoever to happiness.
Indeed, no one has the authority to restrict us. If we sincerely want to do something we

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
have to do it boldly and with confidence. We must calmly listen to our heartfelt wishes
without listening all the time to other people trying to get a word in.

5. Prior to reflection we have only one necessary restriction – the universe’s law of
cause and effect: “as you sow, so shall you reap.” Only altruistic motivations can bring
true happiness. Because universal energy is cyclical, positive energy is projected to
benefit others and also returns to benefit you. Conversely, negative thoughts not only
hurt others, they have already hurt you.

6. Atmospheric pollution is not only from tangible sources such as chemical pollution or
waste fumes. The pollution which arises from negative thoughts (hatred, jealousy, fear
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and so on) is even more significant. Therefore, the parameters of environmental
protection also include protecting the raw substance of the soul.

7. The intrinsic essence of every spirit is neutral. You absolutely cannot say “This is a
male issue!” or “This is a female issue!”. Instead, we should say “This is everyone’s
issue!”.

If this type of message makes you happy, then please see this late arriving manuscript as
a type of trailblazing ‘New Age’ material.

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
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5. Preface to the New Age Series (1989)
C.C. Wang
Xinshidai xilie zongxu – Wang Jiqing
[New Age Series introduction – C.C. Wang]. First published in Ken Keyes Jr.,
Kuaile de mifang
[Three Prescriptions for Happiness, lit. The Secret Recipe
for Happiness] trans. Bao Daiying
(Taipei: The Fine Press, 1989).
Since the age of nine I have seriously pondered: Who am I? Where did I come from?
Where am I going? This gave rise to my great personal dilemma: these questions
remained concealed in my consciousness, frequently puzzling me. During this half of
my life I have walked alone in the landscape of ‘human life’; I have lived earnestly, not
willing to let any scenes slip by. I entered the desert, ate the wind-blown sand, stepped
across the thorns and brambles and leisurely admired various kinds of beauty: artistic,
scientific, perceivable, intellectual... My spirit has come into contact with this beauty—
the natural world makes you elated—but I had not yet resolved the question of ‘ultimate
concern’ [in English and in Chinese]. This caused me to be permanantly unsettled,
afraid and sad. The beauty of many blooming flowers merely influences the horror
movie of ‘the maiden and the flowers will both be dead.’1 Really, how can this be
endured?

TranslationInremoved
from
digital thesis
to avoid copyright
commencing
psychological
and philosophical
exploration infringement
and religious
attachment my heart has had a somewhat faint expectation, but remained not quite able
to grasp what I thirsted for. Many years ago I translated The Prophet and looking back
now I can see that even then this inkling was making itself known.

1

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the reference to “the maiden and the
flowers will both be dead” is from the Qing dynasty Chinese novel The Story of the
Stone
(often translated into English as Dream of the Red Chamber). The last two
lines of the final stanza in a poem read by Lin Daiyu
are:
One day, when spring has gone and youth has fled,
The Maiden and the flowers will both be dead.

From Cao Xueqin, vol.2 of The Story of the Stone, trans. David Hawkes (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1979), 39.
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In 1976 I came into contact with the Seth Material. This destroyed many of my
preconceived ideas and answered many of my questions. Even though it contained
many unverifiable theories, some so much so that they cannot even be imagined, there
was an echo of ‘intuition’ in my innermost heart. After returning to Taiwan I tried hard
to translate several of the Seth Material books while at the same time intensively
studying philosophy (Chinese and Western) and Buddhism. At that time I really did not
know of the New Age Movement [in English and Chinese]. It was only that every time I
went to the USA I inevitably soaked up the atmosphere inside a bookstore, finding a
number of books on metaphysics, psychology and similar subjects to take home.
Among these were the Bantam [in English and Chinese] paperbacks with an image on
the back cover of a man and woman holding hands. Underneath was written ‘New Age
Books – For seeking meaning, growth and change.’ This symbol aroused my interest
and I started paying attention to the so-called ‘New Age’ books.
Only afterremoved
reading many
booksdigital
in the ‘New
Age’tocategory
I truly understand
Translation
from
thesis
avoiddid
copyright
infringement
the meaning of ‘New Age’ and realise that Seth Material was the preeminent work.
‘New Age’ refers to ‘The Aquarian Age’ [in English and Chinese], what
Western occultists believe is the current period of transformation. We are preparing to
enter ‘The Aquarian Age.’ The constellation of ‘Aquarius’ symbolises humanitarianism.
From originally pursuing the social, material and scientific levels of progress, humanity
has evolved to explore the layers of the ‘spirit’ and ‘consciousness.’ Transcending race,
skin colour, ethnicity and nationality, along with religious sectarianism, humanity’s
spiritual common ground will be found; in becoming aware of humanity’s ‘homology’
and ‘equality’ the prospect that ‘all people belong to one family’ and ‘peace’ will be
accomplished.
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At the end of this century, the fear of ‘the final age’ is enshrouded like a dark
cloud in the hearts of many. Numerous voices warn us that humanity is about to face
extinction. But there are also people who foretell that after this turmoil the twenty first
century will be a spiritual century. If you believe that ‘you create your own reality’ [in
English and Chinese]—the most important idea of the ‘New Age’—then humanity’s
future prospects rely on a spiritual consensus displaying the ultimate essence of
things. Making a comprehensive survey of totalitarian nations the world over, there is a
gradual blooming of human rights and democracy. Everybody regards ‘peace,’ ‘disaster
relief,’ ‘non-violence,’ environmental protection and so on as closely related to ideas of
humanity’s common fate, and are putting these into practice. You could say the
influence of the ‘New Age’ is in the process of gradually expanding and deepening.
The New Age movement in Europe and America is ascendant and is ‘letting one
hundred flowers bloom.’ The number of related books, broadcast programs and
workshops is a feast for the eyes. There are all types of mediums, hypnotists and Gurus

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
[in English and Chinese], each with his or her own skill – some good and some bad.
After discarding the bad and keeping the good, we can simply introduce the most
powerful ideas:

1. We are all a part of ‘God’: The traditional God is a type of transcendental and eternal
‘stranger,’ an authoritative judge. The ‘New Age’ proposes that ‘all that is,’ ‘universal
consciousness,’ ‘life force’ and ‘energy’ are the source of everything. We all possess
original essence. Neither arising nor ceasing, neither coming nor going, we all share the
same undertaking. The Mahāparinirvāṇa-sūtra says all sentient beings have Buddha
nature and can become Buddhas.” Our intrinsic essence has an inextinguishable spirit
body, amorphous and without appearance. This ‘all that is’ is just as Zhu Xi (of the mid-
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Song2) remarked “This sense spreads in all directions, it can be stored in your secret
heart.” Before ‘essence’ became the phenomenal world, amidst timelessness, as it kept
silent without moving, pregnant with the all-comprehending ‘emptiness,’ its creative
ability and dreamness transformed into the phenomenal world. Furthermore, when our
simple spirit enters the body to experience the material situation and the ultimate
essence of things, the spirit is an inextinguishable ‘essence,’ the universe is an ‘illusory
and transformation-like’ phenomena.
Lu Xiangshan once said “My heart is the universe, the universe is my heart” and
“All things on earth inspire in the heart, they fill the heart and give forth.”

2. You create your own reality: That is to say ‘all phenomena are nothing but creations
of the mind.’ We all decide our own fate and do not have to accept any outside authority.
We are unable to blame anyone but our self and must take all responsibility for our self.
Everything in the outside world is a projection from our inner world. Our ‘self

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement

organisation, self guiding, self acting’ is a combined performance of happiness, anger,
grief, pleasure, tragedy and joy.

3. The consciousness of affirming life: It is not nothingness and it is not pessimism, in
the process of studying human life we face the reality we have created. Human life
furnishes our spirit with the opportunity to directly experience material situations. In
intricate human relationships and the multifarious phenomenal world, when we give
free reign to creativity the most important thing is a life of experiencing the real world.
This leads us to give birth to pity. The pondering of pure intellect must add to human
experience; deep soul-searching and direct thoughts and feelings must lead to
2

A leading Neo-Confucian philosopher, Zhu Xi
figures in the history of Chinese thought.
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is one of the most important

‘wisdom.’ In the game of human life you can’t throw yourself into the drama, you need
to detach [in English and Chinese] and become a meditator. Only then can you dislodge
ātma-grāha (self grasping). Only then can you hope to understand the infinite mind.
Buddhism’s ‘assimilation of compassion and wisdom’ is straightforward and precise.

4. Moral immanence: There is no ‘heaven’ and ‘hell’ (only if through belief you create
one for yourself). There is no ‘personified God’ to put you on trial. Morality should not
be a ‘morality of rule,’ rather it should be a ‘morality of virtue.’ Mencius
said “benevolence and righteousness are within,” 3 morality is the unconditionally
paramount law. It is within and without. It does not rely on religious commandments or
national rules. The so-called ‘intuitive knowledge’ is our innate ‘God.’ Everyone wants
to engage in introspection and understand how he should act. This is the ‘autonomous
morality.’ It affirms our ‘innate goodness.’ There is no original sin and there is no fear
of eternal punishment. For Westerners who were raised Christian this is an extremely

Translation
removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
powerful concept. The feeling of guilt and terror is just a strategy invented to control
people. In a twinkling of an eye, tight encirclement dissolves without a trace.
Furthermore, people can, in the magnanimity of joy, became ‘free people.’

5. A healthy body and mind is a natural condition: Modern medicine is increasingly
discovering that the absolute majority of disease has its origins in the mind. In the ‘New
Age,’ even more people advocate that the natural state of the body should be healthy,
and disease [in English and Chinese] comes from the mind’s indisposition ‘dis-ease’ [in
English]. Therefore you only need to transform yourself. Or you can use the assistance
of someone who has changed their psychological state to recover from illness. From

3

The line Wang quoted “

” does not actually seem to appear in Mencius’ work.
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Western medicine’s jumbled approach of ‘treating the symptoms,’ we are gradually
proceeding to the next step of holistic [in English and Chinese] treatment.

6. Environmental protection: For the sake of humanity’s continued existence, for the
sake of giving us and future generations an even more beautiful space in which to live,
people must wake up to the fact that we cannot continue to blindly ‘develop’ or
shortsightedly abuse natural resources. On the basis of ‘loving life,’ we must assume the
role of harmonisers of the natural world, the role of carers. The variety of changes in
‘our’ world, from the destruction of the ozone layer, disappearing forests, climate
abnormalities, misuse of natural resources, pollution and so on – nearly all of it has
global influence. This requires humanity to work together, pay close attention and
facilitate the idea of a ‘global village.’ ‘Falling in love’ and ‘being moderate in good
fortune’ are the number one special qualities of the ‘New Age.’

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
7. Unconditional love [in English and Chinese]: The essence of ‘all that is’ is
unconditional love. It is the common ground of all the concepts above. Chinese people
say that heaven (qian) is brought about by yang and that the earth (kun) is nourished by
yin. The ‘God’ of Western religion represents yang’s will, that is, its creative principle.
Furthermore, the ‘holy spirit’ represents yin’s love, that is, the origin of
nourishment. All living things are born from the interplay of yin and yang. The
proposed ‘unconditional love’ of the ‘New Age’ is the basis of our essence; we are all
brothers and sisters from the same source. This is not ‘greedy love,’ not bringing
personal desire or force, and not ‘do unto others as you would have them do unto you.’
Rather, it is gentle and soft acceptance; it is warm and loving care. Moreover, it starts
from love. Knowing your own ‘fully-illuminated self nature’ has the consequences of
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self-esteem and self-discipline. Taking this love and expanding it resembles sunlight’s
common illumination – unconditional and without demand or criticism. This type of
love is not anxious or deficient, it is continuous and gives and receives [in English –
giving and receiving]. Simply speaking, ‘unconditional love’ can be said to ‘be and let
be’ [in English].
These ideas echo in the East’s traditions of Confucianism, Buddhism and
Daoism. In recent years, Westerners influenced by orthodox Western Christianity have
derived a nourishing spirit from Western occultism and Eastern philosophy and religion,
and have been able to see with brilliant clarity.
Sun Chen-hwa, Terry Hu and I share the hope of introducing ‘New Age’
information and giving this joy to friends who are willing to receive it. ‘New Age’ does
not exclude a certain type of religion and it is not limited to any type of organisation or

Translation
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sect. With the support and encouragement of Tsao Yu-fang and Chien Chih-chung, we
have undertaken the job of editing and choosing the best books from overseas to offer to
the reader. We also invite local authors to share with us their wisdom of life and hope
that this series’ ‘wellspring of love’ quenches your heart’s thirst. I sincerely want to
give you the ‘information of love’ because I was once a panic-stricken and unsettled
child... When I realised that Life=Light=Love [in English], I thirsted to comfort every
panic-stricken child in existence.
The mind creates a domain for oneself. It can be a hell that changes into heaven
or it can be a heaven that changes into hell.
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6. The Combination of Yin and Yang (1990)
Terry Hu
, Yin yang de jiehe
[The Combination of Yin and Yang] from
Gulao de weilai
[Ancient Future] (Taipei: The Fine Press, 1990).
At midnight on 3 June 1989, the Chinese Communist Party leadership ordered machine
guns, bayonets and tanks to get rid of the extremely peaceful, rational and selfcontrolled students striving for the most ‘rudimentary’ democratic freedoms at
Tiananmen Square. When these images were broadcast via satellite to every corner of
the earth, all of humanity was shocked. Because objectification had changed civilised
people into being indifferent and selfish, this baptism of tragedy suddenly revived some
things buried deep in my inner heart. In one face—weeping with grief, crying out and
angry—we could see the complete unity of ‘human love,’ this fear is a unity hitherto
unknown in history. Even if the hopes of the common people of China who are striving
for democracy vanish into thin air, that male youth who stood in front of 10 tanks for 30
long minutes; those young students whose faces were covered in blood after being hit
by truncheons and still used their bodies to protect their comrades, yelling “Hit me! Hit
me!”;
those whoremoved
dashed ahead
heedless
of their
ownto
safety
to the
middle-aged
man
Translation
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wounded by a gun shot and hurried him to emergency treatment in a hand-pulled
trolley: these men and these pictures will always be marked in the depths of my soul.
I feel here that I should remind readers how in the violent group that launched
this incident, seemingly a single female cannot be found. Is this purely yang ideology
not worthy of soul-searching and exploration at this time of deep pain?
Many feminists believe that in a completely unbalanced civilisation, females
represent the largest force for reform. This idea is theoretically justified.
From the medical point of view, the female nervous system is more flexible than
that of the male. Consistent across cultural traditions, this has allowed women to be
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more intuitive, sensitive and have richer emotions than men. The female ecosystem is
more complex and varied than that of men. The female concept of time is more flexible
and their human relationships are more intimate and richly nourishing than those of men.
In the basic characteristics of human nature, women lead men in their degree of
evolution because female natural instincts incline towards peace and a hatred of
violence. With regard to other species such as small and weak animals, concern of
female animals far exceeds that of male animals.
Men often use the idea of ‘womanly kindness’ to ridicule women’s ‘compassion,’
but because men have created this ‘great world of violence,’ women’s compassion and
softness is urgently required to heal it. When a male becomes the leader of any
organisation, he will frequently use ‘leadership’ to boss people around or control them.
This is equivalent to an old and decayed bias. Combining with other life and then
collaborating to bring revolution should be humanity’s deepest longing. When this is
achieved, then it will be more accurate to say ‘leadership’ is integrated and practiced.

Translation removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
When we pass through many of history’s painful lessons and increasingly understand
the real meaning of leadership, we learn that it is an innate quality of females to enjoy
combining with the qualities of yang, and this even more accords with the conditions of
acting as a ‘unifier.’
Many engaged in the women’s liberation movement (or the new feminists) did
so to acquire the same status and right to life as men have, consciously or
subconsciously restraining yin and displaying yang. According to psychoanalysis, this is
a show of bluff and bluster. The more you conform with the power of discovering
natural sincerity, the more you are able to give free reign to its efficacy and the more
you are able to clearly see your own special skills. Only then can you know one’s self
and know the enemy, and win hands down.
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In reality Western new feminists have already opposed this, using the ‘power of
unity’. As Patricia Mische said, women do not have to worry about sharing a piece of
the men’s ‘pie,’ instead we ought to create a completely different ‘pie.’
As pointed out in psychological research, with regard to human relations and
social structure, women’s sensitivity definitely surpasses that of men. In 1916, the
University of Southern California psychologist George Stratton4 confirmed that the
female brain structure is more intuitive and empathetic than the male, thereby being
capable of external packaging and directly entering the nucleus of life. With regard to
this universe and human nature, men originally had a more flexible curiosity; however,
it resulted in them losing their way while creating the mechanical world. They created
government systems to bring order to life, with the result being that in authority, method
and means, they forgot about human nature and life. Males created organisations;
however, the organisations were rigid. From the bloody suppression of the Chinese
Communist Party we can see the underestimation of human nature, the unyielding
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to authority
and thorough
rigidity. thesis
In the circle
of life is
there nothing
more
lamentable than this?
But the female psychological make-up has a feature needing urgent
improvement. Females use intimacy to affirm the self. If a relationship breaks off, it
frequently causes them to feel depressed and lost. This situation also happens with men
but the result is not as serious.
Now we are able to earnestly explore the inner motivations of profound
emotions. Some females are eager for emotion because they have sumptuous love and
creativity and the expression of this requires them to go through rapid and intense
4

George M. Stratton was a pioneer in experimental psychology and social psychology.
See Edward C. Tolman, George Malcolm Stratton 1865-1957: A Biographical Memoir
(Washington D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1961). Marilyn Ferguson referred to
Stratton and Patricia Mische in The Aquarian Conspiracy (pp247-249).
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interpersonal relationships. When a female’s inner heart is troubled and has some
shortcomings, she requires unity with another to satisfactorily fill this inner void.
Comparatively, it is males that can more easily develop nervousness and be unable to
conquer emotional vexations – the number one special characteristic of the male
negative response.
Regardless if male or female, during the process of self-actualisation and linking
with others, both genders study the process of resolving feelings of internal deficiency.
Afterwards they project energy outwards and become truly concerned about others and
revere emotions. Unfortunately, some males are forever unable to see this fact and
always think that attaching importance to emotions can impede the development of self
and society. Consequently the internal structure emits a stable model, expecting to
receive comfort and order. Those who are unaware of violation of this natural order
frequently experience even greater complexity and loss of control.
If looking at the two sexes from a metaphysical viewpoint, the spiritual essence
Translation
removed from digital thesis to avoid copyright infringement
of the human soul is the entirety of yin and yang. Aside from possessing the aggression,
logic and inventiveness of tradition, men also possess the yin qualities of intuition,
nourishment, creativity and inventiveness. On the contrary, women show the latent
potentiality of the two sides of yin and yang. Therefore, apart from psychology’s
independence and unity with the other sex, humanity truly should head towards
developing an auto-internal self balance of yin and yang.
Traditionally humans have liked to divide a person into two halves. Every
person is only able to bring into play one half of their latent potential and utilise one
half of their special aptitude, consequently creating a split in the history of civilisation.
If male political flexibility was not so fossilised in emphasising domination and control,
the instances of bloodshed throughout history would be halved. If females were not so
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scared of losing authority and at the same time were able to get rid of the inertia in
thinking ‘authority is evil’ and start studying how to utilise authority (initiate the
authority of concern and love) to bring into play their natural unity with other people, in
standing together with males on an equal platform mutually creating a brand new
century, humanity’s current problems could be resolved.
The arrival of the Aquarian ‘New Age’ is symbolised by the constellation of
Aquarius. It shows a person carrying a water jug on their shoulder, using the spirit of
rebirth as a human being to enrich all life, as well as continuously healing with
compassion and using the purified water to wash clean the precious blood of victims.
The combination of yin and yang in the ‘New Age’—the cooperation, equality
and mutual benefit of males and females—is appearing early in this generation. It will
be erected on the destroyed fossils of the myth of male authority and the inertia of
female weakness. If this type of consciousness is speedily attained, there are still even
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7. Preface to The Aquarian Conspiracy (1993)
Terry Hu
, “Hu Yinmeng Xu
[Terry Hu’s Preface]” in Marilyn Ferguson,
Baoping tongmou
The Aquarian Conspiracy], translated by Liao Shide
,
(Taipei: The Fine Press, 1993).
Marilyn Ferguson is lauded as the high priest of consciousness research. In 1980 she
published The Aquarian Conspiracy, a classic work that has already been translated into
Japanese, Spanish, Dutch and various other languages. This edition published by the
Fine Press is the 1987 edition, which includes John Naisbitt’s preface and the author’s
own introduction.
In a 1990 magazine interview Marilyn was asked why she named the book The
Aquarian Conspiracy. She indicated that the title The Aquarian Conspiracy describes
the phenomenon she has seen with her own eyes – beginning in 1976 she has seen many
people’s value systems undergo tremendous change. This phenomenon is a positive one.
She discovered that many people share the common goal of a more harmonious society
and establishing a more harmonious world.
‘Aquarian’ is used because humanity is emerging from the Age of Pisces into

Translation
from
thesis
to has
avoid
copyright
the Ageremoved
of Aquarius.
Thisdigital
astrological
idea
influenced
many infringement
people and she
believes that humanity’s wisdom shall be truly liberated in the Age of Aquarius.
From 1980 to 1990 the spiritual signs of The Aquarian Conspiracy quickly
became evident. Humanity became more and more interested in matters of the spirit
with a corresponding reduction of materialistic values. The social status of seeking
success was replaced by an increase in the quality of life, improvement in relations,
benevolence and creativity and so on.
Public opinion began to bloom in a multi-faceted way. This included
enthusiastic study of foreign culture and aboriginal culture. Of particular importance
was the promotion of spirituality and maturity in the heart of individuals.
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People started living in the moment and really participating in life. Furthermore,
they were not satisfied with just being a sojourner. In addition, people gradually awoke
to the results of short-sightedness with regard to the ecosystem.
I introduced The Aquarian Conspiracy in my book Ancient Future. Originally I
was going to translate The Aquarian Conspiracy, but because A-De [Liao Shide]
wanted to translate a challenging and representative book I handed it over to him to
translate. I did not expect that while translating this book I had allowed A-De to know
what it is like to be ‘so aggrieved as to be dead.’ When his spirit and strength was most
weak he still had to use mental and physical effort to find the multitudinous names of
systems, people, places and books and every type of technical nomenclature that was in
the text. Marilyn Ferguson’s complicated grammatical composition and excessively
precise way of examining the material was even more difficult for A-De to deal with.
Similar toremoved
what I wrotefrom
in mydigital
chapter thesis
in Ancient
and Rightinfringement
Don’t
Translation
toFuture
avoid“Left
copyright
Connect”, this is absolutely the heavyweight book. This is the must-read ‘New Age
Handbook’ for people who study consciousness change from any rational or scientific
point of view.
Marilyn Ferguson’s spiritual research is exactly the type of awakening Taiwan
needs. This spirit is able to help us destroy common superstitions, the worship of
authority, dogmatism, the burden of tradition and all types of distorted ideas. In
becoming a New Age person, we must undergo this baptism of reason. Only then can
we bring the benevolence and humanistic ethics of regaining consciousness to the world.
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